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Preface

Universal Dependencies (UD) is a framework for cross-linguistically consistent treebank annotation that
has so far been applied to over 100 languages (http://universaldependencies.org/). The framework is
aiming to capture similarities as well as idiosyncrasies among typologically different languages (e.g.,
morphologically rich languages, pro-drop languages, and languages featuring clitic doubling). The goal
in developing UD was not only to support comparative evaluation and cross-lingual learning but also to
facilitate multilingual natural language processing and enable comparative linguistic studies.

The goal of the UD workshop is to bring together researchers working on UD, to reflect on the theory and
practice of UD, its use in research and development, and its future goals and challenges.

The Fifth Workshop on Universal Dependencies (UDW 2021) is, like its third edition before, part of
SyntaxFest, which co-locates four related but independent events:

• The Sixth International Conference on Dependency Linguistics (Depling 2021)

• The Second Workshop on Quantitative Syntax (Quasy 2021)

• The 20th International Workshop on Treebanks and Linguistic Theories (TLT 2021)

• The Fifth Workshop on Universal Dependencies (UDW 2021)

The reasons that suggested bringing these four events together in 2019 still hold in 2021. There is a
continuing, strong interest in corpora and dependency treebanks for empirically validating syntactic the-
ories, studying syntax from quantitative and theoretical points of view, and for training machine learning
models for natural language processing. Much of this research is increasingly multilingual and cross-
lingual, made in no small part possible by the Universal Dependencies project, which continues to grow
at currently nearly 200 treebanks in over 100 languages.

For these reasons and encouraged by the success of the first SyntaxFest, which was held in 2019 in Paris,
we – the chairs of the four events – decided to bring them together again in 2021. Due to the vagaries
of the COVID-19 pandemic, it was eventually decided to push the actual SyntaxFest 2021 back to March
2022. In order not to delay the publication of new research and not to conflict with other events, we
decided however to publish the proceedings that you are now reading in advance, in December 2021.

As in 2019, we organized a single reviewing process for the whole SyntaxFest, with identical paper
formats for all four events. Authors could indicate (multiple) venue preferences, but the assignment of
papers to events for accepted papers was made by the program chairs.

38 long papers were submitted, 25 to Depling, 11 to Quasy, 17 to TLT, and 24 to UDW. The program
chairs accepted 30 (79%) and assigned 8 to Depling, 5 to Quasy, 7 to TLT, and 10 to UDW. 22 short
papers were submitted, 6 to Depling, 7 to Quasy, 9 to TLT, and 9 to UDW. The program chairs accepted
14 (64%) and assigned 3 to Depling, 3 to Quasy, 3 to TLT, and 5 to UDW.

At the time of this writing, we do not yet know whether SyntaxFest will be a hybrid or purely online
event. We regret this uncertainty but are nevertheless looking forward to it very much. Our sincere thanks
go to everyone who is making this event possible, including everybody who submitted their papers, and
of course the reviewers for their time and their valuable comments and suggestions. We would like to
thank Djamé Seddah, whose assistance and expertise in organizing SyntaxFests was invaluable. Finally,
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we would also like to thank ACL SIGPARSE for its endorsement and the ACL Anthology for publishing
the proceedings.

Radek Čech, Xinying Chen, Daniel Dakota, Miryam de Lhoneux, Kilian Evang, Sandra Kübler, Nicolas
Mazziotta, Simon Mille, Reut Tsarfaty (co-chairs)

Petya Osenova, Kiril Simov (local organizers and co-chairs)

December 2021
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– Xinying Chen (Xi’an Jiaotong University)
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– Daniel Dakota (Indiana University)
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Formae reformandae: for a reorganisation of verb form annotation
in Universal Dependencies illustrated by the specific case of Latin

Flavio Massimiliano Cecchini
Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore / Largo Gemelli 1, 20123 Milan, Italy

flavio.cecchini@unicatt.it

Abstract

Nonfinite verb forms are a crosslinguistically widespread phenomenon that poses a challenge
to universal annotation formalisms like Universal Dependencies (UD), often clashing with tradi-
tionally established, language-specific conventions and terminologies. This paper, using Latin as
a concrete case study, aims to give a survey on the VerbForm feature distribution among UD

treebanks and to suggest a restructuring thereof in a universal perspective.

1 Introduction

The project of Universal Dependencies (UD) aims to harbour syntactically and morphologically
annotated treebanks of any language, on the basis of universal, crosslinguistically valid tagsets for parts
of speech (UPOS), morpholexical features and syntactic dependency relations (de Marneffe et al., 2021).
The latest release, v2.9 of November 2021 (Zeman et al., 2021), of its second version (Nivre et al.,
2020) sees 122 languages with at least one treebank each for a total of 217 treebanks, among which four
Latin treebanks, variously distributed on diachronic, diastratic and diaphasic axes: Classical and Late
Latin works, from prose (e. g. De bello gallico by Caesar), poetry (e. g. Metamorphoses by Ovid) and
religious sources (e. g. Bible) in Perseus (Bamman and Crane, 2011) and PROIEL (Eckhoff et al., 2018),
Early Medieval notarial Latin from Tuscia in the Late Latin Charter Treebank (LLCT) (Korkiakangas
and Passarotti, 2011; Cecchini et al., 2020a), polished Late Medieval Latin of philosophical-theological
texts by Thomas Aquinas in the Index Thomisticus (IT-TB) (Passarotti, 2019; Cecchini et al., 2018) and
treatises (e. g. De vulgari eloquentia), poetry and personal correspondence by Dante Alighieri in UDante
(Tavoni, 2011; Cecchini et al., 2020b), for a total of nearly 1 million tokens. Together, they testify the
livelihood of Latin as a political, scientific and literary lingua franca in the centuries, well up into the
modern age, that followed the fall of the Western Roman Empire, where it was the administrative and
everyday language of a continent-spanning dominion (Waquet, 2001; Clackson and Horrocks, 2007;
Leonhardt, 2009).

Variation over the whole of UD treebanks is even greater, most importantly with respect to linguistic
phenomena and grammatical traditions that have to converge into the universal formalism. This does
not always take place without conflicting or incoherent annotational choices and styles, both inter- and
intralinguistically: these often arise, on the one side, from the direct translation of language-specific
conventional denominations into misleadingly homonymous UD labels, and on the other side from some
unfortunate naming choices in UD itself borrowed from historical, Latin-influenced traditional grammars
of (mostly) European languages. This paper focuses on one of such “front lines”: the values of the
morpholexical feature VerbForm, which in UD defines the different kinds and behaviours of forms in a
verbal paradigm, and in particular of those values for nonfinite forms. While the discussion is centered
around the UD formalism, it is also of a more general nature about the tension in the identification of
language-specific and universal classes,1 and the paper also puts forward new criteria for the annotation
of Latin nonfinite verb forms as a sort of practical example for its conclusions. We notice that, especially

1On this tension, cf. the discussion in (Croft, 2001, §2) about the identification of universal parts of speech, and in (Haspel-
math, 2009) about terminology for morphological case.
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from a terminological point view, Latin has a particular position in this context, given the wide-reaching
authority of its historical grammatical works.

In §2, the framework of this paper is briefly expanded upon; in §3, the particular case study of the
supine in UD is detailed for Latin and other languages; in §4, a concise survey of VerbForm values’
distribution in UD is given, commented in more generic terms in §5; in §6, a new system for Latin
nonfinite VerbForms in UD is proposed; finally, §7 closes this work with some minor proposals.

2 Finite and nonfinite verb forms and VerbForms

In UD, inflectional, verbal features include VerbForm, glossed as “form of verb or deverbative”.2 At
a universal level, the definition of VerbForm is thus left somewhat underspecified and vague, and
the single values for this feature are only sketchily illustrated by few examples. A first fundamental
distinction is between the value Fin and all others. The notion of “finite” verb form is not unques-
tionable, as it is originally anchored in the Latin verbal system: there, it is a verb form expressing an
agreement in person (Person) with the subject (therefore “conjugated” with it, from coniugo ‘join
together’), a tense (Tense) and a mood (Mood), and is the only kind of VERB form that can stand as
head of an independent, unmarked clause without auxiliaries (AUX). This definition is not applicable
crosslinguistically (Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 1994), as can already be seen by the world-wide distribution of
verbal person marking (Siewierska, 2013).3 We will however refrain from attempting a direct universal
definition of “finite” verb form, due to the non-trivial connected issues that go beyond the scope of
this paper, and will leave it as a “primitive notion”, contenting ourselves of its operative definition for
Latin, for which it may make sense. Still, we note that a characterisation of finiteness “by negation”
emerges from the identification of cardinal nonfinite forms in §5: then, finite forms are all the others. In
a typological perspective, this conclusion would actually suggest to abandon the notion of “finiteness”
altogether, as it does not so much correspond to an actual linguistic category as it is a language-specific
co-occurrence of factors (in Latin, the expression of person, tense and mood being compulsory for main,
independent predicates).4 So, we observe a correlation between finite forms and independent clauses on
one side, and nonfinite forms and embedded or subordinated clauses, see (Pinkster, 1990, §7, §8), on the
other. The latter are situated in a grey area where verbs assume morphosyntactic behaviours which are
usually ascribed to other parts of speech (see §5), and this characteristic makes nonfinite forms difficult
to pinpoint, hence the many nonfinite values for VerbForm in UD in contrast to only one finite value
Fin, and the even more detailed record of cases and denominations by traditional grammars.

Nonfinite forms are a complex phenomenon that warrants attention and that so to speak puts a crosslin-
guistic annotation formalism like UD to the test, hence they have been chosen as the main subject of this
paper. Further, they are significantly present in Latin, so that Latin itself can serve as a valid proving
ground for claims and proposals on the matter.

3 The supine as case study of a nonfinite VerbForm

The implementation of the VerbForm label Sup for the so-called supine across UD treebanks is a
very specific, but nonetheless good case study for the misunderstandings that arise when confronting a
crosslinguistic formalism like UD with those of traditional grammars of single languages, and for the con-
fusion of focus between particular and more general phenomena at different annotational layers (cf. §4).

2In the following the general reference is the documentation found on the UD website (https://
universaldependencies.org/), in particular the resumptive page for all morpholexical features (https:
//universaldependencies.org/ext-feat-index.html) and the page about VerbForm (https:
//universaldependencies.org/ext-feat-index.html#verbform), with all related universal and language-
specific documentation. All data is also retrievable through each treebank’s hub page, and queries on them can be performed
by means of different tools, e. g. online with Grew (Guillaume, 2021).

3Hence we note that this terminological choice is unfortunate from a universal point of view, since it cannot be based on the
original Latin notion of (in)finitus ‘(in)definite (form)’; cf. §4 about other VerbForm denominations.

4We note that a similar reasoning might be put forth, at least for Latin, for the “positive” degree (Degree=Pos in UD) of
an adjective or similar element, since its definition actually corresponds to the absence of a comparative or absolutive degree.
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To address the issue, we will first give a rather detailed presentation of the Latin supine, proposing a new,
more typologically grounded way to annotate it, before turning to so-called supines in other languages
and their representation in UD.

3.1 The Latin supine
In traditional Latin grammars, the supine form, or “mood”,5 is described among others as “a ver-
bal abstract of the 4th declension [. . . ], having no distinction of tense or person” (Greenough et al.,
2014, §508)6 or more explicitly as “a defective verbal noun” (Barbieri, 1995, §150).7 In such works,
cf. e. g. (Palmer, 1988, p. 324f.), it is noted that the supine only appears in the singular number, either
in the accusative or ablative case (but dative might also be attested), assigning to the former an alleged
“active” and to the latter an alleged “passive” voice, however on no clear morphosyntactic grounds.
Its use is limited as the complement of a) verbs expressing “directionality” (motion, giving/taking, send-
ing), e. g. frumentatum missa fetch.grain-SUP-ACC8 send-PFV.PASS.PTCP-ABL.SG.F ‘sent to fetch grain’
(PROIEL, 53469),9 in the accusative, and b) of adjectives of evaluation, e. g. difficile factu difficult-
NOM.SG.N do-SUP-ABL ‘difficult to do’ (PROIEL, 86346), in the ablative. Also recorded, even if
marginally, but simply a subcase of the “active” use, is the periphrastic construction of the so-called
“future”10 passive infinitive, formed with the passive (with impersonal meaning) present infinitive iri
from eo ‘to go’, as in e. g. has tibi redditum iri [putabam] this-ACC.PL.F you-DAT give.back-SUP-
ACC go-IPFV.INF-PASS [think-IPFV.IND.PST-1SG] ‘[I thought] these would be returned to you’ (PROIEL,
225189). This supplies the supposed lack of a construction with the auxiliary sum ‘to be’ as in the very
infrequent (cf. §6, Table 2) active equivalent [eum] has tibi redditurum esse [putabam] (constructed),
using the so-called future participle instead.

The uses of the supine alternate with some infrequent constructions with the infinitive, such as
the so-called infinitive of purpose as in meridie bibere dato noon-ABL.SG drink-IPFV.INF-ACT give-
IMP.FUT-2SG ‘give (them) to drink at noon’ (Greenough et al., 2014, §460f.) (cf. the supine potum dedi
drink-SUP-ACC give-PFV.IND.PRES-1SG ‘I have given (you) to drink’ PROIEL, 224782), which might
be reminescent of the origin of this verb form (Palmer, 1988, p. 319f.). In modern Romance languages
the supine has been indeed replaced by the infinitive in all contexts, e. g. ha mandato a dire ‘(he/she/it)
sent to tell (i. e. let know)’ (Italian-VIT, VIT-8312; Alfieri and Tamburini (2016)) or difficile da
raggiungere ‘difficult to reach’ (Italian-VIT, VIT-242),11 and a direct descendant seems to survive
only in Rumanian, as in e de mirat cum trăieşte ‘it’s amazing how he lives’12 (Mallinson, 1988, §4).

The use of supine is already very sparse in the Latin data at our disposal: across all Latin UD treebanks,
it occurs a mere 17 times13 (5 times in the ablative), 16 of which are found in PROIEL, and it is so totally
absent in corpora representing later varieties, but for one unusual case in UDante (Mon-644). However,
morphologically identical abstract deverbative nouns of the 4th declension, annotated as NOUNs, are very
common. In the UDante treebank (the only one where this information is available as of UD v2.9) more
than 75% of fourth-declension noun (NOUN/PROPN) lemmas, i. e. 90 out of 120 (for a total of 421 out of
522 occurrences), are traceable back to supine forms,14 e. g. spiritus ‘spirit’ from spiro ‘to breath’. These

5In Latin grammars, the term “mood”, beside indicative, subjunctive and imperative, often also encompasses nonfinite verb
forms, even if these do not actually express a Mood in UD’s sense.

6Quite uniquely, this grammar lists the supine under other participles, probably in the absence of a better choice.
7The excerpts from this grammar are presented here in the translation by the author.
8here and therafter, the gloss SUP stands for “supine”
9All quotations from UD corpora report the respective corpus code and sentence id (sent id), while con-

structed examples are labelled as such. Forms under discussion are bold-faced, while arguments relevant to
the discussion are underlined. Only for Latin samples, a linear gloss is given in the Leipzig formalism (see
https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php). A general reference for Latin is the
classic grammar by Allen and Greenough (2014), or Barbieri’s (1995).

10The aspectual notion of prospectivity would be probably more fitting here; cf. §6, Table 1.
11Translatable into Latin with a supine as mittit dictum and difficile peruentu (constructed).
12Where de mirat would correspond to Latin ablative supine miratu, or also dative miratui, from miror ‘to marvel at’. We

note that Rumanian treebanks do not use the value Sup, but seem to prefer Part or a treatment as NOUN instead.
13Tokens with UPOS VERB and VerbForm=Sup.
14Corresponding in Word Formation Latin (WFL), a resource for Latin derivational morphology (Litta and Passarotti, 2019),
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nouns appear marked for every possible case and nominal dependency relation.15 This observation
could actually suggest, from a synchronic perspective,16 to give purely nominal interpretations to the
occurrences of supines: on the one hand, parallel to the “active” supine we have the accusative of
direction (Greenough et al., 2014, §388b) as in ire Hyerosolimam go-IPFV.INF-ACT Jerusalem-ACC.SG

‘go to Jerusalem’ (PROIEL, 13700), and on the other hand, parallel to the “passive” supine, the ablative
of respect or specification, as in uirtute praecedunt virtue-ABL.SG excel-IPFV.IND.PRES-3PL ‘they
excel in courage’ (Greenough et al., 2014, §418). While the latter interpretation seems justified, in the
former case we can effectively find the supine taking arguments the same way as a corresponding finite
predicate, e. g. Tigranem ires salutatum Tigranes-ACC.SG go-IPFV.SUB.PST-2SG greet-SUP-ACC ‘(so
that) you would go to greet Tigranes’ (PROIEL, 76590), justifying its interpretation as a predicate, but
then only limited to its accusative form.

The point of these observations is that the VerbForm value Sup appears, already on a language-
internal point of view, not sufficiently focused: it seems to be based more on its etymological origin
as a deverbative noun rather than on its synchronic function. But it would not be desirable to use Sup
to represent a derivational process: derivational morphology is not really the focus of UD morpholexical
features, and otherwise, for coherence, other deverbal nouns should also be marked for their derivation.17

At the same time, it is reasonable to assume that the function of a verbal form like the crystallised
accusative of the supine in Latin can be found in other languages, and so, in a crosslingustic perspective,
another typological label would be better suited (cf. §6).

3.2 Supine in other languages and Sup in UD

The label of “supine” is variously used in grammars of languages other than Latin, but often the connec-
tion with the Latin supine does not appear fully motivated from a morphosyntactic point of view, a fact
that corroborates the observations about the language-specificity of this label. As of UD v2.9, apart from
Latin, 9 languages18 make use of this feature; unfortunately, a documentation page is available for only 3
of them: Old Church Slavonic, Slovene and Swedish. Slovene and Swedish are also cited as examples in
the universal guidelines, while the language-specific documentation for Old Church Slavonic and Slove-
nie is essentially identical, mirroring their close kinship. It follows an overview of these two supines,
together with the Estonian one (the only non-Indo-European language together with North Sami) and
their alleged relationship with the Latin supine:

Slovene (and some other current or old Slavic languages): it is an indeclinable verb form whose forma-
tion is linked to that of the infinitive (differing relatively to an -i suffix), apparently contrasting with
it by expressing intentionality (Greenberg, 2006, §4.1.1.8), only appearing after verbs of motion
“instead of infinitive” (UD guidelines) and capable of taking its own arguments: grem domev sežgat
dnevnik ‘I’m going home to burn (my) diary’ (Priestly, 1993, §3.2.1, §4.5). If we ignore morpho-
logical differences, the communality on the syntactic level is thus partial, involving only the Latin
accusative supine. We are not in the presence of a deverbative noun, but rather of a variant of the
infinitive with lexically determined complementary distribution, so the Inf value might be a more
fitting choice.19

mainly to rules 107 and 119 (conversions), 627 (suffix it), and 748 (suffix at). We notice that such figures seem to point out the
fact that the protoypic Latin 4th-declension noun actually is a supine, as it were; however, a more thorough investigation over
more extensive data is needed to support this claim.

15As a search for tokens satisfying UPOS=NOUN, Gender=Masc, InflClass=IndEurU, and, where present,
VerbForm=Sup, in one of the Latin treebanks using these features can confirm.

16In Old Latin, contrarily, it is surely the case that deverbative nouns in general can take arguments like a corresponding
finite predicate; cf. (Clackson and Horrocks, 2007, §4.2.3, c, iii).

17For example the extremely productive (t)io(n) suffix, as in uisio ‘vision’ from uideo ‘to see’, which according to WFL
accounts for 2684 forms out of 14 418 recorded nouns (Litta and Passarotti, 2019).

18Estonian, Faroese, Icelandic, Marathi, North Sami, Old Church Slavonic, Old East Slavic, Slovene, Swedish.
19Diachronically, though, it is true that the Slavonic supine seems to be derived from the accusative case of a u-stem dever-

bative noun, too (Schenker, 1993, §3.2.2). This might be a further reason for its denomination.
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Swedish : it is an indeclinable variant of the past (i. e. perfective) participle20 used in the periphrastic
construction of the composite past, based on the auxiliary verb ha ‘to have’, while in the passive
construction (which has a predicative origin similarly as in Latin) the participle agrees in gender
and number with the subject: Jag har ätit maten ‘I have eaten dinner’ vs. Maten är äten ‘Dinner
is eaten’ (UD guidlines). As such, no connection whatsoever can be found with the Latin supine.
Judging from the data, the notion of supine in Faroese and Icelandic is the same as in Swedish.

Estonian (not documented in UD): it essentially appears to be the inflected form of the infinitive under a
different name, i. e. the infinitive fulfilling oblique roles, as opposed to the proper infinitive, used for
core arguments (Viitso, 1998, p. 139). In this context, the infinitive in the illative case, representing
motion to a place, comes closest to the “active” supine of Latin, as in lähen malet mängima ‘I’m
going (somewhere) to play chess’; but also olin klubis malet mängimas ‘I was in the club playing
chess’ (inessive), with no parallels. The similarity with the Latin supine is again only syntactic and
partial, and, representing a paradigmatic variation, like in Slovene it seems better captured by Inf,
especially since it seems part of a full inflectional paradigm (with possible suppletive forms), and
not defective like the Latin supine.

To sum it up, the uses of the Sup label outside Latin treebanks tendentially seem to rest upon vague
parallels between the syntax of generic infinitival constructions and that of the Latin supine in the
“active” construction (see §3.1): resemblances are however at best only partial (most often they do not
include the “passive” usage of Latin), or are only part of a more extensive paradigm (like in Estonian).
Beside that, none of these forms appear to be used in non-predicative constructions as is the equivalent
Latin noun. Finally, we note that the generic status of “verbal noun” does not per se justify a preference
for Sup with respect to other possible labels like Inf or VNoun (or even Conv), especially when these
have a better appeal in the respective languages. As a comparison, it is interesting to notice that the
grammatical tradition of Finnish, a language very closely related to Estonian, just uses the denomination
“(third) infinitive” for the exact equivalent (including inflection, cf. Abondolo (1998)) of the Estonian
“supine”, as reflected by the use of the value Inf and absence of Sup in Finnish UD treebanks.

The real main reason for these traditional denominations thus seems to lie in the language-internal need
to terminologically differentiate similar and correlated forms, e. g. infinitive in Slovene and Estonian, and
participle in Swedish. Unfortunately, this brings along all the problems of excessive specificness already
discussed for Latin in §3.1, and, on a typological level, is further misleading in that it establishes very
specific, but not really grounded, parallels with the Latin form (the “original one”, as it were), which are
wanting also from a purely morphosyntactic point of view.

4 Distribution of nonfinite VerbForm values in UD

The picture that emerges from the discussion in §3.2 is that of a label, Sup, employed in UD not so
much on the basis of morphosyntactic consideration, as for assonance, in deference to prior grammatical
traditions; such traditions are themselves based on simultaneously superficial and too focused syntactic
resemblances to phenomena originally studied for Latin, whose grammar, from ancient times, has long
represented the “ideal grammar” in Europe.21 With this, it is not meant that such distinctions are not
useful or motivated internally to the given language but that, regrettably, these more or less successful
attempts at following in the footsteps of Latin grammar terminology do not allow for meaningful inter-
linguistic comparisons, and often even contribute to the establishing of inaccurate analogies. A similar
state of things appears also from the use of other nonfinite VerbForm values UD-wide, of which an
overview follows (as of v2.8; where not specified, quotations are from universal guidelines) :

20Originally, its neuter singular form (Andersson, 1994, p. 284f.).
21While for a long time Latin grammarians themselves resorted to Greek grammar canon to frame Latin, see (Clackson

and Horrocks, 2007, §6), also (Law, 2003, §4); see the pioneering work of Priscianus (Keil, 1855), and also cf. e. g. how the
diverging phenomenon of ablativus absolutus was approached, as detailed in (Sluiter, 2000).
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Conv employed by 36 languages for a verb form “which shares properties of verbs and adverbs”, con-
sequently appearing in an adverbial function, and so identified principally at a syntactic level (fol-
lowing the UD definition of ADV as “words that typically modify verbs for such categories as time,
place, direction or manner”). Despite this value, some languages like Slovene and Latin opt to an-
notate possible candidates directly as ADVs (and consequent relation advmod instead of advcl),
e. g. sufficienter suffice-IPFV.ACT.PTCP-ADV ‘sufficiently’.22 We note that the term “converb” first
appeared in the field of Altaic studies (Haspelmath, 1995, §7) and has never been part of traditional
terminologies of European languages.

Gdv employed by 4 languages (including Latin). The universal guidelines briefly state “used in Latin
and Ancient Greek”. While in Latin the gerundive is a kind of participle (see §6), the documentation
for Armenian defines it as “a nonfinite verb form that shares properties of verbs and nouns”, which
would rather fit with VNoun. So, also this label appears to arise from traditional denominations,
without being supported by a morphological definition; it is highly language-specific, and as such
has not spread beyond these few languages (3 of which, Latin, Ancient Greek and Sanskrit, represent
ancient phases of modern Indo-European languages, to which Armenian also belongs).

Ger employed by 21 languages (including Latin), even if deprecated by the universal guidelines. Here,
the difference with Conv is not clear: e. g. the Italian gerund Arrivando tardi si perde il treno ‘Ar-
riving late you miss the train’ (Italian guidelines) looks equivalent to Czech transgressive udělavši
večeři, zavolala rodinu ke stolu ‘having prepared the dinner, she called her family to the table’
(universal guidelines), where it is labelled as Conv. Notably, while the latter inflects for gender,
number and aspect, the former is invariable. The term derives from the Italian gerundio being the
direct descendant of Latin gerundium, cf. again (Haspelmath, 1995, §7), itself a gerundivum (Gdv)
in a particular syntactic context (see §6), of which it has kept the name despite radical morphosyn-
tactic changes. In English treebanks, the use of Ger is contextual (but it is probbaly the case that we
are dealing with two different homographic forms here): the same form is labelled as Part instead
when preceded by the auxiliary verb to be; it is described (also universally) as “shar[ing] properties
of verbs and nouns”, which would rather lead to VNoun.

Inf employed by 75 languages (including Latin), it is together with Part the most universally used
value, and at the same time the most undefined. Neither the universal guidelines nor any language-
specific documentation put forward any true definition; the wide-spread identification as a citation
form is of course purely conventional and extremely language-specific. Infinitive seems to be treated
as a linguistic “primitive notion”, self-evident for the languages it is applied to. However, the
documentation for Irish, stating that “[t]he infinitive verb form is the same as the verbal noun”, lets
one question if Inf and VNoun are not actually referring to the same entity (see VNoun and cf. §6).

Part employed by 75 languages (including Latin), with a general agreement on it representing a verb
form “shar[ing] properties of verbs and adjectives”. This identification is bound to happen princi-
pally on a syntactic (but possibly also semantic) level, as for the UPOS ADJ itself, defined in the
guidelines as “words that typically modify nouns and specify their properties or attributes”. In some
languages (as in Latin) morphological criteria might also be applied, but this is not a universal fact,
and it is more often than not a consequence of a word being an adjective rather than the opposite.
There can be contradictions, however: notwithstanding that the Latin gerundive shares morphol-
ogy and syntax with other participial forms (see §6), the historical difference in naming convention
(Gdv vs.Part) has been carried over into UD treebanks.

VNoun employed by 15 languages, it stands for “[v]erbal nouns other than infinitives”; however, being
the value Inf undefined (see Inf), this leaves place for arbitrariety, and the distinction is not moti-
vated. Indeed, despite the cases (cf. §3.2) in which this label could be appropriate, there seems to be

22Which is potentially accompanied by suffecte suffice-PFV.PASS.PTCP-ADV and suffecture suffice-PROSP.ACT.PTCP-ADV,
thus showing a paradigmatical variation in aspect/voice, all from the same verb.
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a general preference for Inf, probably influenced by Western naming traditions. Only 9 languages
use both labels:23 this complementarity goes into the direction of a factual equivalence of the two
labels. Indeed, the Turkish documentation explicitly mentions this fact, claiming a preference for
VNoun. In UD, NOUNs are defined as “a part of speech typically denoting a person, place, thing,
animal or idea”, pointing to mainly semantic criteria for their identification.

5 Identification of cardinal VerbForms in UD

From the overview in §4, an explicit distinction emerges between those values whose definition is
oriented towards a specific UPOS with all respective morphosyntactic (and semantic) implications,
i. e.Conv∼ADV, Part∼ADJ and VNoun∼NOUN, and the remaining ones (Gdv, Ger, Inf, Sup),
whose definitions are left undetermined and/or which stem directly from traditional, language-specific
denominations; no less than 3 (Gdv, Ger, Sup) originally refer to entities or constructions extremely
peculiar to the Latin language, and have been adopted with various degrees of consistency by other
grammatical traditions (cf. §3.2 and §4). Another issue is that such very specific labels isolate peculiar
syntactic constructions which are not necessarily related to morphology, and which obscure the more
general picture. The three UPOS-oriented values Conv, Part and VNoun can instead be seen as
cardinal choices that logically reflect all possibilities contained in the morphosyntactic system of UD.
They follow straight from the intuition that a verb form that keeps its lexicality continues to be head of
a clause that can be itself embedded in a matrix clause in the same way as a non-verbal, i. e. nominal,
phrase: so, in the UD formalism, either “mimicking” an adjective (ADJ), an adverb (ADV) or a noun
(NOUN/PROPN), i. e. each and every lexical nominal part of speech in UD.

In the end, if the feature VerbForm stands to represent the morphosyntactic (and to some extent also
semantic) properties that a verbal stem can assume in its inflectional paradigm (cf. §2), all the while
keeping the possibility to act as the equivalent predicate of a main, independent clause with respect to
its arguments, then, in agreement e. g. with Haspelmath (1995), we argue that a set of values mirroring
all possible logically corresponding parts of speech in the given annotation formalism should suffice:
in the case of UD, then, those which are conventionally labelled as Conv, Part and Inf/VNoun.24

Consequently, the other labels are not actually needed and, on the contrary, do not contribute to the
goal of inter-linguistic comparison implicit in the UD project, since they usually arise from idiosyncratic,
language-specific terminology that conflicts with universal labels; we also argue that they can be all
traced back to the three cardinal categories, or to specific (syntactic) behaviours of other deverbative
parts of speech (not being truly part of a verbal paradigm in such a case, cf. §3.1). This will be done for
Latin in the next section. Finally, we note that such reorganisation of verb forms around cardinal, UPOS-
oriented values would not alter the extant possibility to assign a VerbForm to a non-VERB token, as
such an assignment is of etymological rather than morpholexical character, and points to the paradigmatic
origin of the form in question, not to its synchronic use; given the part-of-speech label, there subsists no
ambiguity about this double connotation of the VerbForm feature.

6 Reorganising nonfinite Latin verb forms

As seen in §4, UD Latin treebanks currently make use of five out of seven values for nonfinite
VerbForms, i. e.Gdv, Ger, Inf, Part and Sup. Their implementation is comparable between tree-
banks, as it more or less regularly follows traditional definitions. Below, Latin nonfinite forms are ex-
amined from a morphological and a syntactic point of view. Other considerations concerning when and
whether some forms should be considered VERBs or else,25 are out of the scope of this investigation.

23Erzya, Irish, Komi Zyrian, Mbya Guarani, Moksha, Polish, Skolt Sami, Turkish, Turkish German. But: Irish claims
their identity (see Inf); Inf does not appear in the Turkish language-specific documentation; some of these languages share
common annotation principles (e. g. Uralic languages, under the code urj; cf. Partanen et al. (2018, §3)). Thus, actual figures
are lower.

24Noting that VNoun is a better choice, being less language-specific than Inf, and that Part should also be relabelled in
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Denomination &
example ago

VerbForm
current

VerbForm
proposed Aspect (Tense) Voice

InflClass
[nominal] Gender Number Case

Perfect participle
actus/a/um Part Part Perf (Past) Pass

IndEurA/
IndEurO * * *

Present participle
agens Part Part Imp (Pres) Act IndEurI * * *

Future participle
acturus/a/um Part Part Prosp (Fut) Act

IndEurA/
IndEurO * * *

Present infinitive
agere, agi Inf VNoun Imp (Pres) Act/Pass Ind Neut Sing Acc/Nom

Perfect infinitive
agisse Inf VNoun Perf (Past) Act Ind Neut Sing Acc/Nom

Gerund
agendo/um/o/i Ger

Part
or VNoun Prosp (Fut/Pres) Pass IndEurO Neut Sing

Abl/Acc/
Dat/Gen

Gerundive
agendus/a/um Gdv Part Prosp (Fut/Pres) Pass

IndEurA/
IndEurO * * *

Supine
actu/um Sup

Conv
(or NOUN) Prosp - Act IndEurU Masc Sing Abl/Acc

Table 1: Morphological properties of Latin nonfinite verb forms expressed in the UD formalism, with pro-
posed VerbForm relabellings. Values for Tense are shown following their use in treebanks for legacy
reasons only, since tense is not applicable to Latin nonfinite forms, cf. e. g. (Pinkster, 1990, §11.2.2).
Legend: asterisk = all values possible; italics = inherent or contextual, not morphologically expressed
values, i. e. not matched in the actual form (infinitives are indeclinable); hyphen = not observed; or = a
different annotation might be possible for some contexts (see text). The example forms are limited to
singular nominatives where possible, else all forms are listed. The value Voice is intended in a purely
morphological, and not syntactic (clausal), sense.

Morphology Table 1 shows, in UD terms, the possible sets of values corresponding to the morpholex-
ical features that are expressed by Latin nonfinite verb forms.26 Notably, Mood, Tense and Person
are absent, as in Latin they are a prerogative of so-called finite forms (see §2); Degree, being only op-
tional, is also not shown. The split between two groups is evident: irrespective of different combinations
of Aspect and Voice, one group (participles and gerundives) follows (prototypic) adjectives in not
having an inherent, but only a relational27 Gender/Number, inflecting for Case according to so-called
1st- (“a & o stems”) and 2nd-class (specifically, “i stems”) adjectival paradigms, and the possibility of be-
ing marked for Degree (e. g. ardentiori burn-IPFV.ACT.PTCP-CMPR-DAT.SG ‘more burningly’, UDante,
Mon-283) ;28 conversely, the other group (infinitives and supine) is similar to nouns, in that its members
are bound to one given inflectional paradigm and/or possess a fixed, inherent gender and number, while
case varies (even if defectively), and cannot express degree. Therefore, from this point of view, we have
a natural partition into Part-forms and VNoun-forms, as discussed in §5. This means that both Ger
and Gdv would be superseded by Part; morphologically, the identity of these two forms, specifically
of the gerund as a particular case of gerundive, seems to be out of question (Haspelmath, 1987; Miller,
2000; Jasanoff, 2006). These choices are in fact already substantiated by traditional grammars: gerun-
dive is considered a participle in (Greenough et al., 2014, §500), which “expresses the action of the verb
in the form of an Adjective” (Greenough et al., 2014, §488), and is “a verbal adjective” according to

this sense.
25This problem becomes particularly relevant for later varieties of Latin. For example, cf. the treatment of agens, the present

participle from ago ‘to drive, to act’, in the IT-TB (13th c. CE): either ‘driving, acting’, UPOS VERB (862 occurrences), or
‘agent’, UPOS NOUN (353 occurrences, including one incorrectly annotated as VERB). Conversely, no tokens with lemma
agens are found in PROIEL.

26While these “schemata” are quite uncontroversial, the identification of a prospective aspect for some forms probably does
not represent a common opinion; however, it is to be seen as the natural aspectual counterpart to the traditionally claimed (but
inapplicable, see Table 1) future tense.

27That is, determined by agreement with another element, see relations in Table 2.
28They can also take an adverbial form, but are then regularly annotated as ADVs, not Convs, by all UD Latin treebanks;

see §4, Conv.
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(Barbieri, 1995, §164) ; gerund “is the neuter of the gerundive” (Greenough et al., 2014, §501); infinitive
is “properly a noun” that “often admits the distinction of tense” (Greenough et al., 2014, §451), “a neuter
singular verbal noun” (Barbieri, 1995, §151). However, the extreme defectiveness of the supine, which,
as a predicate (“active” supine; the “passive” supine is to be treated as a simple NOUN, which is the stan-
dard for Latin deverbative nouns in Classical literature), appears only in the accusative case (cf. §3.1),
sets it apart from more regular verbal nouns and instead supports a reading as a different VerbForm,
namely a converb Conv: this analysys is further corroborated by the distribution of its syntactic rela-
tions.29 In the same way, the uses of the Gdv identified as Ger can be interpreted as veering towards a
less relational VerbForm than Part, and thus VNoun; more under Syntax.

VerbForm
current

VerbForm
proposed

Denominations and respective
frequencies in the data

Dependency relations
with respective frequencies

Part Part

Perfect participle (37.88%)
finite acl advcl
33.67% 33.38% 18.52%

Present participle (18.96%)
advcl acl finite root
36.39% 31.58% 9.86% 6.02%

Future participle (0.59%)
finite ccomp root advcl
43.07% 35.10% 9.14% 5.01%

Inf VNoun
Present infinitive (30.58%)

xcomp ccomp csubj
60.78% 18.35% 14.10%

Perfect infinitive (1.14%)
ccomp xcomp root csubj
50.61% 21.93% 10.58% 8.59%

Ger
Part

or VNoun
Gerund (6.73%)

advcl acl
49.01% 45.46%

Gdv Part Gerundive (4.08%)
finite root advcl acl ccomp
37.31% 19.17% 14.55% 10.23% 10.01%

Sup
Conv

(or NOUN)
Supine (0.03%)

advcl finite
94.12% 5.88%

Table 2: Distribution of nonfinite verb forms and their most frequent (≥5%) dependency relations in UD

Latin treebanks, broken down by traditional denominations. Only tokens with UPOS VERB, i. e. deemed
to have the same argument structure as the predicate of a main, independent clause, and with VerbForm
different than Fin, have been taken into consideration, for a total of 57 411 tokens. Relation subtypes
(e. g.advcl:pred w. r. t.advcl) have been neutralised to compensate for different annotation styles.
The underspecified relation conj (6439 occurrences) has been traced back and substituted with the
relation of the respective co-ordination “head”. The label finite comprises all nonfinite forms which have
a dependent node labelled with aux or cop (9510 occurrences): for all purposes, these combinations are
or derive from finite, albeit periphrastic, predicates, and so their exact syntactic relations are no longer
relevant in this context. Annotation errors and inconsistencies, together with elliptic clauses, produce
noise in the figures: e. g. , root and ccomp labels are in many cases clues for elliptic, periphrastic,
finite predicates, as e. g. in the formula dicendum est quod. . . ‘it is to / will be said that. . . ’, where est is
the auxiliary ‘to be’ (IT-TB) and dicendum a gerundive.

Syntax Table 2 summarises the distribution of syntactic roles, as per UD dependency relations, in all
available Latin treebanks.30 As expected, nominal relations are negligible, and syntactic data appear to

29We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this fact, which is a posteriori self-evident: another
example of how traditional, entrenched points of view (“Latin has no converbs”) often stand in the way of typological awareness.

30We note that this overview necessarily represents a mean of diachronic, diastratic and diaphasic varieties (cf. §1), but
because of the increasing status, since late antiquity (ca 4th-5th c. CE), of Latin as an international and prestigious lingua franca
rather than a living and native language, see (Clackson and Horrocks, 2007, §8), also (Wright, 1998; Leonhardt, 2009), we
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be in nearly perfect agreement with morphology in Latin. So we observe that, on the one hand, infinitive
forms are specialised as heads of clauses that fulfil core arguments, which are prototypically occupied
by NOUNs (given the parallels xcomp/ccomp∼obj, csubj∼nsubj), and so VNoun becomes the
natural choice here, as discussed in §4 and §5. On the other hand, the gerundive has the same profile
as participial forms: it resembles the most the future participle (also for being rather infrequent), which
might not be a coincidence considering the common prospective aspect, which appears to have been
marginalised in favour of the main imperfective/perfective opposition.31 If the latter is a Part, then
so is the gerundive; the different functional distributions of participles might be possibly explained in
semantic terms tied to aspect and other features, and could mirror preferences with regard to which
elements can appear as so-called secondary predicates (Pinkster, 1990, §8.3), but overall they are seen to
fulfil attributive/predicative roles (cf. “dominant participles” Pinkster (1990, §7.4.7)). On the contrary,
the supine, appearing nearly exclusively in an adverbial function, cannot itself agree with any subject as
participles do (cf. Nikitina and Haug (2016)) and e. g. cannot appear in absolute constructions,32 confirm-
ing its status as Conv33 (or NOUN), as seen for its effectively absent inflectional morphology (compared
e. g. to the complete paradigm of a participle). Finally, the syntax of the gerund is more difficult to
assess on a generic level: diachronic and diaphasic distinctions are needed. In fact, while the gerund
is clearly an inflected form of the gerundive (Haspelmath, 1987; Miller, 2000; Jasanoff, 2006) and so
supposedly passive, it is considered distinct from it on the syntactic ground that it can govern an object
instead of a subject (without agreeing with it). For example, we find the adnominal (acl) [necessitas]
plura nomina deo dandi [necessity-NOM.SG[.F]] more-ACC.PL.N noun-ACC.PL[.N] god-DAT.SG[.M]
give-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.SG.N ‘[the need] of giving God more nouns’ (IT-TB, train-s1483),
with direct object in the accusative case and uncontroversially transitive reading, in place of a Classi-
cally expected passive construction plurium nominum dandorum more-GEN.PL.N noun-GEN.PL[.N]
give-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.PL.N, lit. ‘for more names to be given’, in the genitive (notice that this
is a not head-coreferent clause embedded as an adnominal modifier, so there is no agreement with
necessitas). In the same text (the Summa contra gentiles), we also find [necessitatem] sustentandi cor-
poris [necessity-ACC.SG[.F]] sustain-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.SG.N body-GEN.SG[.N], lit. ‘[the need] of
the body being sustained’, i. e. ‘to sustain the body’ (IT-TB, train-s22169). Thus, we agree with
Haspelmath (1987, §5.2) that, especially when such an alternation can still be found in a significative
ratio as in the IT-TB (565 vs. 509 occurrences respectively), the gerund can be simply explained in terms
of a gerundive with impersonal value and deponent34 (Greenough et al., 2014, §190) behaviour, and so,
in the annotation, we can trace it back to Part. Further, of the 1459 identical35 nonfinite clauses headed
by a Ger in the UD Latin treebanks, at most 635 have a clear direct object: this means that for more than
half of Ger-clause types a plainer interpretation as gerundives (Part) is also possible, and so preferable
in general. But in some contexts, the at first only occasional (Miller, 2000) reanalysis from a passive to

can regard linguistic change in written sources as extremely moderate, “frozen” by the adherence to the prestigious Classical
standards, in comparison to the contemporary processes that lead to modern Romance languages (Väänänen, 1981; Palmer,
1988; Ledgeway, 2012), which were gradual anyway, cf.Wüest (1998). So, an aggregated picture keeps its significance here.

31In fact, both forms (together with the supine) have disappeared in modern Romance languages, together with a morpho-
logically expressed inchoative aspect, leaving only fossilised lexemes, see (Harris, 1988, §3). An explanation for this might be
that prospective adjectival/adverbial forms are less time-stable than prototypical adjectives/adverbs, and so are preferentially
expressed by “finite” predicates by languages, cf. (Stassen, 2003, §5), eventually leading, in the case of Latin, to their exclusion.

32An absolute construction is a nonfinite embedded adverbial clause with a subject different from any actors of its matrix
clause, and, at least for Latin, headed by a paticipial form which agrees in gender and the number with its subject, both in the
ablative case.

33Specifically, of purpose, with same or main subject than its matrix clause.
34Deponency can be seen, in general terms, as a mismatch between canonical morphological and syntactical behaviours

(Baerman, 2007): in Latin, this happens for verbs displaying a passive morphology, but a transitive/active syntactical be-
haviour, e. g. sequor ‘to follow (someone)’, receiving a direct object argument in the accusative case. For a brief sketch of the
problem posed by Latin deponent verbs, cf. discussion at https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/
issues/713.

35With the same forms in the same order, considering only the head and all possible core or functional dependent nodes
(obj, ccomp, xcomp, nsubj, csubj, mark). So, ad censum uobis perexoluendum, ad censum nobis perexoluendum and
ad censum perexoluendum ‘for tributes to be quitted [by you/us]’ (LLCT) are all considered the same clause. This equivalence
is needed to deal with formulaic repetitions especially in LLCT, where e. g. ad censum perexoluendum alone is repeated 68
times, or (ad) legem et iustitia[m] faciendum ‘to carry out law and justice’ 134 times.
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an active construction of the spoken language may appear stabilised also in written documents: so, in
the LLCT treebank, representing a Latin heavily influenced by early medieval Romance varieties, active
gerunds like [potestas] remittendi peccata [power-NOM.SG[.F]] put.back-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.SG.N
sin-ACC.PL[.N] ‘[the power] to forgive sins’ (LLCT, train-s21623) (instead of an expected remit-
tendorum peccatorum put.back-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-GEN.PL.N sin-GEN.PL[.N], in the genitive) represent
649 (97.89%) occurrences among a total of 663 Gdv/Ger constructions with core arguments, whereas
only 14 clear cases of Classical gerundival constructions like in ad dedicandam ipsam bassilicam
to dedicate-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-ACC.SG.F same-ACC.SG.F basilica-ACC.SG[.F] ‘for this basilica to be
consecrated’ (LLCT, train-s835) can be found. Of the former, 63 occurrences, like the 40 variations
of non pondum leuandum not weight-ACC/NOM.SG[.N] lift-PROSP.PASS.PTCP-ACC/NOM.SG.N ‘(the)
taking away not a (single) pound’ have an ambiguous reading, since the alleged object is a neuter
singular like the gerund. The situation is reversed in PROIEL, more skewed towards Classical latin: 49
(13.46%) gerunds with object and 315 (86.54%) gerundives with passive subject (out of 364 Gdv/Ger
with core arguments).

It so appears that the Latin nonfinite verbal system is naturally and, in a crosslinguistic prospective,
effectively explained and annotated in terms of the only three labels Part, VNoun and Conv, avoid-
ing the too language-specific and idiosyncratic values Gdv, Ger and Sup, and substituing Inf with a
more universal label. Even when using identical VerbForm values, all forms identified by traditional
grammars are kept distinct by virtue of morphological features or syntactic dependencies; conversely,
were two forms not to be distinguished at any level (like the object-, subjectless gerund), the reasons
for keeping them distinct would become questionable.36 Finally, the Latin system is, despite what could
show through traditional grammar, seen to possess a Conv form, whose presence is however marginal
already in Classical times and completely outshined by the use of so-called “conjoined participles” (par-
ticipia coniuncta) and/or eminently participial/adjectival absolute constructions (ablativus absolutus and
secondary predications) with similar adverbial functions. Only much later, in Romance varieties, a crys-
tallised gerund takes on the form of a converb.

7 Conclusion and last remarks

This paper proposes a reorganisation of the annotation of nonfinite Latin verb forms in the UD formalism
(§3.1, §6), accomplished with respect to the morpholexical feature VerbForm, situating it in the wider
perspective of achieving a simpler and “more universal”, crosslinguistically valid system than the current
one (§2, §5), highlighting the inconsistencies in its implementation across UD treebanks, also by Latin
treebanks themselves (§3.2, §4). Latin has been chosen as a testbed, beyond showing extensive nonfinite
verb formations and falling into the competences of the author (contributor to the IT-TB, LLCT and
UDante Latin trebanks), especially because of its particular position at the origin, more or less found-
edly, of a large part of (traditional) grammatical terminology, notably of European languages, which
is encountered again in UD (e. g.Inf, Part, etc. for the feature VerbForm). Contributions from the
work on typologically radically different languages would be a highly valued complement to the survey
in §4, and to spark discussion about this topic in the UD community is one of the major goals of this paper.

We can lastly briefly mention two possible additions to the system, left for future examination, as a
corollary to the discussion in §5: a) the introduction of a fourth nonfinite VerbForm value for highly
specialised, frozen forms like the Swedish supine (§3.2), with a probable orientation towards an AUX-
like category; b) the introduction of a “terminological feature”37 that, parallelly to the constellation of
UD morphosyntactic features/UPOS/relations characterising a verb form, would help retrieve it through
its traditional denomination, thereby acknowledging historical, common language-specific conventions
without however interfering with the universal analysis.

36And this seems to be the case for the Slovene infinitive and supine, who might be seen as the same form in a lexically
determined, complementary allomorphic variation: then, the reading of intentionality (§3.2) would actually depend on the
predicate rather than on the form itself.

37Cf. discussion at https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/775.
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Abstract

This paper presents a first attempt to apply Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016; de Marn-
effe et al., 2021) to Bribri, an Indigenous language from Costa Rica belonging to the Chibchan
family. There is limited previous work on Bribri NLP, so we also present a proposal for a de-
pendency parser, as well as a listing of structures that were challenging to parse (e.g. flexible
word order, verbal sequences, arguments of intransitive verbs and mismatches between the tense
systems of Bribri and UD). We also list some of the challenges in performing NLP with an
extremely low-resource Indigenous language, including issues with tokenization, data normal-
ization and the training of tools like POS taggers which are necessary for the parsing. In total
we collected 150 sentences (760 words) from publicly available sources like grammar books and
corpora. We then used a context-free grammar for the initial parse, and then applied the head-
floating algorithm in Xia and Palmer (2001) to automatically generate dependency parses. This
work is a first step towards building a UD treebank for Bribri, and we hope to use this tool to
improve the documentation of the language and develop language-learning materials and NLP
tools like chatbots and question answering-systems.

Resumen

Este artículo presenta un primer intento de aplicar Dependencias Universales (Nivre et al., 2016;
de Marneffe et al., 2021) al bribri, una lengua indígena chibchense de Costa Rica. Dado el lim-
itado trabajo existente en procesamiento de lenguaje natural (PLN) en bribri incluimos también
una propuesta para un analizador sintáctico de dependencias, así como una lista de estructuras
difíciles de analizar (e.g. palabras con orden flexible, secuencias verbales, argumentos de verbos
intransitivos y diferencias entre el sistema verbal del bribri y los rasgos morfológicos de UD).
También mencionamos algunos retos del PLN en lenguas indígenas extremadamente bajas en re-
cursos, como la tokenización, la normalización de los datos y el entrenamiento de herramientas
como el etiquetado gramatical, necesario para el análisis sintáctico. Se recolectaron 150 ora-
ciones (760 palabras) de fuentes públicas como gramáticas y corpus y se usó una gramática libre
de contexto para el análisis inicial. Luego se aplicó el algoritmo de flotación de cabezas de Xia y
Palmer (2001) para generar automáticamente los análisis sintácticos de dependencias. Este es el
primer paso hacia la construcción de un treebank de dependencias en bribri. Esperamos usar esta
herramienta para mejorar la documentación de la lengua y desarrollar materiales de aprendizaje
de la lengua y herramientas de PLN como chatbots y sistemas de pregunta-respuesta.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a first attempt to conduct dependency parsing in Bribri, an Indigenous language
spoken in southern Costa Rica (Glottolog brib1243). There is an increasing number of Universal
Dependency treebanks (Nivre et al., 2016; de Marneffe et al., 2021) available for Indigenous languages
of the Americas: e.g. Yupik (Chen et al., 2020; Park et al., 2021), Arapaho (Wagner et al., 2016),
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Hupa (Spence et al., 2018), Maya K’iche’ (Tyers and Henderson, 2021), Shipibo-Konibo (Vasquez et al.,
2018), Guaraní (Thomas, 2019), Apurinã (Rueter et al., 2021) and several Tupí languages from Brazil
(Ferraz Gerardi et al., 2021).1 However, there is no previous work on any member of the Chibchan
family, a language family spoken in lower Central America, Colombia and Venezuela, so this paper
seeks to address this gap and contribute to the automated syntactic analysis of these languages.

Bribri is a Chibchan language spoken by approximately 7000 people (INEC, 2011). It is a vulnerable
language (Moseley, 2010; Sánchez Avendaño, 2013), still spoken by many adults and some children but
mostly restricted to settings inside the home. Bribri is an morphologically ergative language (McGregor,
2009; Quesada, 1999; Pacchiarotti and Kulikov, 2021), with SOV word ordering, head-internal relative
clauses and numeral classifiers. There has been some previous work on Bribri NLP: The first was the
keyboard of Flores-Solórzano (2010), which allowed the language to be typed easily into computers
and cellphones. The language also has an electronic Bribri-Spanish dictionary (Krohn, 2020; Krohn,
2021) and a morphological analyzer (Flores-Solórzano, 2019; Flores-Solórzano, 2017b), and there have
been experiments in speech recognition (Coto-Solano, 2021), forced alignment (Coto-Solano and Flores-
Solórzano, 2016; Coto-Solano and Flores-Solórzano, 2017), neural machine translation (Feldman and
Coto-Solano, 2020; Mager et al., 2021) and natural language inference (Ebrahimi et al., 2021). This
paper seeks to expand the work of Bribri NLP into the area of syntax and automated parsing, in the hopes
of generating tools that help in the documentation and ultimately the revitalization of the language.

2 Methodology

In this section we will present the workflow that we followed for this first experiment. We collected
sentences from various data sources (grammar books and oral corpora). We then tokenized the sentences
and extracted the POS tag for each word. After that we designed a constituent grammar to perform the
first automatic parse, and an algorithm to convert those constituent parses into dependency parses.

2.1 Data sources

For this first attempt we selected 150 sentences, containing 760 words. These ranged in complexity from
simple structures (e.g. Shkèna ‘Hello’, lit. ‘to have woken up’) to entire conversations. For example, the
longest sentence comes from an oral narration and contains 58 words. The sentences come from either
published or Creative Commons licensed sources, specifically the textbook of Constenla et al. (2004),
the grammar of Jara (2018) and the spoken Bribri corpus of Flores-Solórzano (2017a), and they included
examples from the Amubri, Coroma and Salitre dialects. Most sentences were isolated examples, origi-
nally intended to illustrate the grammar of Bribri and chosen for the variety of their syntantic structures.
However, the dataset also includes two short stories; one of them is in conversational style and it includes
speech phenomena such as reparanda disfluencies (Universal Dependencies Contributors, 2021).

One major challenge is the normalization of the written data. As is the case with many Indigenous
languages, where the orthography is of recent creation and created by outsiders to the community, there is
considerable variation in how Bribri is represented in writing. There are four main sources of variation:
(a) Different authors use different writing systems. For example, Constenla et al. (2004) uses a line
underneath the vowel to indicate nasality, whereas Jara (2018) uses a tilde diacritic and Margery (2005)
uses a Polish hook. Therefore, the word ‘pot’ can be found as ù, `̃u or ų̀ (all of them pronounced [ũ

Ă
£])2.

(b) Phonological variation is not represented consistently. For example, the word amì [ãĂ£"mı̃
Ă
£] ‘mother’

can also be written mì because the unstressed vowel in the first syllable can be deleted. (c) There is
variation across dialects. The word ‘road’, for example, is ñalà [ñãĂ£"óã

Ă
£] in the Amubri dialect and ñol`̃o

[ñõĂ£"óõ
Ă
£] in the Coroma dialect. Finally, (d) there is considerable idiosyncratic variation in and between

documents, as would be expected of any language where the writing system has been recently adopted.
During this work, the word ‘much’ has been found as taî (Constenla et al., 2004), tãì, tã`̃ı, t´̃aı̃ (Jara, 2018),
tˆ̃aı̃ (Pacchiarotti and Kulikov, 2021), tai, tái, taí, tái, taí, táin, táin, taín and táìn (MEP, 2017).

1There are some non-UD treebanks for languages like Quechua (Rios et al., 2008) and Karuk (Garrett et al., 2013).
2Bribri is tonal: The high tone is indicated by an grave diacritic (ù), the falling tone by the acute diacritic (ú), the low rising

tone by a circumflex (û), and the low/neutral tone (Coto-Solano, 2015) is indicated by the lack of a diacritic (u).
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The two NLP tools publicly available for Bribri, the keyboard layouts and the morphological analyzer
(section 2.2 below) use the Constenla orthography. It is also used by the Ministry of Education of Costa
Rica in school classes. Therefore, we will use that system here. However, when the Bribri treebanks are
released, they will be made available in the two main orthographies, the ones in Constenla et al. (2004)
and Jara (2018), and some orthographic variation might have to be standardized. When the automated
dependency parser is released, it will have to be made resilient to the variation exemplified above, so
that it can effectively tag and parse text that deviates from spelling norms. This is particularly important
because, given Bribri’s status as a vulnerable language, the main role of researchers at this stage should
be to incentivize the creation of Bribri written materials, not to strictly enforce orthographic standards.

2.2 Tokenization and POS Tagging
The oral corpus in Bribri.net (Flores-Solórzano, 2017a) includes a unigram-based morphological ana-
lyzer (Flores-Solórzano, 2019). This program uses the finite-state analyzer FOMA (Hulden, 2009) to
analyze each word. Example (1) shows Bribri words and their FOMA output. The FOMA was then
used to extract the lemma and to extrapolate the part-of-speech for each word. For example, the word ù
‘house’ has the FOMA ù+Sust ‘noun’, so this word would be tagged as a noun with the lemma ù.

(1) Bribri
FOMA
Gloss

Ye’
+1PSg
I

tö
+Posp[Erg]
ERG

ù
ù+Sust
house

sú
su+V+PerfImp
saw

‘I saw the house’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 52)

Because the program was unigram based, it is not sensitive to context and its output can include several
possibilities for the morphological analysis. For example, the word tö is the ergative marker in sentence
(1). When this word is entered as input to the FOMA, it produces three different outputs. These were
used in combination with the surrounding words to decide the most appropriate POS for a given word.

One important issue for future work is tokenization. There are a few forms, like the reduced ergative
marker r and the clitic pronouns, that can be attached to other words. The examples in (2) show the 3rd
person absolutive clitic. Different authors deal with the clitic in different ways: they attach it directly
to the verb, as in (2a), they separate it with a dash, as in (2b), or sometimes they write it separately, as
in (2c). In this first experiment the clitics and the ergative markers were separated manually and stored
separate from other words, but the parser needs to be made more resilient to these variations.

(2) a. E’kuék
because

és
like.this

ikíe
3SG.ABS=to.be.called

dör
COP

‘That’s why they call it like this’ (García Segura, 2016, 11)
b. Ie’

3SG
mìne
went

i-mauk
3SG.ABS=tie.INF

‘She went to tie it up’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 47)
c. Ma

well
se’
we

tö
ERG

i
3SG.ABS

kiè
call

ema
well

dlásháwö
ginger

‘Well, we call it, ah, ginger’ (Valengana and Flores-Solórzano, 2017)

2.3 Constituency Parsing
The next step was the parsing of Bribri. We created an n-ary context-free grammar (CFG) (Chomsky,
1956; Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979) to model Bribri syntax3, implemented using NLTK in Python (Bird
et al., 2009). The grammar contains 122 rules: 10 for sentences, 14 for NPs, 52 for VPs, 23 for termi-
nals and 23 for other non-terminal structures. Example (3) shows example sentences parsed with this
grammar4. The grammar had to be complemented with filters to reject invalid parsings. For example,
the parser rejects sentences where the main verbal phrase doesn’t contain a finite verb.

3There were early attempts to make transformational grammars of Chibchan languages like Bribri and Cabécar (Bourland,
1976; Wilson, 1986), but most work in Bribri syntax has taken place within the functionalist tradition. There are some works,
like Coto-Solano (2009), Coto-Solano et al. (2015) and Pacchiarotti (2016) which have elements of generative theories like
Government and Binding and Minimalism.

4The current version of the CFG grammar is available at http://github.com/rolandocoto/bribri-cfg.
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(3) CFG parses for transitive, intransitive and copular sentences: (a) Ye’ tö ù sú ‘I saw the house’
(Constenla et al., 2004, 52), (b) W´̈epa ië’ten ù a ‘The men are in the house (standing)’ (Constenla
et al., 2004, 67) and (c) Chìchi dör sarûrû ‘The dog is white’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 60).

a. S

NP

PRON
Ye’

I

ERG

tö
ERG

VP

NP

N
ù

house

V
sú

saw

b. S

NP

N
W´̈epa
men

VP

POSIT
ië’ten

stand.PL

PP

NP

N
ù

house

POSTP
a
in

c. S

NP

N
Chìchi

dog

VP

COP
dör
COP

ADJP

ADJ
sarûrû
white

This grammar can parse most simple sentences and some complex sentences, such as adverbial clauses
and verbal complements. However, there are some complex structures, such as relative clauses, that
cannot be parsed by the current iteration of the parser5. These sentences were decomposed into simpler
structures and then linked together manually into a single CFG tree.

2.4 Dependency Parsing
We used the method of Xia and Palmer (2001) to raise the heads of the CFG subtrees and establish
the dependencies between words. We then wrote a series of rules to establish the relations between
dependencies; the relations were drawn from version 2.8 of Universal Dependencies, henceforth UD.
After this first pass, some parses had to be automatically corrected to match the UD standards. For
examples, copular sentences needed to be corrected to make the attribute the head. After setting the
relations we converted the Bribri-specific parts of speech to Universal POS tags (UPOS). Several parts of
speech were merged into a single UPOS (e.g. verbs and positional verbs were merged into UPOS VERB).
Finally, the parser extracted the features of verbs and adverbs with negative polarity. The features of
nouns, pronouns and determiners are pending in the current iteration of the parser.

3 Results: Common Structures in Bribri

The methodology described above was used to automatically generate dependency parses for 150 Bribri
sentences. Table 1 shows the percentage of UPOS tags in the dataset. The four most common parts of
speech, PRON, VERB, NOUN and ADP, account for 73% of the words in the corpus.

PRON 183 (24%) ADP 68 (9%) PUNCT 28 (4%) ADJ 14 (2%) NUM 5
VERB 163 (21%) PART 44 (6%) AUX 26 (4%) DET 10 (1%) CCONJ 3
NOUN 146 (19%) ADV 39 (5%) PROPN 21 (3%) SCONJ 7 (1%) INTJ 3

Table 1: UPOS tags in the Bribri sentences. Counts without percentages are less than 1% of the total.

Table 2 shows the relations found in the corpus. The most common relations, root and nsubj, account
for 40% of the total. There are some relations, like reparandum, that are found infrequently, but could
become more frequent as the corpus is expanded with conversational data from oral narrations.

Example (4) shows dependency parses for transitive, intransitive and copular sentences. These are the
same sentences that were shown as CFG parses in example (3) above. They show three different objects
as roots: a verb (sú ‘saw’), a positional verb (ië’ten ‘to be in a place, standing’) and an adjective as the
attribute of a copula (sarûrû ‘white’). They also show basic relationships such as nsubj for ergative and
absolutive subjects, obj for an absolutive direct object, and obl for an oblique argument.

5Out of the 150 sentences, 104 (70%) were parsed completely automatically. For 23 of the sentences (15%), the correct
POS was provided manually and the CFG and DepParses were generated automatically. For another 23 of the sentences (15%),
both the POS tag and the CFG parse were provided manually and the DepParse was generated automatically.
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nsubj 154 (20%) cop 26 (3%) advcl 8 (1%) intj 3
root 150 (20%) nmod 18 (2%) amod 6 appos 2
case 89 (12%) nmod:poss 18 (2%) nummod 5 ccomp 2
obl 78 (10%) xcomp 16 (2%) compound 4 fixed 1
advmod 63 (8%) conj 12 (2%) acl:recl 3 reparandum 1
obj 46 (6%) mark 11 (1%) cc 3
punct 28 (4%) det 10 (1%) flat 3

Table 2: Relations in the Bribri sentences. Counts without percentages are less than 1% of the total.

(4) Dependency parse for transitives, intransitives and copulas: (a) Ye’ tö ù sú ‘I saw the house’
(Constenla et al., 2004, 52), (b) W´̈epa ië’ten ù a ‘The men are in the house (standing)’ (Constenla
et al., 2004, 67) and (c) Chìchi dör sarûrû ‘The dog is white’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 60).

(a) Ye’ tö ù sú
I ERG house saw

PRON PART NOUN VERB

nsubj

case obj

root

(b) W´̈epa ië’ten ù a
men stand.PL house in

NOUN VERB NOUN ADP

nsubj

root

obl case

(c) Chìchi dör sarûrû
dog COP white

NOUN AUX ADJ

nsubj

cop

root

The examples in (5) show more complex sentences. The sentence in (5a) has a clausal complement
marked with xcomp, the phrase bikâkala apánuk ‘to wait for the master of ceremonies’ (a type of priest).
The sentence in (5b) has a copular clause as a direct object, and so it is marked with the ccomp relation.
The sentence in (5c) includes an adverbial clause that precedes the main clause. Therefore, the head of
the subclause is connected to the root using the advcl relation.

(5) Dependency parse for (a) Ya dé bikâkala apánuk ‘I came to wait for the master of ceremonies
(priest)’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 47), (b) Ie’pa énbiköke tö e’ dör se’ ‘They think that those
[spirits] are one of us’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 114) and (c) Mìk ie’ tö i sú e’ ta ie’ bákshka i y`̈oki
‘When he saw him, he ran away from him’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 112).

(a) Ya dé bikâkala apánuk
I came priest wait-INF

PRON VERB NOUN VERB

nsubj

root

obj

xcomp

(b) Ie’pa énbiköke tö e’ dör se’
They think that those COP us
PRON VERB SCONJ PRON AUX PRON

nsubj

mark

nsubj

cop

ccomproot

(c) Mìk ie’ tö i sú e’ ta ie’ bákshka i y`̈oki
when 3SG ERG 3SG saw then 3SG escape 3SG MALEFACTIVE

SCONJ PRON PART PRON VERB PRON PART PRON VERB PRON ADP

mark

nsubj

case obj

advcl

advmod

advmod nsubj

root

obl case

All of the previous examples were parsed automatically by the CFG grammar and then converted
automatically into a dependency parse. However, example (6) shows a complex clause that cannot yet
be parsed. This is a head-internal relative clause, the main type of relative clause in Bribri (Coto-Solano
et al., 2015). The sentence Carlos ujté w´̈em dé ta ‘Carlos spoke with the man that arrived’ has the main
verb ujté ‘spoke’ and the relativized verb dé ‘arrived’. (Bribri does not have an attributive conjugation,
so the main and subordinate verbs have the same morphological forms). The head of the relative clause
is w´̈em ‘man’, which is an oblique argument to the main verb and the subject of the relativized verb.
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(6) Dependency parse for Carlos ujté w´̈em dé ta ‘Carlos spoke with the man that arrived’ (Constenla
et al., 2004, 54). It includes an enhanced dependency for the subject of the relative clause.

Carlos ujté w´̈em dé ta
Carlos spoke man arrived with
PROPN VERB NOUN VERB ADP

nsubj obl

nsubj

caseroot

acl:relcl

Because this structure cannot be parsed by the CFG it can’t be converted to UD automatically. We
parsed it separately as two clauses, and then joined them manually as a single constituency parse, which
was then converted to a dependency parse using the procedure described above. This clause is also
noteworthy in that an enhanced dependency was included to mark the relation between the relativized
verb and the head of the relative clause. Further research needs to be conduct in order to parse these in a
fully automated fashion.

4 Challenging Bribri Structures

There were numerous challenges during the process of dependency parsing. Here we will focus on four
of them: (a) structures with flexible order, (b) the treatment of sequences of verbs and positional verbs, (c)
the relations of arguments in sentences with middle voice verbs, intransitives of motion and possession,
and (d) the differences between UD tense features and the Bribri tense system.

4.1 Flexible word ordering
Bribri has several elements that admit flexible word-ordering, which can lead to non-projective parses.
One such element is the negative adverb k`̈e ‘not’. In sentence (7a), the negative is at the edge of the
sentence, without interfering with other relations. However, in sentence (7b), the negative particle is
between the pronoun ye’ ‘I’ and its case marker wa. (For whether the clause with wa should be labeled
as obl or nsubj, see section 4.3 below).

(7) Dependency parse for (a) K`̈e ye’ wa ù sùne ‘I didn’t see the house’ and (b) Ye’ k`̈e wa ù sùne ‘I
didn’t see the house’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 53). The parse in (b) is non-projective.

(a) K`̈e ye’ wa ù sùne
not I AGENT house seen

PART PRON ADP NOUN VERB

advmod

obl/nsubj

case nsubj/obj

root

(b) Ye’ k`̈e wa ù sùne
I not AGENT house seen

PRON PART ADP NOUN VERB

obl/nsubj

advmod

case nsubj/obj

root

Another flexible structure is found when an absolutive noun is modified by a numeral or an adjective.
In example (8a) ‘I saw the two snakes’, the noun is immediately followed by the numeral. However, in
example (8b), ‘I saw two snakes’, the numeral is placed at the end of the sentence, and there is a verb
between the noun and its numeral.

(8) Dependency parse for (a) Ye’ tö tkab`̈e b`̈otöm sawé ‘I saw the two snakes’ and (b) Ye’ tö tkab`̈e
sawé b`̈otöm ‘I saw two snakes’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 70). The parse in (b) is non-projective.

(a) Ye’ tö tkab`̈e b`̈otöm sawé
I ERG snake two-CLF:LONG saw

PRON PART NOUN NUM VERB

nsubj

case

obj

nummod

root

(b) Ye’ tö tkab`̈e sawé b`̈otöm
I ERG snake saw two-CLF:LONG

PRON PART NOUN VERB NUM

nsubj

case obj

root

nummod
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Adjectives and participles can also show this behavior. Example (9) shows the adjective ôjké ‘fat’,
which describes the noun kró ‘rooster’. However, the noun-adjective connection crosses the connections
of the root verb with its constituents. The current CFG parser can parse negatives and numerals, but the
correct parsing of adjectives separate from their nouns remains for future work.

(9) Non-projective parse for Ie’ wa kró tso’ ôjké ‘She has a fat rooster’ (Pacchiarotti, 2020, 254).

Ie’ wa kró tso’ ôjké
3SG ERG rooster exist fat

PRON PART NOUN VERB ADJ

obl/nsubj

case

root

amod

nsubj/obj

4.2 Positional Verbs as Auxiliaries

Example (10a) shows a sentence with the positional verb dur ‘to be in a place, standing’. This positional
would be the root of the dependency parse. Example (10b) has a sentence with the negative verb ku ‘not
to be in a place’; this would also be the root of its sentence. However, example (10c) shows a sentence
where both of these verbs are in a sequence. Which of the two should be the root?

(10) a. Ie’
3SG

dur
ROOT:be.standing

ù
house

a
in

‘He is (standing) in the house’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 67)

b. Ie’
3SG

k`̈e
not

ku
ROOT:be.in.NEG.IPFV

ù
house

a
in

‘He is not in the house’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 67)

c. Ie’
3SG

k`̈e
not

ku
be.in.NEG.IPFV

dur
be.standing

ù
house

a
in

‘He is not (standing) in the house’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 67)

This second verb in this construction is not a light verb because both verbs contribute semantic content
to the sentence. It is also not an auxiliary because it contains little or no information about tense, aspect,
mood, voice or evidentiality. (These positional verbs do not take the set of TAM suffixes that other verbs
do). Therefore, we will treat this sequence as an asymmetrical serial verb (Aikhenvald, 2006), where the
first verb carries the TAM marking and the second verb contributes motion information to the sentence.
We will also follow the analysis of Jara Murillo (2013), Pacchiarotti (2015) and Krohn (2017) and treat
the first element of the verb chain as the root of the structure, and the positional verb as the secondary
verb. Two examples of these serial structures are shown in (11).

(11) Dependency parse for (a) Ie’ k`̈e ku dur ù a ‘He is not (standing) in the house’ (Constenla et al.,
2004, 47) and (b) Ie’pa añìbule dur ‘They are hiding (standing)’ (Jara, 2018, 203).

(a) Ie’ k`̈e ku dur ù a
3SG not be.in.NEG be.standing house in

PRON PART VERB VERB NOUN ADP

advmod

nsubj
root

obl

casecompound:svc

(b) Ie’pa añìbule dur
They hide be.standing
PRON VERB VERB

nsubj

root

compound:svc

4.3 Core Arguments in Middle Voice and Intransitive Verbs

The marking of the core arguments of verbs is straightforward in most cases. As shown above, the
ergative marker can be used to find the nsubj, and its presence or absence can be used to determine
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whether the absolutive is an nsubj or obj. However, there are structures, like middle voice verbs and
some intransitives, where this decision is more complex.

In Bribri middle voice verbs, the subject is usually the patient of the action, and the agent of the action
is understood as an unspecified "general" agent. In (12a), ù sún ‘houses are visible’, the houses could be
"seen" by anyone passing by. In sentence (12b), sts`̈ene ‘there was singing’, there is no specific person
doing the singing. This would be similar to on chante or ça chante in French, or man singt in German.

(12) Dependency parse for (a) Ù sún ‘Houses are visible’ (lit: ‘houses are seen’) (Constenla et al.,
2004, 84) and (b) Sts`̈ene ‘There was singing’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 26).

(a) Ù sún
house see-MID-PRF
NOUN VERB

nsubj

root

(b) Sts`̈ene
sing-MID-PRF

VERB

root

From a morphological point of view, middle verbs are not transitive, and should not be able to take
agents. However, middle verbs can add an argument using the postposition wa. Sentence (13a), ‘The
story is known’ is a typical middle voice structure. But sentence (13b) ‘I know the story’ has an additional
argument to indicate who is experiencing the knowing of the story. This argument could be described
as an oblique, and the noun ‘story’ could be the subject in both sentences. This is a consistent way to
describe two verbs with identical morphology. However, there is a second alternative: The phrase ye’ wa
in (13b) could also be described as the ergative of the sentence, which would turn the noun ‘story’ into
the direct object (Pacchiarotti and Kulikov, 2021, 4).

(13) Dependency parse for middle voice sentences: (a) Tté chér ‘The story is known’ and (b) Ye’ wa
tté chér ‘I know the story’ (lit: ‘the story is known by me’) (Pacchiarotti, 2016, 6).

(a) Tté chér
story know-MID

NOUN VERB

nsubj

root

(b) Ye’ wa tté chér
I EXPERIENCER story know-MID

PRON ADP NOUN VERB

obl/nsubj?

case nsubj/obj?

root

This type of structure, where an argument is added using wa, is relatively frequent in Bribri. For
example, anterior verbs (Constenla et al., 2004, 91), also called antepresent verbs (Jara, 2018, 72), are a
type of pluperfect which are morphologically middle and can be used for middle voice meanings, as in
(14a). But anterior verbs can take an additional argument which resembles an ergative, as in (14b).

(14) Dependency parse for anterior verbs, derived from middle voice: (a) Ù súrule ‘The house has
been seen’ and (b) Ie’pa wa ù súrule ‘They have seen the house’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 91).

(a) Ù súrule
house see-ANTERIOR
NOUN VERB

nsubj

root

(b) Ie’pa wa ù súrule
they EXPERIENCER house see-ANTERIOR

PRON ADP NOUN VERB

obl/nsubj?

case nsubj/obj?

root

What are the relations between the verb and the arguments in the sentences with wa? Following a
morphological versus a semantic criterion would lead to different decisions. The sentences in (15) show
motion verbs which are usually used as intransitives, but that here have an added argument for the person
who causes the motion. Here the wa marks the causer of the movement, and the absolutive indicates the
patient that is actually moved. Morphologically these verbs are intransitive, so it would make sense to
label the wa-phrase as an oblique. On the other hand, the arguments are an agent and a patient, so they
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would resemble a regular ergative phrase, which would call for nsubj/obj relations coming out of the
root.

(15) Dependency parse for sentences of motion: (a) Ye’ wa ma mi’ke úapàkök ‘I’ll take you for a
walk’ and (b) Ie’ wa i dá ie’ ká ska ‘She took her to her place’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 117-118).

(a) Ye’ wa ma mi’ke úapàkök
I AGENT you go walk-INF

NOUN ADP PRON VERB VERB

obl/nsubj?

case

root

nsubj/obj? xcomp

(b) Ie’ wa i dá ie’ ká ska
3SG AGENT 3SG arrived 3SG place up.to

PRON ADP NOUN VERB PRON NOUN ADP

obl/nsubj?

case

root

nsubj/obj?

obl

nmod:poss case

This question about how to tag the arguments of intransitives can also be seen when the verb ta’
‘to exist’ is used with alienable possessives. The sentence (16b), Ye’ ala’r ta’ ‘I have children’ has an
inalienable possessive as its absolutive subject. Here, the possessor ye’ ‘I’ is expressed as a modifier to the
absolutive noun ala’r ‘children’. On the other hand, sentence (16c) has the alienable possessor marked
with wa. The argumentation here would be similar to that of the motion verbs: The verb ta’ ‘to exist’
is morphologically intransitive and should therefore have only one core argument (the thing possessed),
marked with nsubj. Moreover, this structure is similar to possessives in languages like Russian, where the
possessor is marked with a preposition and the genitive case. On the other hand, the absolutive argument
is a theme, so this would again make it a candidate for the obj relation.

(16) Dependency parses for existence and possession: (a) Sku`̈e ta’ ‘There are mice’, (b) Ye’ ala’r ta’
‘I have children’ and (c) Ye’ wa bàka ta’ ‘I have cows’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 53, 74, 105).

(a) Sku`̈e ta’
mouse exist
NOUN VERB

nsubj

root

(b) Ye’ ala’r ta’
I children exist

PRON NOUN VERB

nmod:poss nsubj

root

(c) Ye’ wa bàka ta’
I BEN cow exist

PRON ADP NOUN VERB

obl/nsubj?

case

root

nsubj/obj?

The structures that constitute the strongest argument for labelling wa-phrases as nsubj are the transitive
negatives. These are constructed using middle verbs, and the agent/experiencer does not receive its usual
ergative marker. In sentence (17b), the experiencer is marked with wa and the theme is marked with the
absolutive. In the corresponding positive version of the sentence, Ye’ tö ù sú ‘I saw the house’ shown in
(4a), the experiencer is marked with the ergative tö and the theme is again marked with the absolutive.
Given the parallels between the two, it could be conceivable to mark the wa-structure with the nsubj
relation and the absolutive with obj (Margery, 2005; Cruz Volio, 2010; Pacchiarotti, 2016). However, it
would be equally useful to consistently mark the absolutive as the subject of the morphologically middle
verb, so that both (17a) and (17b) have the word ù ‘house’ as their subject (Constenla et al., 2004; Jara,
1995; Barguigue, 2016).

(17) Dependency parse for (a) K`̈e ù sùne ‘The house isn’t seen’ and (b) Ye’ k`̈e wa ù sùne ‘I didn’t see
the house’ (Constenla et al., 2004, 53).

(a) K`̈e ù sùne
not house see-MID-PRF

PART NOUN VERB

advmod

nsubj

root

(b) K`̈e ye’ wa ù sùne
not I EXPERIENCER house see-MID-PRF

PART PRON ADP NOUN VERB

advmod

obl/nsubj

case nsubj/obj

root

So, which criterion to use, the morphological or the semantic? In the current version of our depen-
dency parser we have chosen the relations to be consistent with the morphology of the verbs, and so
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the absolutives of intransitive and middle voice verbs are marked as nsubj, and the other arguments are
marked as obl. Further investigation into other syntactic properties of subjects is needed, and therefore
the exact relations of these verbs could change in future iterations of the parser. One potential solution
would be to mark the arguments as obl/nsubj in the dependencies and to use enhanced dependencies to
further mark them as semantic nsubj/obj (Przepiórkowski and Patejuk, 2020).

4.4 Bribri Tenses and Universal Features

The Universal Feature system in UD includes the values {Past, Pres, Fut}6 for the Tense feature. How-
ever, Bribri morphology does not match these categories, which makes the automatic extraction of fea-
tures complex. The main verbal distinction in Bribri is aspect. It has perfect and imperfect verbs, and
this does match the feature system. However, tense splits verbs in different ways. The temporal point
of split between tenses is “the sunset of the night before" (Constenla et al., 2004, 15). This splits time
into two tenses: the remote tense and the recent tense. The remote tense refers to actions that take place
before yesterday’s sunset, while the recent tense includes actions done in the recent past (e.g. today’s
morning), in the present (right now) and in the near future (e.g. "soon"). Table 3 shows examples of how
these tenses interact with the aspect system. The remote tense is not problematic for automatic parsing,
given that their UD tense will always be Past and their aspect can be determined from their morphology.

Aspect UF Tense Past Past Present Future Future
Bribri tense Remote (today) Present (near future) Future

Perfect
Perfect remote

ya’
‘drank’

Perfect recent
yé

‘drinks’, ‘drank’

Imperfect
Imperfect recent

yè
‘drinks’, ‘was drinking’

Certain future
yèrâ

‘will drink’
Durative

yèke
‘drinks’, ‘used to drink’, ‘shall drink’

Future potential
yèmi

‘can drink’, ‘shall drink’

Table 3: Examples of interaction between Bribri and the current version of Universal Features (UF)
tenses in active voice verbs

The main issue comes with the verbs in the recent tense. This Bribri tense is similar to the hodiernal
tense in Mwotlap (François, 2003), Haya, Luganda and Ancash Quechua (Comrie, 1985), in that the
recent tense includes actions that have happened “today”, regardless of whether they are in the past or
in the near future. Depending on the context, the verbs in the recent tense could overlap with several
of the time categories in Universal Features. For example, the imperfect recent form yè includes events
that have happened before the present moment and simultaneous with the present moment, so this could
be translated as ‘drinks’ or ‘was drinking’. A sentence like Ye’ yè could be translated as ‘I drink it’
or ‘I was drinking it’. Without any contextual cues, it wouldn’t be possible to automatically determine
the appropriate tense in the Universal Feature system. There are other verbal forms, such as the future
potential (Jara, 2018, 73), also called the imperfect potential (Constenla et al., 2004, 111), that also
spread across two tenses of Universal Features. The sentence Yì ki be’ kiàrmi? (Jara, 2018, 73) can be
translated as either a potential in the present tense, ‘Who can love you?’, or an imperfect future tense,
‘Who shall love you?’. In this sentence there are no cues to aid the automatic parsing in selecting between
the Tense=Pres and the Tense=Fut features.

6There are more Bribri verb forms that those mentioned here, and they include verbs in other tense categories of Universal
Features. For example, the perfect antepresent form yéule ‘to have drunk’ would be marked with the feature Tense=Pqp.
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The problem is even more pronounced with verbs in the durative/habitual form (Jara, 2018, 74), also
called the habitual imperfect (Flores-Solórzano, 2017b, 34) and the second imperfective (Constenla et
al., 2004, 90). The sentence Ye’ kanèbl`̈oke (Jara, 2018, 74) has an imperfect aspect, but it is spread
across the recent tense. It can be translated as ‘I used to work’ in the recent past, ‘I regularly work’ in the
habitual/present and ‘I shall work soon’ in the near future. In this sentence the tense feature could take
three different values (Past, Pres, Fut), without a way to automatically distinguish between them using
only the words in the sentence. One potential solution would be to leave the tense feature out of the
description of these verbs, and add an annotation of their tense in the MISC field of the CONLL-U file.
Another solution would be to add a feature such as Tense=Hod to the Universal Feature system, which
would allow for a richer and more cross-linguistically faithful analysis of the UD database as a whole.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a first attempt to parse Bribri sentences using context-free grammars and depen-
dency grammars, and it presents an adaptation of Universal Dependencies to Bribri. This preliminary
effort illustrates the possibility of applying UD to Chibchan languages, but also the numerous challenges
involved in implementing the task of automated parsing in Indigenous languages. In many ways these
languages test the "U" in UD, and we hope that, by embracing languages where there aren’t yet optimal
solutions or linguistic consensus about their structures, this will help push the endeavor of Universal
Dependencies forward. In future work we will expand to corpus to create a first treebank for Bribri
and improve the parsers with the ultimate goal of releasing them for public use. We also seek to gather
enough Bribri data in CONLL-U format so that we can train deep-learning based parsing methods like
UDPipe 2 (Straka, 2018), which might further accelerate the development of the treebank.

The parsing process presented here is done in the hope of developing tools that might be useful for the
documentation and revitalization of Bribri. These should include NLP tools like chatbots and question
answering systems, as well as linguistic tools like learning materials, exercises for students of Bribri,
and more detailed documentation of the grammar of the language. One major challenge is to expand the
process of annotation to include native speakers of Bribri. This would entail expanding the annotation
process to non-automated tools, such as the manual annotation interfaces UD Annotatrix (Tyers et al.,
2018) and TrED (Pajas and Fabian, 2000). Finally, we acknowledge the issues of data sovereignty with
this work (i.e. non-Bribri researchers working on Bribri data). We have limited ourselves to data that
is already publicly available, and in the future, we hope to expand the conversation with Bribri partners
to ensure that the creation of NLP tools provides tangible benefits to Bribri partners and to the Bribri
community in general.
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Abstract

We describe ud2rrg, a rule-based approach for converting UD trees to Role and Reference Gram-
mar (RRG) structures. Our conversion method aims at facilitating the annotation of multilingual
RRG treebanks. ud2rrg uses general and language-specific conversion rules. In order to evalu-
ate ud2rrg, we approximate the subsequent annotation effort via measures of tree edit distance.
Our evaluation, based on English, German, French, Russian, and Farsi, shows that the ud2rrg
transformation of UD-parsed data constitutes a highly useful starting point for multilingual RRG
treebanking. Once a sufficient amount of data has been annotated in this way, the automatic
conversion can be replaced by a statistical parser trained on that data for an even better starting
point.

1 Introduction

Role and Reference Grammar (RRG) (Van Valin Jr. and LaPolla, 1997; Van Valin Jr., 2005) is a gram-
mar theory for natural language that shares with Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016; Nivre et
al., 2020) the aim of being descriptively adequate across typologically diverse languages while reflecting
their commonalities in its analyses. It also shares with UD a number of design characteristics, such as
recognizing dissociated nuclei and the principle to “annotate what is there”, eschewing the use of empty
elements, cf. de Marneffe et al. (2021). In addition, RRG’s separation between constituent structure
and operator structure (the latter reflecting the attachment of functional elements) offers an explanatory
framework for certain word-order and semantic phenomena. In recent years, the computational linguis-
tics community has become increasingly interested in RRG and has started to formalize RRG (Osswald
and Kallmeyer, 2018) and to build resources and tools to support data-driven linguistic research within
RRG (Bladier et al., 2018; Bladier et al., 2020; Chiarcos and Fäth, 2019).

As illustrated in the examples in Figure 1, an important feature of RRG is the layered structure of the
clause. The nucleus (NUC) contains the (verbal) predicate, arguments attach at the core (CORE) layer,
and extracted arguments at the clause (CLAUSE) layer. Each layer also has a periphery, where adjuncts
attach (marked PERI). Operators (closed-class elements encoding tense, modality, aspect, negation, etc.)
attach at the layer over which they take scope. They are assumed to be part of a separate projection,
but we collapse both projections into a single tree structure for convenience. Elements like wh-words in
English are placed in the pre-core slot (PrCS), and the pre-clausal elements like fronted prepositional or
adverbial phrases are placed in the pre-detached position (PrDP).

In this paper we describe the ongoing effort to build RRGparbank1, a novel-length parallel RRG tree-
bank for English, German, French, Russian, and Farsi, in a semi-automatic fashion. We focus on the
automatic part. Exploiting an off-the-shelf UD parser, the text (George Orwell’s novel 1984 and trans-
lations) is parsed into UD. Then, exploiting structural similarities between UD and RRG, the UD trees
are automatically converted into RRG trees (§2). This conversion accelerates the process of manually
annotating the corpus (§3). Once enough data has been collected in this way, we replace the rule-based
conversion with a statistical RRG parser trained on the collected data. A series of experiments shows that
the statistical RRG parser offers a better starting point for annotating once approximately 2 000 sentences

1https://rrgparbank.phil.hhu.de
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Figure 1: Examples of RRG annotation. Punctuation marks are omitted.
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Figure 2: UD tree, RRG derivation tree and resulting RRG tree for the sentence Avoiding failure is easy.

are available for training ($4). Finally, we give a qualitative comparison between our converter and that
of Chiarcos and Fäth (2019), which targets a slightly different flavor of RRG (§5).

2 UD to RRG Conversion

2.1 Auxiliary Formalism

We define a custom formalism, inspired by tree grammar formalisms such as LTAG (Joshi and Schabes,
1997) that allows us to treat RRG trees as being composed from lexically anchored elementary trees via
a number of composition operations. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show examples: in the middle, there are a
number of elementary trees and the operations with which they are combined (the derivation) and on the
right there is the resulting RRG tree. The set of operations is RRG-specific:

• NUC-SUB: presupposes that the host tree is clausal.2 If the guest tree is clausal, attach its NUC node
under the host tree’s NUC node, and merge its CORE, CLAUSE and SENTENCE nodes (if any)
into the corresponding nodes of the host tree.3 If not, attach its root under the host tree’s NUC node.

• NUC-COSUB: presupposes that both trees are clausal. Create a NUC node above the host tree’s
NUC node (if it doesn’t exist yet), and attach the guest tree’s NUC node to that. Merge the CORE,
CLAUSE, and SENTENCE nodes.

• NUC-COORD: presupposes that both trees are clausal. Attach the guest tree’s NUC node under the
host tree’s CORE node. Merge the CORE, CLAUSE, and SENTENCE nodes.

2A clausal tree is an elementary tree whose lexical anchor is the head of a clause. Its spine starts with SENTENCE,
CLAUSE, CORE, or NUC, followed by nodes for the lower clausal layers.

3By merging we mean attaching any children of the former under the latter.
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Figure 3: UD tree, RRG derivation tree and resulting tree for the sentence We keep wondering what he
wanted to say.

• CORE-SUB: presupposes that the host tree is clausal. If the guest tree is clausal, attach its CORE
node under the host tree’s CORE node, and merge the CLAUSE and SENTENCE nodes (if any). If
not, attach its root under the host tree’s CORE node.

• CORE-COSUB: presupposes that both trees are clausal. Create a CORE node above the host tree’s
CORE node (if it doesn’t exist yet) and attach the guest tree’s CORE node to that. Merge the
CLAUSE and SENTENCE nodes.

• CORE-COORD: presupposes that both trees are clausal. Attach the guest tree’s CORE node under the
host tree’s CLAUSE node. Merge the CLAUSE and SENTENCE nodes.

• CLAUSE-SUB: presupposes that the host tree is clausal. If the guest tree is clausal, attach its
CLAUSE node under the host tree’s CLAUSE node, and merge the SENTENCE nodes (if any).
If not, attach its root under the host tree’s CLAUSE node.

• PRCS-SUB: create a left PrCS daughter of the host tree’s CLAUSE node (if it doesn’t exist yet) and
attach the guest tree’s root under it.

• PRDP-SUB: create a left PrDP daughter of the host tree’s SENTENCE node (if it doesn’t exist yet)
and attach the guest tree’s root under it.

• WRAP: attach the host under a designated node (marked *) of the guest (used for attaching preposi-
tion complements under PPs).

2.2 General Conversion Rules
If we view the derivations, as exemplified in Figures 2 and 3, as derivation trees where nodes are labeled
with elementary trees and edges are labeled with operations, then this derivation tree is isomorphic to a
corresponding UD tree. What remains to do to convert UD trees to RRG trees is to specify a set of rules
that relabel nodes in UD trees with RRG elementary trees, and edges with operations. We try to keep
these rules as local as possible, ideally looking only at one UD node and its incoming edge at a time, so
a simple recursive traversal of the UD tree suffices. However, as we will see, in some cases we need to
take a little more context into account. Table 1 shows the rules used in the example conversions.

UD’s content-word-centric approach is a good fit for the conversion to RRG regarding, e.g., copulas,
modal, tense, and aspect operators, which RRG treats not as heads of verb phrases but as additional
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label POS additional conditions elementary tree operation

1 root ADJ (SENTENCE (CLAUSE (CORE (NUC (AP
(CORE A (NUC A (A <>))))))))

2 cop AUX (AUX <>) NUC-SUB
3 csubj VERB (CORE (NUC (V <>))) CORE-SUB
4 dobj NOUN (NP (CORE N (NUC N (N <>)))) CORE-SUB
5 root VERB (SENTENCE (CLAUSE (CORE (NUC (V <>)))))
6 nsubj PRON (NP (PRO <>)) CORE-SUB
7 dobj WP or WP$ (NP (PRO <>)) PRCS-SUB
8 mark SCONJ (CLM <>) CORE-SUB
9 ccomp VERB (CORE (NUC (V <>))) CORE-SUB

10 ccomp VERB verb of cognition/saying (CLAUSE (CORE (NUC (V <>)))) CLAUSE-SUB
11 xcomp VERB (CORE (NUC (V <>))) CORE-COSUB
12 xcomp VERB phase verb (NUC (V <>)) NUC-COSUB
13 xcomp VERB raising verb (CORE (NUC (V <>))) CORE-COORD
14 case ADP (PP (CORE P* (NUC P (P <>)))) WRAP

Table 1: Examples of rules. Rules 1–12 are the ones used in Figures 2 and 3. Rules 7, 10, 12, and 13 are
examples of rules whose implementation requires language-specific POS tags or lexicons.

operators attaching to clauses, cores, or nuclei. By contrast, prepositions are treated as heads of PPs and
thus necessitate a slightly more complicated rule (WRAP) to wrap the prepositional complement in a PP.
Overall, RRG’s approach can be characterized as more content-word-centric than function-word-centric.
This and the ready availability of UD resources made UD a more natural starting point for our conversion
project than more function-word-centric variants such as SUD (Gerdes et al., 2018).

2.3 Special Conversion Rules

Rules can also make reference to lexical and other language-specific knowledge. One area where this is
important is clause linkage, which in UD is always represented with conj, ccomp, or xcomp relations,
but in RRG splits up into a more fine-grained set of juncture-nexus types. For example, while we sub-
ordinate clausal complements at the CORE level by default (Rule 9 in Table 1), clausal complements of
verbs of cognition and saying typically require subordination at the CLAUSE level (Rule 10). Similarly,
while we cosubordinate open clausal complements at the CORE level by default (Rule 11), open clausal
complements of phase verbs as in starts walking, keep wondering or stopped believing require cosubor-
dination at the NUC level (Rule 12). This is illustrated in Figure 3. We have so far implemented this rule
for English and for German. For English, we determine the verb class by lookup in the VerbNet lexical
database (Kipper-Schuler, 2005). For German, as far as we are aware, similar resources such as Ger-
maNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997), provide sets of verb classes which are less fine-grained. Therefore,
the equivalent conversion rule for German uses a handwritten set of verbs instead of a lexical database.
We have also defined rules to recognize xcomp instances encoding the raising construction and trigger
core coordination by its associated lemma seem in English or scheinen in German (Rule 13). Due to
the low frequency of relevant phenomena and the inevitable brittleness of rules, we have left these spe-
cialized conversion rules as a proof-of-concept and not aimed for more extensive coverage, relying on
statistical predictions (see below) and annotators instead for the purpose of building RRGparbank.

2.4 Implementation and Workflow

The text basis for RRGparbank is provided by George Orwell’s novel 1984 as well as translations to
German, French, Russian and Farsi. The English and Farsi texts, their segmentation into sentences and
tokens as well as POS tags and lemmas are taken from the MULTEXT-East dataset (Erjavec, 2017),
which also provides the (non-annotated) Russian text. The French and German data was built using the
Orwell (1972) and Orwell (2003) editions, respectively. A large part of the German data was annotated
by hand following the guidelines of the MULTEXT-East dataset. We used UDpipe2 (Straka, 2018) for
segmentation, tagging, and lemmatization of the Russian, French and the non-annotated German data.
UD parses for all languages are also provided by UDPipe2.4

4The reported Labeled Attachment Scores for the 5 languages on UD treebanks are as follows: 85.8% for English, 81.2%
for German, 84.3% for Farsi, 83.5% for French and 85.3% for Russian.
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Timestamp nBURP LF1 failed

#1 0.66 61.02 1 100
#2 0.57 64.09 773
#3 0.47 68.75 355
#4 0.33 72.51 221
#5 0.20 79.96 0

Table 2: nBURP and LF1 scores for the output of ud2rrg using Russian data (4 635 sentences), at different
steps of development. Sentences that could not be converted are replaced with flat dummy trees.

In the next step, we use a script called ud2rrg5, which we developed based on the formalism described
above, to convert the UD trees to RRG. It performs a traversal of each UD tree and at each node applies
the matching rule, thereby gradually building up an RRG tree. In the rare cases where conversion fails for
a node because there is no matching rule (e.g., with rare combinations of POS and grammatical relation),
conversion fails and a dummy tree is generated where all tokens are attached to the root.

For the results reported in this paper, 13 annotators with training in RRG annotated 5 453 English,
5 723 German, 2 177 French, 4 675 Russian, and 1 110 Farsi sentences over a time period of 21 months.6

They were provided the output of ud2rrg and corrected the trees using a graphical interface. The graphical
interface and the annotation guidelines were based on RRGbank (Bladier et al., 2018). Development of
ud2rrg was ongoing during this period and informed by manual inspection of sentences that failed to
convert and of changes annotators made to the ud2rrg output.

Annotation on different languages started at different times. We used the same ud2rrg for all languages,
but each new language typically brings with it a number of POS tags and constructions that have not or
not much been seen in the data so far, meaning that rules have to be refined and added before ud2rrg
performs as well on the new as on the old languages. As an example, consider the case of Russian.
Table 2 shows the performance of ud2rrg on Russian at different points in time after its introduction
as a new language. We measure the performance in nBURP (smaller is better), LF1 (larger is better),
and number of failed sentences (smaller is better) – details are given below in Section 3. Timestamp
#1 corresponds to the introduction of the Russian data in the annotation interface. Between #1 and #2,
ongoing development of ud2rrg took into account, among other data, Russian gold data produced by
annotators. The first rules making specific reference to Russian lexemes were added between #2 and #3
(7 new rules and 2 extensions of existing rules), leading to significantly better performance. Timestamp
#4 is a week after #3, while #5 is the time of redaction of this article. The scores keep improving with
time, as regular evaluations on the updated gold data indicates which transformation rules are missing,
or need an update. Annotators are also encouraged to report sentences for which the transformation is
problematic, or fails.

As of this writing, ud2rrg contains about 278 rules, 4 of which depend on language-specific semantic
lexical resources to select a juncture-nexus type. In addition, we have language-specific routines to deter-
mine finer-grained parts of speech for function words, such as negation particles, negative determiners,
indefinite pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, clitic pronouns, or negative pronouns.

3 Impact on Annotation Effort

Correcting automatically pre-annotated data facilitates the annotation of the treebank because the data
no longer need to be annotated from scratch. In this section we estimate the impact of pre-annotation
on the human effort of creating treebank data. Specifically, we try to measure the mechanical effort it
takes annotators to move, insert, delete, and relabel tree nodes in our graphical drag-and-drop annotation
interface (Bladier et al., 2018). For this study, we ignore the cognitive cost of annotation decisions, which
is much harder to measure.

Roughly speaking, the more similar a pre-annotated tree to the gold tree, the fewer drag-and-drop

5https://gitlab.com/treegrasp/ud2rrg
6The data is a snapshot of RRGparbank as of 2021-09-17.
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Figure 4: Example pair of gold tree and corresponding ud2rrg output.

operations annotators will need. Established tree similarity measures include tree edit distance (TED)
(Zhang and Shasha, 1989) and EVALB (Collins, 1997). However, it is well known that these measures
tend to over-penalize attachment errors (Bangalore et al., 1998; Emms, 2008) because constituents that
have to be reattached do not incur a unitary cost but rather a cost proportional to their size or to the
length of the path between the predicted and the correct attachment site. This contrasts with our graphical
annotation interface where reattachment is a single drag-and-drop operation. As an example, consider
Figure 4. Here, we have to reattach one ADVP subtree and delete one NUC node in order to transform
the ud2rrg tree into the gold tree. However, the tree edit distance is 6 because reattachment incurs a
cost not only for the ADVP node but for all its descendants. Similarly, EVALB will count not 2 but 3
spans (NUC, NP, CORE N) as “false positives” in the ud2rrg tree. This effect gets worse with longer
reattachments.

We are not aware of a polynomial algorithm to compute optimal edit scripts between trees when reat-
tachment is allowed as a single operation. Instead, we use an approximate but principled algorithm that
counts the number of operations needed to turn the predicted tree into the gold tree when recreating the
constituents of the gold tree by modifying the predicted tree in a strict bottom-up fashion, recreating
smaller constituents first and then moving on to larger ones. This algorithm, called “bottom-up replug-
ging” (BURP), is described in detail in Appendix B. In our example, BURP first recreates the CORE N
subtree, for which the ADVP subtree needs to be moved down (cost 1). It then recreates the NP subtree
and deletes the NUC node (cost 1). The trees are now identical, with total cost 2, which is exactly the
number of operations intuitively needed. While not necessarily optimal, we conjecture that BURP ap-
proximates the strategies that human annotators use to edit trees, and that its scores are therefore a better
predictor of human annotation effort than TED or EVALB.

For our evaluation, we use all three measures. For TED and BURP, we normalize the score by the
number of brackets in the gold RRG tree, since trees with a more complex internal structure require
more editing than simpler trees. The results are given in Table 3.

4 Comparison with statistical parsing

We compare the output of ud2rrg with parsing the sentences using the statistical neural parser ParTAGe
(Bladier et al., 2020), developed for RRG-based tree rewriting grammars. We evaluate how much train-
ing data is needed for the statistical parser to outperform the rule-based conversion approach. For the
experiments, we did not distinguish between silver and gold data7 but split all gold and silver data up into
4 385 training, 542 development, and 526 test sentences for English. We randomly shuffle the training
data and use the first n trees for training. Our experiments show that the statistical parser needs around

7Silver sentences are annotated by one annotator whereas gold sentences are annotated by at least two annotators. We had
5 228 gold and 225 silver sentences in the English subcorpus in total.
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approach train sz. failures nTED LF1 (exact match) nBURP
dev test dev test dev test dev test

ud2rrg 0 0 0.32 0.34 76.97 (90) 76.51 (84) 0.20 0.21

statist. 500 137 131 0.43 0.42 62.65 (70) 63.45 (85) 0.64 0.63
parser 1 000 0 1 0.35 0.35 68.93 (88) 70.27 (85) 0.30 0.29

2 000 0 0 0.27 0.27 75.35 (128) 76.13 (113) 0.22 0.21
3 000 0 0 0.25 0.24 77.93 (135) 78.73 (133) 0.19 0.18
4 000 0 0 0.23 0.22 79.56 (149) 80.62 (135) 0.18 0.17
>4 000 0 0 0.23 0.22 79.75 (157) 80.30 (137) 0.17 0.16

# sent. 542 526 542 526 542 526 542 526
∅ len. 13.99 14.02 13.99 14.02 13.99 14.02 13.99 14.02

Table 3: Comparison of UD parsing for English followed by rule-based ud2rrg conversion vs. statistical
RRG parsing (Bladier et al., 2020), depending on the amount of RRG training data available. The
evaluation does not consider function tags and punctuation. The numbers in brackets indicate the amount
of exactly matched produced trees. Sentences that could not be converted/parsed are counted in the
evaluation as flat dummy trees. We use our BURP measure (normalized by number of constituents in
the gold tree) as well as tree edit distance (Zhang and Shasha, 1989) normalized in the same way, and
EVALB LF1 (Collins, 1997). All three measures show that statistical parsing starts to outperform ud2rrg
at around 2 000 training sentences.

2 000 pre-annotated trees for training to surpass the rule-based conversion.
We also evaluate the UD conversion on other languages (see Table 4).8 In cases where ud2rrg could not

convert UD parses to trees, we evaluate the scores as if the trees were annotated from scratch. Concretely,
we measure the distance from flat dummy trees where each pre-terminal has a dummy POS tag and
attaches directly to the root. The results show that about a fifth of the sentences are converted directly to
the gold standard for different languages and in general the annotators’ effort is reduced for the majority
of sentences compared to annotation from scratch (represented as baseline in Table 4). These findings
clearly show that using the rule-based UD conversion approach can be a good starting point for pre-
annotation of a multilingual treebank.

language baseline ud2rrg # sents ∅ len. failures # sents
nBURP LF1 nBURP LF1 (annot.) (annot.) (entire corpus)

de 1.24 6.56 0.18 79.24 (926) 5723 17.00 9 6661
fr 1.22 8.97 0.21 79.80 (402) 2177 12.57 1 7261
ru 1.18 7.64 0.20 79.96 (939) 4635 11.76 0 6669
fa 1.16 9.14 0.30 72.09 (211) 1110 9.01 37 6604

Table 4: Comparison of normalized BURP and EVALB F1 scores of ud2rrg for German, French, Russian,
and Farsi evaluated on the full set of annotated sentences without taking into account punctuation and
function tags. The baseline is annotation from scratch, starting with flat dummy trees. For sentences
where ud2rrg fails, we fall back to the baseline. The numbers in brackets show produced trees exactly
matching with gold annotations.

5 Related Work

The availability of UD corpora for a big variety of languages makes them appealing to use for creating
linguistic resources for different NLP tasks. Fancellu et al. (2017) and Reddy et al. (2017) describe
algorithms for conversion of UD structures to logical forms enabling an almost language-independent
transformation. Ranta and Kolachina (2017) develop an approach to convert UDs into abstract syntactic

8Note that these data do not fully reflect differences between languages in RRGparbank, since the annotation is still ongoing
and the current amount of covered data and annotated syntactic phenomena is different for each language.
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annotations to create treebanks based on the Grammatical Framework (GF) formalism for multilingual
grammars (Ranta, 2011).

Closest to our work is that of Chiarcos and Fäth (2019) who define a RDF/SPARQL-based converter
to RRG, using as input not only UD but also semantic role annotation. The data for which both the input
(partially manually corrected UD) and the output is publicly available9 consists of 351 examples from the
textbook of Van Valin Jr. and LaPolla (1997). While their converter was developed on this kind of data,
for us it presents a new domain. After normalizing away notational differences and ignoring operator
attachment as well as POS tags (see below) but without any updates to ud2rrg, we obtained an nBURP
of 0.16, an nTED of 0.18, and an F1 score of 85.75, with 15.38% exact matches. We then performed a
qualitative comparison on 100 randomly chosen sentences to gain insights into types of mistakes and to
inform future development. We summarize our findings here; the full results are provided in Appendix A.

Notational conventions A large part of the differences are purely notational and can be automatically
normalized away: C&F attach all punctuation at the root whereas we leave it attached at smaller phrases
as in UD. We mark wh-phrases with -REL or -WH labels, C&F don’t. C&F mark arguments with ARG
nodes, which we don’t have, and peripheries with PERIPHERY nodes, while we mark the children with
-PERI instead. Some nonterminals have slightly different names, e.g., COREn vs. CORE N, LDP vs.
PrDP, or ADJ vs. AP. We also ignore part-of-speech tags because C&F do not attempt to convert the
input POS tags into the POS tags conventionally used in RRG analyses.

Tense, modality, and aspect operator attachment In RRG, tense operators attach at the CLAUSE
level, modal operators at the CORE level, and aspect operators at the NUC level. This means that, e.g.,
a tensed auxiliary verb as in she has seen or a tensed modal verb as in he can see attach at more than
one level, namely at both CLAUSE and NUC, and at both CLAUSE and CORE, respectively. In C&F’s
annotation, this is so. By contrast, our guidelines limit annotations to trees for ease of processing and
by convention only attach at one level, which is typically CLAUSE. We tried to ignore these differences
in attachment by removing the non-CLAUSE additional edges from C&F’s annotation. 10 differences
due to operator attachment remain. Since auxiliary and modal verbs form a closed class, the multiple
attachment would be easy to restore.

Theoretical assumptions (51 instances) Some of the remaining differences can be explained by
ud2rrg following conventions set down in our RRGbank-based annotation guidelines which differ from
those followed in C&F’s data. These are not mere notational differences but have potential theoretical
significance because they reflect different assumptions about the internal structure of phrases, etc. These
differences will be used to check and revise our annotation guidelines. For example, we annotate nu-
merals using “quantifier phrases” (QPs), attach attributive APs at CORE N rather than NUC N level,
assume a full AP rather than a simple nucleus for predicative adjectives, treat possessive pronouns like
determiners and do not place them under NPIP, treat prepositions introducing adverbial clauses as clause
linkage markers (CLM) rather than prepositions, do not distinguish CONJ from CLM, etc.

Bugs (25 instances) Some differences are bugs in ud2rrg which can easily be fixed in future develop-
ment, e.g., failure to convert prepositions marking clauses into PPs rather than CLM-marked clauses,
failure to handle nmod:tmod dependents as adverbial modifiers, attachment of wh-PPs in PrDP rather
than PrCS, or failure to recognize wh-movement when the subject is a passive subject.

Limitations (84 instances) Telling the differences between an argument PP and a peripheral (adjunct)
PP is hard and currently out of scope for ud2rrg. C&F use semantic role information to predict this.
Relatedly, ud2rrg currently does not distinguish between PPs with and without internal layers (CORE P
and NUC P).

Clause linkage (20 instances) Similarly, mapping conj, ccomp, and xcomp dependencies to the
appropriate juncture-nexus type for linking clauses together is complex. As described in Section 2, we

9https://github.com/acoli-repo/RRG
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have some rules to address this heuristically, but many cases are not yet covered and may also require
semantic role or other lexical information to resolve.

Bad input (12 instances) Incorrect UD input sometimes leads to incorrect ud2rrg output. For example,
the input data contain a number of unspecific dep relations which are then not correctly handled. There
are also instances of wrongly resolved PP attachment ambiguity and the occasional confusion of a relative
clause with an adverbial clause, and vice versa.

Error in gold standard (7 instances) Finally, we also discovered a handful of apparent errors in
C&F’s annotation. For example, the genitive suffix ’s is always attached to the root instead of inside the
NPIP, and some PrCS nodes appear to be spurious.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a rule-based algorithm for converting Universal Dependencies to RRG trees as a way
to bootstrap RRG treebanks. By mapping UD nodes to RRG fragments and grammatical relations to
operations that combine these fragments, it provides a principled mapping between the two formalisms.
Language-independent at core, the algorithm can be extended with language-specific rules to incorporate
lexical and other language-specific knowledge. We have shown that by basing RRG annotation on au-
tomatically converted trees, the number of tree manipulation operations that annotators have to perform
is considerably reduced compared to annotating from scratch. We have also shown that for annotating
English, a statistical parser trained on sentences annotated so far starts to produce more accurate trees
than our rule-based conversion at around 2 000 training sentences. Finally, we have performed a detailed
qualitative comparison with the output of another converter and pinned down the remaining issues for
ours. In future work, we will consider applying the ud2rrg algorithm to the data from Parallel Univer-
sal Dependencies corpora (Zeman et al., 2020). Moreover, ud2rrg allows bootstrapping of further RRG
treebanks for different languages, based on existing UD treebanks.
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A Qualitative Comparison with Chiarcos and Fäth (2019)

The following table contains the results of the qualitative evaluation of our converter on 100 randomly
selected example sentences from Van Valin Jr. and LaPolla (1997) as annotated by Chiarcos and Fäth
(2019). The first column indicates the sentence number in their release, the second the type of difference
(different operator attachment, theoretical assumption, bug, limitation, clause linkage, bad input (ud),
or error in gold standard), and the third column contains a brief description of the difference. Empty
second and third columns indicates sentences from our sample with no difference after normalization.

sentence type description

5 op neg at CLAUSE vs. CORE
5 bug failure to attach fronted non-wh object in PrCS
8 ud dobj→ dep
8 limit theo PP internal structure
9 bug fronted wh-PP attached to PrDP instead of PrCS
9 limit theo PP internal structure

12 limit failure to recognize PERI
17 limit theo PP internal structure
17 ud fronted wh-object attached with dep
18 ud nmod:tmod→ dep
18 limit failure to recognize PERI
18 limit theo PP internal structure
24
26 limit theo PP internal structure
29 limit theo PP internal structure
30 limit theo PP internal structure
31 limit theo PP internal structure
31 limit theo PP internal structure
35 acoli ”that” treated as NP when it is a determiner
48 acoli ’s attached to root
48 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE N, not NUC N
48 limit theo PP internal structure
50 limit theo PP internal structure
54 limit theo PP internal structure
54 theo ADVP-PERI always attaches at CORE, not NUC
54 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE, not NUC
55 theo ADVP-PERI always attaches at CORE, not NUC
55 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE, not NUC
55 bug failure to recognize PoDP
55 limit theo PP internal structure
58 theo ”by” passive subject treated as argument, not adjunct
58 limit theo PP internal structure
59 limit theo PP internal structure
62
67 theo ”by” passive subject treated as argument, not adjunct
68 limit theo PP internal structure
71 limit failure to recognize PERI
74 ud compound→ dobj
74 limit failure to recognize PERI
76 theo possessive pronoun treated as definiteness operators, not placed in NPIP
76 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE N, not NUC N
76 limit theo PP internal structure
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89
91
99 bug raising construction where the subordinated predicate is an adjective is

wrongly classified as dependency parsing error
103 ud acl:relcl→ advcl
103 ud ”to whom” is not a subtree
103 limit theo PP internal structure
104 limit theo PP internal structure
104 limit theo PP internal structure
104 bug failure to recognize PrCS when subject is marked nsubjpass
105 limit theo PP internal structure
105 limit theo PP internal structure
105 bug failure to recognize PrCS when subject is marked nsubjpass
111
112
120 limit failure to recognize PERI
120 limit theo PP internal structure
120 limit failure to recognize PERI
123 limit theo PP internal structure
123 limit failure to recognize PERI
123 limit failure to recognize PERI
125 limit failure to recognize PERI
125 limit failure to recognize PERI
127
132 theo to-infinitive that replaces a relative clause treated as CLAUSE-PERI and

attached in NUC N instead of CORE attached at CORE N
132 limit theo PP internal structure
133 limit theo PP internal structure
134 ud NP with relcl instead of SENTENCE with fronted dobj
135 limit theo PP internal structure
139
140 limit theo PP internal structure
141 limit theo PP internal structure
146 limit theo PP internal structure
150 limit theo PP internal structure
153 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE N, not NUC N
153 limit theo PP internal structure
153 limit theo PP internal structure
153 limit theo PP internal structure
153 limit theo PP internal structure
153 limit theo PP internal structure
159 limit theo PP internal structure
159 limit theo PP internal structure
160 limit theo PP internal structure
160 limit theo PP internal structure
162 limit theo PP internal structure
168 limit theo PP internal structure
168 limit failure to recognize PERI
171 limit failure to recognize PERI
171 limit theo PP internal structure
172 limit theo PP internal structure
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172 limit failure to recognize PERI
174 limit theo PP internal structure
182
183 limit failure to recognize PERI
183 limit theo PP internal structure
188 bug fronted wh-PP attached to PrDP instead of PrCS
188 limit theo PP internal structure
190 op neg at CLAUSE vs. CORE
190 link parataxis handled as CORE cosubordination instead of SENTENCE co-

ordination
190 limit failure to recognize/handle cleft construction
200 theo single complex NUC instead of NUC cosubordination
200 theo predicative adjective: simple NUC vs. AP
200 link CORE coordination vs. cosubordination
202 link CORE coordination vs. cosubordination
205 link CORE coordination vs. subordination
205 theo predicative adjective: simple NUC vs. AP
207
211 theo single complex NUC instead of NUC cosubordination
211 theo predicative adjective: simple NUC vs. AP
217 bug failure to handle nmod:tmod as adverbial
217 theo single complex NUC instead of NUC cosubordination
217 theo predicative adjective: simple NUC vs. AP
225 link CORE coordination vs. CLAUSE subordination
229 bug advcl as PP-PERI vs. CLAUSE
229 limit theo PP internal structure
229 limit theo PP internal structure
231 op modal verbs attach at CORE
233 op modal verbs attach at CORE
233 link CORE coordination vs. cosubordination
236 limit failure to recognize PERI
236 limit theo PP internal structure
237
239 link CLAUSE vs. CORE subordination
239 acoli spurious PrCS?
240 ud nominalized clause parsed wrong
240 theo ”by” passive subject treated as argument, not adjunct
247 limit theo PP internal structure
247 bug failure to handle nmod:tmod as adverbial
247 link CLAUSE vs. CORE subordination
248 bug advcl as PP-PERI vs. CLAUSE
248 limit theo PP internal structure
255 ud xcomp→ dep
258 link CORE coordination vs. cosubordination
259 link CORE coordination vs. subordination
260 link CORE coordination vs. cosubordination
260 theo possessive pronoun treated as definiteness operators, not placed in NPIP
260 theo possessive pronoun treated as definiteness operators, not placed in NPIP
260 bug advcl as PP-PERI vs. CLAUSE
261 link CORE coordination vs. cosubordination
261 theo possessive pronoun treated as definiteness operators, not placed in NPIP
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261 theo possessive pronoun treated as definiteness operators, not placed in NPIP
261 bug advcl as PP-PERI vs. CLAUSE
263 link CORE coordination vs. subordination
265 link CLAUSE coordination vs. cosubordination
265 bug advcl as PP-PERI vs. CLAUSE
265 theo possessive pronoun treated as definiteness operators, not placed in NPIP
265 limit theo PP internal structure
276 theo ”by” passive subject treated as argument, not adjunct
276 theo ”by” passive subject attached at higher vs. lower CORE
278 bug fronted advcl not in PrDP
278 bug ud2rrg advcl as PP vs. CLAUSE
292 link CORE subordination vs. cosubordination
293
294 limit theo PP internal structure
294 link CLAUSE in CORE vs. CORE subordination
294 acoli spurious PrCS?
294 theo predicative adjective: simple NUC vs. AP
295 limit theo PP internal structure
295 link CLAUSE under CORE vs. CORE subordination
297 limit theo PP internal structure
297 acoli ’s attached to root
297 acoli ’s attached to root
297 theo QP
297 theo QP
297 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE, not NUC
297 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE, not NUC
297 theo we don’t distinguish between CONJ and CLM
298 theo we don’t distinguish between CONJ and CLM
298 theo QP
298 theo QP
298 limit article of coordinated NP attaches too low
301 theo QP
301 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE, not NUC
305 op at CLAUSE vs. CORE
305 limit theo PP internal structure
305 limit theo PP internal structure
305 ud PP attachment
305 limit failure to recognize PERI
305 op modal verbs attach at CORE
305 link NP-CLAUSE subordination vs. CORE subordination
309 theo neg at CLAUSE vs. CORE
309 limit theo PP internal structure
309 ud advcl→ acl:relcl
309 op modal verbs attach at CORE
309 limit failure to recognize PERI
312 op modal verbs attach at CORE
312 bug neg determiner attached wrongly
312 limit failure to recognize PERI
318 link CORE coordination vs. CORE cosubordination
318 limit failure to recognize PERI
324 theo QP
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324 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE N, not NUC N
324 ud discontinuous wh-PP (stranding) not parsed correctly
324 bug failure to handle nmod:tmod as adverbial
324 theo relative clause attaches at NUC N, not CORE N
325 theo QP
325 theo QP
325 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE N, not NUC N
325 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE N, not NUC N
325 limit PP attaches too low in coordinated NP
325 theo we don’t distinguish between CONJ and CLM
326 limit theo PP internal structure
326 op modal verbs attach at CORE
326 theo we don’t distinguish between CONJ and CLM
326 bug failure to handle elliptical conjunct
326 bug failure to recognize PoDP
331 theo single complex NUC instead of NUC cosubordination
331 acoli ’s attached to root
336 bug untensed auxiliary treated as OP-TNS
337 bug failure to handle nmod:tmod as adverbial
348
350
350 bug advcl as PP-PERI vs. CLAUSE
350 limit failure to recognize PERI
350 theo we don’t distinguish between CONJ and CLM
350 bug NP conjunction attaches to PP
350 bug failure to recongize PrDP
350 link CORE cosubordination vs. CORE under NUC
350 op modal verbs attach at CORE
350 theo AP-PERI always attaches at CORE N, not NUC N
350 theo predicative adjective: simple NUC vs. AP
350 limit theo PP internal structure

B Computing Tree Distance Using Bottom-up Replugging (BURP)

We describe BURP (“bottom-up replugging”), an algorithm that computes an edit script between two
trees with identical spans, such as two different natural-language constituent parse trees over the same
sentence. Potential applications include evaluating the performance of constituent parsers and estimating
the annotator effort in a semi-automatic annotation scenario.

Similar metrics include tree-distance (Zhang and Shasha, 1989; Emms, 2008), EVALB (Collins, 1997),
string-distance applied to tree linearizations (Roark, 2002), and the leaf-ancestor metric (Sampson and
Babarczy, 2003). None of them explicitly models the possibility of re-attaching a subtree to a different
node, and they thus tend to over-penalize attachment errors as every constituent containing a moved
subtree is affected (Bangalore et al., 1998). Although Roark (2002) and Emms (2008) propose strategies
that mitigate this, subtree re-attachment is still handled as pair of delete and insert operations, thus its
cost cannot be freely chosen but is necessarily the sum of the two.

BURP differs from all these algorithms by trying to explicitly simulate the way human annotators using
graphical annotation interface correct trees. We assume the following basic operations to be availalbe:
relabeling a node, deleting an internal node (implicitly reattaching all its children to its parent), inserting
a node below another node (so that children of the existing node become children of the new node), and
moving a node (that has at least one sibling) to a different parent. Given these operations, one question to
ask is what is the optimal set of operations to transform the source (or predicted) tree into the target (or
gold) tree, given some cost for each operation (in the following, we assume that every operation has cost
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Figure 5: An example tree consisting of three maximal unary chains. Dashed edges indicate the bound-
aries between chains.

1, but they can easily be weighted differently). This is an NP-complete problem. Another, and perhaps
more interesting question is how many operations human annotators need. We conjecture that BURP

mimicks the human annotation process to some degree, and thus gives script lengths that correlate better
with human annotator effort than other measures.

Sketch of the algorithm BURP transforms the source tree into the target tree in a bottom-up fashion,
recreating smaller subtrees of the target tree in the source tree first and then moving on to larger ones
until the root is reached and the whole tree transformed. To this end, the target tree is first divided up
into maximal unary chains, as illustrated in Figure 5. To simplify the description, we will often refer to
a chain as if all its nodes have been contracted into one, i.e. we say that in the example, chain AB has
two children CD and E. We will also occasionally refer to a subtree and its root as the same entity if the
context makes it clear. BURP does a post-order traversal of the chains in the target tree and at each chain
transforms a part of the source tree into the subtree under that chain. All children of the chain have at this
point already been recreated, and they are re-used, even if this is not guaranteed to give an optimal edit
script. This is how BURP cuts the NP-complete problem down to a polynomial one. The local decisions,
viz., which part of the source tree to transform into the current target chain, however, are optimized for
minimal local cost.

Definitions The span (or yield) of a tree is the set of its leaves. Note that we do not assume spans to be
contiguous.

Inputs The inputs to BURP are a source tree T1 and a target tree T2 with identical spans.

Data Structures and Initialization While transforming T1 into T2, we will temporarily remove sub-
trees from T1 and thus take it apart into multiple parts. We maintain a set P of these parts, which we
initialize as P := {T1}. We say that a node is “free” if it is the root of a tree in P .

The Traversal We do a post-order traversal of the chains in T2, recreating the subtrees under them in
as subtrees of trees in P . Thus, when we visit a chain, all of its children have already been recreated. Let
p2 be the currently visited target chain and C its recreated children in the trees in P . In the example in
Figure 6, p2 = BDE and C = {F,G,H, I, J}. We then pick an extended source chain or x-chain, i.e., a
path p1 in some tree in P such that p1 = n1n2 . . . nN with N ≥ 1, nN ∈ C. In the example, p1 = ABCF.
The subtree under p1 is then deterministically transformed into that under p2 with the minimal number
of operations and assuming that the subtrees under all c ∈ C remain unchanged.11 The transformation
consists of the following steps:

11The reason for including one of the transformed children in p1 is to allow for the case where the rest of the source chain
is empty and all nodes in p2 have to be inserted during the transformation. An empty source chain would not specify where
to insert these nodes. Note also that n1 . . . nN−1 need not be a unary chain (in the example, B has another child P); it will be
transformed into one.
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Figure 6: Example state of the algorithm, with two source tree fragments on the left and a target tree
fragment on the right. Black nodes are parts of the target chain or source x-chain. Doubly circled nodes
are already-recreated children in the source tree fragments. Yellow nodes will be freed, blue ones moved,
red ones pruned, and violet ones moved and pruned.

1. Move down. For each topmost descendant of n1 . . . nN−2 whose span is a subset of the target span
(meaning the span of p2) but which is not dominated by nN−1, move it to nN−1. In the example, L
is moved to C (cost 1).

2. Free above. For each child of n1 . . . nN−2 that is not in p1, “free” it, i.e., remove it and add it to P
as a free subtree. It will find its place is the transformed tree later. In the example, O is freed (cost
1).

3. Edit chain. Insert, delete, and relabel nodes in n1 . . . nN−1 so as to make the chain identical to
p2. The cost is the Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) between both sequences.12 In our
example, A is deleted, C is relabeled D, and E is inserted (cost 3).

4. Move up. For each topmost descendant of nN−1 whose span is a subset of the target span but which
is not a child of nN−1, move it to nN−1. In the example, H is moved to C (cost 1).

5. Free below. For each child of nN−1 whose span is not a subset of the target span, free it. In our
example, N is freed (cost 1).

6. Move in. For each topmost node whose span is a subset of the target span and that is not yet a
child of nN−1, move it there. If that node is a root, there is no cost because the cost of moving was
already incurred when the node was freed.13 In the example, M is moved in (cost 1).

7. Prune. For every node between nN−1 and any c ∈ C, delete it. In the example, K, L, and M are
deleted (cost 3).

Postcondition After visiting the root of T2, P contains exactly one tree, which is identical to T2.
12Our graphical annotation interface does not currently allow for inserting a node directly above another node in a unary

chain if the latter has siblings. This could be taken into account by disallowing insertions at the beginning of the Levenshtein
edit script.

13The cost is incurred early, by the freeing operation, not by the subsequent “moving in”, so it can be attributed to the x-chain
that necessitates the moving. Annotators often do not have a place where they can put removed subtrees temporarily; we assume
that they will immediately move the subtree to the node where it will eventually end up.
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Search For every visited target chain, we pick an x-chain that minimizes the local cost. The final edit
chain and cost still depends on how ties between locally optimal x-chains are broken, and on the exact
order of traversal. In our current implementation14, the leaves are assumed to be ordered (as the words
are in natural language), and the postorder traversal proceeds from left to right. Ties between x-chains
are currently broken by preferring chains that are in more recently freed subtrees, further to the right
in the tree, and longer. A closer approximation to the optimal edit script could be achieved, e.g., by
randomizing this and doing multiple restarts.

14https://github.com/texttheater/burp
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Abstract

We present the first linguistically annotated treebank of Ashokan Prakrit, an early Middle Indo-
Aryan dialect continuum attested through Emperor Ashoka Maurya’s 3rd century BCE rock and
pillar edicts. For annotation, we used the multilingual Universal Dependencies (UD) formalism,
following recent UD work on Sanskrit and other Indo-Aryan languages. We touch on some
interesting linguistic features that posed issues in annotation: regnal names and other nominal
compounds, “proto-ergative” participial constructions, and possible grammaticalizations evidenced
by sandhi (phonological assimilation across morpheme boundaries). Eventually, we plan for a
complete annotation of all attested Ashokan texts, towards the larger goals of improving UD
coverage of different diachronic stages of Indo-Aryan and studying language change in Indo-Aryan
using computational methods.

1 Introduction

Ashokan Prakrit is the earliest attested stage and among the most conservative known forms of Middle
Indo-Aryan (MIA), represented by inscriptions in the form of rock and pillar edicts commissioned by
the Mauryan emperor Ashoka (aśōka1) in the 3rd century BCE. The Indo-Aryan languages are the
predominant language family in the northern (and insular southern) parts of the Indian subcontinent, and
consitute a branch of the widespread Indo-European family. They are generally divided into three historical
stages: Old Indo-Aryan (OIA; Sanskrit, both the language of Vedic and of later Classical texts, as well as
unattested varieties suggested by dialectal variation in later stages), Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA; Ashokan
Prakrit, Pali, the Dramatic Prakrits, and early koinés of the Hindi Belt), and New Indo-Aryan (NIA;
modern Indo-Aryan languages such as Hindi–Urdu, Assamese, Marathi, Dhivehi, Kashmiri, Khowar,
etc.).

Diachronically, Ashokan Prakrit is a descendant of Old Indo-Aryan varieties (some of which are attested
through Vedic and Classical Sanskrit) and is a precursor to regional fragmentation of Middle Indo-Aryan
into Pali, the Dramatic Prakrits, and eventually the NIA languages. Ashokan Prakrit is a dialect continuum
rather than a standardized language, but the three dialect zones are not divergent enough to prove mutually
unintelligible (Oberlies, 2003).

Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016; de Marneffe et al., 2021) is a multilingual formalism for
treebanking, including annotation guidelines for dependency relations, morphological analysis, part-of-
speech tagging, and other linguistic features. Several New Indo-Aryan languages (Bhatt et al., 2009;
∗Equal contribution.
0The example of sūpāthāya ‘for the purpose of curry’ (discussed further in §5.3) inspired the title of this paper.

Glossing abbreviations: 1 = first person, 3 = third person, ACC = accusative, ALTER = alterphoric, CAUS = causative, DAT =
dative, DEM = demonstrative, EMPH = emphatic particle, F = feminine, GEN = genitive, IND = indicative, INS = instrumental, LOC =
locative, M = masculine, N = neuter, NOM = nominative, PASS = passive, PL = plural, PPP = past passive participle, PRS = present,
PST = past, SG = singular.

1Throughout this work, we use a newly devised transliteration scheme, devised by Samopriya Basu, based on the International
Alphabet of Sanskrit Transliteration (IAST) which is standard in Indological work, as well as influences from the IPA and
Americanist systems. Divergences from IAST are: 1. indication of aspiration and breathy voice with superscript ⟨h⟩, 2. explicit
marking of ⟨ē⟩ and ⟨ō⟩ as long vowels, 3. overdot for visarga ⟨ḣ⟩ and anusvara ⟨ṁ⟩, instead of the underdot, to avoid confusion
with retroflexion.
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Shahbazgarhi
Mansehra

Kalsi

Dhauli
Jaugada

Girnar

Figure 1: Locations of the various Ashokan inscriptions and edicts in the Indian Subcontinent, coloured by their usual geographic
grouping (not by linguistic isoglosses). Points in grey in the northwest are inscriptions that are not in Ashokan Prakrit (instead,
Aramaic and Greek).

Tandon et al., 2016; Ravishankar, 2017) and Sanskrit (Kulkarni et al., 2020; Hellwig et al., 2020; Dwivedi
and Zeman, 2017) have treebanks annotated using UD or other syntactic formalisms, but thus far there is
no treebank for a MIA language, leaving a gap in Indo-Aryan historical corpora. Within MIA, Ashokan
Prakrit has an unusual corpus of parallel texts representing multiple geographical dialects, conducive to
the study of Indo-Aryan linguistic fragmentation using computational tools.

To this end, we began UD annotation of a digitized Ashokan Prakrit corpus under the Digitizing
Imperial Prakrit Inscriptions (DIPI)2 project. We will present some interesting annotation issues that
arose, both in the context of Indo-Aryan comparative linguistics and for the Universal Dependencies
annotation scheme, and suggest future directions for historical and dialectological corpus linguistic work
in the Indo-Aryan family.

2 Related work

The first Ashokan edicts were deciphered by James Prinsep in the 1830s (Kopf, 1969). Since then, they
have played an important role in the historical study of Ashoka and the Mauryan Empire, sociological and
religious study on early Buddhism and other heterodox Dharmic sects (Smith et al., 2016; Scott, 1985),
and, of course, linguistic work from a historical and social perspective. Figure 1 shows the locations of
the known Ashokan inscriptions, with labels on the locations particularly relevant to this paper.

There are several works which attempt a broad comparative study of the inscriptions with reference to
Sanskrit (Woolner, 1924; Hultzsch, 1925; Mehendale, 1948; Bloch, 1950; Sen, 1956; Oberlies, 2003).
Like most historical linguistic work on IA, these works focus mostly on phonology and, to a lesser extent,
morphology to the detriment of syntax and semantics (Varma, 1947).

On the computational side, the only digitized and machine-readable version of the Ashokan edicts is
the Ashoka Library (Braarvig et al., 2014), which is sourced from Hultzsch (1925) and thus missing more
recently discovered inscriptions.

Other UD corpora and their annotation guidelines were also helpful to our own annotation process,
e.g. Scarlata et al. (2020). Hand-prepared Ashokan Prakrit inflectional tables based on data harvested
from Mehendale (1948) were of use, in addition to Sanskrit dictionaries (Monier-Williams, 1899; Sircar,

2From Shahbazgarhi, Mansehra dipi ‘rescript, writing’, as opposed to the lateralized variant lipi attested in other dialects.
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bahukaṁ hi dōsaṁ samājamhi pasati dēvānaṁ priyō priya dasi rājā
DET PART NOUN NOUN VERB NOUN ADJ ADJ ADJ NOUN

root

nsubj

nmod:descamod

nmod:desc

nmodobl

objdet

discourse

bahukaṁ hi dōsaṁ samājasa drakhati dēvānaṁ piyē piya dası̄ lājā
DET PART NOUN NOUN VERB NOUN ADJ ADJ ADJ NOUN

root

nsubj

nmod:descamod

nmod:desc

nmodobl

objdet

discourse

Figure 2: Dependency parse of the fourth sentence of Major Rock Edict 1 as found in two locations. The top is from Girnar,
representing the Western dialect, and the bottom is from Jaugada, representing the Eastern dialect.

1966) and morphological analysers (Huet, 2005).3

3 Corpus

The Ashokan Prakrit texts available to us constitute a very limited corpus. They are royal inscriptions
concerning the promotion of Buddhist morality, administration of the Mauryan Empire, and records of
Ashoka’s magnanimous deeds (such as his conversion to Buddhism). They directly address the public,
and all evidence points to Ashokan Prakrit being a semi-standardized but still fairly accurate reflection of
vernacular language, given the geographical dialect variation and communicative purpose of the texts.

We began with transcribed edicts from the Ashoka Library (Braarvig et al., 2014). Annotation began in
June 2021 and was done in Google Sheets simultaneously by two linguistically-informed annotators with
discussions to resolve disagreements. Although Google Sheets is not the conventional choice of tool for
such a project, existing UD annotation tools were found to be lacking a convenient means of editing FEATS

columns in a CONLLU file, as well as supplying additional columns (e.g. etymologies). Additionally,
this allowed us to avoid setting up the server required for collaborative annotation with tools like UD
Annotatrix (Tyers et al., 2017) A guidelines document was added to as the analysis of tricky constructions
was decided upon.

Given the parallel nature of the corpus, annotations for a particular edict at one location could be
transferred with little modification to that of another location. An example of this is given in figure 2,
which only shows POS-tag and dependency parse UD annotations of a parallel sentence, glossed below.

(1) bahukaṁ
very

hi
EMPH

dōsaṁ
evil:ACC.M.SG

samājamhi
meeting:LOC.M.SG

pasati
see:PRS.IND.3.SG

Dēvānaṁ-
god:NOM.M.PL

priyō
beloved:NOM.M.SG

Priya-
kindly

dasi
looking:NOM.M.SG

rājā
king:NOM.M.SG

‘King Beloved-of-the-Gods Looking-Kindly sees much evil in festival meetings.’ (Girnar 1:4)

Thus, we used the well-preserved edicts at Girnar as the main annotation document, and annotated other
editions only after finalising the corresponding Girnar version. Table 1a gives statistics about the annotated
corpus.

4 Annotation and analysis

We annotated using the standard Universal POS tag inventory and Universal Dependency Relations
from Universal Dependencies v2, with some additional dependency subtypes: acl:relcl, advmod:lmod,
advmod:tmod, advmod:neg, nmod:desc (discussed in §5.1.1), obl:lmod, obl:tmod. Overall UPOS counts
are given in table 2.

3The Sanskrit Grammarian (Huet, 2005) has a web interface at https://sanskrit.inria.fr/DICO/grammar.html.
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Doc. Sent. Tok.

Girnar 5 43 534
Shahbazgarhi 3 14 158
Mansehra 1 8 87
Kalsi 1 8 85
Jaugada 1 8 89
Dhauli 1 3 20

Total 12 84 973

(a) DIPI corpus composition, grouped by source location of the
annotated inscriptions.

Feature Measure Val.

UPOS Cohen’s κ 0.949
HEAD UAS 0.857
DEPREL Label score 0.776
HEAD+DEPREL LAS 0.673

(b) Agreement scores between two annotators on Girnar Major
Rock Edict 7.

Table 1: Metrics about the DIPI corpus.

UPOS Count %

NOUN 345 35.5%
ADJ 136 14.0%
VERB 106 10.9%
ADV 83 8.5%
CCONJ 78 8.0%
PRON 47 4.8%
PART 42 4.3%

UPOS Count %

DET 42 4.3%
NUM 35 3.6%
PROPN 22 2.3%
X 14 1.4%
SCONJ 11 1.1%
ADP 10 1.0%
_ 2 0.2%

Table 2: Top UPOS categories. PUNCT, SYM, and INTJ were not used.

Most of the corpus was annotated collaboratively with continuous revisions to maximize annotation
quality given the lack of reliable modern grammars and lexicons for Ashokan Prakrit. Major Rock Edict 7
at Girnar (5 sentences, 49 tokens) was annotated by both authors independently to compute interannotator
agreement figures. Agreement scores are reported in table 1b. Agreement on universal POS tagging and
head attachment is high. Low labelled attachment score (LAS) reflects the difficulty in analysing the
sometimes fragmentary language of the corpus, as is expected in treebanking ancient language corpora
(David et al., 2009).

The most common (and thus likely pragmatically unmarked word order, modulo the inscriptional nature
of the corpus) in Ashokan Prakrit is subject–object–verb, occuring in half of 24 verbs in the corpus with
nsubj and obj dependents, followed by object–subject–verb with 8 occurrences. SOV is the unmarked
word order in most New Indo-Aryan languages as well.

5 Annotation issues

Some of the interesting annotation issues faced include: the POS-tagging and dependency parsing of regnal
names in Ashokan Prakrit and cross-lingually (with further discussion on compounds in general), the
in-progress transition to split ergativity and its morphological and syntactic analysis within the framework
of UD, as well as the relationship between irregular sandhi and the grammaticalization of nouns into
adpositions.

A recurring point in the analysis of these issues is that Ashokan Prakrit is transitional between Sanskrit
and New Indo-Aryan, still in the process of undergoing many drastic syntactic (from non-configurational
to configurational) and morphological (from synthetic to analytic) changes. Given the small size of the
corpus and inability to elicit information from native speakers, we faced difficulties annotating features
based on a synchronic analysis without looking towards better, and often conflicting, data from Sanskrit
or NIA languages.

5.1 Regnal names
A puzzling issue in annotation was Ashoka’s regnal names, such as:
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dēvānaṁ priyēna priya dasinā rāña
NOUN ADJ ADJ ADJ NOUN

root

flat

amod

flat

nmod

(a) flat

dēvānaṁ priyēna priya dasinā rāña
NOUN ADJ ADJ ADJ NOUN

root

?amod

?

nmod

(b) any headed dependency

Figure 3: Potential dependency parses (headless and headed) of Ashoka’s regnal names.

(2) Dēvānaṁ-
god:GEN.M.PL

priyēna
beloved:INS.M.SG

Priya-
kindly

dasinā
looking:INS.M.SG

rāña
king:INS.M.SG

‘King Beloved-of-the-Gods Looking-Kindly’ (Girnar 1:1)

Ashokan Prakrit, like Sanskrit, often constructs chains of nominals and adjectives headed by the last
member and with all the members agreeing in case and number with it—here, the instrumental singular.
Tokenization, POS-tagging of morphemes in compounds, and dependency relations in regnal names all
came up as issues in UD annotation. The decisions in this section were arrived at after much discussion
with the UD community.4

5.1.1 POS annotation of morphemes in compounds
The first issue was how to POS tag the morphemes in such compounds. In Ashokan Prakrit, like in
Sanskrit, “the division-line between substantive and adjective ... [is] wavering” (Whitney, 1889) so any of
these titles could be thought of as nominals (‘one who is beloved of the Gods’) or adjectives (‘beloved by
the Gods’). Furthermore, syntactic context can blur the distinction; an adjective like dasin ‘looking’ can
be nominalized into ‘looker’, and a noun in a compound may behave attributively.

Initially, we thought to label all the morphemes in the regnal names as PROPN given that they refer to a
person like a regular name does. However, these morphemes have internal dependency structure, most
obviously the genitive-case modifier in dēvānaṁ-priyēna. The PROPN label would obscure what is clearly
a genitive-case NOUN, dēvānaṁ ‘of the Gods’, that does not refer to a specific individual or entity like a
name does.

In regards to differentiating between NOUN and ADJ in Ashokan Prakrit, we settled on the criterion
that something with a fixed inherent gender must be NOUN, and anything with fluid gender assignment is
ADJ. This makes the POS tag a lexical feature rather than one that is contextually assigned by syntactic
properties, which would render it redundant. UD precedent in other languages, e.g. Latin, favours
the annotation of dependency structure in proper nouns and the regular POS tagging of nominalized
components in such names.5

5.1.2 Dependency structure of nominalized titles
There is substantial disagreement among UD corpora on the dependency annotation of regnal names,
epithets, and other appellative titles. The current UD guidelines prefer the flat relation for “exocentric
(headless) semi-fixed MWEs [multi-word expressions] like names and dates”. The head is arbitrarily
assigned to be the first nominal in the multi-word expression. This is unacceptable for titles in Ashokan
Prakrit, since want to treat this the same way as adjective–noun NPs, with the head always being the last
word. Schneider and Zeldes (2021) recently attempted to resolve this issue for a wide range of nominal
constructions in English (including Mr. and Secretary of State, which are similar to Ashokan Prakrit titles),
and we build upon that analysis here.

Since we have established that in Ashokan Prakrit such constructions are not headless, we have to
decide which headed dependency relation should be used instead. We considered appos, compound, and
nmod:desc, and amod if we chose to analyse the appellatives as adjectival rather than nominal. The
difference between a headed and headless dependency analysis of the regnal titles is shown in figure 3.

4Documented in a GitHub issue: https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/802.
5https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/777
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The issues, resolved once we came to nmod after settling our POS tagging, in the other relations are:
• appos: Generally, an appositive is a full NP that can be paraphrased with an equational copula in a

relative clause, e.g. Bob, my friend implies Bob, who is my friend. But in Ashokan Prakrit, given the
blurring between nouns and adjectives, it is clear that each title NP is directly modifying the NP rāña
‘king’ rather than paraphrasing an appositional relationship.

• compound: Like flat, this indicates a multiword expression forming a single NP rather than relation-
ships between full NPs. Each regnal name is, however, a whole NP that could stand alone.

• amod: Our reasoning against the other two relies on analysing each title as an NP. The fact that titles
can be dropped, and that rāña ‘king’ can be dropped while retaining grammaticality, supports the
assumption that each title is indeed an NP since any one could be the head if phrase-final. Thus, an
adjectival relation like amod is not preferred.

Realising that the head of each NP title is lexically a nominalized ADJ, we settled on nmod:desc as the best
dependency relation. Further evidence comes from variation in the components of the titles in different
editions of the edicts, e.g. (3) and (4). Given that (4) drops ‘king’ entirely and can have the titles stand
alone without another NP head, we are certain that each title is an NP.

(3) Dēvana-
god:GEN.M.PL

priasa
beloved:GEN.M.SG

rañō
king:GEN.M.SG

‘King Beloved-of-the-Gods’ (Shahbazgarhi 1:1)

(4) Dēvānaṁ-
god:GEN.M.PL

piyēna
beloved:INS.M.SG

Piya-
kindly

das[i]nā
looking:INS.M.SG

‘Beloved-of-the-Gods Looking-Kindly’ (Kalsi 1:1)

Now backed with our crosslinguistic evidence, we agree with Schneider and Zeldes (2021) that nmod or a
subtyped label of it is the best descriptor for nominal epithets. We specifically picked the subtyped label
so that we can query instances of the construction for future analysis.

5.2 Predicated -ta construction

The -ta construction6 in Sanskrit forms participles from verbal roots. These participles are morphologically
deverbal adjectives, taking gender (without having intrinsic fixed gender like nouns), case, and number
marking without marking person (unlike finite verb forms).

(5) rājñā
king:INS.M.SG

hataḣ
kill:PPP.NOM.M.SG

cauraḣ
thief:NOM.M.SG

‘a thief killed by a king’ (lit. ‘a king-killed thief’) (Sanskrit)

In Sanskrit, especially in post-Vedic texts, it can also be interpreted with (past) perfect meaning. -ta forms
agree in case/gender/number with the object, unlike the finite verbs of this stage of Indo-Aryan.

(6) mayā
1SG.INS

lipı̄
text:NOM.F.SG

likhitā
write:PPP.NOM.F.SG

‘the text was written by me’ (passive)
‘I wrote the text’ (ergative) (Sanskrit)

This use is extremely common in Ashokan Prakrit and is the point of contention discussed here.
According to one view, -ta formed resultative7 adjectives in early OIA, gradually shifting towards main
predicate function in first intransitive and later transitive verbs (the agent receiving case marking) by late
OIA (Reinöhl, 2018; Condoravdi and Deo, 2014; Peterson, 1998).

This construction is ancestral to the tense/aspect-based split ergativity observed in many later NIA
languages. In such languages, the Sanskrit participle has developed into a perfect verb that agrees with the
object, while other inflected forms in the verb paradigm agree with the subject. Since Ashokan Prakrit

6Philologically known as the past passive participle.
7As opposed to stative adjectives, resultatives imply that a prior event occurred to cause the current state conveyed by the

adjective. Compare English is hidden with has been hidden (Condoravdi and Deo, 2014).
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ayi dhrama dipi Dēvanaṁ- priyēna Priya- draśina rajina likhapita
PRON NOUN NOUN NOUN ADJ ADJ ADJ NOUN VERB

root

nsubj

det

compound

obj

nmod

nmod:desc

amod nmod:desc

(a) The ergative-like analysis, with nsubj and obj

ayi dhrama dipi Dēvanaṁ- priyēna Priya- draśina rajina likhapita
PRON NOUN NOUN NOUN ADJ ADJ ADJ NOUN VERB

root

obl:agent

det

compound

nsubj:pass

nmod

nmod:desc

amod nmod:desc

(b) The passive analysis, with obl:agent and nsubj:pass

Figure 4: Two possible analyses of the predicated -ta construction in the sentence ’king Beloved-of-the-Gods Looking-Kindly
has caused this rescript on morality to be written’ (Mansehra 1:1). The above was ultimately chosen.

was still undergoing this transition to split ergativity, we could analyze this construction either way: as a
resultative predicate adjective or a perfect-aspect verb.

In Ashokan Prakrit, with the loss of the inherited active aorist as a productive category, -ta forms
have become the unmarked strategy to express the past perfect (Bubeník, 1998). We believe, with some
certainty, that this construction is not passive at least as late as Ashokan Prakrit (if it ever was). Evidence
Casaretto et al. (2020) provide against a passive analysis in Sanskrit also applies here. A key argument is
that -ta occurs with both transitive and intransitive verbs, and in the case of the latter, does not form an
“impersonal passive” as would be expected of a passivized intransitive.

As such, we adopt an ergative-like analysis of the -ta construction in Ashokan Prakrit, agreeing with
Peterson (1998)’s view of the corresponding construction in Pali (another early MIA lect) as being a
periphrastic perfect. Indeed, as exhibited in the example in figure 4a which is glossed in (7), the -ta form
agrees in number and gender with the object, while the agent receives instrumental marking. The object
dhrama-dipi is still in the nominative case.

(7) ayi
DEM3:F.SG

dhrama-
morality

dipi
rescript:NOM.F.SG

Dēvanaṁ-
god:NOM.M.PL

priyēna
beloved:INS.M.SG

Priya-
kindly

draśina
looking:INS.M.SG

rajina
king:INS.M.SG

likhapita
write:CAUS.PPP.NOM.F.SG

‘King Beloved-of-the-Gods Looking-Kindly has caused this rescript on morality to be written’
(Mansehra 1:1)

With respect to UD annotation, our ergative-like analysis translates to the agent rajina receiving the
DEPREL nsubj and the object dipi obj (instead of obl:agent and nsubj:pass of the passive analysis in
figure 4b).

5.2.1 Differential agent marking
Cross-dialectally as well as dialect-internally, Ashokan Prakrit varies with respect to how the agent
phrase is marked in -ta constructions. Agents may receive either instrumental or (with lesser frequency)
genitive case marking, though the basis for this alternation is not wholly clear.

(8) sē
now

mamayā
1SG.INS

bahu
many

kayānē
good_deed:NOM.N.SG

kat.ē
do:PPP.NOM.N.SG

‘Now, I did many good deeds.’ (Kalsi 5:4)

(9) Dēvānaṁ-
god:NOM.M.PL

piyaśa
beloved:GEN.M.SG

Piya-
kindly

daśinē
looking:GEN.M.SG

lājinē
king:GEN.M.SG

Kaligyā
Kalinga:NOM.M.PL

vijitā
conquer:PPP.NOM.M.PL
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‘... king Beloved-of-the-Gods Looking-Kindly conquered the Kalingas.’ (Kalsi 13:1)

Anderson (1986)’s analysis suggests discourse-pragmatic factors may be at play; the genitive agent
conveys old (i.e. contextually given and/or definite) information while the instrumental agent conveys
new information. On this basis, he also claims these represent two separate constructions, a passive and
an ergative respectively, though this proposal has some flaws (see (Bubeník, 1998) for criticisms).

We tentatively follow Dahl and Stroński (2016) in analyzing the situation as one of differential agent
marking (DAM) (Arkadiev, 2017), whereby two agent-marking cases are distributed along (potentially
irrecoverable) semantic/pragmatic lines. Thus we stuck with standard morphological analysis of the
case features in these agents, i.e. Case=Gen/Ins rather than explicitly proposing Case=Erg as an Ashokan
Prakrit feature.

DAM seems to affect both the agents of the ergative-like -ta construction as well as the oblique agents
of finite passives in Ashokan Prakrit. Of the source constructions in Vedic, Bubeník (1998) explains
there is a broad tendency for ‘active’ verbs to favor instrumental agents, and ‘ingestive’ verbs (perception,
consumption, etc.) to favor the genitive, but the instrumental becomes default in later stages of Old
Indo-Aryan. Further annotation of the Ashokan Prakrit corpus will allow us to probe into these hypotheses
with statistical tools.

Additionally, the influence of Ashoka’s administrative language, an eastern dialect from which other
dialectal edicts were likely translated (Oberlies, 2003), should not be neglected. If the choice between
instrumental and genitive marking is at least partially a function of dialect, direct translation from Ashoka’s
variety could leave relic forms8 (otherwise inconsistent with the internal distribution of cases) in other
edicts.

5.3 Sandhi
Sanskrit texts (which in written form all post-date the Ashokan edicts) generally orthographically indicate
sandhi, a kind of phonological assimilation at morpheme boundaries (Allen, 1962). Some examples from
Sanskrit are given in (10).

(10) a. gacchati arjunaḣ → gacchatyarjunaḣ (Sanskrit)
b. saḣ aham→ sō’ham
c. brahma asmi → brahmāsmi

Middle Indo-Aryan has more haphazard orthographic indication of sandhi rules (Dočkalová, 2009), even
though these assimilations likely persisted in speech. For example, Pali shows sandhi in compounds
(especially those inherited directly from Old Indo-Aryan and then subject to normal sound changes),
some function words (emphatic ēva, preverbs, etc.), pronouns, and sometimes in nominal arguments to
verbs, noun–noun relations, and vocatives (Childers, 1879). That is, Pali optionally indicates sandhi only
between syntactically related words (Oberlies, 2001, p. 116).

We observed similar occurrences in the Ashokan Prakrit corpus. We think certain rare cases of sandhi in
Ashokan Prakrit may be examples of grammaticalization (the development of a postposition with case-like
properties) and lexicalization (compounds that are no longer as transparent). These pose issues for UD
annotation.

5.3.1 Grammaticalization of athāya ~ at.
hāya

One case where sandhi may gives us clues about morphological change is occurrences of athāya ‘for the
purpose [of]’, the dative of atha ‘purpose’ (< Sanskrit ártha). In the prototypical example below, sandhi
with the preceding nominal stem causes vowel lengthening.

(11) tı̄
three

ēva
EMPH

prān. ā
animal:NOM.N.PL

ārabharē
kill:PASS.PRS.IND.3PL

sūp-
curry

āthāya
purpose:DAT.M.SG

‘Only three animals are being killed for the purpose of curry.’ (Girnar 1:7)

8One such example of dialectal interference is NOM.M.SG -ē, a non-western isogloss, attested in place of the expected -ō in
Girnar (a western dialect)
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ārabharē sūpa athāya
VERB NOUN NOUN

root

nmod

obl

(a) normal NP

ārabharē sūpa athāya
VERB NOUN ADP

root

obl case

(b) grammaticalized case

Figure 5: Two potential analyses of the athāya construction in Girnar 1:7.

While the Ashokan Prakrit construction we are dealing with is a compound,9 not a genitive noun modifier,
Reinöhl (2016) describes a potentially related phenomenon based on Classical Sanskrit and Pali corpora:
the post-Vedic genitive shift, wherein many adverbs and adjectives were analysed as taking the genitive
and periphrastically replacing case relations, e.g. -asya arthāya ‘for the purpose of ...’. Sanskrit generally
uses the dative case by itself to indicate PURPOSE, so this compounded construction in Ashokan Prakrit
may be an intermediate phase in the genitive shift.

For UD, this is a tricky situation. We were stuck between describing athāya as a case complement to
sūpa, or as instead the head of an NP, both shown in figure 5. Given similar constructions with ending-less
nouns in compounds, athāya would usually be analysed as the head here, but if it has been grammaticalized
then case would be a better DEPREL as is used for case markers and clitics in New Indo-Aryan UD, and
UD prefers content heads. Girnar 4:10 also has ētāya athāya ‘for this purpose’ which lacks sandhi or
stem-compounding, but this may be exceptional since ētad can take the det DEPREL as a modifier to nouns
and so does not behave like a true nominal. Pending better evidence supporting either analysis, we settled
on the latter.

An interesting data point is that a similar construction is the etymological source of the dative case in
the Insular Indo-Aryan languages, Dhivehi and Sinhala.

(12) mamma
mother

e=ge-as̊.
DEM3=house-DAT

diya
go.PST.ALTER

‘Mother went to that house.’ (adapted from Lum, (2020): 118) (Dhivehi)

(13) ammā
mother

ē
DEM4

ged@r@-t.@
house.SG-DAT

giyā
go.PST

‘Mother went to that house.’ (Sinhala)

The Sinhala -(@)t.@ and Dhivehi -as̊. datives are both reflexes of Sanskrit árthāya (or, possibly, the
accusative case árthaṁ) (Fritz, 2002) and have expanded their semantic domains to include other roles
such as GOAL. Ashokan Prakrit’s compounding of athāya may represent an early stage towards a similar
grammaticalization, though its precise synchronic status is unclear. Future UD annotation of MIA corpora
will allow us to better track such phenomena from a comparative perspective.10

5.3.2 Other cases
Another unexpected sandhi was observed in Girnar 2:2, manusōpagāni ca pasōpagāni ca ‘beneficial to
man and beneficial to animal’. The form pasōpagāni is underlying pasu ‘(domestic) animal’ + upagāni
‘benefits’, wherein the sandhi of u + u gives ō rather than expected ū (as in Sanskrit) or u (as in Pali). This
sandhi is found in every other edition of the edict; Jaugada even has pasu-ōpagāni. Like the previous

9A similar construction involving “compounded” arthāya also occurs in certain Sanskrit texts, cf. hars. an. ārthāya |hars. an. a +
arthāya| ‘for the purpose of protection’(Fritz, 2002).

10It is worth noting that an inscriptionally-attested Middle Indo-Aryan ancestor of Sinhala, roughly contemporaneous with the
Ashokan edicts, formed a periphrastic dative of purpose with at.aya (cf. śagaśa at.aya ‘for the benefit of the sangha’) (Premaratne,
1969; Paranavithana, 1970). Here, as is also observed with Pali’s atthāya construction (Reinöhl, 2016; Fahs, 1989), the nominal
śaga ‘sangha’ takes genitive case marking. In contrast, Ashokan Prakrit employs either a dative dependent (e.g. etāya) or the
stem-compounding strategy described above. It cannot be ruled out, however, that the modern Sinhala and Dhivehi datives
originate in a similar compound-like use of árthāya (Fritz, 2002).
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example, we could claim that upagāni is undergoing grammaticalized to a benefactive postposition here,
but we feel it is too speculative to claim that, and instead believe it to be phonological analogy with
manusōpagāni. We analysed it as a noun compound with DEPREL nmod.

6 Future work

The main task ahead of us involves completing annotation, which will require gathering and critical
editing of Ashokan texts discovered in the past century that are yet to be digitally compiled. What has
been annotated already will be included within the next annual UD corpus release.

After a good selection of annotated inscriptions from several dialects is available, we will make use
of computational methods to analyze the corpus. Automatic word-level alignment between dialectal
variants of the same edict will enable us to compare dependency structure, case marking, sound change
outcomes, along with other dialectal features. On the technical side, we would also like to see if training
data from Sanskrit with finetuning on the smaller Ashokan corpus could be used to automatically perform
UD annotation of texts in other Middle Indo-Aryan languages.

More broadly, we would like to continue UD annotation of texts in earlier Indo-Aryan languages in
order to have data to better address historical linguistic questions. Given the value already demonstrated
by corpus data for Indo-Aryan historical linguistics (Stroński and Verbeke, 2020), open-access corpora
annotated using Universal Dependencies, with fine-grained analyses of morphology and syntax beyond
individual glossed examples, will surely help put some of the controversial issues in the field to rest.
Comparisons of Ashokan Prakrit with other stages of Indo-Aryan will help us study language change,
e.g. the development of configurationality in Middle Indo-Aryan (Reinöhl, 2016). Dialectal variation (and
possible substrate influence) in Ashokan Prakrit should also be studied in comparison with regional NIA
data. Other recent work in computational approaches to this area (Cathcart and Rama, 2020; Cathcart,
2020; Arora et al., 2021; Arora and Farris, 2021) encouraged us to pursue the study of South Asian
historical linguistics from a similar angle.

Some texts we hope to treebank in the future include: the Pāli Canon, plays in the various later Dramatic
Prakrits (e.g. Gāhā Sattasaı̄), the Lōmāfānu documents (Old Dhivehi), the Bān. āsurakathā (Old Kashmiri),
the Gurū Granth Sāhib (Sant Bhās.ā, Old Punjabi), the Caryāpada (Old Bengali), the Šāh jō Risālō
(Sindhi), and epics and poetry from the Hindi Belt and Maharashtra. Serious work on typology in South
Asia will also require treebanking for Dravidian (which has a long historical attestation), Munda, and
other language families of the region.
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Abstract

Technical documents present distinct challenges when used in natural language processing tasks
such as part-of-speech tagging or syntactic parsing. This is mainly due to the nature of their
content, which may differ greatly from more studied texts like news articles, encyclopedic ex-
tracts or social media entries. This work contributes an English corpus composed of software
requirement texts annotated in Universal Dependencies (UD) to study the differences, challenges
and issues encountered on these documents when following the UD guidelines. Different struc-
tural and linguistic phenomena are studied in the light of their impact on manual and automatic
dependency annotation. To better cope with texts of this nature, some modifications and features
are proposed in order to enrich the existing UD guidelines to better cover technical texts. The
proposed corpus is compared to other existing corpora to show the structural complexity of the
texts as well as the challenge it presents to recent processing methods. This contribution is the
first software requirement corpus annotated with UD relations.

1 Introduction

Since its first release (Nivre et al., 2016), the Universal Dependencies (UD) treebank project has grown to
over 200 repositories across 114 languages as of version 2.8 (Nivre et al., 2020). These treebanks target
various types of documents such as news, fiction, grammar examples, spoken transcription, nonfiction,
Wikipedia content, legal, religious, fiction, social media, blog, email, poetry, medical, web pages, aca-
demic, government and essays. While these types of text are often encountered, this selection leaves out
one important subgenre of nonfiction: technical documents. From a natural language processing (NLP)
perspective, having an annotated corpus is essential to study, evaluate and potentially train and optimize
machine learning algorithms to process a specific type of text.

As a first step to study and evaluate their content, this work focus on the study of technical documents
through the exploration of software requirements (SR) specifications. These types of documents often
deviate from standard free-flowing text, hindering manual as well as automatic analysis of universal
dependencies.

This article presents the contextual background of the study in the next section. Section 3 describes
how the raw corpus was constructed, while Section 4 enumerates some phenomena that were observed in
the corpus and how they were annotated. Section 5 compares the new corpus with other existing English
UD annotated corpora.

2 Problem context

Technical documents, a subclass of nonfiction documents, can take several roles or forms. They can be
instruction manuals, equipment maintenance procedures, documentation of schematics or plans, and so
on. They might contain images, schemas, and isolated or large sections of texts, depending on their focus.
Their goal might be distilled as conveying specific information in a clear, concise and unambiguous
∗ These two authors contributed equally to this work as first authors.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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way. Among this subgenre exists a specific type of technical document called software requirements
specification (SRS).

Technical documents, and more specifically software requirements (SR) specifications, are written
with the goal to inform the reader about a subject by giving information that is clear, measurable and
unambiguous. Software requirement specifications are broken into multiple software requirements (SR).
These can be analysed by software experts with the goal to unambiguously understand them and develop
a software system that fulfills their needed functionalities.

Natural language processing tasks can be applied to almost any step of the software requirement life
cycle, like elicitation, analysis, modeling, verification, etc (Zhao et al., 2021). Applied to software
requirement specifications, dependency analysis can have multiple applications. One such use in analysis
pipeline is to help perform semantic parsing (Roth and Klein, 2015) or semantic frame parsing (Wang,
2016) on SR by linking tokens to their governor, up to the root of the sentence. This step can support
semantic parsing in detecting relevant parts of the sentence and attributing them specific roles such as
actor, object, condition, action, etc. The result of this analysis can be used to automatically generate test
cases (Ahsan et al., 2017) in order to verify software systems and improve them. Improving dependency
analysis on technical documents and, more specifically, SR, can enhance the overall performance of
those tasks.

Unfortunately, this is easier said than done. Several types of structural and linguistic phenomena hinder
the progress of automatic dependency parsing. Manually parsing dependency relations for these texts is
a difficult task for any human annotator for two reasons: the text’s related technical expressions are not
intuitive to understand and there are some limitations to the application of the UD guidelines. While
human experts in the domain rarely have issues interpreting SR described in natural language, NLP
tools trained on free-flowing texts have more difficulty in interpreting and linking sentence segments to
perform dependency parsing.

Figure 1: Source document representation of a sample software requirement for a radio system.

Figure 1 shows an example of such software requirement for a radio system designed for a specific
type of airplane. Briefly looking at this example, one can see multiple atypical phenomena when com-
pared to traditional texts: partial sentences, vertical enumerations, acronyms, domain-specific named
entities, etc. While this SR does not represent the majority of requirement texts in any given SRS, its
composition and presentation format are common in this type of document, especially in systems that
manage scientific processes or interact with physical modules. As automatic dependency parsers are usu-
ally trained on complete and well-structured sentences, they behave erratically on such texts. They fail
to assign correct part-of-speech (POS) tags and to accurately detect the heads and their corresponding
dependency relations. This motivates the development of annotated corpora in order to better study the
represented phenomena and develop better approaches to correctly analyze them.

3 Corpus Creation Process

One of the goals for creating this SR corpus (hereafter named CTeTex for CRIM’s Technical Texts
corpus) was to study the performances of automatic dependency parsing on uncommon SR texts that
typically cause issues with these tools.
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The corpus was composed of source documents from public sources. These were taken from different
websites, including one previously released dataset, which is called the PURE software requirements
corpus (Ferrari et al., 2017). This last repository was used as a source to extract the majority of SR for
the corpus. It contained SRS documents ranging in complexity from student projects for a multiplayer
game to telescope grid communication software. The documents were produced or owned by public
organizations so their licence permits free use for academic research.

Following the goal of this corpus, the requirements were chosen based on their particular attributes
in order to present various features of software requirement documents and, more broadly, technical
documentation. Documents from the corpus were scanned manually in order to differentiate SR from
non-requirements segments (section’s introduction, generic explanations, etc.) and were sampled based
on the expected challenge they offered. While a random selection would have been more representative
of the given corpus, this selection process gives a better view of the problematic issues presented by these
types of documents.

The Inception platform (Klie et al., 2018) was used to perform dependency annotation. As it performs
default tokenization on texts, tokens were corrected manually. Basic UD dependency relations were
added to the tokens without the enhanced version. The resulting corpus1 contains 196 SR coming from
24 source documents with 9,273 tokens distributed in 276 sentences. An annotator syntactically analyzed
each document to produce token segmentation, part-of-speech tags and labelled dependency relations.
The annotator was a student mastering in linguistics with prior knowledge of dependency grammar and
was trained with a senior linguist on an alternate proprietary technical corpus to ensure the quality of
the annotations. The initial Kappa inter-annotator agreement on the first segment of the training corpus
was 0,69, but grew to near-perfect match on non-problematic cases through iterative consulting with the
senior linguist. This ensured that the UD guidelines were understood and homogeneously applied by the
annotator and the senior linguist.

For the CTeText corpus, the annotator consulted with a software engineer in order to clarify technical
terms and expressions that were specific to the software or engineering domain, a type of system or a
single system. This helped clarify some ambiguity on both part-of-speech tags and dependency relations.
The annotations were then revised by a group of three experts (including the annotator) to discuss unre-
solved cases in order to solve them. The annotation process took approximately 180 hours, considering
only the main annotator’s time.

4 Applying UD Guidelines on Software Requirements

This section describes various structural and linguistic phenomena that are often found in SR texts, the
issues in applying the guidelines and how they were annotated in the proposed corpus. Table 1 shows the
quantity of examples found in the corpus for each of the subsections. Note that some text segments, like a
scientific notation using abbreviations and specialized vocabulary, can be counted in multiple categories.

Phenomena Occurrences Number of tokens
Scientific and mathematical notations 22 68
Abbreviations and acronyms 579 579
Lists and enumerations 41 2 736
Specialized vocabulary 503 1 180

Table 1: Estimation of occurrences and their total number of tokens for each phenomenon in CTeTex.

For each issue detected during the annotation phase, an in-depth analysis was done in order to find
the most adequate proposition. Each of the three experts revisited the relevant UD definitions of all
the possible alternatives to solve the issue. They then looked at the other English corpora (referred
in Section 5) with the Grew-match2 online search tool to check if there was similar cases that could

1The corpus will be published on the Universal Dependencies repository under CTeTex name.
2http://match.grew.fr
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shed some light on the targeted challenge and if they could apply to the context of CTeTEx corpus.
Specialized online discussions on universal dependencies were also consulted when topics aligned with
one or multiple possible solutions. Individual findings were then discussed together in order to review
the possible options and evaluate which one was the best to express the syntactic aspect in the specialized
context of technical texts.

4.1 Scientific and Mathematical Notations
Mathematical formulas and scientific expressions are often found in SR texts in order to inform the reader
on the valid response the described system should provide. However, the UD documentation does not
address which dependency relations are appropriate for those specific types of construction. One of the
only referenced cases related to those expressions is the specification that mathematical operators should
be designated as a SYM POS tag. The following sections provide details about the annotation choices
made for the CTeTex corpus as a well as a proposition to enhance the UD guidelines.

4.1.1 Formulas
Formulas use variables, coefficients and operators to clearly communicate a scientific or mathematical
process that should be implemented by a system, as shown in the underlying sentence in Figure 2. In
an attempt to determine which dependency relations were adequate in these cases, the verbalization of
those mathematical formulas and expressions was first considered. What could one say if one wanted
to express the formula in words? It was then proposed that the symbol “=” could be considered as the
equivalent of the verb “equals” or “is”, as the head of the expression, the symbol “+” as the coordinating
conjunction “plus” or “and”, etc.

However, the verbalization of those expressions is far from straightforward. For example, the expres-
sion O(n2). If the annotator does not have a background in mathematics or computer science, it could
be difficult to come up with a valid verbalization that would translate to “a big O of n squared”3.

The solution proposed is thus to acknowledge that mathematics is a formal language and, by nature,
does not obey the syntactic rules of natural languages like English. These are in fact two different
languages. When the two of them are found in the same text, it is a case of code-switching. Trying to
analyze both of them in the same way could result in misleading annotations.

Fortunately, UD already has a way to deal with foreign languages: the relation flat:foreign. It is
suggested that the head of the mathematical expression should be what is considered to be its first token,
for simplicity reasons. In accordance with UD guidelines, this head should be the parent of all the
following tokens constituting the mathematical expression. An example of the resulting tree can be seen
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Annotated mathematical expression.

This solution has several advantages; it does not require the annotator to verbalize expressions that are
not intended to be expressed in words, it is constant and easily applicable to any specific case, it uses
a dependency relation that already exists in the UD documentation, and it differentiates them from text
written in natural language in the corpus.

However, the presence of mathematical operators does not necessarily indicate the presence of a math-
ematical formula or expression. Sometimes, the equal sign is found alone and is used to indicate the

3See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_O_notation
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meaning of a word or a group of words. In that case, the verbalization approach is more appropriate. As
it only implicates a single operator in this case, the proposed solution is to treat the equals sign as a verb.
The subject is the word that precedes it and the object is the word that follows it. This is illustrated in
Figure 3. Note the error in the sentence : ’groundwater’ should be one word (see ’goeswith’ between
’ground’ and ’water’). That is why ’ground’ is coordinated with ’water’ differently than ’surface’.

Figure 3: Example of a standalone equal operator.

4.1.2 Variables
Mathematical formulas suggest that variables and placeholders for undefined values will be present in
SR texts. For example, in “less than t minutes” or “for n nodes”. Regarding the part-of-speech tag that
should be attributed to variables, the UD documentation does not provide an easy solution. It mentions:
“The universal POS tags should capture regular, prevailing syntactic behavior, as well as morphological
characteristics when available, and should not reflect sentence-specific exceptional behavior.”

But what is the “prevailing syntactic behavior” of a letter? In the online Merriam-Webster dictionary,
letters are considered as nouns when they designate the letter in the alphabet or when used as an abbre-
viation for a noun that begins with that letter. Nothing is mentioned for when it is a name of a variable.
Two choices were thus considered: the UPOS X, since no official answer yet exists , or NUM, since it is
clear that it is what the variable expresses. UD guidelines specify that the UPOS X should be used with
sparingly, and only when there is no other possibilities. The second solution was thus the one adopted.
The dependencies are then defined as the sentence dictates, as if a number was replacing the variable.
While there is no case in the proposed corpus, a variable with a different type of implied value (categor-
ical, boolean, string, etc) would be tagged as if a specific value was used, likely with NOUN (i.e. The
system will send the s string”).

Is it important to note that this proposition excludes named system variables like in ”display the content
of the XYZ field” in which the name of the variable is a recognized concept of a system and is named
to differentiate it from other similar concepts, thus behaving like a noun and were tagged with PROPN.
This is different from an unnamed variable like ”display the top n results” which behaves syntactically
like its underlying numerical value.

4.2 Abbreviations and Acronyms

Software requirements usually contain high number of acronyms, mainly from computer science but
also from the described system’s application domain. Specifically, acronyms of proper and common
nouns, abbreviations of short expressions and Latin abbreviations have been found in the corpus. But
information on acronyms and abbreviations is very scarce in UD documentation. This section presents
an analysis for these types of constructions. For easier reference, the relevant expressions in the section
are provided with the Abbr=Yes feature in the treebank.

4.2.1 Acronyms
As mentioned in section 2, software requirements are written with the goal of informing the reader
about the software in clear and precise language. That is why this type of document refers to various
components of software that often have long, specific and repetitive names. It is then normal that in
order to reduce the length of the text and to facilitate its reading, those names are shortened in the form
of acronyms.
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These types of acronyms are a challenge for an annotator for two reasons. First, the UD documentation
does not give clear guidelines for the appropriate POS tag to give to acronyms. It only mentions one case:
“Acronyms of proper nouns, such as UN and NATO, should be tagged PROPN.” Nothing is said about
acronyms of common nouns or acronyms of nominals of which the head is a common noun, like “ID”
(“Identifier”) or “ETA” (“Estimated Time of Arrival”). It was then decided that acronyms of common
nouns should be tagged NOUN.

There is a second challenge for the annotator: to find, in the document itself or elsewhere if it is not
specified in it, the long form of the acronym. The alternative use of short and long forms of acronyms,
without explicit association, is common in organization’s internal documents (Ménard and Ratté, 2010).
It is crucial in order to understand the general meaning of the requirement, but also for deciding if the
appropriate POS tag is PROPN or NOUN.

It should be noted that the difference between proper and common nouns can be very subtle, and it was
not the objective of this paper to address this problem. However, it was decided that within the corpus,
proper nouns are nouns that designate a specific entity that can be distinguished in a group of similar
entities. The following requirement can be taken as an example.

The TCS will provide the hardware and software necessary to allow the operator to conduct the
following major functions 1) mission planning, 2) mission control and monitoring, 3) payload
product management, 4) targeting, and 5) C4I system interface.

“TCS” here means “Tactical Control System”. It designates a specific system that can be distinguished
in a group of similar systems and that the entire technical document is meant to describe. It is then
annotated as a proper noun. However, “C4I” is a type of system, not a specific system: it is then a
common noun.

4.2.2 Abbreviations of Short Expressions
When short expressions were abbreviated, like “TBD” (“To Be Determined”) or “TBC” (“To Be Con-
firmed”), it was decided to give them the POS tag of the head of the expression (VERB in the mentioned
examples). This is because they could easily have been written in their long form and the normal syn-
tactic behavior of the sentence would have been preserved. The dependency relation is thus the one that
would have been appropriate if the expression was complete, as illustrated in Figure 4. Note that while
“TBC” is a parataxis, it is considered to qualify the noun “function” and was analyzed as a long form
that would be inserted after the head noun “function”. It is thus linked as acl.

Figure 4: Annotated sentence excerpt of an abbreviated short expression.

However, those abbreviations can sometimes be used as a placeholder for a number to indicate that
a value has not yet officially decided. In this case, if the expression was presented in its long form, the
sentence would be unnatural and even faulty. For the same reason variables’ names were tagged as NUM,
it was decided that in these cases, the POS tag should be NUM. This option was chosen so the POS tag
would reflect the fact that it is very clear that “TBD” stands for a number and has the same role. Figure 5
illustrates this analysis.

4.3 Lists and Enumerations
One of the abundant yet problematic syntactic constructions in technical documents from the NLP point-
of-view is vertical lists. Although UD guidelines specify what is the correct relation to apply within
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Figure 5: Annotated sentence excerpt of an abbreviation used as an undefined number.

(a) Full introduction. (b) Fragmented introduction.

Figure 6: Two types of introduction sentence for list.

the elements of a list (list), which is only used to connect list items that do not appear in a standard
syntactic construction, such as coordination, they do not specify the relation that should be used to link
the introductive part of the sentence before the colons and the first element of the list.

In addition, the CoNLL-U file format does not allow line skips in sentences, nor does it allow for
multiple lines of text definition in the header. This prohibits the lossless representation of sentences
spanning multiple lines, as in the case of vertical lists.

4.3.1 Relation for List Introduction

Two types of syntactic structures were seen in requirements containing lists. One type uses a complete
sentence as an introduction to the list, containing a verb, its subject and a complement as shown in
Figure 6a. In the other type, the clause that precedes the colon is an incomplete sentence, ending with a
transitive verb or any other word that needs an argument (Figure 6b).

The proposed solution for the first type of construction is to use the relation parataxis between the
head of the clause, to which the list is linked to, and the first element of the list. For the second type of
construction, however, as the part of the sentence before the colons is incomplete, the parataxis relation
is not the best relation to use. The proposed approach (Figure 7) defines the relation between the verb
(“has” in the example below) and its direct object (“ID”) as the habitual obj. More broadly, the relation to
use is the one that would have been obvious without the colons. The resulting tree is represented below.

Figure 7: Example of an annotated list introduction .
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4.3.2 Multilevel Lists
Multilevel lists occurred several times in the CTeTex corpus. This type of construction seems specific
to technical documents. Indeed, there is no mention of them in the UD documentation and no examples
were found in the other English UD corpora. However, it is easy to represent this syntactic structure
with the UD relation list. To differentiate the different levels of lists from each other, the annotator
simply has to consider them as different lists, with different heads. In the Figure 8, for example, the
first list is composed of the phrases “Target CCTV” and “Device Control”, while the second list, or
sublist, is composed of the words “Pan”, “Tilt” and “Zoom”. The first list then begins by “CCTV”,
linked with its head “provide” with the relation parataxis (not with the noun “information”, as explained
in Section 4.3.1). The second list begins with “Pan”, linked with its head “control” (which is the last
element of the first list) with the relation nmod.

Figure 8: Example of an annotated multilevel list.

4.4 Specialized Vocabulary
Specialized vocabulary is perhaps the most obvious challenge when annotating technical documents. An-
notators or readers who are not experts in the field may have trouble understanding words and multiword
expressions in the text, making the annotation process longer and more complex.

4.4.1 Meta Identifiers
Some documents refer to specific SR using a unique identifier throughout the document, as shown in the
example below. This identifier is sometimes situated inside the requirement (in those cases, it is usually
placed after the main tensed verb of the requirement), and sometimes outside it.

The scheduler shall [SRS181] set the 50 Hz interval timer to a count down value so as to
cause the next minor frame interrupt at 20 msec from the previous interrupt congruently in all
operational FCPs.

Here, the meta identifier SRS181 is used to name the entire requirement. Elsewhere in the document,
this requirement can be referred using this identifier. It would thus be natural to give it the POS tag
PROPN.

The UD relation that seemingly describes this instance better is the appos relation. Even though the
referent is not usually a noun (but rather a full sentence, thus a verb parent) as required by this relation’s
definition. It also does not immediately follow its parent, as also defined in the guidelines. Nonetheless,
it is proposed to extend the definition of the appos relation to include constructions with meta identifiers.
This is because it is the only relation that really captures the function of those identifiers, which is to
name the requirement. An example of the suggested analysis is represented in Figure 9.

4.4.2 Nominal Modifiers vs Compounds
Using specialized technical vocabulary makes it more difficult to differentiate between the dependency
relations nmod (nominal modifier) and compound. It is probably the most influential UD guideline
regarding manual annotation of technical documents, because of the wide number of cases where a
decision has to be made.

At the moment, UD guidelines differentiating between compositionality and nominal modifiers are
unclear: for example, in the UD documentation, “phone book” is treated as a compound (in which the
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Figure 9: Example for the meta identifier identification

meaning is not compositional), as well as “ice cream flavors”, of which the meaning is compositional (at
least between “flavors” and “ice cream”).

It is therefore proposed to follow one part of Sylvain Kahane’s recommendation in this Github dis-
cussion 4. As he suggests annotating all the Noun Noun combination with a new nmod:compound sub-
relation, we propose to use it for word group whose meaning is compositional and which could be
paraphrased like (like “the dog tail” - “the tail of the dog”). This sub-relation does not yet exist, but it
has the advantage of identifying borderline cases, and could easily be modified in post-processing, if a
different approach is chosen.

In summary, if the nominal expression is idiomatic (non-compositional), then it is a compound. If it is
compositional but does not possess any sort of case marking, then it is a nmod:compound. Finally, if it
is compositional and it possesses a case marking, then it is a nmod.

4.4.3 Meta Qualifiers
As shown in Section 4.4.1, some requirements are accompanied by meta identifiers that are used to name
the entire requirement. Similarly, some requirements are accompanied by qualifiers used to specify
the status of the requirement. In the CTeTex corpus, such qualifiers indicated if the requirements were
optional (“O”), mandatory (“M”), or were used as an element of information (“I”) (the meaning of those
letters were found directly in the document). In the following example, the requirement is qualified as
mandatory.

The network shall terminate the ongoing VCS/VBS call if it receives the 3-digit sequence
“***” transmitted via DTMF signals. (M)

Those types of constructions were not found in the UD documentation. It is rather unusual to witness,
in other types of documents, an element that qualifies an entire sentence instead of another word. They
are the equivalent, in other technical documents, or prefixing the sentence with ”It is mandatory that
the systems ...”, which specifies the modality of the requirement, much like an adverbial modifier. The
current case play the same semantic role, but is outside of the grammatical structure of the modified
sentence. While advmod was considered, the parataxis is used to link them to the root of the requirement.
The relation is applied to the “M” and “O” qualifiers which are considered as having the ADJ POS tag,
or NOUN for the “I” qualifier. The resulting tree is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Annotated example of a meta qualifiers in a software requirement.

4https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/761
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In cases where requirements are constituted of multiple sentences, it is suggested to link those indi-
cations to the head of the last sentence rather than the first one. This is to avoid bias in the statistics of
sentence size and distance between tokens.

4.5 Issues with CoNLL-U Format

Other than the challenge of applying the guidelines to the CTeTex corpus, using the current CoNLL-U
file format to express UD annotations is also problematic. One is that this format is lossy for multiline
sentences, as there is no mechanism to express a line change within a sentence, so the resulting sentence
cannot be rebuilt correctly. Another is that splitting multiline sentences into separate entries in the file
will force the loss of list references as there is no cross-sentence dependency indicator in CoNLL-U
format.

One way to solve these issues would be to allow intersentence parent reference with a [sentence id]-
[token id] structure to avoid multiline sentences in the current format. While that would help, it would
disrupt the semantics of the format by enabling the splitting of a sentence while also changing the format
of the parent id. While it is feasible, it has much impact on existing resources and codebase in CoNLL-U
format. A simpler solution would be to add a ”LineAfter=Yes” attribute in the MISC column to encode
the line skip characters, so that it would be possible to reconstruct the exact format of the sentence. The
latter option was retained to encode the CTeTex corpus as it has the least impact on the file format and it
helps solve the two issues.

5 Corpora Comparison

Following the application of the guidelines, there is a need to validate if these syntactic constructs really
differ from the other typical UD corpora and if they affect automatic processing tools. To that end,
CTeTex is compared with other English corpora in order to view the differences in performances when
a dependency parser is applied. The EWT (Silveira et al., 2014), GUM (Zeldes, 2017), GUMReddit
(Behzad and Zeldes, 2020), ParTuT (Sanguinetti and Bosco, 2015), PUD (McDonald et al., 2013), LinES
(Ahrenberg, 2015), Pronouns (Munro, 2021) and ESL (Berzak et al., 2016) corpora (version 2.8 of the
UD dataset) serve as a basis of comparison. Some of these texts targets a specific linguistic phenomenon
(Pronouns), are manually or semi-manually annotated (EWT, GUM, etc).

The left part of Table 2 shows the average sentence’s length, height (or depth), arity and mean depen-
dency distance or MDD (Jiang and Liu, 2015) for each of the eight corpora, followed by the average
measure over these same corpora. The CTeTex measures are then shown, with their differences (∆) with
the actual corpora average.

The average sentence length of CTeTex if almost 50% longer and around 10% deeper than the second-
highest measures from ParTUT corpus. This is expected as vertical lists often contain multiple elements
that directly influence the length of the overall sentence. While arity (number of children for a node) if
close to the ESL corpus, it is almost 20% higher than the average corpus. The complexity and length of
sentence also influence the MDD of CTeTex which is the highest among all corpora. This indicates that
tokens are less related to close neighbours that in other corpora, but are linked to parents that are often
found at a greater distance in the sentence.

This might have a negative impact on automatic tools if they use a smaller contextual window to
search for parent tokens. It also impacts the complexity of the annotation process, as the cognitive load
of understanding complex sentence can hinder the speed of analysis.

To evaluate the influence of the nature of the texts of the proposed corpus, the nine English UD corpora
were automatically annotated using Stanza v1.2.3 (Qi et al., 2020) dependency parser. Other dependency
parsing tools (like Spacy (Honnibal and Montani, 2017) and UDPipe 2 (Straka, 2018)) were also tested,
but produced worst overall performance on the CTeTex corpus as well as the other UD corpora. Thus
only Stanza’s results are presented for brevity. It should be noted that most universal dependency parsers
are trained to use some version of the English UD dataset, as few other resources are publicly available.
This is a methodological issue for the referred eight UD corpora as training data is usually not used for
evaluation. But the hypothesis was that if CTeTEx was similar to existing UD treebanks, the difference
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(∆) between the average and CTeTex scores (for the automatic annotation columns) would have been
relatively small. The delta values thus emphasis the remote nature of the content of CTeTex compared to
existing annotated texts.

Sentence (avg) Automatic annotation
Corpus Length Height Arity MDD UPOS UAS LAS CLAS

EWT 15.33 3.32 4.66 3.38 0.9685 0.9345 0.9173 0.9003
GUM 18.17 3.72 4.83 3.39 0.9543 0.8963 0.8744 0.8570
LinES 17.97 3.75 5.08 3.30 0.9246 0.8237 0.7828 0.7537

ParTUT 23.75 4.71 5.52 3.48 0.9156 0.8602 0.8038 0.7565
Pronouns 5.98 1.81 3.44 1.76 0.9599 0.8519 0.8171 0.8397

PUD 21.18 4.31 5.76 3.34 0.9586 0.8882 0.8626 0.8454
GUMReddit 18.20 3.77 5.21 3.41 0.9439 0.8585 0.8278 0.8114

ESL 19.06 3.97 5.85 3.31 0.9368 0.8999 0.8643 0.8464
Average 17.71 3.67 5.04 3.17 0.9452 0.8766 0.8437 0.8263
CTeTex 33.60 5.17 6.01 3.98 0.8699 0.7739 0.6879 0.5949

∆ 15.89 1.5 0.97 0.81 0.0753 0.1027 0.1558 0.2314

Table 2: Overview of English UD corpora compared to CTeTex. (highest values in bold)

The right section of Table 2 shows universal part-of-speech (UPOS), unlabelled association score
(UAS), labelled association score (LAS) as well as the labeled association score for content words
(CLAS) like nouns, verbs and adjectives. Best overall scores were obtained on the EWT corpus. One
explanation might be the larger size of this resource compared to other corpora when used as training
data.

While the existing corpora offer a good score for the UPOS tag, the performance on CTeTex is 7.52%
lower. The reasons for such a low score might be explained by some of the decisions in Section 4 (vari-
able as NUM, etc.) but also by the large number of acronyms and complex domain specific terminology.
The scores continue to degrade with the addition of dependency relations (UAS), their labels (LAS) and
the specific study of content words (CLAS), dropping by 23.14% from the average corpora on this last
score. This goes to show that the complexity of SR texts and their underlying phenomena hinders current
dependency parsers. Using information analyzed by these tools in downstream processing tasks low-
ers the chance of a usable outcome. The CTeTex corpus is thus a relevant contribution to improve the
adaptability and stability of dependency parsers when processing technical document such as software
requirements specification.

6 Conclusion

This contribution is the first English software requirements corpus annotated with Universal Depen-
dencies part-of-speech and labelled dependency relations. The comparison to other existing corpora in
English shows specificity of the CTeTex corpus as well as the challenge of processing such texts with
automatic dependency annotation tools. It offers the possibility to evaluate and experiment on this type
of document to improve both the UD guidelines and the automatic annotation process.

Future work on this corpus includes studying the addition of enhanced UD relations as a way to
better express needed links. This would permit a better extraction of higher-level information from the
requirements. Future plans also include using CTeTex to train and evaluate neural dependency parsing
algorithms to improve their performance on this type of technical documents.
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Abstract

On the basis of four small scale studies on corpora of English, German and Modern Greek,
this paper points out problems with the lack of annotation guidelines for adnominal pronoun
constructions like we linguists in treebanks employing the Universal Dependencies framework. I
propose that a more uniform strategy of annotating these constructions will improve the internal
consistency of corpora and better facilitate crosslinguistic comparability. Specifically, I argue
against the use of the APPOS(ition) relation for these constructions and in favour of employing
the DET(erminer) relation as a default annotation strategy.

1 Introduction

While nominal expressions are often assumed to be third person by default, this is not necessarily the
case. Nominal person marking describes a set of phenomena where a nominal expression morphologi-
cally indicates whether its reference set contains the author and/or addressee of an utterance. Crucially,
the term does not refer here to the person of a possessor. The most widely discussed type of nominal
person marking are what I call adnominal pronoun constructions (APCs) like English we linguists.

Investigating APCs in corpora that are only POS-tagged is complicated by the fact that linear se-
quences of pronouns and nouns also commonly occur outside of APCs, cf. They gave [IOus] [DOhope].
In languages with unambiguous case marking and given a sufficiently tagged corpus, this issue may be
addressed by imposing identical case requirements on pronoun and noun, but in languages with little or
no case marking on nouns (like German or English), the results of any search will inevitably contain a
large number of false hits. This leads to the need for resource-intensive manual post-processing. More-
over, APCs can be syntactically complex (e.g. adjectival modifiers intervening between pronoun and
noun), leading to more complex search patterns and further potential increases of false hits.

While treebanks offer an attractive way of formulating more precise search conditions to avoid a pro-
liferation of false hits, the lack of recognition of nominal person and specifically APCs as an independent
phenomenon holds back their potential in this area. I focus here on the Universal Dependencies (UD)
framework (Nivre et al., 2020; de Marneffe et al., 2021)1, showing that APCs are annotated in (at least)
two divergent ways in UD corpora of German and English and in a third way in a Greek UD-corpus. This
is not only undesirable because it introduces an internal inconsistency, but also impedes crosslinguistic
comparability, one of the core aims of UD.

In Section 2 I sketch some theoretical and typological aspects of the phenomenon of nominal person.
Section 3 describes the results of searches for APCs in English, German and Greek UD-corpora and
Section 4 concludes with a proposal for a more consistent annotation of APCs in UD.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

Abbreviations and glosses used: ACC = accusative, APC = adnominal pronoun construction, DEF = definite, DEM =
demonstrative, DET = determiner, EXCL = exclusive, F = feminine, LIG = ligature, LOC = locative, M = masculine, N = neuter,
NEG = negative, NOM = nominative, PL = plural, PRS = present, PRTCL = particle, PST = past, SG = singular, UD = Universal De-
pendencies.

1See also https://universaldependencies.org.
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2 Structure and crosslinguistic variation in nominal person marking

APCs like English we linguists or its German (Indo-European, glottocode stan1295) counterpart (wir
Linguisten) have been treated in the literature either as a type of apposition (Delorme and Dougherty,
1972; Olsen, 1991; Cardinaletti, 1994; Willim, 2000; Rutkowski, 2002; Ackema and Neeleman, 2013;
Keizer, 2016; Ackema and Neeleman, 2018), sketched roughly in (1a), or as involving a pronominal
determiner construction with the pronoun as head of a determiner phrase (Postal, 1969; Abney, 1987;
Lawrenz, 1993; Lyons, 1999; Longobardi, 2008; Rauh, 2003; Roehrs, 2005; Bernstein, 2008b; Saab,
2013; Höhn, 2020), sketched in (1b).

(1) a. apposition: [NP [Pron we] [NP linguists]]

b. pronominal determiners: [DP [D we] [NP linguists] ]

There is plenty of evidence against analysing English or German APCs as instances of loose appo-
sition (Sommerstein, 1972; Pesetsky, 1978; Lawrenz, 1993; Lyons, 1999; Rauh, 2003; Roehrs, 2005;
Höhn, 2016; Höhn, 2020) and most modern proponents of appositive analyses can presumably be under-
stood in terms of close apposition (Burton-Roberts, 1975).2

Argumental uses of English APCs are restricted to first and second person3 plural and they are typi-
cally in complementary distribution with the definite article, cf. Many of us (*the) linguists are actually
quite sociable.4 Unsurprisingly, nominal person marking crosslinguistically diverges in various ways
from the English type. Closely related German, for instance, allows argumental APCs in the singular
(2a), see also (Rauh, 2004). The restriction against third person adnominal pronouns is also far from uni-
versal (Höhn, 2020), compare (2b) from Hausa (Afroasiatic, glottocode haus1257). And while definite
articles are excluded in regular English or German APCs, in some languages they obligatorily require
a definite article, as illustrated for Greek (Indo-European, glottocode mode1248) in (2c).5 This type of
APC structure has been connected to the availability of unagreement (Choi, 2014; Höhn, 2016). Un-
agreement (Hurtado, 1985), illustrated in (3) for Greek, but also found, e.g., in Spanish or Bulgarian,
involves a plain definite subject co-occurring with a verb inflected for first or second person (typically
plural) with an interpretation largely corresponding to an APC in English.

(2) a. GermanDer
DET.NOM.SG

Editor
editor

ist
is.3SG

schon
PRTCL

eine
a

feine
nice

Sache
thing

für
for

mich
me.ACC

Linuxer. . .
Linux.user

‘The editor is quite a neat thing for me (as a) Linux user. . . ’ (attested online)6

b. Hausasū
they

mut`̄anê-n
men-DEF

‘they the men’ (Newman, 2000, 155)

c. Greekopos
like

to
3SG.N.ACC

legh-ame
say-PST.1PL

panta
always

emis
we.NOM

i
DET.PL.NOM

vuleft-es
MP-PL.NOM

‘. . . like we members of parliament have always said.’ (UD Greek-GDT 2049)

2But see Roehrs (2005) and Höhn (2020) for arguments against a close apposition analysis of English/German-type APCs
as well.

3Some varieties/registers seem to allow argumental third plural APCs as in them politicians, although these pronouns have
been argued to actually realise demonstratives (Maček, 1995; Rauh, 2003; Bernstein, 2008a; Hazen et al., 2011).

4Expressions like we the people have a different structure and a more restricted distribution than the we linguists-type APCs,
see also Choi (2014, 23) and Höhn (2020, 1f.). For annotation purposes it may still be plausible to treat both as instances of
nominal person marking however, see Section 4.

5While (2b) also contains a kind of definite marker, it is not obligatory in these constructions (Newman, 2000, 155), so
Hausa and Greek probably represent different types of adnominal person marking.

6Archived at https://web.archive.org/web/20211001193522/https://www.
opena.tv/pc-ios-android-window-phone-programme-und-apps-fuer-stb/
53395-demoneditor-fuer-linux-und-macos-post451749.html; last accessed 1/10/2021.
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(3) Greekme
with

tin
DET.ACC.SG

Arjentini
Argentine

i
DET.NOM.PL

Evrope-i
European-NOM.PL

ech-ume
have-PRS.1PL

istorik-us
historical.ACC.PL

dhesm-us
bond-ACC.PL

‘We Europeans have historical bonds with Argentine. . . ’ (UD Greek-GDT 492)

Choi (2014) and Höhn (2016) reject an analysis of Greek-type APCs like (2c) in terms of (loose or
close) apposition, see also Stavrou (1995). Choi (2014) proposes that the adnominal pronoun occupies
a specifier position, see the sketch in (4a), and Höhn (2016) argues for an extension of the pronominal
determiner approach along the lines of (4b). In any case, Greek APC structure clearly differs from that
observed in English or German.

(4) a. [DP [DP emis] [D’ i vuleftes ]]

b. [PersP [Pers emis] [DP i vuleftes]]
Adnominal pronouns/APCs are not the only means of marking nominal person, although they are the

most widely attested type and this paper focuses on them. Some languages employ clitic person markers
to mark nominal person in noun phrases. The Bilua (Solomon Islands, glottocode bilu1245) example
in (5) illustrates a case where an adnominal pronoun and clitic person marking can co-occur. For more
details on crosslinguistic variation in nominal person marking see Choi (2014), Höhn (2017) and Höhn
(2020).

(5) Biluaenge=a
1PL.EXCL=LIG

Solomoni=a=ma
Solomon=LIG=3SG.F

maba
person

poso=ngela
PL.M=1PL.EXCL

‘we, Solomon people’ (Obata, 2003, 85, (7.35))

For current purposes, the main take-away points from this section are that a) there is no full consensus
in the literature concerning the syntactic relation between the pronoun and the nominal part of an English-
type APC, particularly across syntactic frameworks, and b) there is real crosslinguistic variation in the
structure of nominal person marking. In the next section I will show how this is relevant to the treatment
of APCs in UD corpora for English, German and Greek.

3 Prototype survey in four UD corpora

3.1 Methodology
To assess the current treatment of APCs in UD I conducted exemplary searches on the four corpora in
(6) using the online tool TüNDRA (Martens, 2013).7

(6) a. UD English-EWT v2.4 (Silveira et al., 2014), 251,521 tokens

b. UD German-HDT v2.4 (Borges Völker et al., 2019), 3,399,300 tokens

c. UD German-GSD v2.4 (McDonald et al., 2013; Bulgarian Academy of Sciences et al., 2015),
287,740 tokens

d. UD Greek-GDT v2.4 (Prokopidis et al., 2005; Prokopidis and Papageorgiou, 2017), 61,733
tokens

UD marks syntactic relations based on the universal Stanford dependencies (de Marneffe et al.,
2014). I used the relations APPOS and DET to detect APCs annotated according to one of the two
main available analyses of English-type APCs in (1), as shown in the search patterns in (7ab). In or-
der to discover the relation(s) employed for marking APCs in the Greek GDT corpus, I first searched
for collocations of a first or second person pronoun adjacent to a determiner ([pos="PRON" &
person=("1"|"2")].[pos="DET"]). The three instances of APCs found in the output were
all encoded using the relation NMOD intended to be “used for nominal dependents of another noun or
noun phrase and functionally corresponds to an attribute, or genitive complement”.8 The corresponding

7https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/Tundra, last accessed 4/10/2021.
8https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/nmod.html
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search pattern I used to detect possible further instances of APCs is (7c).

(7) Search patterns for APCs

a. apposition (APPOS):
[pos="PRON" & person=("1"|"2")] >appos [pos="NOUN"]

b. pronominal determiner (DET):
[pos="NOUN"] >det [pos="PRON" & person=("1"|"2")]

c. nominal modifier (NMOD):
[pos="PRON" & person=("1"|"2")] >nmod [pos="NOUN"]

The following patterns were used to obtain the personal pronoun counts in English (8ab), German (8c)
and Greek (8d) employed in Section 3.3. The patterns identify pronouns that can in principle occur as
part of an APC, i.e. excluding possessive or reflexive pronouns. The Greek count could be further refined
by excluding immediately preverbal clitic object pronouns, since that position does not allow APCs, but
I refrain from doing so here.

(8) a. [pos="PRON" & person="1" & number="Plur" & token!=/[o|O]ur.*/]

b. [pos="PRON" & person="2" & token!=/[y|Y]our.*/]

c. [token=("wir"|"Wir"|"WIR"|"uns"|"Uns"|"UNS")]

d. [pos="PRON" & person="1" & number="Plur"] >case [pos=/.*/] |
[pos=/.*/] >!nmod [pos="PRON" & person="1" & number="Plur"]

3.2 Results

Table 1 lists the number of hits for each search pattern in each corpus and how many of the hits were
bona fide APCs on manual inspection. Outside the EWT corpus, all detected APCs were 1PL. For EWT,
the amount of 1PL APCs is indicated in brackets. The final two columns provide the precision and recall
values for each search pattern. Recall is calculated on the assumption that the 44 APCs covered by the
table exhaust the number of APCs in the corpora. Since no full manual search was conducted, there may
be undetected instances of APCs which would decrease recall for all search patterns.

EWT HDT GSD GDT Overall
English German German Greek

Pattern Hits APCs Hits APCs Hits APCs Hits APCs Precision Recall

(7a) APPOS 12 10 (1PL: 2) 19 14 8 5 1 0 0.725 0.659
(7b) DET 10 10 (1PL: 0) 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 0.2728
(7c) NMOD 5 0 2 0 2 0 7 3 0.1875 0.0682

Table 1: Hits and APCs among hits per corpus by search patterns, overall precision and recall for each
search pattern

The English EWT and German GSD corpora encode APCs inconsistently as apposition or pronominal
determiners, while the German HDT corpus exclusively employs the APPOS relation and Greek GDT
only the NMOD relation. While the DET relation was only used for APCs in the EWT and GSD corpora,
partly accounting for the relatively low recall value, it showed the highest precision where employed.
In all corpora the apposition relation also included hits that were not APCs like German (9), reflected
in a lowered precision value. Considering the relative flexibility of the notion of apposition this is not
surprising. Some of these hits involved apposition to pronouns as indicated by commas or parentheses,
like English (9).
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(9) German“Wenn
if

wir
we

dem
DET.DAT.SG

Konsumenten
consumer

Atmosphäre
atmosphere

verkaufen,
sell.1/3PL

sind
are.1/3PL

wir
we

die
DET.NOM.PL

ersten
first

Ansprechpartner,
contact.person.PL

nicht
not

die
DET.NOM.PL

Illegalen”
illegal.PL

. . .

“If we sell the consumer atmosphere, we will be the first point of call, not the illegal ones (sources
for downloading music).” (UD German-HDT 12632)

(10) a. Also, can animals remember images on TV like us, humans? (UD English-EWT 12553)

b. I ca nt [sic!] speak for them but any tests or appointments they recommend are probably in
the best interests of us (the patient [sic!]) and . . . (UD English-EWT 15813)

The NMOD relation in (7c) picked out no hits in the Greek corpus beyond those identified by the linear
search pattern used to identify the NMOD relation as described above, including (2c). The pattern also
yielded several non-APC results like the PP modifier in (11), as reflected by the low precision value in
Table 1. There were no APC matches for the pattern in any of the other corpora.

(11) Greek. . . ochi
NEG

mono
only

se
LOC

emas
we.ACC

sto
LOC.DET

Kinovulio. . .
Parliament

‘not only to us in the Parliament’ (UD Greek-GDT 2100)

Overall, these observations illustrate that not only does the current annotation practice not provide a
crosslinguistically consistent means of identifying APCs, but it also lacks consistency within languages.

3.3 Differences in frequency

While this paper has a methodological focus, a brief comparison of the results by corpus may be instruc-
tive as a starting point for future research. As a basic comparative measure of the prevalence of APCs
in a given corpus, Table 2 indicates the frequency of APC relative to the number of pronouns with the
same person/number combination in a corpus.9

EWT HDT GSD GDT
English German German Greek

1PL 2PL 1PL 1PL 1PL

# pronouns 1334 (2771) 3012 441 89
# APCs 2 18 14 7 3

Freq (APCs) 0.15% (0.65%) 0.465% 1.587% 3.371%

Table 2: Relative frequencies of APCs

These data display clear contrasts in the relative frequency of APCs between the corpora. The fact
that, in spite of their marked difference from each other, both German corpora have a markedly higher
1PL APC frequency than the English EWT might suggest that language-level differences have at least
some role to play in addition to other factors (e.g. genre or speech style).

Of course, due to the limited size of the datasets this can only serve as a first tentative approximation to
the issue. Particularly for the Greek GDT corpus, the small corpus size and low number of 1PL pronouns
prevents any strong claims for now. If, however, the comparatively high frequency for Greek APCs
turns out to be corroborated by more data, this might be connected to the generally marked nature of
overt pronouns in pro-drop languages on the one hand and the availability of unagreement, cf. (3), on the
other hand.

9Note that the frequency for 2PL APCs in English is only provided for rough orientation and is not directly comparable the
other values because the number-ambiguity of you the # pronouns cell includes singular and plural uses in this case. The real
2PL APC frequency in English must be higher than indicated.
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More data and closer investigation of further potential parameters (e.g. genre, style, modality) are
needed to establish which factors influence the frequency of APCs and to clarify whether there are
stable language-level differences, but these preliminary observations show the potential role of corpus
research in a better understanding of the crosslinguistic distribution of nominal person phenomena.

4 Discussion

The inconsistent treatment of APCs observed above is a clear shortcoming and harmonisation, at least
within the same language, is highly desirable. So how can the situation be improved?

To start, encoding English or German APCs with the UD-relation APPOS seems questionable, even
setting aside the question of the most appropriate theoretical analysis. The UD documentation explicitly
aims at employing the APPOS relation for loose apposition, noting that “the two halves of an apposition
can be switched”.10 This diagnostic does not apply to English, German or Greek APCs (12) and as
mentioned in Section 2 the literature widely rejects a loose apposition analysis for these languages.11

(12) a. *linguists we

b. German*Linguisten
linguists

wir
we

c. Greek*i
DET.NOM.PL

ghlosoloj-i
linguist-NOM.PL

emis
we.NOM

Against this background, one way of dealing with English- and German-type APCs is to systemati-
cally employ the DET relation. This should maintain consistency with the current definitions of relations
and requires only minor clarifications to the guidelines. While the recall rates in Table 1 for APPOS are
considerably higher than for DET, this is of course mainly a reflection of it being the more widely (al-
beit not consistently) used annotation strategy in the corpora. The lower precision for the APPOS search
pattern is, on the other hand, systematically inevitable precisely because that relation is also used for
constructions that are clearly not akin to APCs, e.g. (9) and (11).

Concerning appositives with pronoun-noun collocations like (10), the typographic convention of using
commas in languages like English or German permits a distinction from APCs in written corpora with a
certain amount of confidence. As correctly implied by a reviewer, this convention may not be followed
consistently, especially in informal writing (e.g. web corpora) and it is unlikely to be helpful in corpora
on less or non-standardised languages. However, this does not mean that such typographic cues (and
theoretical insights) should be ignored where available. There may be further language-specific indica-
tors for identifying certain pronoun-noun collocations as real cases of apposition. In the absence of such
indications, however, I advocate against using the APPOS relation as a default. While annotation incon-
sistencies are bound to occur in any case, using the APPOS relation for APCs, unclear cases of APCs and
various other constructions systematically reduces the precision rate for searches for APCs as pointed
out above. Using the DET relation as default instead allows keeping ”potential” APCs apart from other
constructions. Closer inspection of the ”unclear” APC cases may in turn enable the discovery of more
of the abovementioned ”further language-specific indicators” of apposition vs. APCs.

How should we pursue the aim of crosslinguistic comparability in the face of the observable varia-
tion? Just like APPOS is not a satisfactory label for the relation between adnominal pronouns and their
nominal complement in English-type APCs, I do not think the NMOD relation currently employed in the
Greek corpus is an attractive solution for encoding APCs in that type of language. It again conflates
APCs with different, unrelated constructions (PP modifiers, genitives), does not contribute to the goal
of crosslinguistic comparability and obfuscates the fact that even though English and Greek APCs have
clear structural differences, they are comparable at least on a descriptive or phenomenological level.

Since UD does not impose a limit on the number of DET relations with a noun,12 both the adnominal
pronoun and the article in Greek APCs like (2c) may be analysed with a DET relation from the noun.

10https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/appos.html
11But see Höhn (2017, 46–50) for a small number of languages for whose APCs this diagnostic may apply after all.
12https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/DET.html
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This is consistent with UD’s relatively broad notion of determiners as “express[ing] the reference of the
noun phrase in context” and parallels the annotation of Greek demonstrative constructions like (13) in
the GDT corpus, where both the demonstrative and the article are in a DET relationship to the noun.
A structural parallelism between demonstrative modifiers and adnominal pronouns in languages with
Greek-type APCs has been independently argued for by Choi (2014) and Höhn (2016) respectively,
although the specifics of their analyses differ from the relational model of UD.

(13) Greekaft-i
DEM-NOM.PL

i
DET.NOM.PL

stochi
goal-NOM.PL

‘these goals’ (UD Greek-GDT 88)

This brings me to a question raised by a reviewer concerning the treatment of English constructions
like we the people. That construction has a more restricted distribution than English APCs (Höhn, 2020,
1f.), so while it is arguably an expression of nominal person, it is distinct from regular English APCs.
Since the definite article makes the distinction easily detectable, marking this construction using two DET

relations in UD seems to be a plausible practical approach for descriptive purposes. I should stress that
I consider this parallel to Greek-type APCs to be a surface similarity only, with deeper syntactic (and
distributional) differences between Greek-type APCs and English we the people best addressed within a
more fine-grained theoretical framework.

Two reviewers point out that the core data discussed here stem from a relatively restricted range of
languages. I agree that this limits possible conclusions concerning crosslinguistic variation in APCs,
but this is not the focus of this paper – see Höhn (2017) for a first larger scale view of variation in
nominal person. My point here is that even among three relatively well-documented languages there is
no consistent annotation of APCs (or alternative means of nominal person marking).

Based on Höhn (2017), APCs of different sorts (main points of crosslinguistic variation: pre- or
postnominal pronoun, with or without article, can APCs combine with demonstrative modifiers or not)
represent the most common class of expressions of nominal person (found in 74 of 87 investigated lan-
guages). My impression is that these types of APCs should be effectively analysable in UD using the
DET relation along the lines suggested above, even though they may involve different types of under-
lying syntactic structures on closer inspection in different syntactic frameworks. Matters are not quite
as straightforward for languages that employ clitic person markers instead of or alongside additional
person-sensitive13 determiners, cf. the Bilua example in (5) and Höhn (2017, Ch. 2.3.4). It is possible
that nominal person in these languages could still be encoded using the DET relation, but one would
have to decide which word class the clitic markers should be assigned to if annotated as separate words
(possibly similar to clitic pronouns in other languages). Alternatively, one may have to permit PERSON

as a nominal inflectional feature. While I leave this issue open here, the APPOS relation would seem
generally inapplicable here in any case.

5 Conclusion

I have shown that APCs, one type of nominal person marking, are currently inconsistently annotated
in UD-annotated corpora and argue in favour of transparent, internally – and as far as possible also
crosslinguistically – consistent guidelines. Specifically, I propose to avoid the use of the APPOS or NMOD

relations to capture typical APCs. While there may be need for further language-specific guidelines in
some languages, the systematic annotation of APCs using the DET relation seems to be a good practical
strategy for a large number of languages, even in cases where APCs involve another determiner.

Transparent and consistent guidelines for the treatment of APCs and eventually also other expres-
sions of nominal person will allow UD-based corpora provide a solid empirical basis for comparative
investigations concerning their use and frequency. Beyond the theoretical interest, taking seriously the
annotation of expressions of nominal person should also benefit applications like machine translation, as
it may facilitate a more straightforward generation of translation equivalents for unagreement construc-
tions like (3), which currently seem to pose a challenge for automatic translation.

13These determiners do not always correspond to full pronouns, cf. Khoekhoe/Nama (Haacke, 1977).
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Abstract

UDWiki is an online environment designed to make creating new UD treebanks easier. It helps in
setting up all the necessary data needed for a new treebank up in a GUI, where the interface takes
care of guiding you through all the descriptive files needed, adding new texts to your corpus,
and helping in annotating the texts. The system is built on top of the TEITOK corpus environ-
ment, using an XML based version of UD annotation, where dependencies can be combined
with various other types of annotations. UDWiki can run all the necessary or helpful scripts (tag-
gers, parsers, validators) via the interface. It also makes treebanks under development directly
searchable, and can be used to maintain or search existing UD treebanks.

1 Introduction

There are many tools available to work with Universal Dependency (UD) - to annotate, visualize, edit, or
processes treebanks. The majority of those tools are components only handling part of the construction
of a treebank. This makes it necessary for people interested in creating a new treebank to read up on
quite a few things about UD: on the principles behind the framework, on which documents are needed
to submit a treebank, on which features would apply to the language in question, etc. Given the large
amount of languages for which there is a UD treebank, all this is clearly not an insurmountable hurdle.
But it likely makes that only people with a more computationally oriented profile will be attracted to
create a treebank. And for less resourced languages (LRL), there might not always be computationally
oriented linguists available.

This paper describes a more global environment for creating and maintaining UD treebanks, which
aims to bring all the steps needed to create a new treebank into a single location, and which tries to
make the process as easy as possible. This environment, called UDWiki, is a re-implementation of the by
now defunct CorpusWiki (Janssen, 2016a), which was an attempt to provide a guided interface to allow
people to build their own Part-of-Speech (POS) tagged corpus.

UDWIKI is built on top of the TEITOK (Janssen, 2016b) online corpus environment. TEITOK pro-
vides all the necessary tools to maintain (UD) treebanks, and UDWiki adds several specific tools to create
treebanks for new languages from scratch, and make sure the treebank adheres to the UD standards. In
its current state, UDWiki is fully operational, and has been tested on actual treebanks. But it is not yet a
polished model - the idea behind the system is to fine-tine it based on the needs arising from the actual
use of the system.

This paper describes the philosophy behind UDWiki and its implementation in TEITOK. It will de-
scribe UDWiki from the perspective it was initially conceived for - the creation of treebanks for new
languages. And due to feedback from the reviewers it will also describe TEITOK as a generic tool for
working with UD treebanks, and highlight the additional options the TEITOK environment brings over
CoNLL-U based treebanks - mostly concerning mark-up that go beyond base UD annotation.

2 TEITOK and UD

TEITOK is an online environment for building, maintaining, publishing and searching linguistically
annotated corpora. It was not initially designed for UD, and does not use the CoNLL-U format for its
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internal storage. It rather stores corpus files in the TEI/XML format, where UD information can be
embedded. TEITOK has incorporated several specific tool to work with UD treebanks (Janssen, 2018),
and is used for the publication of a full version of the UD treebanks at LINDAT1.

Dependency syntax in TEI is often represented in a manner quite unlike CoNLL-U, in which the
morphology and lemma is kept on the word, while the dependency relations are kept as stand-off links
elsewhere in the XML. An examples can be found in the SSJ500k corpus (Dobrovoljc et al., 2019). The
approach in TEITOK is less strictly TEI, but much closer to CoNLL-U, and can be seen as a direct
XML version of the CoNLL-U format: all tokens are modeled as 〈tok〉 nodes, the original text (form)
is kept as the text content of that node, and all other columns in a CoNLL-U file are kept as attributes.
So the difference in representation of tokens between TEITOK and CoNLL-U is small: instead of lines
with columns there are nodes with attributes. An example of an annotated token in TEITOK is given
in Figure 2, where the first 9 attributes correspond to the various columns in CoNLL-U, while the last
two attributes (@id and @head) are specific to the TEITOK format. The two empty attributes (@deps
and @misc) in this example are kept for clarity, but in TEITOK empty attributes would typically be
suppressed.

<tok ord="3" lemma="word" upos="NOUN" xpos="NN" feats="Number=Sing"
uhead="5" deprel="obl" deps="_" misc="_"
id="w-5" head="w-3">Word</tok>

Figure 1: A Token in the TEITOK/XML representation

TEITOK is meant not only to publish, but also edit corpora. The editing of tokens is done in an intuitive
way: from the running text, just click on a word. This will pop-up an HTML form as in figure 2, where
all the attributes of the token can be directly corrected.

Figure 2: The Token Editor in TEITOK

So the sequence of 〈tok〉 nodes in the TEITOK document corresponds very directly with the sequence of
lines in a CoNLL-U file. But all the other information in TEITOK is modeled quite differently. Generally
speaking, a TEITOK/XML document can contain more information than a CoNLL-U file, and in a more
structured fashion, for a number of reasons.

Firstly, there is no limit to the amount of attributes a (token) node can hold. And in TEITOK, you
define for each corpus which attributes should be used. The example in figure ?? contains attributes
relating to UD, but in a different corpus tokens can have very different attributes, some examples of
which will be given in section 2.1.

1http://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/teitok/ud27/index.php
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The fact that we can add attributes easily takes away the need to overload the @misc or other columns
in UD with more and more information, since new types of information can get their own attributes.
There are of course tabular formats where this is also possible, such as the CoNLL-U plus (conllup)
format, where arbitrary numbers of columns can be specified. But for the representation of data with
variable amounts of columns, XML tends to be a more amicable format. For instance, if we have at-
tributes that appear only a handful of times in a large corpus, a tabular format like conllup forces you to
add that attribute to all tokens, and be empty in the majority of them. In XML you can simply use the
attribute only where needed. So new attributes can be added when necessary, without having to change
anything in the existing files.

Secondly, everything in CoNLL-U that is not a token line is treated as a comment, with a largely loose
convention of naming and content. Whereas in TEITOK, sentences and paragraphs are structural nodes,
which just like tokens can be adorned with various types of annotations. This can be used for translation
glosses as is found in CoNLL-U, but also for instance for phrasal typology, or for discourse relations
defining dependencies between sentences rather than tokens. And structural elements are not limited to
paragraphs and sentences - it is also possible to demarcate utterances, verse lines, chapters, and other
types of segmentation of the text, each with their own set of attributes.

Thirdly, TEITOK can contain segments that should not be exported to the corpus. This is useful when
the corpus contains parts that are not representative for the language. For instance, older or LRL text
are not infrequently interspersed with text in another language - say Latin or English. And a typical
format for LRL corpora is a non-native speaker interviewing a native speaker of the language. In both
of those cases, the foreign or non-native parts should not be seen as representative of the language and
hence should not be included in the treebank. But the content becomes uninterpretable by leaving those
passages out. Therefore there are various ways in TEITOK to incorporate content that is not to be
exported to the corpus, using for instance the 〈foreign〉 tag.

And finally, where CoNLL-U files typically contain little in the way to document metadata, in TEITOK
each document is a separate TEI/XML file, with a full metadata header (teiHeader) that can specify
almost anything about the text, such as for instance metadata about dialect, date, social status of the
author, etc. And for many types of linguistic research, such metadata are often of crucial importance
when working with corpus data. So when using a treebank for anything else than pure syntactic relations,
it is vitally important to keep track of metadata. In general, TEITOK does not pose any restrictions on
metadata, so the correct use in terms of representation, interpretations, and consistency is up to the corpus
administrator. But for a specific corpus, or a collection of corpora such as in UDWiki, the obligatory
metadata fields can be defined explicitly, and can be limited to fixed value lists to enhance consistency.

The idea behind TEITOK is not to modify the UD representation, which is why it uses the UD columns
verbatim. But as shown above, the XML format offers the possibility to represent information differently,
and makes it easier to incorporate new types of information as is often desired in treebanks.

2.1 Markup beyond UD

In TEITOK, the tokenization is not done over clean text, as is customary in traditional NLP, but rather
over full TEI/XML documents, which can contain any type of TEI markup. This is often very important
when working with anything but modern printed material: manuscript-based corpora will have added and
deleted elements, unreadable and supplied element, and changes of hand, etc. Spoken corpora contain
pauses, repetitions, truncations, etc. For the proper interpretation of the corpus, all those elements are
often important, and flattening them out can lead to incorrect conclusions. There are UD treebanks that
keep this type of information, such as for instance the spoken-specific data in the Slovenian Spoken
Treebank (Dobrovoljc and Nivre, 2016), but those use largely ad-hoc solutions with limited expressive
power. TEI offers a standardized representation for spoken phenomena (as well as many other types of
(meta)linguistic information), which has been used, tested, and refined in a large number of projects, and
offers a rich representation language.

The additional textual mark-up in TEI can also be used for stylistic information: headers, footers,
bold, italics, small-caps, etc. All of these tend to have linguistic consequences, and when possible it is
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much better to keep them. Keeping typesetting information makes it possible to read the entire document
in a pleasant way. For modern printed English texts, that is not too important, but UDWiki is explicitly
targeted towards LRL data - and for many of those languages, the treebank might be one of the few
available resources online. By making the documents properly typeset, the treebank can serve as a
collection of textual resources for the language community outside of the academic realm. By inserting
〈tok〉 nodes inside the existing TEI document, TEITOK keeps all this information, in a manner that
does not interfere with the UD annotations over tokens, something that is hard to do in a tabular set-up.

As mentioned in the previous section, TEITOK documents can include any number of attributes, and
not only fields to annotate dependency relations and morphosyntax. For instance, TEITOK can have
(multiple) normalized orthographies for tokens. This is important in historical corpora, LRL corpora
and chat-style corpora where there often is a lot of orthographic variation. Normalized orthography is
kept explicitly as an attribute over the original content. Providing a normalized orthography enhances
searchability. And both the original orthography and the normalized spelling(s) can be made searchable.

Additional attributes can also be used for semantic frames such as the ValLex frame in PDT, as is done
in the TEITOK version of PDT-C2. And it has been used for several types of explicit codifications, such
as an error code in learner texts to mark out deviations from the native norm, or linguistic codes to mark
dialect-specific features in a text.

TEITOK documents can also have associated audio files, and furthermore have time-alignment be-
tween the utterances and the audio, making it possible to listen to the part of the audio corresponding
to the utterance directly. And similarly, it can have facsimile image for historical corpora based on
manuscript transcription, aligned not only with each page of the text, but also with each line or each
word. Both of these options make it possible to directly verify the source material in case of potential
transcription errors. An example of how all this information is exploited in TEITOK is given in figure 3,
which shows an audio track from a video (shown on the bottom) with a transcription that scrolls the cur-
rent utterance into view while playing the audio. This example was created from a subtitle (srt) file, and
does not contain any speech-specific markup (see Janssen (2021) for examples with full speech markup).
Crucially, this example is generated from a TEITOK/XML file that contains the full dependency parsing
information in UD format.

Figure 3: An example of an aligned video in TEITOK

TEITOK/XML files can also incorporate additional types of annotations, such as named entities with
their respective classifications and linkings, quotations, references, footnotes, morphological decompo-

2https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/teitok/pdtc/index.php
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sitions, etc. So generally speaking, a treebank in TEITOK can be richer than what CoNLL-U supports.
Of course, if TEITOK is used to create a treebank that is to be exported to the CoNLL-U format, much
of this additional information will be lost in the export. But the TEITOK/XML files themselves do con-
tain all the information, which can be exploited in a variety of different ways, while not hampering the
representation of the core UD information. And the additional information is store in a structural way,
so that if additional features are added to the UD format, it is just a matter of exporting that information
in the appropriate way.

2.2 Searching

Searching in TEITOK is not done directly in the TEI/XML files, but rather by first loading the corpus
files into some selected corpus query system (CQS). The CQS is used as an index over the corpus: a
query is sent in the language of the CQS to the query system, which then returns a combination of the
document ID and the token ID of the results. TEITOK then converts those results to XML fragments,
and displays those fragments together with a link to the full original context. This means that all the
information present in the original XML, including things that were not or cannot be exported to the
CWB corpus, are present and visible in the search result. Since TEITOK has a modular design, the
corpus can be made available via various CQS.

The default CQS in TEITOK is the Corpus WorkBench (CWB) (Evert and Hardie, 2011), which allows
searches in the Corpus Query Langauge (CQL). When exporting to CWB, TEITOK also generates an
index linking token IDs to byte-offsets in the original XML files. And with the method described above,
the CQL results are rendered as XML fragments. The byte-offset index created for the CWB is also used
to convert the results of any other CQS to XML fragments in an efficient manner.

CQL cannot (really) search in dependency trees, only in sequences of tokens, which is not ideal for
UD treebanks. For the publication of UD2.7 in TEITOK, we therefore added the option at LINDAT to
not only export the corpus to CWB (and Kontext3, see Janssen (2021)), but also to PML-TQ (Pajas et
al., 2009). PML-TQ is a query language meant explicitly to search dependency parsed corpora. And for
the UDWiki project, a search module using Grew Match (Guillaume, 2019) has been added as well. The
grew search works slightly differently, since Grew searches directly in CoNLL-U files. So each XML
file in TEITOK is exported to a separate CoNLL-U file, with the token ID encoded in the misc column,
which makes grew match results provide both the filename and the token ID (see also section 2.3).

SAll corpora in TEITOK can be updated upon request at any point, by running the indexing script from
the interface. In that fashion, UD treebanks in TEITOK can be made searchable in all CQS after every
correction or extension to the corpus. This means that the the corpus can become searchable directly,
rather than having to wait for the next release of UD. For developers of the corpus this allows them
to use the query language to search for possible errors in their corpus, by means of a range of query
languages. And the result is linked directly to the XML file, which can be easily edited in TEITOK. For
CQL, TEITOK even offers the option to edit directly from the KWIC results, which tends to be very
helpful in known structural errors. For instance, the Spanish que can be either a relative pronoun, or a
subordinating conjunction. And many taggers are surprisingly bad at distinguishing between the two.
Such structural errors can be efficiently corrected by searching for constructions where we know the
tagger gets it wrong, say the word que of which the head is a main verb that is not in the subjunctive, and
then correcting the results - either by changing all of them in one go, or by manually checking them one
by one.

2.3 Comparison

In order to get a good idea of the status of TEITOK as a tool for UD, it is important to compare it to
other environments used to work with UD. On the one hand, there are dedicated tools to work with UD
treebanks in CoNLL-U format, such as ConlluEditor (Heinecke, 2019) and Grew (Guillaume, 2019).
And on the other hand there are generic tools that can be used for UD treebanks, the most popular

3https://github.com/czcorpus/kontext
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amongst which are stand-off annotation tools like BRAT (Stenetorp et al., 2012) and ANNIS (Krause
and Zeldes, 2016).

If we abstract away from the representation format, the interface of ConlluEditor is different from
the tree editing mode in TEITOK, but the functionality is largely similar. However, the tree editor in
TEITOK is only one module amongst many, and one that is open for improvement or even replacement
if better option become available. It is just not possible to use UD tools like ConlluEditor directly in
TEITOK due to the different storage format (although if so desired, such tools could be used by either
adopting the tool to work with XML, or using an export-import strategy).

Grew is different in two respects. On the one hand, it does much more than just tree editing. It can
include non-UD information such as sound alignment. And it can create and modify dependency trees
by graph (re)writing. You could use grew parse in TEITOK for parsing, but there are no methods in
TEITOK for automatically changing large amounts of data with grew rewrite rules or any other rules for
that matter, and purposefully so: TEITOK is intended to be usable by people with limited computational
skills. And when applied accidentally, large changes can render an entire corpus useless very easily. So
all structural changes in TEITOK are always made from the command line, assuming people working
from the command line are more aware of what they are doing, and will for instance make a backup of
their data before any global changes.

And on the other hand, Grew match provides a search directly over the storage format (CoNLL-U)
without any previous indexing, while in TEITOK it is always required to index the corpus after making
(large) changes, making for a sometimes cumbersome intermediate step. But (almost) all CQS use
indexing, and do so to increase search speed. CWB itself natively indexes over VRT files. Tools built
upon database systems, like PML-TQ using PostGres, use the native indexing of the database system (and
often load the data from a different format to start with). And even tools working directly with XML
files such as BlackLab4 or corpora built in ExistDB5 first create an index on way or another. Grew match
successfully demonstrates that for existing UD treebanks, on-the-fly indexing works sufficiently fast. But
UD is starting to get used in larger corpora, the largest at the moment probably being InterCorp6, with in
total over 1G tokens. And for such large corpora, on-the-fly indexing is unlikely to be fast enough. So in
the long run, indexing is likely always to be a necessary step.

The stand-off tools are based on the idea that you should keep the original data unmodified, and keep
all annotation in fully independent files. That means a fundamentally different type of representation
than used in CoNLL-U7. Stand-off annotation has both advantages and disadvantages which go well
beyond the purpose of this paper. But although tools based on stand-off annotation like BRAT and
ANNIS can contain all the information required for dependency trees, and as such can be used to create
UD treebanks, they do so in a fundamentally different manner. The fact that TEITOK uses a format that
is very close to CoNLL-U makes it closer to a native UD tool than a stand-off solution can be.

3 UDWiki

UDWiki is a TEITOK meta-project, which is to say a project that defines common settings for all projects
under its umbrella. It predefines all the settings needed to create a UD treebank, making all UDWiki use
the same set-up to increase consistency. It also contains a collection of specific modules that are custom
build to help in the process of creating, annotating, and publishing UD treebanks. The annotation process
will be described in the next section. The system is currently fully operational, yet still in beta, and can
be found at: https://quest.ms.mff.cuni.cz/teitok-dev/teitok/udwiki/index.
php

The idea behind the workflow of UDWiki is as follows: users can ask for the creation of a new UDWiki
treebank. We will then create a TEITOK project within the UDWiki meta-project, as well as a UD git
repository. The user is then asked to fill in several forms about the project, with the required metadata,

4http://inl.github.io/BlackLab/
5http://exist-db.org/
6https://intercorp.korpus.cz/
7Although the more recent options to keep character ranges in UD (TokenRange) move more in this direction
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and in the case of a new language also the data needed for the language description. The user can also
add additional users in the case of collaborative projects.

Once set-up, the users can start to fill their corpus with documents, and start annotating them. And
once there are annotated corpus texts, the whole corpus can be pushed to the UD git repository, exporting
the TEI/XML files to CoNLL-U, dividing them into development, test, and train sections, and compiling
the additional files such as the README, the LICENCE and the CONTRIBUTING.

UDWiki was built upon CorpusWiki, and our experience in that project is that many people are not
content building their own work on the server of someone else. That is likely to be less of an issue for
UDWiki since the UDWiki data are always available via the git (although there are always cases where
people want to keep the data private, for instance for PhD projects, where students often do not want
their data to be public until the defense). That is why we make it explicitly possible for people to set-up
their corpus in UDWiki, but download the entire project at any point if they choose to rather continue the
work on a local TEITOK installation. And we also intend to keep the UDWiki system itself open source
so that people can run it locally if so desired, although the amount of tools used in the background will
likely make it not easy to set-up a full local version of UDWiki.

As an environment for UD treebanks, UDWiki attempts to provide an easy interface to use as many
of the UD tools as possible. Where possible, those tools will be rewritten to work directly with the
TEI/XML format, while for other tools the TEITOK data are first exported to CoNLL-U, after which the
tool is applied. A good example of a CoNLL-U based tool is the official UD validation tool. Since the
validator is an official tool, and frequently updated, it is not a good idea to make any modifications to
the tool. Rather, the tool is used directly from a Git clone of the official tool repository8 over an export
of the XML file to CoNLL-U. An example of the output of the validator in UDWiki is given in figure 4,
taken from the tentative treebank for Papiamento (see section 4.2). The first line specifies the name of
the XML file we are editing (nanzi kriki.xml). The third line states that there is no language definition
for Papiamento in UD yet - with UDWiki rather working with a local definition that should be moved to
the UD repository once sufficiently established. And below that is the raw output of the validator script.
To make it easy to correct the errors encountered by the script, the pointers to the .conllu file have been
replaced by hyperlinks to the original XML: so the Line 6 in the first error line links to the editor for
the corresponding token, which has the ID w-8 in nanzi kriki.xml. And the s-1 after it links to the tree
editor for the first sentence in that same file (shown in figure 5).
UDWiki is intended as an open-ended system. Which extensions will be added will depend on the needs
of the community. For instance, we have been told that some groups working on UD treebanks would
want to see their treebanks to be searchable while they are working on them, and not having to wait until
the next release of UD. Mostly such teams will have their own workflow and might not want to switch
to using TEITOK. For those cases, it will be possible to set-up a dummy UDWiki project that is not
maintained in UDWiki, but for which the XML files are pulled from the Git repository, converted to TEI
automatically and then made searchable in the various CQS.

3.1 Annotating

TEITOK has a built-in tree editor for dependency trees. The editor draws the tree, and then lets you
either reattach nodes or change their dependency labels. The interface is shown in figure 5 which shows
the name of the file, the sentence itself (as an XML fragment), and any sentence metadata below that,
such as an English gloss in this case. By clicking on a node, you can reattach it to any other node. By
clicking on a dependency label (as in the example on the amod label) you can select a new dependency
label from a drop-down list. And by clicking on the word in the sentence, you can edit token annotations
as shown in figure 2. You can also edit the metadata for the sentence which will pop up an HTML form.

For languages for which there already is a UD treebank, it is possible to run UDPIPE (Straka and
Straková, 2016) to automatically parse the files in the corpus using a simple click. That will export
the corpus to CoNLL-U, run it through the UDPIPE REST service, and load the results back into the
TEI/XML file. Once parsed, the sentences can then optionally be manual verified. When manually

8https://github.com/universaldependencies/tools
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Figure 4: The UDWiki interface for the validator

correcting trees, UDWiki keeps track of the status of each sentences, which can be explicitly set to
correct or incorrect, to get an overview of the progress.

But UDWiki is explicitly set-up to help people to build treebanks for new languages. And for those
there will be no models in UDPIPE (or typically any other UD parsers). For such corpora, UDWiki offers
the functionally inherited from the CorpusWiki project: to use an incrementally built POS tagger and/or
parser. In this way, TEITOK can be used to manually annotate corpora with UD.

3.1.1 Incremental Tagging and Parsing

The way incremental tagging in CorpusWiki worked is that the corpus is started with a single file, which
is manually annotated. Since manual annotation is slow and labour-intensive, the recommendation was
to start with a short file, in the range of 500-1000 tokens, ideally a translation/retelling of a popular tale.
Once the initial file was fully annotated, the interface provided the option to train the NeoTag POS tagger
(Janssen, 2012) on that single file, and use the resulting parameters to automatically tag the second file in
the corpus. The accuracy of that tagger will naturally be low, in our experience in CorpusWiki, typically
somewhere around 40% for an initial training file of 800 tokens. Yet even with low accuracy, this means
that the second file is easier to annotate than the first. And by retraining the tagger after each new file
that has been corrected, the accuracy rises quickly, typically reaching 90% accuracy after the first 5000
tokens.

For UDWiki, a similar set-up has been created around the UDPIPE parser. For each text in the tree-
bank, the annotation status is kept in the header: whether it is only tokenized, POS tagged (and ideally
verified), or parsed. A CoNLL-U file is created for all the tagged files, and a separate one for all the
parsed files. From those files, a tagger model and a parser model are trained separately, since especially
initially, there might be many more text that have been tagged than parsed. And the models can then be
used to tag and parse the next file, correct, and retrain. This makes it possible to have a more accurate
tagger and parser with each new file as in the Corpuswiki set-up.

The choice of UDPipe for the parsing is because it is a convenient and well-established tool that is
furthermore developed within the same institute as UDWiki. But if other tools prove to be more efficient
for the process, it is easy enough to modify the workflow to work with another parser. The parser just
has to be trainable automatically from CoNLL-U files without manual intervention, and be sufficiently
fast to allow rapid subsequent training sessions.
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Figure 5: The UDWiki Tree Editor

3.1.2 Guided Tagging and Parsing

Starting to build a treebank is not easy - there are a lot of things to get used to. People not used to POS
tagging will have to get used to cases where it is not straightforward to tell the POS of a given example;
UD has interpretations of features that do not always coincide with traditional grammar books; and the
logic of the direction of a dependency relation can go contrary to the order in a constituency tree. The
idea behind UDWiki is to provide as much interactive feedback to the user as possible to overcome those
issues: to provide explanations about features and their values, but also to show which tags were already
used for a given word in the treebank - or in other treebanks for the same language, or even in treebanks
for similar languages. And not only for morphosyntax, but also for dependency relations: which is the
most typical dependency relation for a given type of word, with examples. And it can fill in the same
features for identical words without having to copy them to each word, which especially for the first
document makes the process a lot faster.

The standard TEITOK interface can already provide many of those functions. But we are working on
several interface modules specific for UD that makes this process more streamlined, and speed up the
annotation process. For new languages, there is also an editor to set up the language definitions (initially
in local files): to define the auxiliary verbs, the features and their values. The verification tool in figure 4
helps to pinpoint any errors in the current XML file. And when editing dependency trees, we are setting
up on-the-fly verification so that the system warns immediately about any deviations from the UD norms
in the current tree.

Like with the rest of the design of UDWiki, exactly which methods are most effective is something
that will only become apparent by the system being used, to find out where the largest bottlenecks are,
and then attempt various strategies to resolve those bottlenecks.

4 Use Cases

Given that UDWiki is not yet really released, the number of use cases is still limited to some test cases
and two treebanks that are still in their initial stages. But TEITOK, and its predecessor CorpusWiki, have
been used for a wide range of corpora, mostly restricted to (position-based) POS tagged corpora. The
system has been very positively received, with people with little to no computational background able to
build their own annotated corpora. This section will review some relevant examples.
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4.1 POS Tagged Corpora

There are various LRL corpora that have been built in TEITOK, including CoDiaJe9 (Ladino), EMod-
Sar10 (Sardinian), and LUDVIC11 (Caboverdean). None of these corpora are using UD, nor are they
annotating dependencies. But they do serve as examples of how annotated corpora can be created for
new languages in TEITOK. All three LRL corpora listed above use a locally trained NeoTag tagger, using
folders to indicate which files should be used as a training corpus. For POS tagged corpora, they are all
of modest size, but they are of a significant size for a treebank. EModSar is the smallest, with 6K tokens,
LUDVIC is considerably larger with 100K tokens, and CoDiAJe is the largest with 800K tokens. All
three are still being developed further. And with a minimal amount of initial support, all three projects
have been completely independent in building and annotating the corpus, using the incremental tagging
described in section 3.1.1.

Of specific interest in these corpora is CoDiAJe, since it has a feature that is difficult to deal with in
plain CoNLL-U: Ladino over time has been written in various different writing systems (Latin, Hebrew,
and even some Cyrillic). Therefore, CoDiAJe is a mixed corpus in which not all documents are written
in the same way. Nevertheless, since all tokens are provided with a normalized (romanized) orthography,
it is still a homogeneous corpus. And since search results in TEITOK are rendered as XML fragments,
the results (by default) show in their original writing system.

Another example of a POS tagged corpus built in TEITOK is OLDES (Janssen et al., 2017), a corpus of
Old Spanish, with around 20M tokens. OLDES was not annotated from scratch with NeoTag, but rather
annotated automatically with Freeling (Carreras et al., 2004), then improved manually in TEITOK, after
which a NeoTag parameter set was trained on the corpus. OLDES made use of the various types of
efficient editing options provided by TEITOK to improve the automatically assigned tags.

4.2 Treebanks

The only two treebanks thus-far that are aimed at becoming full UD treebanks are the spoken Occitan
corpus (UD OCI-OCOR), and a thusfar small Papiamento corpus (UD PAP-UFAL), both available via
the UDWiki website.

OCI-OCOR is not a new corpus built in UDWiki, but rather a conversion of an existing corpus: OCOR,
a corpus of Occitan oral narratives (Carruthers and Vergez-Couret, 2018). The original files of OCOR
were downloaded from the Zenodo repository12, and added to a UDWiki project with minimal modi-
fication since the files are already in the TEI format. The data were then parsed using the Talismane
parameters created for the UD Occitan treebank (Miletic et al., 2020). And finally, the parsed data are
being manually corrected to get a gold standard treebank for spoken Occitan. Since there already was
a UD parser for Occitan, OCI-OCOR does not really show the full intent of UDWiki. But it does show
that UDWiki is easy to use for languages for which there already is a parser. And it helped to provide
easy access to a valuable corpus that was thus-far hard to use and not searchable online.

PAP-UFAL is a thus-far small treebank built from several texts in Papiamento collected from the web,
containing at the moment two annotated texts of 1700 tokens in total. The treebank has been built from
scratch in TEITOK, starting from HTML documents, and tagging and parsing them directly in the tool.
It is a proof-of-concept treebank for a language for which very few (NLP) resources exist. To make the
treebank accessible for non-speaker of the language, both sentences and words are glossed with English
translations. The first file in the Papiamento treebank was annotated manually, and the second file was
tagged automatically with the UDPipe model trained on the first text. The results are as good as one
might expect.

9http://corptedig-glif.upf.edu/teitok/codiaje/
10http://corpora.unica.it/TEITOK/emodsar/index.php
11http://teitok.clul.ul.pt/ludvic/
12https://zenodo.org/record/1451753\#.YUxI1p4zblw
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5 Conclusion

As shown in this paper, UDWiki is a complete environment for building UD treebanks from scratch,
especially for LRL, without requiring much computational knowledge from the users. This will hopefully
attract linguists interested in creating treebanks for new languages, which otherwise would not have
managed to create one, or allow native speakers of languages to help out in the creation and extension of
existing treebanks.

UDWiki was conceived as way to use TEITOK to generate normal UD treebanks, to be exported as
CoNLL-U files and included in the UD infrastructure. But as shown, TEITOK files themselves can con-
tain more information than CoNLL-U allows, information that has to be either removed or flattened down
when exporting to CoNLL-U. So TEITOK can also be used as a richer storage format for UD treebanks,
where the dependencies and morphosyntactic information is stored according to the UD standards, while
all other information is stored in whichever format is most appropriate for it, whether it be metadata,
spoken annotations, time mark-up, or anything else. To do that consistently, it would of course be neces-
sary to establish annotation standards and add consistency check for everything considered core content
of the extended treebanks.

An initiative like UDWiki only works if it is being used - only with hands-on experience and feedback
can the system be fine-tuned to work in an optimal way. There are various questions that have not been
established, such as how to use the Git repository: whether pushing the data to the repository should be
done constantly, with a pre-determined frequency (say daily) or upon user request. Whether the UDWiki
repositories should be kept separate from the core UD repositories (and then synced) or not. And whether
only the CoNLL-U files should be exported, or also the TEITOK/XML files. And as mentioned before,
the functionality of the interface is kept purposefully open in order to be able to demands coming from
the community. And those needs could be of various types: changes to the interface, using a better parser,
changing the workflow, adding more verification and helping tool, or adding tools for areas that are not
part of UD but very helpful for LRL (or other) corpora.

An example of an area that might have to be added to UDWiki is Interlinear Glossed Texts (IGT):
the experience with working with small languages has shown that without any description of their mor-
phology, it is often impossible to start tagging immediately. The first step (field work) is to collect texts
and establish the morphology, which is typically done in IGT. TEITOK has support for IGT, so in order
to allow people to directly build treebanks for such languages, it might be necessary in UDWiki to let
people initially create an IGT corpus, and then guide them in converting that IGT corpus to UD, not by
removing the IGT data but rather by adding the UD attributes to existing IGT corpus in TEITOK.

And finally in TEITOK, we are gradually moving to make UDPipe the default tagger (and parser).
There are many different types of corpora in TEITOK: historical, learner, dialect, spoken, with often
additional annotation layers such error annotation, named entity tagging, rhyme schemes, etc. By having
UDPipe as the default tagger, there is hence effectively a growing number of UD treebanks of different
types, for document types where that would not easily happen if the treebanks would have to be written
in CoNLL-U, since the additional annotations required could not (easily) be incorporated.
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Abstract

Many downstream applications are using dependency trees, and are thus relying on dependency
parsers producing correct, or at least consistent, output. However, dependency parsers are trained
using machine learning, and are therefore susceptible to unwanted inconsistencies due to biases
in the training data. This paper explores the effects of such biases in four languages – English,
Swedish, Russian, and Ukrainian – though an experiment where we study the effect of replacing
numerals in sentences. We show that such seemingly insignificant changes in the input can cause
large differences in the output, and suggest that data augmentation can remedy the problems.

1 Introduction

The Universal Dependencies (UD) resources have steadily grown over the years, and now treebanks
for over 100 languages are available. The UD community has made a tremendous effort in providing
a rich toolset for utilizing the treebanks for downstream applications, including pre-trained models for
dependency parsing (Straka et al., 2016; Qi et al., 2020) and tools for manipulating UD trees (Popel et
al., 2017; Peng and Zeldes, 2018; Kalpakchi and Boye, 2020).

Such an extensive infrastructure makes it more appealing to develop multilingual downstream applica-
tions based on UD, as a deterministic and more explainable competitor to the currently dominant neural
methods. It is also compelling to use UD-based metrics for evaluation in multilingual settings. In fact,
researchers have already started exploring such possibilities on both mentioned tracks. Kalpakchi and
Boye (2021) proposed a UD-based multilingual method for generating reading comprehension questions.
Chaudhary et al. (2020) designed a UD-based method for automatically extracting rules governing mor-
phological agreement. Pratapa et al. (2021) proposed a UD-based metric to evaluate the morphosyntactic
well-formedness of generated texts.

The authors of the latter two articles trained their own more robust versions of the dependency parsers,
suitable for their needs. The authors of the first article relied on the off-the-shelf model, making the
robustness of pre-trained dependency parsers crucial for the success of the downstream applications. For
instance, sentence simplification rules based on dependency trees might simply not fire due to a mistak-
enly identified head or dependency relation. In fact, state-of-the-art dependency parsers are somewhat
error-prone and not perfect, and assuming otherwise might potentially harm the performance of down-
stream applications. A more relaxed (and realistic) assumption is that the errors made by the parser
are at least consistent, so that potentially useful patterns for the task at hand can still be inferred from
data. These patterns might not always be linguistically motivated, but if the dependency parser makes
consistent errors, they can still be useful for the task at hand.

In this article, we perform a case study operating under this relaxed assumption and investigate the
consistency of errors while parsing sentences containing numerals. This step is useful, for instance, in
question generation (especially for reading comprehension in the history domain) or numerical entity
identification (e.g., distinguishing years from weights or distances).

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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1. Create a common vector space for all substructres in both trees

1 01 1
1 1 1

0
0 0

2. Calculate the dot product of the two vectors to get the CPTK

3. Optionally normalize to get NCPTK between 0 and 1

Figure 1: A simple example illustrating the concept behind convolu-
tion partial tree kernels (in practice the vector space is induced only
implicitly and CPTK is calculated using dynamic programming)
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Figure 2: A simple example
of a GRCT transformation

2 Background: Convolution partial tree kernels

In order to measure parser accuracy, metrics like Unlabelled or Labelled Attachment Score (UAS and
LAS, respectively) are often used. However, these metrics they do not fully reflect the usefulness of the
parsers in downstream applications. A minor error in attaching one dependency arc will result in a minor
decrease in UAS and LAS. In fact, the very same minor error might lead to a completely unusable tree
for the task at hand, depending on how close the error is to the root. Therefore, we need a metric that
penalizes errors more the closer the errors are to the root.

One metric possessing this desirable property is the convolution partial tree kernel (CPTK), originally
proposed by Moschitti (2006) as a similarity measure for dependency trees. The basic idea is to represent
trees as vectors in a common vector space, in such a way that the more common substructures two
given trees have, the higher the dot product is between the corresponding two vectors (as illustrated in
Figure 1). However, the vector space is induced only implicitly, whereas the dot product (the CPTK)
itself is calculated using a dynamic programming algorithm (for more details we refer to the original
article). CPTK values increase with the size of the trees, and thus can take any non-negative values,
making them hard to interpret. Hence, we use normalized CPTK (NCPTK) which takes values between
0 and 1, and is calculated as shown in Figure 1.

However, CPTKs can not handle labeled edges and were originally applied to dependency trees con-
taining only lexicals. In this article, we use an extension proposed by Croce et al. (2011), which includes
edge labels (DEPREL) as separate nodes. The resulting computational structure, the Grammatical Rela-
tion Centered Tree (GRCT), is illustrated in Figure 2. A dependency tree is transformed into a GRCT by
making each UPOS node a child of a DEPREL node and a father of a FORM node.

3 Method

To explore the consistency of errors while parsing numerals, we have used UD treebanks for 4 European
languages (2 Germanic and 2 Slavic). To simplify, we considered only sentences containing numer-
als representing years, later referred to as original sentences. We defined these numerals as 4 digits
surrounded by spaces, via the simple regular expression "(?<= )\d{4}(?= )". We then sampled
uniformly at random 50 integers between 1100 and 2100 using a fixed random seed, and replaced the
occurrences of the previously identified numerals in the original sentences by each of these numbers.
Thus, for every found original sentence in a treebank, we synthesized 50 augmented sentences (later
referred to as an augmented batch), only differing in the 4-digit numbers. We only substituted the first
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found occurrence of a 4-digit number in a sentence. However, if the same number appeared multiple
times in the sentence, then all its occurrences were substituted.

Given such minor changes, a consistent dependency parser should output the same dependency tree for
every sentence in each augmented batch. These trees should not necessarily be the same as gold original
trees (although this is obviously desirable), but at the very least, the errors made in each augmented batch
should be of the same kind. We consider two trees to have the errors of the same kind, and thus belonging
to the same cluster of errors, if their dependency trees only differ in the 4-digit numerals. All DEPRELs,
UPOS tags and FEATS should be exactly the same for any two trees in the same cluster.

Evidently, not all 4-digit numbers in the original sentences were actually years, but the argument about
the consistency of errors still stands even if the numbers were amounts of money, temperatures, etc. The
magnitude of the numbers was not drastically changed (they are still 4-digit numbers), so the sentences
should remain intelligible also after substitution.

In order to evaluate both the consistency of errors and correctness of a dependency parser after intro-
ducing the changes above, we need to answer the following questions.

Q1 How many augmented batches are parsed completely correctly?

• if the corresponding original sentence is parsed correctly
• if the corresponding original sentence is parsed incorrectly

Q2 How many sentences in each augmented batch are parsed correctly on average?

• if the corresponding original sentence is parsed correctly
• if the corresponding original sentence is parsed incorrectly

Q3 How many augmented batches corresponding to incorrectly parsed original sentences have consis-
tent errors, i.e. have the same dependency trees within a batch except FORMs and LEMMAs?

Q4 On average, how many clusters of errors does an augmented batch with inconsistent errors have?

Q5 On average, how similar are dependency trees in the clusters found in Q4?

Answering Q1 to Q3 is trivial by parsing original and augmented sentences using a pre-trained de-
pendency parser and calculating descriptive statistics. To answer Q4 and Q5, we propose to calculate
NCPTK for each pair of trees in an augmented batch. To perform the calculations, we transform each
dependency tree to GRCT replacing FORMs (which will be different by experimental design) with the
FEATS. We can then construct an undirected graph, where each node is a dependency tree in the batch
and two nodes are connected if their NCPTK is exactly 1 (i.e., their dependency trees are identical).
Then the problem of finding error clusters in Q4 boils down to finding all maximal cliques in the induced
undirected graph, for which we use Bron–Kerbosch algorithm (Bron and Kerbosch, 1973). Similarity of
dependency trees in the given clusters can be assessed using the already calculated NCPTKs, which will
provide the answer to Q5.

In hopes of improving parsers’ performance and consistency of errors we have also tried to retrain the
tokenizer, lemmatizer, PoS tagger and dependency parser (later referred to as a pipeline) from scratch
using two approaches. The first approach relies on numeral augmentation and starts by sampling 20
four-digit integers using a different random seed (while ensuring no overlap with the previously used 50
integers). Using these 20 new numbers and the same procedure as before, we synthesized 20 additional
sentences per each previously found original sentence in the training and development treebanks. We
will refer to treebanks formed by original and newly synthesized sentences as augmented treebanks. The
second approach uses token substitution and replaces previously found four-digit integers with a special
token NNNN. The training and development treebanks after this procedure keep their size the same (in
constrast to the numeral augmentation method) and will be later referred to as substituted treebanks.

We have used Stanza (Qi et al., 2020) to get pretrained dependency parsers as well as to
train the whole pipeline from scratch and UDon2 (Kalpakchi and Boye, 2020) to perform the
necessary manipulations on dependency trees and calculate NCPTK. The code is available at
https://github.com/dkalpakchi/ud parser consistency.
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4 Experimental results

4.1 Pretrained pipeline

We have started the experiment by parsing all original and augmented sentences in the training and de-
velopment treebanks of the respective languages. The results summary for the off-the-shelf parser are
presented in Table 1. To our surprise, some sentences were not segmented correctly, i.e. one sentence
became multiple, both among original and augmented sentences. However, we did not find any consis-
tent pattern: for instance, the Swedish parser made more segmentation errors for augmented sentences,
whereas all the other parsers exhibited the opposite. Nonetheless, we have excluded the cases with wrong
sentence segmentation from further analysis. The final number of sentences considered is shown in the
rows “Original considered” and “Augmented considered” in Table 1.

Metric English Swedish Russian Ukrainian
Train Dev Train Dev Train Dev Train Dev

Original in total 235 14 108 5 1420 270 103 29
Wrong sent. segm. 12 0 2 0 25 5 1 1
Original considered 223 14 106 5 1395 265 102 28
Corr. parsed sent. 53 1 76 1 360 53 27 2
Corr. parsed sent. (%) 23.8% 7.1% 71.7% 20% 25.8% 20% 26.5% 7.1%
Augmented in total 11150 700 5300 250 69750 13250 5100 1400
Wrong sent. segm. 0 0 17 14 13 0 0 0
Augmented considered 11150 700 5283 236 69737 13250 5100 1400
Corr. parsed sent. 2689 50 3525 43 17787 2540 1227 100
Corr. parsed sent. (%) 24.1% 7.1% 66.7% 18.2% 25.5% 19.2% 24.1% 7.1%

Table 1: Results of parsing the original and augmented sentences with pre-trained parsers from Stanza.
“Corr” stands for “Correctly”, “sent” stands for sentence(s)

We have excluded metrics commonly used within UD community, e.g. UAS, LAS or BLEX, because
for these metrics we observed only minor changes (less than 1 percentage point). Another argument
for omitting these metrics is that while they are useful in comparing different parsers, they do not fully
reflect the usefulness of the parsers in downstream applications. In fact, even a minor error in attaching
one dependency arc might lead to a completely wrong tree for the task at hand (depending on how close
the error is to the root). Keeping this in mind, we compared accuracy on the sentence level only (reported
in the rows “Correctly parsed” in Table 1). We deemed a sentence to be correctly parsed if the NCPTK
between its dependency tree and its gold counterpart was 1. We transformed all trees to GRCT and
replaced FORM with FEATS, thus requiring not only all DEPREL to be identical, but also all UPOS and
FEATS. As can be seen, the number of correctly parsed sentences is either on par or worse for augmented
sentences, reaching a performance drop of 5 percentage points for the Swedish training set!

Results of a more detailed analysis needed for answering questions 1 - 5 (posed in Section 3) are
reported in Tables 2 - 5. We adopt the following notation for these tables: “Original +” (“Original -”)
indicates cases when the original sentence was correctly (incorrectly) parsed. “QX” indicates a row with
data necessary for answering question X, “Corr” stands for “Correct(ly)”, “sent” stands for sentences.

We observe a number of interesting patterns from these reports. If the original sentences are incorrectly
parsed, the vast majority of sentences in the corresponding augmented batches will also be incorrectly
parsed (see mean and median in Q2 rows for “Original -”). The fact that an original sentence is correctly
parsed does not mean that all sentences in augmented batches will be correctly parsed (see mean and
median in Q2 rows for “Original +”). In fact, the number of wrong batches in such a case can be
surprisingly large, e.g. 24 (31.5%) for the Swedish training set.
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Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 53 170 1 13
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 49 0 1 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 49 (6.14) 0.54 (3.67) 50 (0) 0 (0)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (5 - 50) 0 (0 - 37) 50 (50 - 50) 0 (0 - 0)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) 0 101 NA 4
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) 2 (0) 2.63 (0.95) NA 3.89 (2.64)
Median (Min - Max) 2 (2 - 2) 2 (2 - 7) NA 3 (2 - 10)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) 0 (0) 0.07 (0.15) NA 0.04 (0.09)
Median (Min - Max) 0 (0 - 0) 0 (0 - 0.8) NA 0 (0 - 0.28)

Table 2: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for English using a pretrained pipeline

Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 76 30 1 4
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 52 0 0 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 45.05 (10.77) 3.37 (10.5) 43 (0) 0 (0)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (0 - 50) 0 (0 - 42) 43 (43 - 43) 0 (0 - 0)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) 0 16 0 1
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) 2.29 (0.68) 2.43 (1.05) 2 (0) 2.33 (0.47)
Median (Min - Max) 2 (2 - 4) 2 (2 - 5) 2 (2 - 2) 2 (2 - 3)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) 0.04 (0.12) 0.04 (0.11) 0 (0) 0.0002 (0.0003)
Median (Min - Max) 0 (0 - 0.67) 0 (0 - 0.37) 0 (0 - 0) 0 (0 - 0.0008)

Table 3: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for Swedish using a pretrained pipeline

Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 360 1035 53 212
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 341 0 48 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 48.85 (6.34) 0.19 (2.11) 47.87 (7.81) 0.01 (0.21)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (2 - 50) 0 (0 - 41) 50 (3 - 50) 0 (0 - 3)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) 0 860 0 173
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) 2.21 (0.69) 2.16 (0.43) 2.2 (0.4) 2.13 (0.4)
Median (Min - Max) 2 (2 - 5) 2 (2 - 4) 2 (2 - 3) 2 (2 - 4)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) 0.08 (0.18) 0.04 (0.14) 0 (0) 0.08 (0.2)
Median (Min - Max) 0 (0 - 0.67) 0 (0 - 0.75) 0 (0 - 0) 0 (0 - 0.72)

Table 4: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for Russian using a pretrained pipeline
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Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 27 75 2 26
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 24 0 2 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 45.41 (13.14) 0.01 (0.11) 50 (0) 0 (0)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (4 - 50) 0 (0 - 1) 50 (50 - 50) 0 (0 - 0)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) 0 52 NA 11
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) 2 (0) 2.61 (1.37) NA 2.8 (0.9)
Median (Min - Max) 2 (2 - 2) 2 (2 - 8) NA 3 (2 - 5)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) 0 (0) 0.12 (0.22) NA 0.06 (0.19)
Median (Min - Max) 0 (0 - 0) 0 (0 - 0.775) NA 0 (0 - 0.77)

Table 5: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for Ukrainian using a pretrained pipeline

The errors in augmented batches are not consistent. The degree of inconsistency varies between the
languages ranging from around 17% (175 of 1035) for the Russian training set to 75% (3 of 4) for the
Swedish development set (see Q3 rows). The average observed inconsistency of errors is around 44%.
The degree of inconsistency has a similar magnitude between the training and development sets. The
most typical number of error clusters is 2 and maximum observed is 10 (see Q4 rows). The trees between
the error clusters have mostly low NCPTK (see Q5 rows) indicating either a large number of errors or
errors occurring early on (close to the root). We provide some examples of batches with inconsistent
errors in the Appendix.

4.2 Pipeline trained from scratch on treebanks with numeral augmentation
We have repeated the same experiment as in the previous section, but with a pipeline trained from scratch
on augmented treebanks (as outlined in Section 3). The results summary is reported in Table 6.

Metric English Swedish Russian Ukrainian
Train Dev Train Dev Train Dev Train Dev

Original in total 235 14 108 5 1420 270 103 29
Wrong sent. segm. 5 0 3 0 18 5 0 0
Original considered 230 14 105 5 1402 265 103 29
Corr. parsed sent. 230 0 97 2 976 48 102 3
Corr. parsed sent. (%) 100% 0% 92.4% 40% 69.6% 18.1% 99% 10.3%
Augmented in total 11500 700 5250 250 70100 13250 5150 1450
Wrong sent. segm. 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0
Augmented considered 11500 700 5250 250 70087 13250 5150 1450
Corr. parsed sent. 11452 0 4864 100 49005 2437 5100 133
Corr. parsed sent. (%) 99.6% 0% 92.7% 40% 69.9% 18.4% 99% 9.2%

Table 6: Results of parsing the original and augmented sentences with the pipeline trained on augmented
treebanks. “Corr” stands for “Correctly”, “sent” stands for sentence(s). Performance improvements with
respect to the pre-trained parser (see Table 1) are indicated in bold.

Retraining with numeral augmentation resulted in a clear and substantial performance boost for all
languages, especially for the training treebanks. Performance boost on the development treebanks is less
pronounced and sometimes leads to a slight performance degradation. We attribute this to a possible
overfitting, indicating that 20 samples per an original sentence might have been too many and the proce-
dure needs to be refined in future. Nevertheless, the detailed analysis, reported in Appendix, shows that
the number of wrong sentence segmentations decreased for all languages and a consistency of errors is
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either better or on par with the pretrained counterparts. The number of error clusters got reduced to a
maximum of 4 compared to 10 for the off-the-shelf parser.

4.3 Pipeline trained from scratch on treebanks with token substitution

We have repeated the same experiment as in the previous section, but with a pipeline trained from scratch
on substituted treebanks (as outlined in Section 3). The results summary is reported in Table 7.

Metric English Swedish Russian Ukrainian
Train Dev Train Dev Train Dev Train Dev

Substituted in total 235 14 108 5 1420 270 103 29
Wrong sent. segm. 14 0 1 0 10 1 2 1
Substituted considered 221 14 107 5 1410 269 101 28
Corr. parsed sent. 81 1 73 2 341 59 23 2
Corr. parsed sent. (%) 36.7% 7.1% 68.2% 40% 24.2% 21.9% 22.8% 7.1%

Table 7: Results of parsing the substituted sentences with the pipeline trained on treebanks with token
susbtitution. “Corr” stands for “Correctly”, “sent” stands for sentence(s). Performance improvements
with respect to the pre-trained parser (see Table 1) are indicated in bold.

Retraining with token substitution resulted in a slight performance boost for Russian and Swedish
on the development treebanks and a slight performance degradation on the training treebanks for all
languages except English. Interestingly, more sentences have been segmented correctly for Russian and
Swedish, while the parsers for English and Ukrainian produce more segmentation errors compared to
pre-trained parsers. At the same time, more sentences have been segmented incorrectly compared to
the numeral augmentation method (except for Russian). Given that all models were re-trained with the
same default seed from Stanza, we are unsure what this can be attributed to, other than the choice of
the token NNNN itself. The tokenization model in Stanza is based on unit (character) embeddings, so a
tokenization model might benefit from a token without letters or just from replacing all 4-digit numerals
with one fixed integer, say 0000. This is, however, highly speculative and requires further investigation.

An obvious advantage of token substitution is that the errors become consistent (since no clusters of
errors could potentially be formed). However, the observed effect on performance suggests that token
substitution with this specific token NNNN is not the best solution to the problem.

5 Conclusion

We have observed that such a minor change as changing one 4-digit number for another leads to sur-
prising performance fluctuations for pretrained parsers. Furthermore, we have noted the errors to be
inconsistent, making the development of downstream applications more complicated. To alleviate the
issue we tried out two methods and trained two proof-of-concept pipelines from scratch. One of the
methods, namely the numeral augmentation scheme, resulted in substantial performance gains.

Finally, the results of the experiment suggest that UD treebanks might be biased towards specific
time intervals, e.g. the 19th and 20th centuries. Bias in the data leads to bias in the models making it
harder to use the parser for some downstream applications, e.g. in the history domain. The results of
this experiment also prompt a further and more extensive investigation of possible other biases, such as
names of geographical entities, gender pronouns, currencies, etc.
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Appendix A Details of the experimental setup

We have experimented with the training and development sets of the following treebanks: UD English-
EWT, UD Swedish-Talbanken, UD Russian-SynTagRus, UD Ukrainian-IU. For sampling 50 integers
used for validating the parser’s performance, we have seeded Numpy’s random number generator with
the 1000th prime number (7919). For sampling 20 integers used for augmenting treebanks for re-training,
we chosen the 999th prime number (7907) as the random seed. Then we sampled 100 integers, filtered
out all overlapping with the previously sampled 50 and then taken the first 20 integers of the remainder.
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Appendix B Detailed results for the pipeline trained from scratch

Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 230 0 0 14
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 229 NA NA 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 49.79 (3.16) NA NA 0 (0)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (2 - 50) NA NA 0 (0 - 0)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) 0 NA NA 4
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) 2 (0) NA NA 2.6 (0.8)
Median (Min - Max) 2 (2 - 2) NA NA 2 (2 - 4)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) 0 (0) NA NA 0.05 (0.1)
Median (Min - Max) 0 (0 - 0) NA NA 0 (0 - 0.31)

Table 8: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for English using a retrained pipeline

Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 97 8 2 3
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 97 0 2 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 50 (0) 1.75 (4.63) 50 (0) 0 (0)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (50 - 50) 0 (0 - 14) 50 (50 - 50) 0 (0 - 0)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) NA 7 NA 1
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) NA 3 (0) NA 2 (0)
Median (Min - Max) NA 3 (3 - 3) NA 2 (2 - 2)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) NA 0 (0) NA 0.04 (0.04)
Median (Min - Max) NA 0 (0 - 0) NA 0.04 (0 - 0.08)

Table 9: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for Swedish using a retrained pipeline

Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 976 426 48 217
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 950 1 44 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 49.58 (3.63) 1.44 (7.75) 49.77 (0.92) 0.22 (2.92)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (2 - 50) 0 (0 - 50) 50 (45 - 50) 0 (0 - 43)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) 0 369 0 149
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) 2.08 (0.27) 2.09 (0.34) 2 (0) 2.13 (0.4)
Median (Min - Max) 2 (2 - 3) 2 (2 - 4) 2 (2 - 2) 2 (2 - 4)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) 0.05 (0.14) 0.08 (0.18) 0.13 (0.22) 0.07 (0.2)
Median (Min - Max) 0 (0 - 0.5) 0 (0 - 0.67) 0.003 (0 - 0.5) 0 (0 - 0.87)

Table 10: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for Russian using a retrained pipeline
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Metric Training set Development set
Original + Original - Original + Original -

Batches considered 102 1 3 26
Completely corr. batches (Q1) 102 0 2 0
Corr. parsed sent. within a batch (Q2)

Mean (SD) 50 (0) 0 (0) 44.33 (8.01) 0 (0)
Median (Min - Max) 50 (50 - 50) 0 (0 - 0) 50 (33 - 50) 0 (0 - 0)

Batches with consistent errors (Q3) NA 1 0 13
Number of error clusters (Q4)

Mean (SD) NA NA 2 (0) 2.46 (0.75)
Median (Min - Max) NA NA 2 (2 - 2) 2 (2 - 4)

Between-cluster NCPTK (Q5)
Mean (SD) NA NA 0.29 (0) 0.09 (0.22)
Median (Min - Max) NA NA 0.29 (0.29 - 0.29) 0 (0 - 0.67)

Table 11: A detailed analysis of the parsing results for Ukrainian using a retrained pipeline

Appendix C Examples of batches with inconsistent errors

In this section we report dependency trees from the augmented batch with the largest observed number of
error clusters (which happened to be 10 clusters for the English development set). The original sentences
in these clusters were too long, so we have pruned the dependency trees to include only the differing
subtrees. The cluster sizes and included numerals are as follows:

Cluster 1. 2 trees (numerals 1505, 1505)

Cluster 2. 3 trees (numerals 1798, 1777, 1817)

Cluster 3. 3 trees (numerals 1872, 1844, 1883)

Cluster 4. 3 trees (numerals 1361, 1338, 1427)

Cluster 5. 4 trees (numerals 1704, 1605, 1662, 1562)

Cluster 6. 5 trees (numerals 1420, 1344, 1295, 1504, 1299)

Cluster 7. 5 trees (numerals 1625, 1599, 1564, 1564, 1493)

Cluster 8. 6 trees (numerals 1128, 2024, 1147, 1182, 2030, 1205)

Cluster 9. 7 trees (numerals 1964, 1308, 1415, 1413, 1404, 1967, 1413)

Cluster 10. 8 trees (numerals 1774, 1721, 1759, 1759, 1461, 1731, 1724, 1832)
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Figure 3: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 1
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Figure 4: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 2
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Figure 5: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 3
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Figure 6: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 4
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Figure 7: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 5
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Figure 8: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 6
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Figure 9: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 7
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Figure 10: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 8
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Figure 11: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 9
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Figure 12: An example truncated dependency tree from cluster 10
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Abstract

We describe the design and use of a web-based system for helping the validation of English
or French Universal Dependencies corpora by sentence regeneration. A symbolic approach
is used to transform the dependency tree into a constituency tree which is then regenerated as
a sentence in the original language. The comparison between regenerated sentences and the
original ones from version 2.8 of Universal Dependencies revealed some annotation errors
which are discussed and give rise to suggestions for improvement.

1 Introduction

Universal Dependencies (de Marneffe et al., 2021) (UD) have been developed for comparative linguis-
tics and are used in many NLP projects for developing parsers or machine learning systems for training
and/or evaluation. The accuracy of these annotations is thus very important. Many of these dependency
structure annotations are the result of manual revisions of automatic parses or mappings from other pars-
ing formalisms (e.g. EWT was originally derived from the Penn Treebank annotations). They are often
quite difficult to check manually as there are so many details to take into account. This paper describes
an alternative way of looking at the UD data, using it to regenerate a sentence that can be compared with
the original. As we will show in Section 3, regenerating from the source revealed small mistakes, most
often omissions, in quite a few of these structures which are often considered as gold standard. It is
indeed much easier to detect errors in a figure or in a generated sentence than in a list of tab separated
lines.

This approach for helping detecting potential errors in annotations can be compared with the work of
van Halteren (van Halteren, 2000) who compares the result of an automatic part-of-speech tagger with
the ones in the corpus and highlights tokens in which disagreement occurs. Wisniewski (Wisniewski,
2018) detects all identical sequences of words that are annotated differently in a corpus. This is achieved
by aligning, in Machine Translation parlance, the sentences with their annotation and then displaying
both sequences highlighting their differences.

UDREGENERATOR (see Figure 1) is a web-based English and French realizer written in JavaScript,
built using JSREALB1. Only the English realizer is shown here, but it is also possible to use it for
checking the French corpora of UD. The table at the top shows the token fields of the selected UD in the
menu with the corresponding dependency link structure in the middle.

A UD realizer might seem pointless, because most UD annotations are created from realized sentences
either manually or automatically. As UD contains all the tokens in their original form (except for elision
in some cases), the realization can be obtained trivially by listing the FORM in the second column of each
line. Taking into account the tree structure, another baseline generator can be implemented by a recursive
traversal of the UD tree by first outputting the forms of the left children, then the form of the head and
finally the forms of the right children.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1http://rali.iro.umontreal.ca/rali/?q=en/jsrealb-bilingual-text-realiser
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Figure 1: Web page (http://rali.iro.umontreal.ca/JSrealB/current/demos/
UDregenerator/UDregenerator-en.html) for exploring UD structures in a local file that is
parsed to build a menu of their reference sentences in the middle of the page. Once a sentence is cho-
sen, the fields of its tokens are displayed in the table at the top and the graph of its dependency links is
displayed below the menu. A table below the graph shows information about this UD: the line number
in the file, its sent id and reference text (text), the regenerated text by JSREALB (TEXT). When
there are differences between the expected text and realized text, they are highlighted (not shown here).
The corresponding JSREALB expression is displayed in an editor that allows it to be changed and be
re-realized. The constituency tree corresponding to the JSREALB expression is displayed at the bottom.
Checkboxes are used to limit the sentences in the menu to those for which there are differences between
the references text and the generated sentence, those for which JSREALB issued warnings or those with
non-projective dependencies.
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This method does not work for non-projective dependencies (Kahane et al., 1998) because then, words
under a node are not necessarily contiguous. This property is used in our system to detect non-projective
dependencies which account for about 4% of the dependencies in our corpora, which roughly corre-
sponds to what was observed by Perrier (Perrier, 2021). But even for projective ones, different trees can
be linearized in the same way. However we observed that, quite often, non-projective dependencies are
a symptom of badly linked nodes that should be checked.

UDREGENERATOR realizes a sentence from scratch using only the lemmas and the morphological and
syntactic information contained in the UD features and relations.

1.1 Constituency structure format
UDREGENERATOR transforms the UDs into a constituency structure format used as input for
JSREALB (Molins and Lapalme, 2015), a surface realizer written in JavaScript similar in principle to
SIMPLENLG (Gatt and Reiter, 2009) in which programming language instructions create data structures
corresponding to the constituents of the sentence to be realized. Once the data structure (a tree) is built
in memory, it is traversed to create the list of tokens of the sentence.

As is shown in Figure 1, the data structure is built by function calls whose names were chosen to be
similar to the symbols typically used for constituent syntax trees2:

• Terminal: N (Noun), V (Verb), A (adjective), D (determiner) ...

• Phrase: S (Sentence), NP (Noun Phrase), VP (Verb Phrase) ...

Features, called options, that modify some properties are added to the structures using the dot notation.
For terminals, they are used to specify the person, number, gender, etc. For phrases, the sentence may be
negated or set to a passive mode; a noun phrase can be pronominalized. Punctuation signs and HTML
tags can also be added.

For example, in the JSREALB structure of Figure 1, plural of treatment is indicated with the option
n("p") where n indicates the number and "p" the plural. Agreements within the NP and between NP
and VP are performed automatically, although this feature is not often used in this experiment because
features on each token provide, in principle, the appropriate morphological information.3

The affirmative sentence is modified to use the permission modal using the property
{typ({"mod":"perm"}) to be realized by the verb may. The modification of a sentence struc-
ture is an interesting feature of JSREALB. Once the sentence structure has been built, many variations
can be obtained by simply adding a set of options to the sentences, to get negative, progressive, passive,
modality and some type of questions. For example, the interrogative form What may place the child
at risk? could be generated by adding "int":"was" to the object given as parameter to .typ() at
the end of the original JSREALB expression. This feature is not needed in this work, but it was used for
creating questions from affirmative sentences to build a training corpus for a neural question-answering
system or for creating negations for augmenting a corpus of negative sentences for training a neural
semantic analyzer.

2 Building the Syntactic Representation

The first step, not described here, is straightforward: the CONLLU input format is parsed into a
JavaScript data structure for the tokens. Each token keeps information from the UD fields such as FORM,
LEMMA, FEATS, DEPREL and MISC. The HEAD field is used to build a list of pointers to the tokens on
its left and an another list for the tokens to the right children. So starting from the root, it is possible
to obtain the whole UD tree. Although the position of a node, given its ID, is not taken into account
during realization, the positions of the children relative to their parent are kept intact. We do not take
into account the absolute node positions, because our goal is to regenerate the sentence from the relative
positions indicated by the UD relations.

2See the documentation http://rali.iro.umontreal.ca/JSrealB/current/documentation/user.
html?lang=en for the complete list of functions and parameter types.

3Section 3 will show that, unfortunately, this is not always the case.
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We now describe how a parsed UD is transformed into a Syntactic Representation (SR) which is
used as input to JSREALB. The principle is to reverse engineer the UD annotation guidelines4. This
is similar to the method described by Xia and Palmer (Xia and Palmer, 2001) to recover the syntactic
categories that are projected from the dependents and to determine the extents of those projections and
their interconnections.

Although this projection process is theoretically simple, there are peculiarities to take into account
when it is applied between two predefined formalisms. In this case, the UD relations with features being
associated with each token must be mapped into JSREALB constituents with options that are applied
either to a terminal or a phrase. We now give more detail on the mapping process for generating words
using the morphological information associated with tokens and for generating phrases from dependency
relations.

2.1 Morphology

UD Terminals are represented in JavaScript as tokens with no children. They are mapped to terminal
symbols in JSREALB. So we transform the JavaScript version of the UD notation to the SR one by
mapping lemma and feature names. The following table gives a few examples:

JavaScript fields SR
"upos":"NOUN", "lemma":"treatment", N("treatment").n("p")
"feats":{"Number":"Plur"}

"upos":"VERB", "lemma":"lean", V("lean").t("ps")
"feats":{"Mood":"Ind","Tense":"Past"}

"upos":"PRON", "lemma":"its", Pro("me").c("gen").pe("3")
f̈eats":{"Gender":"Neut","Number":"Sing", .g("n").n("s")
"Person":"3","Poss":"Yes","PronType":"Prs"}

As shown in the last example, we had to normalize pronouns to what JSREALB considers as its base
form. In the morphology principles of UD5, it is specified that treebanks have considerable leeway in
interpreting what canonical or base form means. In some English UD corpora, the lemma of a pronoun
is almost always the same as its form; it would have been better to use the tonic form. We decided
to lemmatize further instead of merely copying the lemma as a string input to JSREALB so that verb
agreement could eventually be performed. English UD do not seem to have a systematic encoding of
possessive determiners such as his which, for JSREALB at least, should be POS-tagged as a possessive
determiner. These are defined as pronouns in some sentences or determiners in others, we even found
cases of both encodings occurring in the same sentence. As the documentation seems to favor pronouns,6

we had to adapt our transformation process to deal with these errors as they occur quite often. This
problem is less acute in the French UD corpora.

What should be a lemma is a hotly discussed subject on the UD GitHub7, but there are still many
debatable lemmas such as an, n’t, plural nouns, etc. In one corpus, lowercasing has been applied to some
proper nouns, but not all. We think it would be preferable to apply a more aggressive lemmatization to
decrease the number of base forms to help further NLP processing that is often dependent on the number
of different types. The lexica for JSREALB being sufficiently comprehensive for most current uses (34K
lemmas for English and 53K lemmas for French), there are still unknown lemmas for specialized or
informal contexts. Our experience shows that, most often, unknown lemmas are symptoms of errors in
the lemma or the part of speech fields. Section 3.1 shows examples encountered in the corpora.

4https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html
5https://universaldependencies.org/u/overview/morphology.html
6https://universaldependencies.org/en/feat/Poss.html indicates that his can be marked as a pos-

sessive pronoun.
7https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/labels/lemmatization
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2.2 Translating the JavaScript notation of UD to Syntactic Representation

The goal is to map the JavaScript tree representation of the dependencies to a constituency tree that can
be used by JSREALB to realize the sentence. According to the UD annotation guidelines, there are two
main types of dependents: nominals and clauses, which themselves can be simple or complex.

The head of a Syntactic Representation is determined by the terminal at the head of the dependen-
cies. The system scans dependencies to determine if the sentence is negative, passive, progressive or
interrogative depending on whether combinations of aux, aux:pass with proper auxiliaries (possibly
modals) or interrogative advmod are found. When such a combination is found, then these relations
are removed before processing the rest. The appropriate JSREALB sentence typ will be added to the
resulting Universal Dependencies. For example, in Figure 1, the auxiliary may is removed from the
tree and the sentence is marked to be realized using the permission modal.

All dependencies are transformed recursively; as each child is mapped to a SR, children list are
mapped to a list of SR. Before combining the list of Syntactic Representations into a JSREALB
constituent, the following special cases are taken into account, for English sentences:

1. a UD with a copula is most often rooted at the attribute (e.g., mine in Figure 2), The constituency
representation must be reorganized so that the auxiliary is used as the root of a verb phrase (VP):
This reorganization could probably be simplified with the use of the Surface Syntactic Universal

S(NP(D("the"),
N("car").n("s")),

VP(V("be").t("p").pe("3").n("s"),
Pro("me").c("gen").pe("1")

.g("n").n("s"))
).typ({neg:true})

Figure 2: On the left, the dependency tree corresponding to the sentence The car is not mine; the center
shows the constituency tree after transformation with its JSREALB encoding on the right to realize the
original sentence.

Dependencies formalism (SUD)8 as input as it emphasizes syntax over semantics.

2. A verb at the infinitive tense is annotated in UD as the preposition to before the verb, so this
preposition is removed before processing the rest of the tree, it is reinserted at the end;

3. An adverb (from advmod relation) is removed from processing the rest and added to the resulting
VP at the end;

4. If the head is either a noun, an adjective, a proper noun, a pronoun or a number, it is processed as a
nominal clause mapped to a NP enclosing all its children UD.

5. If the head is a verb: check if the auxiliary will is present, then a future tense option will be added
to the verb; in the case of the do auxiliary, feature information (tense and person) is copied into the
JSREALB options.

6. Otherwise, bundle Syntactic Representations into a sentence S, the subject being the first child
and the VP being the second child.

7. Coordinate VPs and NPs must also be dealt in a special way because the way that JSREALB expects
the arguments of a CP is different from the way coordinates are encoded in UD (see Figure 3) where
the elements are joined by conj relations. in JSREALB, all these elements must be wrapped in a
global CP, the conjunction being indicated once at the start.

8\sudurl{}
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Figure 3: The graph at the left, a subgraph of the UD w02013093 in en pud-ud-test.conllu,
illustrates the UD encoding of coordinated nouns Finland, Poland and the Baltic States; the right part
shows the constituency tree expected by JSREALB.

This exercise in transforming UD structures to JSREALB revealed an important difference in their
level of representation. By design UD stays at the level of the form in the sentence, while JSREALB
works at the constituent level. For example, in UD, negation is indicated by annotating not and the
auxiliary elsewhere in the sentence, while in JSREALB the negation is given as an option for the whole
sentence. So as shown above, the structure is checked for the occurrence of not and an auxiliary to
generate the .typ({neg:true}) option for JSREALB (see Figure 2); these dependents are then
removed for the rest of the processing. Similar checks must also be performed for passive constructs,
modal verbs, progressive, perfect and even future tense in order to abstract the UD annotations into the
corresponding structure for JSREALB. It would be interesting to check if working with SUD (Gerdes et
al., 2018) would simplify the transformation process into the dependency structure.

2.3 Working with French

As JSREALB can also be used for realizing sentences in French and that many UD are available in French,
we adapted for French the methodology described in the previous section. For morphology, we changed
the lemmas for pronouns and numerals. Fortunately, the ambiguity between pronouns and determiners
seldom occurs in the French UD corpora, so this step was more straightforward. The transformation for
clauses stays essentially the same as for English, except that there is no need to cater for the special cases
for modals, future tense and infinitives.

3 Experiments

UDREGENERATOR can be used interactively,9 but it can also be used as a NODE.JS module to process a
corpus and print the differences between the original text and the regenerated one. We ran the NODE.JS

version on the French and English corpora of UD (Version 2.8), the most recent at the time of writ-
ing.10 UDREGENERATOR handled all sentences and is quite fast: about 1 millisecond per sentence on a
commodity Mac laptop.

When all lemmas of UD structure appear in the JSREALB lexicon and are used with the appropri-
ate features, UDREGENERATOR creates a tree and realizes the corresponding sentence. In other cases,
JSREALB emits warnings so that the unknown words can either be corrected or added to the lexicon
of JSREALB; in those cases, JSREALB inserts the lemma verbatim in the generated string which works
out all right in English which is not too morphologically rich. But in many cases, these erroneous lem-
mata should be more closely checked. The tokens of the generated sentence are then compared with the
tokens of the original text using the Levenshtein distance ignoring case and spacing. When there are dif-
ferences, they are highlighted in the output or the display; the number of UD with differences are called
#diff in the following tables. Differences can come from limitations of JSREALB (e.g., contractions,
special word ordering that cannot be generated verbatim, non-projective dependencies) or from errors or
underspecification of the part-of-speech, features or head field in the UD.

For this experiment, we consider generated sentences with non-projective dependencies as errors. In

9http://rali.iro.umontreal.ca/JSrealB/current/demos/UDregenerator/
UDregenerator-en.html

10Using a previous version of this tool, we detected errors in Version 2.7 that were then corrected by the maintainers of the
corpora once we raised the issues to them.
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Corpus type #sent #toks #nPrj #diff #lerr %regen %terr %nPrj
ewt dev 2,001 25,149 44 987 219 51% 1% 2,2%

test 2,077 25,097 41 970 174 53% 1% 2,0%
train 12,543 204,584 462 6,780 1,698 46% 1% 3,7%

gum dev 843 16,164 49 486 153 42% 1% 5,8%
test 895 16,066 43 478 149 47% 1% 4,8%
train 5,664 102,258 263 3,204 1,073 43% 1% 4,6%

lines dev 1,032 19,170 102 664 228 36% 1% 9,9%
test 1,035 17,765 67 645 257 38% 1% 6,5%
train 3,176 57,372 254 2,040 702 36% 1% 8,0%

partut dev 156 2,722 4 83 33 47% 1% 2,6%
test 153 3,408 1 86 11 44% 0% 0,7%
train 1,781 43,305 33 946 392 47% 1% 1,9%

pronouns test 285 1,705 - 65 - 77% 0% 0,0%
pud test 1,000 21,176 45 550 197 45% 1% 4,5%
Total 32,641 555,941 1,408 17,984 5,286 47% 1% 4,1%
sample 60 1,086 - 30 50% 0% 0,0%

Table 1: Statistics for the English UD corpora: for each corpus and type, it shows the numbers of
sentences (#sent), tokens (#toks) and non-projective dependencies (#nPrj); the number of sentences that
had at least one difference with the original (#diff); the number of tokens that had at least one lexical
error (#lerr); the percentages of sentences regenerated exactly (%regen), of tokens in error (%terr) and
of non-projective sentences (%nPrj). The next-to-last line displays the total of these values and the mean
percentages over all sentences of the corpora. The last line shows the statistics for the sample that is
studied more closely in Section 3.3.

the case of legitimate non-projectivity, the generated sentences are appropriate but with a different word
order. But we also found quite a few non-projective dependencies caused by a single erroneous head
link which can easily be fixed using the tree display showing crossing links. It might be interesting to
explore generating the original word order by generating each token separately using only their lemma
and features, but then we would lose the opportunity of checking links.

As we use a symbolic approach, we do not distinguish between the training, development and test
splits of a corpus, we consider them as different corpora. This allows an overall judgment on what
we feel to be the precision of the information in the UD. The last subsection provides a more detailed
analysis of a representative sample of the corpora.

3.1 English corpora

Table 1 shows statistics on the 14 English corpora that comprise 32,641 sentences, of which 1,408 (4,1%)
have non-projective dependencies and gave rise to 17,984 warnings. We did not use the three English
ESL corpora because they do not provide any information about the lemma and the features of tokens,
they only give the form and relation name.

Table 1 shows that on average about 47% of the sentences are regenerated exactly ignoring capitaliza-
tion and spacing. Many of the differences are due to contractions (e.g. aint or he’ll) for which JSREALB
realizes the long form (is not or he will). There are two outliers: the pronouns corpus which uses a
limited vocabulary and was manually designed to illustrate many variations of pronouns; in fact, we used
it to design our pronoun transformations; the lines corpus has a high ratio of unknown lemmata, some
of which are dubious: (collapsible|expandable), &amp;, course as an adverb, smile’ and even wrote,
which occurs 11 times or opened, 21 times.

Looking at the results, we found that one important source of differences was the fact that in many
English corpora, person and number were not given as features of verbs except for the third person
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United
Corpus #occ upos lemma feats
EWT 93 ADJ United Degree=Pos
GUM 80 VERB Unite Tense=Past,VerbForm=Part
Lines 9 PROPN United Number=Sing
Partut 11 PROPN United
PUD 6 PROPN United Number=Sing

New
Corpus #occ upos lemma feats
EWT 95 ADJ New Degree=Pos
GUM 80 PROPN New Number=Sing
Lines 21 PROPN New Number=Sing
Partut 3 PROPN New
PUD 7 PROPN United Number=Sing

Table 2: This table shows the different, and inconsistent across English corpora, part of speech, lemma
and features associated with two common English words used in proper nouns. The second column gives
the number of occurrences in each English corpus.

singular. There are about 11.5K instances of these in the EWT corpus11, but none in the GUM corpus
and about 9K in all other English corpora. As JSREALB uses the third person singular as default, the
generated sentence comes out right most of the time, except when the subject is a pronoun at the first or
second person or is plural.

We also discovered some inconsistencies between English corpora even for very common words.
Table 2 shows occurrences of United used in United States, United Nations or United Kingdom and
of New such as in New York, New England, New Delhi... In the previous version (2.7) of UD, all
United had been tagged as PROPN.

Given the fact that the JSREALB lexicon does not include the adjective United (with a capital U) or the
verb Unite also with a capital, this raised warnings. A similar problem occurred for the adjective New
used in New Year, New Left for which some occurrences are adjectives and others are part of a proper
noun. JSREALB lexicon does not contain these lemmata with a capital. This may seem anecdotical, but
it occurs quite frequently and is typical of inconsistency problems.

Another source of warnings is the fact that some words are tagged dubiously: there are strange con-
junctions such as: of (264 occurrences), in (181), by (162), with (142), on (99) ...

Although POS tags are consistent most of the time within a corpus, this is not the case between corpora
of the same language, especially for a non-low resource language such as English, so some care should
be used when combining these corpora in a learning scheme for a given language, unless the learning
scheme does not care about number, person and POS tags.

In order to limit the number of warnings, we decided to add a few dubious lemmas12:

• best and better were added as lemmas, although we think that the appropriate lemma should be
good or well specifying the Degree feature: superlative (Sup) or comparative (Cmp).

• & was added as a lemma for a conjunction, but it should be and.

• in formal English, adjective and nouns corresponding to nationalities start with a capital letter (e.g.
American or European), but we also had to accept the lowercase form as lemma for these.

11Following our suggestion, most of these features have been added to EWT in version 2.9
12Many of these cases, have been corrected in version 2.8 of some corpora, namely EWT, following our remarks about this

problem on version 2.7
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Corpus type #sent #toks #nPrj #diff #lerr %regen %terr %nPrj
fqb test 2,289 23,901 75 1,321 682 42% 3% 3,3%
gsd dev 1,476 35,707 60 702 522 52% 1% 4,1%

test 416 10,013 17 233 147 44% 1% 4,1%
train 14,449 354,529 587 6,670 4,971 54% 1% 4,1%

partut dev 107 1,870 2 64 64 40% 3% 1,9%
test 110 2,603 1 62 68 44% 3% 0,9%
train 803 24,122 49 506 463 37% 2% 6,1%

pud test 1,000 24,726 17 445 460 56% 2% 1,7%
sequoia dev 412 9,999 10 175 190 58% 2% 2,4%

test 456 10,044 9 204 182 55% 2% 2,0%
train 2,231 50,505 47 992 915 56% 2% 2,1%

spoken dev 919 9,973 73 400 252 56% 3% 7,9%
test 743 9,968 80 220 300 70% 3% 10,8%
train 1,175 15,031 103 509 347 57% 2% 8,8%

Total 26,586 582,991 1,130 12,503 9,563 53% 2% 4,3%
Sample 60 1,233 3 37 24 38% 2% 5,0%

Table 3: Statistics for the French UD corpora: for each corpus and type, it shows the numbers of sen-
tences (#sent), tokens (#toks) and non-projective dependencies (#nPrj); the number of sentences that
had at least one difference with the original (#diff); the number of tokens that had at least one lexical
error (#lerr); the percentages of sentences regenerated exactly (%regen), of tokens in error (%terr) and
of non-projective sentences (%nPrj). The next-to-last line displays the total of these values and the mean
percentages over all sentences of the corpora. The last line shows the statistics for the sample that is
studied more closely in Section 3.3.

3.2 French corpora
The 14 French UD corpora (see Table 3) provide 26,586 sentences of which 1,130 (4,3 %) have non-
projective dependencies. UDREGENERATOR regenerates about 53% of the sentences, which is slightly
more than for the English corpora, but the overall statistics are similar between French and English.

As for English, many of the warnings were generated by strange part of speech tags: comme tagged as
a preposition instead of adverb or conjunction (796 occurrences), puis as conjunction instead of adverb
(225 occurrences). There were a number of incomplete or erroneous lemmata. Here are a few examples
across all French corpora:

bad part of speech : certain (343 times) is a determiner instead of an adjective; comme (796 times) is
a preposition instead of a conjunction;

orthographic error in lemma : region (14 times) instead of région, inégalite (4 times) instead of
inégalité, pubblicitaire (5 times) instead of publicitaire;

bad lemma : humains (6 times), performances (5 times), normes (4 times), financements, intactes
or ressources whose lemma should be singular.

This is a good illustration of how UDREGENERATOR can help improve UD information.
In both French and English corpora, we found a few instances of bad head links for which regen-

eration produces words in the wrong order. We noticed that most often this occurs in non-projective
dependencies, the tree representation is particularly useful for checking these as there are crossing arcs.
This is why the system flags these so that they can be identified more easily and checked.

3.3 Sample corpora
In order to get a more precise appraisal of the quality of the UD information, we studied in detail a sample
of 10 sentences from the 6 English and French test corpora for which we used UDREGENERATOR to
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recreate the original sentences.13 The percentages on the last line of Tables 1 and 3 show that these
samples have roughly the same characteristics as the whole corpus from which they were taken, except
for the fact that there are no non-projective dependencies in the English sample.

This experiment shows that JSREALB has an almost complete coverage of English and French gram-
matical constructs found in the corpora, except for some specialized terminology which can be easily
added to the lexicon or given as quoted words that will appear verbatim in the output. We encountered
only 12 unknown tokens over 1,086 in English (e.g. shippeddate, luncheonnette as noun, related
or numismatic as adjective) and 4 unknown tokens over 1233 in French (e.g. boxeuse as noun or
déclassifier as verb). In some cases (7 for English and 5 in French) JSREALB could not reproduce the
exact order of some of the words in a sentence: e.g., when an adverb is inserted within a conjugated
modal (e.g. would never use) or because of non-projective dependencies. In all cases, the sentences
kept their original meaning.

In English, 24 sentences were reproduced verbatim, without any modification either to the UD coding
or the generated JSREALB expression. There were 5 cases of contractions (e.g., doesn’t instead of does
not, I’ve instead of I have) that JSREALB does not generate. Three cases of limitations of JSREALB
because of modals being applied to noun phrases because of the transformation process limits. But we
found 23 tokens (over 1,086) for which there were errors or omissions in either the part of speech tags
(UPOS), features or lemma (e.g. follow as adjective, Sir or Council as noun, with or of as conjunction).
Those are very small numbers computed over only 60 sentences, the whole corpus being 490 times
greater.

We also experimented with 60 sentences sampled from French corpora with the following results: 26
were regenerated verbatim without any intervention. 48 tokens (over 1233) had errors or omissions in
either the part of speech tags (UPOS), features or lemma (e.g. mot as adjective, octobre and expire
as a feminine noun, but voile (in the sense of sail) as a masculine noun even though the attribute is
feminine). There were 5 cases of word ordering in some part of a sentence, most because of non-
projective dependencies, a case of an incomplete sentence and an unusual encoding of coordination. The
encoding of pronouns is especially delicate because different corpora do not use the same conventions. A
case of JSREALB limitations was encountered for the verb pouvoir: je peux at interrogative form should
be realized as puis-je and not peux-je.

This is an experiment over a very small sample (0,23%) of sentences from the French and English
corpora, but it shows the need to recheck the information in UD as it is often used as a gold standard and
sometimes even used as a mapping source for other lower-resourced languages. We also showed that
UDREGENERATOR it can be a useful tool for pointing out some eventual problems in the annotation of
tokens and relations.

4 Conclusion

This work made us realize that UD corpora, while being a source of useful linguistic information, would
benefit from a check by trying to regenerate the sentences from the provided annotation. We are not aware
of any previous attempt to perform such an experiment. Sentence regeneration is not foolproof because
different feature combinations can produce the same sentences, but we showed that in some cases it helps
to pinpoint discrepancies between what is specified and the expected outcome. UDREGENERATOR is far
from perfect, but it proved to be a convenient tool for doing some sanity checking on the lemma, part of
speech, features and head fields. We hope that this work will help improve the precision of the wealth of
useful information contained in UD corpora.

We only experimented with the French and English UD corpora because the text realizer we used
only deals with these languages, but it showed the potential of detecting errors even in so-called high
resource languages whose annotation is often considered as golden. It would be interesting to apply the
same technique using a text realizer in other languages. Should a full-text realizer not be available for
this target language, we conjecture that already checking the tokens with a conjugation or declension

13These sample corpora including the equivalent JSREALB expressions are available at
http://rali.iro.umontreal.ca/JSrealB/current/demos/UDregenerator/UD-2.8/sample/
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tool might already be useful to detect some interesting or dubious cases. The appendix describes briefly
a language independent UD exploration tool that we used to pinpoint recurrent patterns that might be
symptoms of errors.
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Appendix: Searching for combinations of tokens

UDREGENERATOR can identify some errors or missing features in a given UD, but we found interesting
to search in a file of UDs if this combination exists in others UD. Many researchers use grep or string
searching of a text editor or even special purpose scripts to check for specific combinations of features
for a given token. None of these combinations are foolproof, but they can easily be checked once they
are identified and they can then be modified in the original file if needed. To help identify these types
of feature combinations, we have set up a web page14 to search in local UD files. Each UD field can be
matched for a regular expression or its negation. It is also possible to check if a FORM is the same or
different from the LEMMA. All tokens in the file that match these conditions are displayed in a table, in
which it is possible to select one to get the sentence in which it occurs, the identification of the sentence
(sent id) and the line number in the file. This tool is not as sophisticated as Grew-match15 which
defines a pattern language to allow also searching for combinations of links.

As UDGREP does not use any language specifics, it can be used to find patterns on UDs in any
language. Patterns entered by the user are, of course, language specific.

Figure 4: Identification of curious English nouns that end with s, but not their lemma and that do not
contain Plur in their features. A colored field name shows a regular expression that should match the
field, a complemented name (with an overbar) shows a regular expression that should not match. The
identified tokens are shown in a table in which it is possible to select a cell to show the context of this
token: sentence with the token highlighted, the id of the sentence and its line number in the file. The
dependency graph of the sentence is also shown.

14Available at http://rali.iro.umontreal.ca/JSrealB/current/demos/UDregenerator/UDgrep.
html

15http://match.grew.fr
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Abstract

Ligurian is a minority Romance language spoken in the homonymous region of Northern Italy
and the Principality of Monaco, amongst others. In this paper we present the first Universal
Dependencies treebank for Ligurian, consisting of 316 sentences and 6 928 tokens, extracted from
a wide variety of sources to reflect variation in syntax and register.

Along with the corpus, we contribute a short analysis of the varieties and spelling systems of
Ligurian, as well as a set of recommendations and annotation guidelines for certain constructions
with non-trivial analyses. We hope that these will serve as a foundation for further research, to
encourage the development of NLP technologies for a language that has so far been under-served.

1 Introduction

Ligurian is a minority Romance language originating from the Northern part of the Italian peninsula,
considered to be “definitely endangered” by UNESCO.1 In spite of its relatively extensive usage throughout
the centuries, no methodical corpus whatsoever exists for Ligurian, and no advanced NLP technologies
have been developed for it.

Universal Dependencies (UD) (Nivre et al., 2016) is a cross-lingual framework for consistent annotations
of parts-of-speech, morphological features, and syntactic dependencies. The project aims to facilitate the
development of parsing technologies, enabling the use of techniques such as cross-lingual transfer.

In this paper we present the first ever digital corpus of Ligurian,2 consisting of 316 sentences annotated
according to the UD framework. We also contribute an analysis of the current state of the language,
including its varieties and spelling system, and provide recommendations to serve as a foundation for
future research.

The creation of a UD treebank for Ligurian enables the development of parsers and taggers for it,
unlocking NLP technologies as well as software which is fundamental for linguistic research, such as
advanced search tools for corpus linguistics (Guillaume, 2019).

The complete lack of technological support for Ligurian is – we believe – partly to blame for its
endangered status. With this project we hope to encourage further research in the language and the
development of NLP tools for it, in the hope of playing a small role in helping reverse a course which
could otherwise lead to its complete disappearance.

2 The Ligurian language

2.1 Definition of Ligurian

Ligurian denotes the ensemble of Romance varieties traditionally spoken within the homonymous region
of Liguria in Northern Italy. In its local forms, it is also the historical language of the Principality of
Monaco as well as of the Tabarkin communities of Southern Sardinia, amongst others (Toso, 2003a; Toso,
2001; Toso, 2003b).

1http://www.unesco.org/languages-atlas/
2Available at https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Ligurian-GLT/.
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Despite being traditionally associated to the so-called Gallo-Italic Romance dialects (Ascoli, 1876), the
Ligurian varieties distinguish themselves from the other members of that group (Piedmontese, Lombard,
Emilian and Romagnol) for their characters of conservatism and, at the same time, innovation in their
evolution from vulgar Latin (Toso, 1995, p. 30). In this respect, it was the pioneering work of Diez (1836,
p. 86) to first identify Ligurian as the transition area between North and Central Italian dialects.

The more recent division of Ligurian Romance varieties (Toso, 2002) distinguishes between a central,
linguistically dynamic area (known as “Genoese” in the literature – zeneise in Ligurian) and marginal zones
which have not received many of the innovative traits spread out from the central zone to a considerable
portion of the region.3 The Genoese dialects – whose extension includes the whole coastline from Noli
to Framura and a sizeable portion of the corresponding inland region – cover more than a third of the
administrative region’s surface (encompassing many of the main urban areas) and represent by far the
most widespread Ligurian variety as for number of speakers.

2.2 Role of Genoese and its literary production

In fact, Genoese is nowadays the only Ligurian dialect with a written corpus – mainly literary – which
continuously stretches from the 13th century to the present day (Toso, 2009). Being traditionally considered
the most prestigious Ligurian variety, it has also historically served as the koinè language for speakers
of other Ligurian dialects – the usage of Italian having reached general oral diffusion only in the second
half of the last century4 – and functions still today as the Ligurian reference dialect when no particular
diatopic information is required or specified (Toso, 1997).

2.3 Genoese spelling system

The long history of Genoese as a written tongue has led to the development of a spelling system which
has evolved over the years together with the language itself (Toso, 2009, p. 27-32).

The influence of a relatively modest, but high quality literature among those who usually write in
Genoese for public purposes is still such that all the main features of its traditional spelling system are
generally accepted (e.g. 〈o〉 for [u], 〈u〉 for [y], 〈æ〉 for [E(:)] or 〈x〉 for [Z]). Nevertheless, the freedom
allowed by the lack of both state recognition and prescriptive institutions still results in several disputed
aspects, such as the writing of pre-tonic double consonants, always pronounced as singleton (e.g. accattâ
vs. acatâ [aka"ta:] ‘to buy’) and vowel-length markers, especially when a long vowel comes before the
main stress of a word (e.g. mäveggia vs. mâveggia [ma:"ve

>
Ã;a] ‘wonder’). While, on the one hand, this

situation leaves the field open to stimulating debates among the speakers, on the other it can sometimes
generate confusion for the general public and even jeopardise meritorious projects. An illustrative case is
the Ligurian edition of Wikipedia,5 where the lack of uniform spelling guidelines (along with the use of a
multitude of different local dialects) leads to a disorganised appearance (Lusito, 2021).

Driven by the aim to find a possible solution to these issues, a slight reform of Genoese spelling was
recently proposed by a diverse group of journalists, writers, and academics (Acquarone, 2015). It has
been adopted by the main Ligurian newspaper for its Ligurian-language columns (Il Secolo XIX), the
book series E restan forme (poetry) and Biblioteca zeneise (prose)6, the magazine O Stafî as well as the
research project GEPHRAS currently running at the University of Innsbruck.7

Since the texts collected in this corpus come in large part from some of the aforementioned sources,
this is also the spelling system adopted in this work.

3An in-depth outline of the evolutionary differences and features of the Ligurian dialects is to be found in Toso (1995,
p. 30-42).

4Estimates for the percentage of people with an adequate knowledge of Italian at the time of the political unification of the
country (1861-1870) range between 2.5% (De Mauro, 1991) and 9.5% (Castellani, 1982).

5https://lij.wikipedia.org/
6Respective pubishers Zona (http://www.editricezona.it/) and De Ferrari (https://www.

deferrarieditore.it/).
7https://romanistik-gephras.uibk.ac.at/
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Genre Documents Paragraphs Sentences Tokens

Fiction 4 19 76 2 216
News 2 7 59 1 472
Bible 1 13 46 1 241
Grammar examples 2 — 77 851
Wikipedia 2 8 18 754
Spoken 1 20 40 394

Total 12 67 316 6 928

Table 1: Composition of the Universal Dependencies corpus for Ligurian. Documents refer to chapters for
the Fiction and Bible genres, and articles for the News and Wikipedia genres.

2.4 General Ligurian syntactic features

As already mentioned, the phonology, morphology, and syntax of Ligurian show features in the middle
between those of North Italian dialects, on the one hand, and Tuscan and the South Italian ones, on the
other.

Following Forner (1997, p.250-252), among some of the main features in contrast with standard Italian
we find:

1. the presence of subject clitics,
2. compound demonstrative pronouns (although one-word pronouns also exist: veuggio sto chì besides

the less frequent veuggio questo ‘I want this one’)8,
3. bicomposed verbs, especially to express direction (dâ quarcösa inderê ‘to give something back’,

Italian ‘restituire qualcosa’, piccâ drento à quarcösa / quarchedun ‘to crash against something /
somebody’, Italian scontrare qualcosa / qualcuno), and

4. periphrastic structures to create progressive forms, with different possibile solutions (for ‘I am
working’ one could use a construction with verb, adverb and infinitive, like son derê à travaggiâ or
son apreuvo à travaggiâ, or a cleft sentence like son chì che travaggio; Italian has stare followed by
a verb in gerund form instead: sto lavorando).9

3 Corpus development

3.1 Collection

The texts included within the corpus (see Table 1) cover several genres and have been extracted from the
most varied sources, in order to reflect variation in syntax and register. All texts were already written
according to the aforementioned spelling system, which was maintained with minimal interventions to
increase uniformity among them. The largest category, fiction, consists of four excerpts from three texts
by contemporary authors or translators (Lusito, 2020; Toso, 2018; Iacopone, 2017). We also include
one news and one magazine article (Canessa, 2016; Toso, 2020); an excerpt from a translation of the
Gospel of Mark (Toso, 2019); two articles from the Ligurian edition of Wikipedia; a number of example
sentences from a Genoese grammar book (Toso, 1997) selected to demonstrate a variety of characteristic
syntactic constructions; and the transcript of a short comedy sketch, expressly conceived to be broadcast
on the radio, but which accurately reflects oral usage. Finally, we include translations of the 20 example
sentences making up the Cairo CICLing Corpus,10 a multilingual parallel treebank of short sentences.

The relatively low fraction of texts coming from Wikipedia – a common source of content for textual
corpora – is due to its inconsistent use of orthography and dialects, as mentioned in Section 2.3, as well as
to quality issues with some of its contents, which appear to be written by novice language learners (Lusito,

8The non-marked Italian respective form is voglio questo. The construction comprising the adverb – voglio questo qui – is
possible; in that case, if necessary, Ligurian would use a cleft sentence to mark the focus: l’é sto chì che veuggio.

9All the Ligurian examples are in Genoese.
10https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/cairo
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DET
(a) A vegniva da lê tutta a region de a Zudea e tutti i abitanti de Gerusalemme.

expl case
obl

nsubj

det
det case

det det
det

cc
conj

nmod

case
nmod

The whole region of Judaea and all inhabitants of Jerusalem were coming to see him.
PRON VERB ADP PRON DET DET NOUN ADP PROPN CCONJ DET DET NOUN ADP PROPN

(b) intanto che o ô mandava via
fixed obj

mark

advmod

(c) son andæti aviou insemme à Giacomo e à Zane
aux advmod

obl

fixed
case cc

mark

conj
nsubj

ADV SCONJ PRON PRON VERB ADV

as he was sending him away
MWEPOS=SCONJ

they immediately left together with James and John 
AUX VERB ADV ADV ADP PROPN PROPNCCONJ ADP

MWEPOS=ADP

Figure 1: Some examples of annotated Ligurian sentences drawn from the corpus.

2021).

3.2 Annotation

The annotation was performed entirely manually by two trained linguists – both native Ligurians and
intimately familiar with the language – using the CoNLL-U Editor tool (Heinecke, 2019). A two-step
process was used: a first pass of annotations was followed by discussions, after which both annotators
went back separately over their initial annotations. Inter-annotator agreement was measured on a sample
of 60 sentences from the fiction domain, which was found by the annotators to be by far the most
complex and difficult part of the corpus to label. Agreement, calculated with Cohen’s kappa, was 0.97 for
POS tags and 0.84 for labelled dependencies in the first round. After the second round of annotations,
agreement increased to 0.99 for POS tags and 0.97 for dependencies. One of the most frequent sources of
disagreement involved the clitics ghe and ne, which are traditionally treated as adverbs but can sometimes
be seen as demonstrative pronouns (Toso, 1997).

We discuss here the key aspects of the guidelines developed for the UD annotation of Ligurian, focussing
on the analyses which might not be immediately self-evident. Some of these are exemplified in Fig. 1.

Tokenisation Tokenisation is performed by whitespace and punctuation, analogously to other Romance
languages. Multi-word tokens are used for clitics (andemmosene → andemmo se ne, ‘let us go away from
here’; pensâghe → pensâ ghe ‘to think about it’;) as well as for adpositions fused with articles (in sciô →
in sce o ‘on the’; do → de o ‘of the’; a-a → à a ‘at the’).

Articles They are marked by PronType=Art, and can be definite (Definite=Def, o, a, l’, e, i) or
indefinite (Definite=Ind, un, unna, do, da, di, de). They have grammatical gender and number.

Adjectives These can have grammatical gender, number, and degree. Comparative and superlatives
which differ from their positive form (megio, pezo) are marked Degree=Cmp. Absolute superlatives
(braviscima ‘very good’) are marked Degree=Abs. All other cases are denoted by the absence of the
Degree feature.

Numerals Ordinal numerals are tagged ADJ with NumType=Ord, and have gender and number.
Cardinals are tagged NUM with NumType=Card. Some cardinals – un/uña ‘one’, doî/doe ‘two’, trei/træ
‘three’ and their composites (e.g. vintidoî ‘twenty-two’ masc., vintidoe ‘twenty-two’ fem.) – also have
grammatical gender.

Auxiliaries We mark as AUX the copular verbs ëse (‘to be’) and stâ (functionally equivalent to the
Spanish ‘estar’) when functioning as copula; the passive auxiliaries ëse and an(d)â ‘to go’; the tense
auxiliaries ëse and avei ‘to have’; and the passive auxiliary vegnî and an(d)â. We also mark as AUX the
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modals poei ‘to be able to’, dovei ‘to have to’, voei ‘to want’, and savei ‘to know’, following the treatment
of analogous verbs in Universal Dependencies treebanks of other Romance languages.

Vaggo insemme à lê.
VERB ADV ADP PRON

MWEPOS=ADP

case
fixed

Dòrmo intanto che speto.
VERB ADV SCONJ VERB

MWEPOS=SCONJ

fixed

mark
advcl

Figure 2: Grammaticalised multi-word expressions. I go along with her and I sleep while I wait.

Multi-word expressions Expressions which have undergone grammaticalisation are joined with the
fixed relation. When the part-of-speech annotation of the head token does not match that of the
expression as a whole, we use the additional annotation MWEPOS (in the MISC column of the CoNLL-U
format) to indicate the part-of-speech of the expression as a whole. Examples of multi-word expressions
include conjunctions (intanto che ‘while’, de za che ‘since’), adverbs (de longo ‘always’, in derê ‘behind’),
and prepositions (in sce ‘on’, in cangio de ‘instead of’).

Clitic doubling In Ligurian, subject pronominal doubling is normally mandatory for the third person
singular (o Gioan o mangia ‘Gioan eats’) and in some dialects for the third person plural (i mæ amixi i
mangian ‘my friends eat’). In sentences where both the clitic and the lexical subject appear, the former is
marked expl.

Ghe and ne The clitic ghe, when not acting as personal pronoun, is traditionally seen as an adverb,
but can in many cases be interpreted as a demonstrative pronoun: cöse ghe pòsso fâ? (‘what can I do
about that?’). The particle ne represents an analogous case. Due to the subtlety of these distinctions, it
was decided that these clitics, when not acting as personal pronouns, would be tagged ADV.

Euphonic l’ Whenever clitic doubling occurs, if the verb starts with a vowel it is usually preceded by
the particle l’ (a lalla a l’ammia o mâ ‘the aunt looks at the sea’). As it merely plays a euphonic role, we
tag it PART and attach it to the verb with the relation dep.

Language-specific relations We use expl:pv for clitics attached to pronominal verbs (assunnâse ‘to
dream’, fâghela ‘to achieve something’), expl:impers for the impersonal usage of the pronoun se (in
scî cotidien se parla de sti fæti ‘these facts are being discussed in newspapers’), and expl:pass for all
uses of se as passive marker (d’autunno se mangia e rostie ‘roast chestnuts are eaten in autumn’). Similarly
to other treebanks, heads of relative clauses are attached to the nominals they modify via acl:relcl
(Nivre et al., 2016).

4 Corpus statistics

The annotated corpus contains 316 sentences, 6 928 tokens (syntactic words), 1 563 unique surface forms,
and 1 192 unique lemmas. Part-of-speech tag and dependency relation statistics for the annotated treebank
are shown in Table 2.

In order to get an indication of the quality and consistency of the treebank’s annotations, we test the
performance of a standard dependency parser trained on the corpus (Straka and Straková, 2017) using
10-fold cross-validation. The parser, which was trained using the default hyperparameters, achieves
100.0% F1 for tokenisation, 92.00% F1 for lemmatisation, 86.62% F1 for POS tagging, 83.45% F1 for
feature prediction, 69.96% UAS and 60.74% LAS. While these scores are not as high as those commonly
seen for high-resource languages, they compare favourably to the performance observed for other corpora
of similar or even larger sizes (Straka and Straková, 2017; Jónsdóttir and Ingason, 2020, inter alia),
confirming the consistency of the annotations. An exciting direction for future research would be to
explore the possibility of boosting parsing performance via cross-lingual transfer on Italian or Spanish
UD data.
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Label Count

det 849
punct 792
case 748
nsubj 416
advmod 412
obl 411
root 316
obj 287
nmod 267
mark 245
cc 243
conj 234
aux 216
amod 150
expl 149
dep 134
expl:pv 125
iobj 105
fixed 103
acl:relcl 102
cop 100
advcl 95
xcomp 95
parataxis 83
ccomp 53
flat 43
acl 35
discourse 23
expl:impers 23
appos 22
nummod 19
dislocated 16
csubj 8
vocative 6
orphan 3

(a) Dependency labels

Tag Count Example lemmas

PRON 928 o che se ghe me
ADP 904 de à da in pe
NOUN 896 giorno paise parte gio çittæ
DET 850 o un quello tutto mæ
PUNCT 792 , . ! : ?
VERB 762 fâ ëse avei anâ dî
ADV 459 no ciù ben tanto ghe
AUX 318 ëse avei poei stâ voei
CCONJ 240 e ma ò ni comme
ADJ 219 bello antigo mæximo santo cao
PROPN 189 Zena Gexù Segnô Zane Arbâ
SCONJ 148 che se comme perché quande
PART 136 l’
NUM 42 doî eutto 1929 quaranta quattro
INTJ 23 scì ben eh ah no
X 22 Tintin aventures de del les

(b) Part-of-speech tags

Table 2: Corpus annotation statistics

5 Conclusions

We have presented the first corpus of Ligurian annotated according to the Universal Dependencies
framework, as well as a set of instructions for the annotation of the less trivial constructions. Additionally,
to motivate our choice of linguistic variant and spelling system, we contributed an analysis of the dialects
and orthographic standards of Ligurian, setting some guidelines which we hope will prove themselves
useful for future contributions of corpora in this language. While the size of this corpus is small compared
to the datasets of high-resource Romance languages such as French or Italian, it will now be possible to
use this data to bootstrap any future Ligurian annotation efforts.
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Abstract

We introduce the first treebank for Old Turkic script Old Turkish texts, consisting of 23 sentences
from Orkhon corpus and transliterated texts such as poems, annotated according to the Universal
Dependencies (UD) guidelines with universal part-of-speech tags and syntactic dependencies.
Then, we propose a text processing pipeline for the script that makes the texts easier to encode,
input and tokenize. Finally, we present our approach to tokenization and annotation from a cross-
lingual perspective by inspecting linguistic constructions compared to other languages.

1 Introduction

Old Turkish1 (ISO 693-32: otk) was a pluricentric3 Turkic language with different dialects spoken across
Eurasia between the 7th and 14th centuries CE4, written with different scripts, including Old Turkic
script, and its corpora consist of three groups (Ağca, 2021). The modern descendant languages of Old
Turkish, a subset of the Turkic language family (Glottocode5: comm1245), have more than a hundred
million speakers. Some of these languages are classified as endangered by UNESCO6. The corpora
represent the first sizable record of Turkic languages. Thus, the language and corpora are essential for
research into the Turkic language family as they provide clues about stages with scarce data (Savelyev
and Robbeets, 2020).

Old Turkic (ISO 159247: Orkh) was a script used to write Old Turkish between the 7th and
10th centuries that reflects characteristics of Turkic languages, including vowel harmony, the binary
distinction of non-nasal consonants, letters that sound of the object they depict, and its inventory
consists of texts on stelae, papers, and other items including seals, bowls (Erdal, 2004). Materials
written with Old Turkic are the very first texts in Old Turkish corpora. The Old Turkic Unicode Range
(10C00–10C4F) makes it possible to digitize a subset of the script in a standards-compatible way (The
Unicode Consortium, 2021). Such feasibility of maintaining a digital Old Turkic corpus provides an
opportunity to compare later Old Turkish corpora texts with prior ones using a unified encoding.

Despite the extensive growth of research and print literature around the Old Turkish language and
the Old Turkic script in recent decades, the digitization efforts for Old Turkic script Old Turkish

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1The language itself still goes by different names in research, we call it by the Old Turkish name to stay consistent with
ISO, reserve Old Turkic name for the script, and avoid naming either language or script as Orkhon since it stands better as the
name of the corpus. An apparent name clash could be the study of the precedent of the modern Turkish language. However, it
almost ubiquitously goes by Old Anatolian Turkish name and not as Old Turkish.

2iso639-3.sil.org/code_tables/639/data?title=otk
3The rigorous work by Ağca (2021) verifies the observation by Erdal (2004), as “The differences within Old Turkic are by

no means greater than, e.g., within Old Greek”, that differences could fit in dialectology; hence we briefly call as pluricentric.
4For periodization, we adopt the convention by Ağca (2021) since it is a data-based study of texts. The recent work by

Johanson (2021) starts the period from the fifth and sixth centuries CE, but we avoid including these centuries where the
amount of tangible text is minuscule and extrapolating the grammar as found in Old Turkish corpora texts directly could be
misleading.

5glottolog.org/resource/languoid/id/comm1245
6unesco.org/languages-atlas/, also see endangeredlanguages.com/lang/search/#/?q=Turkic
7unicode.org/iso15924/iso15924-codes.html
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inscriptions to produce reusable, standards-compatible, open-access computational resources and data
are scarce, and advanced tooling for NLP does not exist. Therefore, we have developed the first Universal
Dependencies (UD) (de Marneffe et al., 2021) (Nivre et al., 2020) treebank with part-of-speech tags and
syntactic annotation for Old Turkic script Old Turkish texts and its tooling to start the NLP applications’
building process. We chose the UD scheme because it provides guidelines for consistent annotation of
typologically different languages and has extensive adoption and active community, making it possible to
validate annotations by specification, data, tools, and discussion. We also built tooling for the treebank to
establish a workflow for further research. This small, manually annotated treebank and associated tooling
is the first step towards a larger-scale, potentially automated analysis of Old Turkic script encoded Old
Turkish texts for UD.

We organized the remainder of this paper as follows. First, in Section 2, we briefly summarize digital
or printed related work. Then, in Section 3, we provide an overview of the Old Turkish language and the
Old Turkic script. In Section 4, we describe the texts and tools used in building the treebank. In Section
5, we discuss issues with tokenization and sentence segmentation before presenting an approach that
makes further annotation consistent, and then, in Section 6, we explain the annotation process for part-
of-speech tagging and dependencies in a cross-lingual perspective. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude
the paper and contemplate future work.

2 Related Work

Despite the lack of Old Turkish treebanking, there is an increasing body of academic work for
treebanking of Turkic languages and studies of the Old Turkish language and the Old Turkic script. Inside
the Universal Dependencies project, there are treebanks for Turkish, besides others, by Sulubacak et al.
(2016) and Uyghur by Eli et al. (2016) with more than 10K tokens. Despite not living inside the Universal
Dependencies project (still, some components of Universal Dependencies take part in the paper), the
recent Turkish treebanking approach by Kayadelen et al. (2020) represents a landmark in the consistent
annotation that presents guidelines akin to the Short-Unit Word perspective of Japanese treebanking
in Universal Dependencies (Omura and Asahara, 2018) (which we use as a convention in our cross-
lingual comparisons, besides EWT for English by (Silveira et al., 2014)). Another essential reference
for Turkish NLP is the comprehensive work by Oflazer and Saraçlar (2018). Although we mention the
Turkish NLP works due to their size compared to other existing languages in the Turkic language family,
it is crucial to note that Old Turkish has critical differences from Turkish, not only phonetically but
also grammatically. The recent encyclopedic work on the Orkhon corpus by Ercilasun (2016) makes
extensive use of literature to provide a methodic reading of the script and the interpretation of the
language. The recently published dictionary by Wilkens (2021) provides an essential contribution with
its open-access model and focuses on the Old Uyghur corpus. A recent, comprehensive survey of Turkic
languages by Johanson (2021) also adopts the open-access model and provides an essential resource for
our work. On historical dictionaries that have compilation near Old Turkish period, the renditions made
in the last decade on historical Karakhanid bilingual dictionary by Ercilasun and Akkoyunlu (2014),
and later historical Old Uyghur by Yunusoğlu (2012), Khwarezmian by Kaçalin and Poppe (2017),
and Cuman by Argunşah and Güner (2015) bilingual dictionaries remain as primary references. The
grammars by Tekin (1965), Erdal (2004), and Eraslan, Kemal (2012) are comprehensive works with
different scopes that help check grammar points. The grammar by Erdal (2004) is especially helpful
as it is written in the English language (a feature that eases the correspondence-finding process further
when used in tandem with the recent work, which puts the concepts found in the book into a cross-
lingual perspective) and includes comparisons that assist with evaluation inside Universal Dependencies
context, such as pronominal copula as found in Hebrew. The comparative grammar by Serebrennikov
and Gadžieva (2011) provides a bridge between works inside the language family. The textbook treatises
by Tekin and Ölmez (2014) and Ölmez (2017) cover a variety of topics in a comprehensively indexing
way. The textbook by Ölmez (2017) also includes a word-by-word breakdown of sentences with further
morphological analysis, which is the closest work that we can find to anything resembling tagging of
sentences. However, by its textbook nature, it does not provide full coverage. For the delimitation of
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the corpora, the works of Yıldırım (2017), Aydın (2017), Aydın (2018), and Aydın (2019) provide a
comprehensive account of Old Turkic script texts, whereas the recent work of Ağca (2021) provides a
detailed analysis of Old Turkish corpora’s boundaries with special attention on Old Uyghur corpus. For
the digitalization of Old Turkic texts, the essential precedents are the often-cited web portal bitig.kz8

by Abuseitova and Bukhatuly (2005), which does not use the Unicode Old Turkic block to encode the
text due to lack of it at the time of its establishment and does not cover the recently found texts, and
the atalarmirasi.org9 by International Turkic Academy (2017) which provides a listing with more brief
coverage of their content. An important Turkic language family digitalization work is Chagatai 2.010

(Amat et al., 2018), which includes per-sentence annotations with glossing, but it does not cover Old
Turkish period.

3 Background

To provide a background for the rest of the paper, in this section, we provide a very brief overview of
key features of the Old Turkish language and Old Turkic script.

3.1 Old Turkish Language
As a historical language, Old Turkish belongs to the Turkic family of languages. The three groups of Old
Turkish corpora define the language’s three main dialects: Orkhon, Old Uyghur, and Karakhanid. Since it
represents some of the earliest attestations inside the Turkic language family and to the extent of material
the corpora covers, it bears an essential value for studying the languages that are direct descendants of it
and the ones branched earlier (such as Chuvash or Sakha), and stands as a bridge for the under-resourced,
endangered Turkic languages which preserve archaic features like anticipating numerals (Zhong, 2019).
Following are some general characteristics of the Old Turkish language and Turkic languages, which are
also present in languages like Japanese and Korean (Han et al., 2020):

1. Dominant word order is subject-object-verb, but rich morphology allows for out-of-order
constructions, especially for translated material.

2. Preference for postpositions (suffixing) and verbal endings.

3. Head-final language in which the embedded clause precedes the main clause.

Besides these, the following are some distinguishing features of Old Turkish that separate it within the
Turkic language family:

1. Preservation of the /d/ and /ñ/11 phonemes inside and at the end of the words.

2. Use of the locative ��
��

��

��

��

t
d

a
e “at, from”12 also as an ablative.

3. Presence of �� er “to be” as a fully conjugated copula.

3.2 Old Turkic Script
As a phonetic script, Old Turkic consists of more than 40 characters, counting variants. Most of these
characters represent a single phoneme, and except for five characters, they hint about the backness of
vowels between consonants, while some denote a specific consonant cluster or a specific consonant

8bitig.kz
9atalarmirasi.org/en

10uyghur.ittc.ku.edu
11When we write phonetic values between forward slashes, we use International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) per International

Phonetic Association et al. (1999) to denote the value instead of the custom phonetic schemes of our reference work.
12We use this notation of specialized original-form transliteration “translation” in the rest of the paper. For original-form, the

direction is right-to-left, so in this instance, values of original-form would translate to ,�𐰀� ,�𐰀� ,�𐰀� and .�𐰀� For transliteration,
the direction is left-to-right, so in this instance, values of transliteration would translate to te, ta, de, and da, corresponding to
the order of values in the original-form. Number of readings is combination of all options at all positions.
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with a specific vowel. Although there are five characters for spelling vowels, texts do not write open
unrounded vowels explicitly unless they are at the end of the word, and some instances omit vowels in
non-initial syllables between consonants, reflecting the tongue root harmony of Turkic languages. An
essential phenomenon in Old Turkic script texts is the representation of ��

��

n /n/ followed by ��

��

g /g/ or ��
��

k
/k/ by single ��

��

q /N/ at instances, often found when words that end with an alveolar nasal consonant have
the dative case. The punctuation is mostly a colon separating words or word groups, sometimes also
found as a dot with single color or a colon or dot with colored marking. Whitespace and line breaks also
do not bear a meaning most of the time. The Unicode block for Old Turkic script does not include all
characters and variants, thus making it infeasible to do one-to-one digitalization of the Old Turkic script
corpus. However, it does include enough characters to represent non-included characters phonetically
in a way that would allow for direct representation of all characters through conversion when the block
expands. The dominant writing direction is right-to-left, but the layout varies between texts, and the
writing material varies between different surfaces like paper, stone, mirrors. We provide tables (see
Table 1) for vowels and consonants of our digital rendition of the script and transliteration13. Following
are some essential characteristics of the Old Turkic script:

1. Open rounded vowels are implicit and not written, except for when they are final.

2. Some consonants have synharmonic variants that govern the realization of vowels.

3. Punctuation is very minimal, and its usage is sparse.

4 Corpus

In this section, we present current texts and explain our Old Turkic script and transliterated text encoding.
Additionally, we introduce tools that ease the development process and help validate string conformance
to our guidelines.

4.1 Texts
Our current Old Turkish treebank consists of 23 manually annotated sentences through treebank-specific
tools. Twenty-one of these sentences come from the first face of the first stele of Tuñukuk inscriptions,
a personal account of events the author witness and partake, themselves being Old Turkic script at
the source itself but encoded through our pipeline’s character mapping scheme. The remaining two
of these sentences come from two recently found as syntactically-analogous by Kurnaz (2009) (which
resolved the questions about the latter sentence’s ambiguous use of particle) poetic sentences to represent
a marginal exemplary case of transliteration from later text into Old Turkic script. Our treebank currently
contains 341 tokens, with 14.826 tokens per sentence on average.

4.2 Tools
When working with the Old Turkic script block of Unicode directly, there are not many tools other than
tools suited for general text or Unicode purposes, and this lack is even present for problems like missing
characters in the block. To not give up on directly encoding using Old Turkic script Unicode block, and
to take advantage of the fact that a subset of the range can represent all of the vowels and consonants
found in Old Turkish corpora (excluding foreign words in non-Old Turkic script texts), we first define a
normalization of digital Old Turkic texts and develop a tool to facilitate automatic normalization.

The normalization does two transformations: reduce characters with Orkhon and Yenisei variants
to Orkhon only and break up syllabic characters into multiple characters. We base interpretation of
syllabic characters on the work of Ercilasun (2016), which presents a consistent, regular approach.
We base the second transformation on corresponding instances found in Old Turkic script themselves,
and our approach is available in the source code where we store these transformation rules in a JSON
file and apply them through a Python script. The normalization also disallows characters other than

13Our reference works do not share a common transliteration scheme, and we do not include them due to the space constraints,
only presenting ours, which fits the criteria of being representable in lowercase, ASCII only setting.
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Unround Round

Back Front Back Front
Open �� a �� e �� o �� u

Closed �� w �� i �� o �� u

Occlusive Fricative Nasal Vibrant Approximant

Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiced Voiced Voiced

Back Front Back Front Back Front Back Front Back Front Back Front Back Front
�� ak �� ek �� ag �� eg �� aq �� eq
�� ac �� ec �� ax �� ex �� aj �� ej �� ay �� ey
�� at �� et �� ad �� ed �� as �� es �� az �� ez �� an �� en �� ar �� er �� al �� el
�� ap �� ep �� ab �� eb �� av �� ev �� am �� em

Table 1: Vowels and consonants in Old Turkic script on left followed by our transliteration (for
consonants, preceding vowels are not included in transliterations of text, these are for backness notation
in a context-free setting) on right. Phonetic regions (of which we omit the row labels for consonants
due to space constraints) are figurative, as we serve the table only to facilitate understanding of our
transliteration scheme, and we repeat characters that can represent multiple sounds in respective cells,
see mentioned works on Old Turkish grammar and Turkic languages in Related Work section for more
details about the realization of the sounds.

allowed explicitly like colons to avoid characters introduced by various tools such as right-to-left or
left-to-right or redundant line feed or return markers to be part of the treebank through a sanitizer. The
normalization results in 33 letters, excluding specifically allowed punctuation. There are 4 vowels, which
we spell twice to form digraphs representing closer versions of these vowels consistently if desired, 5
neutral consonants, 24 synharmonic consonants, representing 12 consonants with varying influence on
the realization of vowels. We were able to reduce development overhead by adopting this normalization
scheme. Thereby, content encoded with Old Turkic in this paper assumes the normalization applied, and
they do not graphically cover characters that are either out of our normalization range or not even in the
Unicode block.

For the generation of text identifiers and storage in places where only alphabetic lowercase ASCII
(potentially with underscore or dash) is allowed, we developed a simple, rule-based bidirectional
transliteration scheme that can represent all consonants and vowels alongside currently present
punctuation. We also developed a reverse transliterator from ASCII to Old Turkic script that is more
permissive to be compatible with manual transliterations that read better. To store the consonants in the
lookup table, we precede the ASCII consonant with a closed vowel at the start, and if the consonant is
front, we make the preceding vowel an always front vowel, and if the consonant is back, we make it a
back vowel, if neither, we make it both front and back vowel, while single space always represents a
backness neutralizer, to provide the users with the backness information. We use this transliteration table
and usage of the Old Turkic letter that we do not preserve with the second transformation for choosing
the backness of consonant as control key to deduce a Keyman14 keyboard project that allows us to input
Old Turkic script in the normalized form across many devices to develop the treebank and surrounding
material.

As we lack an automated tokenization module, we store manually annotated token ranges and
annotations in a JSON file and use a Python script to extract tokenized and annotated CONLL-U files
from our CSV texts, which need a text column present. However, we do not restrict the presence of other
columns that might use an extended range of Unicode blocks or define their features which could allow
for easier identification of inscriptions with similar names through embedding GeoJSON of the location
of the inscription in a column or other means. Furthermore, in the future, we intend to check for duplicate

14keyman.com/14
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PUNCT AUX AUX VERB
: �� �� �𐰴𐰣�

m t sakn
1SG PST think

aux
aux

punct root

VERB AUX PUNCT
思っ た 。
think PST

punct
aux

root

PRON AUX VERB PUNCT
I did think .

punctaux
nsubj

root

Figure 1: Tokenization and annotation of "I did think." sentence in Old Turkish with comparison to the
annotation of figurative translations in Japanese and English. This example highlights the annotation of
auxiliaries, especially the person marker, which derives from possessive markers.

sentences before storing them into the CONLL-U file as some inscriptions share verbatim sentences to
avoid duplicate content inside the treebank, of which we currently have none.

We also have minor tools that depend on UDAPI products (Popel et al., 2017), such as denoting font
automatically for exported TikZ graphs to ease authoring and experimental Anki15 deck generator from
features found in the treebank to demonstrate an edge-case utilization of the Universal Dependencies
scheme. We distribute these tools in the not-to-release folder of our treebank.

5 Tokenization and Sentence Segmentation

Tokenization and sentence segmentation of Old Turkic script Old Turkish texts is a challenging task.
The script lacks regular punctuation or whitespace for splitting into tokens and a marker for splitting into
sentences. Another aspect that makes tokenization harder is letters representing multiple phonemes, but
our text processing pipeline eliminates this issue in the resulting output.

5.1 Tokenization

Tokenization requires context-dependent decisions with Old Turkic script Old Turkish texts. Line breaks
do not act as tokenizers, especially in limited-space texts, sometimes splitting even the base morpheme.
Thus we ignore them in the process of tokenization. Character flipping due to synharmonism also does
not act as a consistent tokenizer, and existing treebanking approaches for other Turkic languages also
ignore it (for example, they always tokenize question particle despite its second vowel acting according
to the harmony). Commonly found colon (or dot in some cases) does meaningful splits, sometimes into
words and adpositions, into words, into phrases containing more than one word in other times (and not
always consistently, e.g., separating an adjective and a proper noun in some cases while not in other
cases). Thus, we always delimit tokens by this punctuation class before further splits. Generalization
of such delimitations leads us to treat primarily inflectional morphemes such as possessive markers,
case markers, auxiliaries, converbs, tense-aspect-modality-evidentiality (TAME) markers (including
personality markers that derive from possessive markers) as tokens to preserve consistency across all of
the Old Turkic script texts. We also tokenize particles outlined in the Universal Dependencies guidelines,
such as the question particle and other similarly behaving particles in the Old Turkish language, including
negation and intensifier particles. If bound morphemes act as nominalizers, resulting in a word that we
treat as either noun or pronoun in the Universal Dependencies analysis, we do not split them into tokens
and treat them as a single word. We do not treat verbalizer morphemes that impact voice or produce
commonly lexicalized verbs while not violating previous steps as individual tokens. This direction results
in an approach that provides a rich syntactical analysis and is similar to the recent Turkish treebanking
work by Kayadelen et al. (2020) and some Universal Dependencies works like the Japanese language
with Short Unit Words perspective (Omura and Asahara, 2018), also a recent highlight in cross-lingual
perspective by de Marneffe et al. (2021), and the Shipibo-Konibo language (Vasquez et al., 2018). It
is important to note that our guidelines only match with recent work by Kayadelen et al. (2020), and
our treebank is the first to adopt this approach in Universal Dependencies Turkic family treebanks.

15apps.ankiweb.net
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PUNCT SCONJ VERB PUNCT ADP NOUN
... : �𐰼� �𐰃𐰠� : �𐰀� �𐰺𐰴�

ser bil da wrk
COND know LOC-ABL far

obl

case
punct

mark
punct

advcl

NOUN ADP VERB SCONJ PUNCT
遠く から 知れ ば 、 ...

far ABL know COND

obl
case mark

punct

advcl

SCONJ PRON VERB ADP NOUN PUNCT
If he/she knows from far , ...

mark
nsubj case

obl
punctadvcl

Figure 2: Tokenization and annotation of "If he/she knows from far.." clause in Old Turkish with
comparison to annotation of figurative translations in Japanese and English. This example highlights
the annotation of conditionals.

Our tokenization guidelines produce entries with characteristics that map into Universal Dependencies
guidelines for both tags and dependencies, sitting at balance for cross-lingual perspective inside UD.

5.2 Sentence Segmentation

Sentence segmentation has to be done per the interpretation of the text due to the lack of any punctuation
for this matter in Old Turkic script, and not even line breaks act as a regular means of sentence
segmentation. After tokenization, we first work through detecting clauses, conjunctions, and finally
roots of sentences to do sentence segmentation. We avoid producing parataxis constructions unless
found in reported speech, favoring treatment as conjunctions if not fit for sentence split. Our sentence
segmentation guidelines produce a set of delimiters that are the union of proposed sentence delimiters in
the referenced work for the analyzed text.

6 Annotation

In this section, we go over our application of the Universal Dependencies for annotating parts of speech
and syntactic dependencies in a cross-lingual perspective. Currently, our treebank does not have lemma
or morphological annotations, and as such, we do not present any guidelines for them, and we only
utilize miscellaneous for SpaceAfter=No annotation to all tokens since Old Turkic script texts, as far as
we cover, do not contain spaces as a means of separating tokens.

6.1 Part-of-Speech Tagging

We adopt Universal Part-of-Speech (UPOS) tagset as the only convention in our treebank. After
tokenization, challenging ones are the bound morphemes and pronominal copulas. We tag possessive
(or person) markers as determiners (DET) if they are bound to a noun, but if they act as the only
pronominal component of a phrase in a head-final position, we tag them as pronouns (PRON). We tag
case markers as adpositions (ADP). We tag verbal endings or converbs that make adverbial clauses
subordinating conjunction (SCONJ) or coordinating conjunction (CCONJ) depending on their function.
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PUNCT AUX AUX AUX PRON DET NOUN
: �� �� �� �𐰤� �𐰃� �𐰃𐰠𐰏𐰀�

m t er ben si bilge
1SG PST COP PN.1SG POSS.3SG wise person

nsubj
detcop

aux
aux

punct
root

NOUN ADP PRON AUX AUX PUNCT
賢者 は 私 だっ た 。

wise person TOP PN.1SG COP PST

nsubj
case cop

aux
punctroot

DET NOUN AUX AUX PRON PUNCT
The (his/her) counsellor has been me .

det

nsubj
cop

aux punct

root

Figure 3: Tokenization and annotation of "The (his/her) counsellor has been me." sentence in Old Turkish
with comparison to annotation of figurative translations in Japanese and English. This example highlights
the annotation of possessive markers as determiners and auxiliaries.

We tag possessive marker derivative person markers, TAME markers, converbs that act as auxiliary along
with a following auxiliary verb, the copula, and verbs that function as auxiliary as auxiliaries (AUX). Per
tokenization, auxiliaries are not joined into a single word but instead kept separate units. We do not tag
the verbs other than the fully-conjugated copula as an auxiliary (AUX) if they are the clause’s predicate.
We tag pronominal copulas found at the end of clauses as determiners (DET) per the recommendation
of Universal Dependencies guidelines. We tag the regular punctuation as punctuations (PUNCT). Due
to their usage in Old Turkish corpora, we treat the word which means “none, no, not, nothing”, and
the word which means “all, yes, is, everything” to be pronouns (PRON) as non-interrogative indefinite
collective pronouns, a choice shared by the study of Lithuanian Karaim too (Robbeets and Savelyev,
2020), and also in the more recent study of Turkic languages (Johanson, 2021), or similar to other
pronouns as determiners (DET) if they act as pronominal copulas. We always tag numbers as numbers
(NUM). The rest of the tags map trivially to UPOS by the reference works we use. The treebank
currently utilizes 15 tags, leaving out SYM and X. We expect to utilize SYM in the future due to texts
containing pictograms. Our tagging approach produces a closed-class for all the tags denoted as such in
the Universal Dependencies guidelines.

6.2 Syntactic Annotation

We use universal syntactic relations without subtypes or language-specific relations in our treebank. Out
of 37 features, we explicitly avoid using the indirect object (iobj) relation as case markers, such as dative,
always follow indirect objects, we use oblique (obl) in such cases, adopting the convention of some
Uralic (Partanen and Rueter, 2019) and Japanese (Omura and Asahara, 2018) treebanks for the cross-
lingual consistency of annotation. Direct objects (obj) also sometimes have case markers, especially
genitive, but we do not treat them as oblique (obl) as they fulfill the core object function. Our treebank
currently lacks instances of the clausal subject (csubj) and adnominal clauses (acl) dependencies due
to the small data size, and their exact treatment requires special care with head-final characteristic Old
Turkish in consideration, bearing challenges similar to Japanese, which we plan to address in future. Out
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PUNCT DET PUNCT NOUN PUNCT PART PRON PUNCT ADP PRON
: �𐰤� : �𐰼𐰏𐰚� : �𐰚� �𐰤� : �� �𐰬�

sen kergk uk sen a maq
COP.2SG need INTS PN.2SG DAT PN.1SG

obl

case
punct

nsubj

advmod
punct

punct
cop

punct root

PRON ADP PRON ADP NOUN AUX PUNCT
私 に 君 は 必要 です 。

PN.1SG DAT PN.2SG TOP need COP

obl

case
nsubj

case cop
punct

root

PRON AUX DET NOUN ADP PRON PUNCT
You are the need to me .

nsubj
cop

det case
obl

punctroot

Figure 4: Tokenization and annotation of "I need you." sentence in Old Turkish with comparison to
the annotation of figurative translations in Japanese and English. This example highlights out-of-order
construction and pronominal copula.
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of other currently unused relations, namely the vocative (vocative), the expletive (expl), the dislocated
(dislocated), the classifier (clf), the fixed (fixed), the orphan (orphan), the goes with (goeswith), the
reparandum (reparandum), the unspecified dependency (dep) dependencies, only expletive, classifier,
and unspecified dependency are unlikely to be utilized in future. We annotate multi-word proper nouns
using flat dependency. We annotate question and intensifier particles as adverbial modifiers (advmod).
We annotate determiner (DET) tagged pronominal copulas with the copula (cop) relation. If not in
proper clausal complement position, we treat reported speech and postposed, non-doubling, parenthetical
elements (if we can not annotate as dislocated or appositional) as parataxis. As coordinating conjunction
words can sometimes be present at the end of the sequence, we attach them to the element before as
coordinating conjunction (cc), which provides a consistent annotation with analogous constructions
like phrases formed with antonymy and parallelism markers. If a clausal complement has a null-
subject, we annotate the dependency as a clausal complement (ccomp) rather than an open clausal
complement (xcomp). We treat punctuations (punct) in line with guidelines while avoiding introducing
non-projectivity. Treatment of punctuations might require improvement when treebank size grows as that
combined with Universal Dependencies analysis can help further our understanding of punctuation in Old
Turkic script texts. We annotate interjections as discourse. Some verbs like “to become, to have” can,
depending on their usage, have either an object or a clausal complement attached to them, and we avoid
annotating these as copula (cop), reserving the use of relation to the fully conjugated and pronominal
copulas. Our tokenization and tagging choices lead to a consistent annotation of dependencies that
allows for cross-lingual study.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Using a cross-lingual perspective, in this paper, we presented the first application of Universal
Dependencies to the Old Turkish language with Old Turkic script encoding. The characteristics of
the Old Turkish language and the lack of tooling for both the language and the script pose significant
challenges. However, as hinted by the extending body of traditional work for the language and recent
work in NLP, we have argued through tokenization that it is crucial to define the word concept that creates
analogies with other languages. Afterward, we have shown that we developed tooling and guidelines that
allow for consistent tokenization, segmentation, tagging, and dependency annotation of the Old Turkish
corpora through a finer-grained word definition. The treebank is currently, by its size, insufficient to cover
all dependency types in Universal Dependencies or to train a pipeline (Straka et al., 2016) (Honnibal
et al., 2020) (Qi et al., 2020), and the tooling does not live under a unified software package but as
distinct modules, but it represents an important step towards the enlargement of both the encoded and the
annotated text.

In the future, we plan to extend the data size, where we might prioritize using sentences matching
recent work that study Old Turkish and its contemporaries in a comparative setting (Kasai, 2014)
(Robbeets and Savelyev, 2020) (Lim, 2021) besides extending coverage over the oldest texts in the
corpora. We also plan to add lemmas and features, which are crucial for automation due to their
governance of how phrases act in a sentence and build additional tooling. As we provide tools for
input, character normalization, transliteration, further work should encompass both improvements and
extension towards tooling for more accessible span-based annotation of texts potentially through an
extension of productive tools for Universal Dependencies (Tyers et al., 2017), automatic tokenization,
sentence segmentation, lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging, dependency parsing, and coarser-grained
normalization. Another critical area for future work is beginner-friendly guides and materials like
dictionaries with references to cross-linguistic colexifications (Rzymski et al., 2020) for providing
additional context to interpretations, encouraging people with a less technical background, and also for
providing better visibility to the Universal Dependencies community, and if possible, creating avenues for
bridging the disconnect in the study of Old Turkish between traditional (often restrained to the language
of the work, less accessible towards non-speakers, and not always open-access or in a digitally accessible
format) and computational works.
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Abstract

This article discusses word delimitation issues in Universal Dependencies (UD) Japanese. The
Japanese language is morphologically rich and does not use white space to delimit words. Word
delimitation is an important issue in the development of language resources. Even though UD de-
fines the base unit word using syntactic words, UD Japanese utilises Short Unit Words (SUW),
which are nearly the same as morphemes, the base unit word. We developed another word de-
limitation version of UD Japanese resources that uses Long Unit Words (LUW) as the base
unit word, which can be regarded as syntactic words in Japanese. We then evaluated their re-
producibility through publicly available language resources. The results show that the word
delimitation and dependency structure of LUW-based UD Japanese reproduce the results using
SUW-based UD Japanese. However, the lemmatisation of LUW is still more complex than that
of SUW for a morphologically rich language.

1 Introduction

Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016) (UD) define the base unit word of dependency annotation
as syntactic words. Languages with white spaces in their word delimitation tend to utilise space as word
boundaries. However, languages that do not use white space to delimit words (e.g. Chinese (Xia, 2000;
Leung et al., 2016) and Korean (Chun et al., 2018)) present issues in defining their syntactic words.
For example, while UD Chinese defines word delimitation using the available word-segmented corpus,
UD Classical Chinese (Yasuoka, 2019) did not define syntactic words and utilised characters as the word
unit. Even when we use characters as the base unit, the lexicon size is approximately 7,000 for simplified
Chinese characters and 13,000 for traditional Chinese characters.

Murawaki (2019) pointed out that the preceding versions of the UD Japanese utilise morphemes as the
base unit. The word delimitation is based on the Short Unit Word (短単位: hereafter SUW), defined by
the National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics, Japan (hereafter NINJAL). Currently, we
have the SUW-based word lexicon UniDic (Den et al., 2007) with 879,222 entries and morpheme-based
word embeddings NWJC2vec (Asahara, 2018) with 1,589,634 entries for Japanese. The large size of the
lexicon is because Japanese is a morphologically rich language. When we use a longer word unit as the
base unit, the lexicon size is larger, and the token type ratio becomes larger. Practically, SUW-based UD
Japanese resources can be developed with less effort from publicly available language resources. Thus,
we had utilised SUW as the base unit word in UD Japanese.

We newly developed another version of UD Japanese with Long Unit Word (長単位: hereafter LUW)
delimitation. The LUW definition by NINJAL can be regarded as syntactic words in Japanese. Even
though LUW delimitation is appropriate for the base unit words of UD, the cost of LUW-based corpus
development is much higher than that of SUW-based corpus development. Furthermore, the reproducibil-
ity of LUW-based UD Japanese should be investigated.

This paper presents LUW-based UD Japanese language resources. We also present the reproducibility
of LUW-based UD Japanese structures using currently available tools and language resources. The re-
mainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents word delimitation in Japanese, including
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currently available tools and language resources. Section 3 presents LUW-based UD Japanese language
resources. Sections 4 and 5 present an experimental evaluation of their reproducibility. Finally, Section
6 concludes the paper.

2 Word Delimitation in Japanese

2.1 Japanese word delimitation standards by NINJAL

Min. Unit ∥全 ∥学 ∥年 ∥に ∥わたっ∥て ∥小 ∥学 ∥校 ∥の ∥国 ∥語 ∥の ∥
教 ∥科 ∥書 ∥に ∥大 ∥量 ∥の ∥挿し ∥絵 ∥が ∥用い ∥られ ∥て ∥いる ∥

SUW ∥全 ∥学年 ∥に ∥わたっ∥て ∥小 ∥学校 ∥の ∥国語 ∥の ∥
教科 ∥書 ∥に ∥大量 ∥の ∥挿し絵 ∥が ∥用い ∥られ ∥て ∥いる ∥

LUW ∥全学年 ∥にわたって ∥小学校 ∥の ∥国語 ∥の ∥
教科書 ∥に ∥大量 ∥の ∥挿し絵 ∥が ∥用い ∥られ ∥ている ∥

Bunsetsu ∥全学年にわたって ∥小学校の ∥国語の ∥
教科書に ∥大量の ∥挿し絵が ∥用いられている ∥

(romanisation) ∥ zen gakunen ni watatte ∥ syou gakkou no ∥ kokugo no ∥
kyoukasho ni ∥ tairyou no ∥ sashie ga ∥ mochii rare te iru ∥

(gloss) ∥ for all school years ∥ elementary school-GEN ∥ Japanese language-GEN ∥
textbooks-DAT ∥ many ∥ picture-PL-SBJ ∥ use-PASS-PRET ∥

Translation: Many pictures are used in elementary school textbooks for all school years.

Figure 1: Example of Minimum Unit, SUW, LUW, and Bunsetsu in BCCWJ PB33 00032

NINJAL defines several word delimitation standards: Minimum Unit (最小単位), SUW, LUW, and
Bunsetsu (文節), shown in Figure 1 (Den et al., 2008).

The Minimum Unit standard (最小単位) is defined by word types. Japanese has the following word
types: Chinese-origin words (漢語), Japanese-origin words (和語), Loan words other than Chinese-origin
words (外来語), Symbols (記号), Numerals (数値表現), and Proper nouns (固有名詞). Chinese-origin
words are split into individual characters. Japanese-origin words are split into their shortest units. Loan
words other than Chinese-origin words are split into the original shortest unit. Numerals are split into
the pronounceable decimal digits. For example, ”1076” is split into ”千” (sen; one thousand), ”七十”
(nanajuu; seventy) and ”六” (roku; six). Symbols are split into individual characters. Proper nouns are
split into their shortest units.

SUWs are defined by the Minimum Unit standards for their word type: Minimal Unit lexicon
MORPH = {m1, . . .} with word types WORDTYPE = {wtm1 , . . .}. SUW is defined as follows: If
a word is a Minimal Unit (word ∈ MORPH), then word is SUW. If a word is split into two Minimal
Units mA,mB and their word types are the same (wtmA = wtmB ), then word is SUW. Note that if a
word is split into more than two Minimal Units, the word is not SUW.

Parts of speech (POSs) can be assigned to SUWs. In Japanese, verbs, adjectives, and auxiliary
verbs have conjugations. These three POSs have conjugation types (CTYPEs) and conjugation forms
(CFORMs). SUW can be categorised as dependent (付属語) and independent words (自立語) by POS.
These two correspond to functional and content words in UD. Postposition (助詞), auxiliary verb (助動
詞), prefix (接頭辞) and suffix (接尾辞), are categorised as dependent words. The conjugation types are
defined by their conjugation patterns, such as class-5 verbs (五段), class-1 verbs (一段), and irregular
verbs. The conjugation forms are defined as irrealis form (未然形), conjunctive form (連用形), and so
on.

LUW is defined by the Bunsetsu (文節) delimitation. Before defining the LUW delimitation, we de-
fine the Bunsetsu delimitation. Bunsetsu is a base phrase in Japanese, which is similar to eojeol (語節)
in Korean. Bunsetsu composes one compound independent word and dependent words, such as prefix
morphemes, postpositions, and auxiliary verbs. Bunsetsu-based Japanese dependency structures have
the following properties useful when developing dependency parsers: They are (a) mostly projective,
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(b) strictly head-final, and (c) easily produce Bunsetsu delimitation by chunkers. Bunsetsu-based depen-
dency parsers have mainly developed been in the Japanese natural language processing fields (Kudo and
Matsumoto, 2002; Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006). However, since Bunsetsu is a base phrase, POS is
not assigned to the Bunsetsu unit.

LUW delimitation is defined as constituents in the Bunsetsu. Because LUWs have their POS and
morphological features of conjugation, we can use LUW as the syntactic words in the UD standard. One
compound-dependent word with prefix morphemes is the semantic head LUW word in Bunsetsu. Most
of the SUWs of postpositions, auxiliary verbs, and suffixes are regarded as one LUW. However, NINJAL
LUW delimitation defines multi-word functional expression as one LUW.

2.2 Language resource availability

Lexicon Word Segmenter Segmented Corpus Word Embeddings TTR

Characters UTF-8 charset buildable buildable buildable 0.00004
Minimal Unit N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

SUW UniDic MeCab BCCWJ NWJC2vec 0.00176
LUW N/A Comainu BCCWJ N/A 0.02922

Bunsetsu N/A Comainu BCCWJ N/A 0.22221

Table 1: Language resource availability

This section presents availability of the language resources. Table 1 shows the language resource
availability for the delimitation. Characters can be produced by simple scripts. Because the Minimal
Unit is the unit to determine SUW delimitation manually, there is no publicly available resource for
doing so. UniDic 1 is an SUW-based lexicon which can be used in the word segmenter MeCab (Kudo
et al., 2004) 2. Neither LUW nor Bunsetsu lexicons currently exist. The chunker Comainu 3 (Kozawa
et al., 2014) can produce LUW and Bunsetsu based on MeCab outputs. SUW, LUW, and Bunsetsu are
annotated in the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese (hereafter BCCWJ) (Maekawa et
al., 2014).

The column ‘TTR’ represents the type-token ratio of the units for the BCCWJ. The TTR of Char-
acter is 0.00004 = 7, 622/195, 898, 039; the TTR of SUW is 0.00176 = 185, 136/104, 612, 418;
the TTR of LUW is 0.02922 = 2, 434, 721/83, 308, 386; and the TTR of Bunsetsu is 0.22221 =
9, 485, 940/42, 688, 154. The large TTR causes modelling difficulty for word embeddings. Therefore,
Japanese natural language processing uses word embeddings based on SUW (Asahara, 2018) or charac-
ters.

2.3 History of UD Japanese word delimitation

UD Japanese KTC (Tanaka et al., 2016) is the UD corpus based on the Kyoto Corpus. The corpus was
resegmented into LUW-like word units and a manually annotated phrase structure tree. The phrase-
structure tree was then converted into the UD version 1 standard. However, the maintenance of the UD
Japanese KTC stopped after the UD version 2.0 standard.

UD Japanese GSD and PUD are original products by Google (McDonald et al., 2013) and were main-
tained until version 1.4. The UD Japanese team have maintained them from v2.0 (Tanaka et al., 2016).
The word delimitation of v2.0-v2.5 was produced by IBM word segmenter (Kanayama et al., 2000) and
manually fixed. Those of v2.6-v2.8 treebanks were based on manual annotation of SUW.

UD Japanese BCCWJ is based on the BCCWJ. As mentioned earlier, the BCCWJ has three delimita-
tions: SUW, LUW, and Bunsetsu. Currently, we only use SUW for word delimitation of the UD Japanese
BCCWJ (Omura and Asahara, 2018).

1https://ccd.ninjal.ac.jp/unidic/en/
2https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
3https://github.com/skozawa/Comainu
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3 LUW-based UD Japanese

Sentences Bunsetsus/LUW Words/LUW Bunsetsus/SUW Words/SUW

BCCWJ
train 40,801 308,648 715,759 308,679 908,738
dev 8,427 60,697 145,398 60,722 178,306
test 7,881 56,332 134,475 56,350 166,859

GSD
train 7,050 57,174 130,298 57,357 168,333
dev 507 4,186 9,531 4203 12,287
test 543 4,568 10,429 4,588 13,034

PUD test only 1,000 9,971 22,910 10,008 28,788

Table 2: Basic statistics of the LUW-based word delimitation UD.

We developed an LUW-based UD Japanese corpus based on the UD Japanese BCCWJ, GSD, and
PUD. Table 2 shows the basic statistics of SUW, LUW, and Bunsetsu in these treebanks. As can be seen
in Table 2, the number of LUW words is small because it contains SUWs. Although LUW delimitation is
used to define constituents in the Bunsetsu in the previous section, the number of Bunsetsu also declines
because multi-word functional expressions are one LUW.

UD Japanese GSD and PUD are annotated with SUW-based word delimitation, UniDic POS informa-
tion (XPOS), and Bunsetsu-based dependency relations. Version 2.8 of these treebanks were developed
using the conversion rules from the Bunsetsu-based dependency structure, which was originally used in
the UD Japanese BCCWJ (Omura and Asahara, 2018).

We manually annotated LUW-based word delimitation, POS, and LEMMA for the UD Japanese GSD
and PUD. When we found a discrepancy between SUW and LUW, we modified the SUW-based annota-
tions. The conversion rules adopted both SUW and LUW POS and morphological features. The original
data before the conversion are available in the Github repository 4. Note that the BCCWJ initially has
LUW-based word delimitation, POS, and LEMMA information.

4 Experimental Settings

We performed experiments to evaluate the reproducibility of versions 2.5, 2.8, and LUW of the UD
Japanese GSD with publicly available language resources: v2.5 (IBM) is IBM-word-segmenter-based
word delimitation; v2.8 (SUW) is SUW word delimitation; LUW is LUW word delimitation. The data
are split into train, dev, and test. We use train for the training, dev for parameter tuning, and test for
evaluation.

The evaluation is performed in three layers for each setting. The first layer is the evaluation of all
analysers, whose inputs are raw sentences. The second layer is the evaluation of POS tagging and
dependency analysers, whose input is word-delimited sentences (Gold). The third layer is the evaluation
of dependency analysers, whose input is gold word delimited and POS tagged sentences (Gold).

We used UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017) as trainable pipeline analysers for tokenisation, tagging,
lemmatisation, and dependency parsing. We retrained the UDPipe model with the three-word delimi-
tation of v2.5, v2.8, and LUW corpus (UDPipe (T) and Train). We used UDpipe v1.2.0 5. Since the
UDPipe model provided by the LINDAT/CLARIN infrastructure 6 was initially trained by v2.5, we also
included the result of the original UDPipe model (UDPipe (O) and Original). The training of depen-
dency analysis layers of UDPipe can use externally trained word embeddings. We compared the results
with and without SUW-based word embeddings, NWJC2vec (Asahara, 2018) (Train w/o vec or Train
w/ vec). SUW and LUW can be reproduced by the morphological analysers MeCab and chunker Co-
mainu, which are trained on data other than UD Japanese. MeCab means that we use MeCab-0.996

4https://github.com/masayu-a/UD_Japanese-GSDPUD-CaboCha
5https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe/1
6https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-3131
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with UniDic-2.1.2 output for the tokenisation. Comainu means that we use Comainu-0.72 output for the
tokenisation. 7

We used evaluation scripts of CoNLL 2018 shared tasks (Zeman et al., 2018). Words, UPOS, XPOS,
and Lemma are their F1 scores. UAS (Unlabelled Attachment Score) and LAS (Labelled Attachment
Score) are standard evaluation metrics in dependency parsing results. CLAS (Nivre and Fang, 2017) is
defined as the labelled F1-score over all relations except functional and punctuation relations based on
LAS. MLAS (Zeman et al., 2018) is an extension of CLAS, in which function words are not ignored,
but treated as features of content words. In addition, the part-of-speech tags and morphological features
are evaluated. BLEX (Zeman et al., 2018) is another extension of CLAS, incorporating lemmatisation
instead of morphological features.

5 Results

Table 3 shows the results. First, we show the reproducibility of word delimitation. Whereas the word
delimitation of v2.5 (IBM) was 91.94-91.96% by UDPipe, the values of v2.8 (SUW) and LUW were
96.14% and 95.02%, respectively. SUW and LUW thus are significantly more reproducible than v2.5.
When we used MeCab for SUW and Comainu for LUW, the word delimitation accuracies were 96.84%
and 97.19%, respectively.

Second, we confirmed the results of UPOS and XPOS. When we used Gold word segmentation as the
input, the accuracies of UPOS and XPOS were 96.82-97.39% and 96.34-96.70%, respectively. When we
used raw sentences as the input for UDPipe, v2.5 UPOS and XPOS accuracies were 89.3% and 88.98%,
respectively, because of their low word-delimitation accuracy. The UPOS and XPOS accuracies of the
SUW were 93.96% and 93.29%, respectively. The UPOS and XPOS accuracies of LUW were 92.37%
and 92.16%, respectively. When we used MeCab for the tokeniser, the UPOS and XPOS, accuracies
of SUW by UD Pipe are 94.42% and 93.58%, respectively. When we used Comainu for the tokeniser,
UPOS and XPOS accuracies of LUW by UD Pipe remained at 94.34% and 94.18%, respectively.

Third, the result of lemmatisation shows the disadvantage of LUW. When we used Gold word segmen-
tation as the input, v2.5 and SUW showed 98.93-99.20% LEMMA accuracy. However, LUW showed
93.78%. When we used raw sentences as the input for UDPipe, the LEMMA accuracy of LUW was
89.74%. This is because the lemmatisation of compound morphemes in Japanese is not straightforward.
We need other lemmatisation modules for LUW word lemmatisation. When we used Comainu for word
delimitation, the LEMMA accuracy of LUW by UD Pipe was 91.32% despite the high tokenisation
accuracy (97.19%).

Next, we discuss dependency analysis accuracy. When we used Gold word delimitation, v2.5 outper-
formed the others. However, because the word delimitation accuracy of v2.5 was low, the UAS and LAS
scores dropped from 93.36-95.20% to 75.43-77.91% for the raw sentence. The UAS and LAS scores of
SUW were 85.22% and 83.50% with UDPipe, and 88.22% and 86.32% with MeCab for the raw sen-
tences. The UAS and LAS scores of LUW were 83.49% and 82.07% with UDPipe, and 88.16% and
86.45% with Comainu for the raw sentences. When using publicly available word segmenters (MeCab
and Comainu), the difference between SUW and LUW for dependency analysis accuracy (UAS, LAS)
was not significant. Whereas the CLAS and MLAS results are similar to the UAS and LAS results, the
BLEX of LUW is significantly lower than that of SUW. This is because the lemmatisation of LUW is
quite difficult. Despite the low lemmatisation accuracy of LUW, the BLEX of LUW outperforms that of
v2.5.

7These tools can output the XPOS; however, these experiments have ignored inconsistent results.
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Treebank Tokenisation UAS LAS
w/o Vec w/vec Diff w/o Vec w/vec Diff

v2.5(IBM) UDPipe 77.11% 77.31% +0.20 75.43% 75.87% +0.44
v2.8(SUW) UDPipe 84.40% 85.22% +0.82 82.58% 83.50% +0.92
v2.8(SUW) MeCab 87.38% 88.22% +0.84 85.40% 86.32% +0.92

LUW UDPipe 83.25% 83.49% +0.24 81.83% 82.07% +0.24
LUW Comainu 87.91% 88.16% +0.25 86.16% 86.45% +0.29

Table 4: Effect of Word Embeddings (Subset of Table 3)

Finally, we confirmed the effect of word embeddings for UDPipe. Table 4 shows the effect of word
embeddings. The word embeddings NWJC2vec (Asahara, 2018) is based on SUW. Thus, whereas the
dependency accuracy of IBM and LUW increased by 0.20-0.44 and 0.24-0.29, respectively, the de-
pendency accuracy of SUW increased by 0.82-0.92. The results suggest that the availability of word
embeddings is another important factor in the development of UD language resources. As shown by the
presented token-type ratios in Table 1, LUW-based word embeddings are not practical in the current state
of Japanese natural language processing. Even though the SUW word embeddings are a subset of LUW
word definitions, the dependency accuracy of LUW is comparable to that of SUW.

6 Conclusions

This article presented word delimitation issues in UD Japanese. We provided an overview of the word
delimitation standards and the history of UD Japanese, and then developed LUW-based UD Japanese
language resources that adopt the word unit as a syntactic word in Japanese. We evaluated the repro-
ducibility of several versions of UD Japanese with publicly available resources. The results show that
LUW-based UD Japanese is as reproducible as SUW-based UD Japanese, even though LUW-based word
embeddings are not available. Lemmatisation of LUWs is still difficult because of their compound mor-
phological structures.

Annotation of the syntactic word-based dependency treebank is a difficult task for morphologically
rich languages such as Japanese without word delimitation. It took great effort to define morphemes,
POSs, compound word constructions, and dependency structures. The work took more than eight years
to complete and was finished in 2021. The data were released as version 2.9 of UD Japanese GSDLUW,
UD Japanese PUDLUW, and UD Japanese BCCWJLUW.

Our future work will be to adjust the differences in opinions in Japanese natural language process-
ing communities for word delimitation issues. We are also planning to adjust the difference in word
delimitation among East Asian languages, such as Chinese and Korean.
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Abstract
This study discusses the way different numerals and related expressions are currently annotated in
the Universal Dependencies project, with a specific focus on the Uralic language family and only
occasional references to the other language groups. We analyse different annotation conventions
between individual treebanks, and aim to highlight some areas where further development work
and systematization could prove beneficial. At the same time, the Universal Dependencies project
already offers a wide range of conventions to mark nuanced variation in numerals and counting
expressions, and the harmonization of conventions between different languages could be the next
step to take. The discussion here makes specific reference to Universal Dependencies version
2.8, and some differences found may already have been harmonized in version 2.9. Regardless of
whether this takes place or not, we believe that the study still forms an important documentation
of this period in the project.

1 Introduction

Numerous treebanks in the Uralic languages have become available within the Universal Dependencies
(UD) project (Zeman et al., 2021). In recent years, at least within the Uralic language family, we have
seen new treebanks emerging in languages with closely related siblings that already have an existing tree-
bank. Examples of such languages are Skolt Saami, in relation to Northern Saami (Tyers and Sheyanova,
2017), Komi-Permyak, in relation to Komi-Zyrian (Partanen et al., 2018), or Moksha in relation to Erzya
(Rueter and Tyers, 2018). Although the entirety of Uralic languages is still not fully represented within
the Universal Dependencies project, the situation has improved in many ways since the last survey on the
state of this language family in UD was conducted (Partanen and Rueter, 2019). While more extensive
surveys are useful, we think there are situations where individual nuanced features should be compared
between the languages, so that consistency could be maintained and improved upon. At the same time,
this may provide a thoughtful point of departure for new discussions around such features, as we believe
the questions discussed here are relevant beyond the realm of Uralic languages. Even in other treatment
of UD on different language groups, such as Slavic, numerals have been recognized as one category that
demands special attention (Zeman, 2015). Recently Schneider and Zeldes have also discussed inconsis-
tent nominal constructions in the English treebanks (2021), and even the issues we describe in the Uralic
treebanks here can well be described in a similar vein. These are not dramatic issues, but small points
of divergence that we could pay attention to, but if we decide to do so, we would also need to devise
strategies to operationalize the edits in numerous languages with a long history of treebank work.

We can additionally point to recent discussions within the Universal Dependencies project where the
various ways to annotate English numerical expressions have been discussed.1 Conversations such as
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/654
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these are relevant for Universal Dependencies developers more widely, and for the sake of consistency
such decisions should be at least considered for the other languages in the project. Our study also
discusses some numeral types in the Uralic languages that are known, but not yet attested in the treebanks.
Thereby, their description provides an important starting point for future work on these languages, during
which these forms will inevitably be encountered.

2 Numerals in Universal Dependencies

In this paper, we discuss numerals in the Uralic languages. Probably the simplest approach would be
to gather all numeral-type words on the basis of their Universal part-of-speech numeral (UPOS NUM)
value or features making reference to numerals in different Uralic languages. Among the features at least
NumType is one that would be presumed to be present with all numerals, although it also occurs widely
with other parts of speech.2 The possible, currently documented numeral types are cardinal numerals,
ordinal numerals, multiplicatives, fractions, distributives, sets or collective numerals and ranges. These
concepts provide a good base for a relatively elaborate and nuanced system, but at this phase the UD
system appears slightly asymmetric.

Potential asymmetry might be dealt with by adding a binary for the split between numerals and counted
nouns versus nouns with sequential deixis-like marking. In the Erzya, Moksha languages, sequential
deixis is readily attested in combination with multiplicatives and sets, but due to the fact that ordinals only
comprise three combinatorial instances in Erzya, it may strike us as fruitless to introduce a plus/minus
binary for ordinal. The Erzya examples below illustrate this.

• nummod [-Ord] vejke ‘one’

• nummod [-Ord][+Approx] kavtoška ‘couple’

• nummod [-Ord][+Sets] kavonst ‘two pairs/sets’

• nummod [-Ord][+Dist] kavtoń-kavtoń ‘two-by-two’

• advmod [-Ord][+Mult] kavkśt’ ‘twice, two iterations of the verb’

• advmod [-Ord][+Mult] kavońkirda ‘twofold, double the amount’

• advmod [-Ord][+Mult][+Approx] kavkst’eška ‘a couple of times’

• advmod [+Ord][+Mult] omboćed’e ‘for the/a second time’

• advmod [+Ord][+Mult] ombońkirda ‘a second time’

• amod [+Ord][+Sets] ombonst ‘a second set’

• amod [+Ord] omboće ‘second’

• det [-Ord][+Tot] kavońeńek ‘the both of us’

• det [-Ord][+Approx][+Tot] kevet’eješkańest ‘the approximately 15 of them’

• det [+Ord] ombot’ks ‘the second’

Above, we can observe that the approximatives and distributives including universal quantifiers are
not associated with sequential deixis in Erzya. Whereas, sequence and range might readily be combined.
In counting iterations of a predicate, Erzya shows a clear distinction between it and quantification of
mass (‘twice’ and ‘twofold’ cannot be equated), but this distinction becomes less obvious when applied
to a sequential deixis system. A glimpse at Komi-Permyak and Komi-Zyrian will remind us that mul-
tiplicatives may also be used in a distributive context (Rueter et al., 2020, 22). Multiplicatives, sets,

2https://universaldependencies.org/u/feat/NumType.html
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distributives, etc. should not be distinguished from ordinals any more than they are from cardinals, since
the term cardinal might readily be treated as a ZERO like nominative singular. The last three items within
the list above are also exceptional as they would demand syntactic dependency ‘det’, which according to
the guidelines is not allowed. Analogically, chosen conventions could possibly also be extended to the
annotations of items such as English ‘both’ and Swedish ‘bägge’.

Conceivably, numerals might be divided into various categories according to their semantic use. The
most predominant numeral types might therefore be associated with quantification, sequence, and entity
naming. Quantification articulates distinctions in the mechanisms of counting. Singular entity counting
is typified by the use of cardinals (such as in Finnish yksi ‘one’, kaksi ‘two’, kolme ‘three’, etc.), and
there may be different marking patterns for the counted noun.

In many languages, there are standards by which the head noun of a nummod dependency takes special
marking. In Komi-Zyrian, Komi-Permyak and Hungarian, for example, the counted noun shows no
deviance from its regular nominative singular marking strategies when qualified by any cardinal numeral.
In Balto-Finnic, Finnish, Estonian, Livvi and Karelian, the partitive singular marks the counted nouns
when they are qualified by numerals two and above, even though their syntactic position would otherwise
call for a nominative singular—for other cases a fitting semantic or syntactic case is used, i.e. phrase
agrees in case.

(1) a. kolme
three.NOM.SG

šukupolvie
generation.PAR.SG

‘two generations’ (krl: vepkar-1652.40)

b. kuutta
six.PAR.SG

kertua
time.PAR.SG

enemmän
more

‘six times more’ (krl: vepkar-1740.21)

c. šuašša
hundred.INE.SG

muašša
land.INE.SG

‘in a hundred lands’ (krl: vepkar-1740.6)

Contrastively, the Mordvin languages, Erzya and Moksha, exhibit a variation that has yet to be re-
searched in depth, i.e. counted nouns do not obligatorily take special marking when qualified by cardinal
numerals two and upward, see Markov (1961, 42) and Rueter (2013, 107), but perhaps also in dialect
studies (Ryabov, 2016; Rueter, 2016; Levina, 2021; Agafonova and Ryabov, 2021). A similar phe-
nomenon can be observed in Moksha (Rueter, forthcoming 2022). The Saami languages attest to two
different strategies: Northern Saami takes genitive singular marking of its counted nouns when qualified
by numerals two and above, whereas Skolt Saami makes a three-way split, a genitive singular mark-
ing the numeral range 2–6, and the partitive marking seven and upward (with the decline in language
proficiency the use of the partitive has become less certain).

Sets of entities, i.e. sets with more than single members, are counted synthetically across the languages
with various strategies. In Finnish, for example, pairs of scissors are counted by using plural forms of
the cardinal numerals and the NP head noun alike, e.g. yhdet sakset ‘one pair of scissors’ (here both
the numeral and the noun it qualifies are in the plural, and unlike Russian the distinction is retained
for numerals five and above, too). In contrast, Erzya has its own numeral forms typically derived in
-Onst, hence kavonst vasońpejeĺt’ ‘two pairs of scissors’ with the counted noun in the plural. Although
numerals of the sets type are typically introduced for counting pairs, they are, in fact, often used with
larger sets, such as sets of six cups and saucers.

Iterations of predications are often counted with adverb derivations of cardinal numerals, but the pro-
ductivity of these derivations still requires assessment from language to language. While Finnish only
minimally utilizes the word forms in -sti: kahdesti ‘twice’, kolmesti ‘thrice’ and tuhannesti ‘a thousand
times’, the Hungarian, Komi-Zyrian, Komi-Permyak, Erzya and Moksha languages use regular deriva-
tions for indicating ‘X times’, -szer/-ször/-szor, -ı̈ś, -iś, -kśt’ and -kśt’, respectively. Needless to say,
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matters become confusing when these iterative numerals are categorized as multiplicatives in UD. The
result, at least in Erzya, is that ‘being paid kavkśt’ = twice’ and ‘being paid kavońkirda = double or
twofold’ are registered as the same thing, which is by no means always the state of affairs semantically,
but from a syntactic perspective it is plausible.

Distributive numerals are not a simple class. They can be further categorized into subclasses, as
immediately becomes apparent in the two Hungarian strategies: két-két ‘two each’ with a noun head, and
kettesével ‘two at a time’ with a verb head. Whereas the former may be used as a definite numeral in
the context Berta és Rudi két-két csomagot hozott ‘Berta and Rudi brought two suitcases each’, implying
that a total of four suitcases were brought, the latter expression is indefinite. The indefinite distributive
numeral kettesével ‘two at a time’ in nearly the same context Berta és Rudi kettesével hozta a csomagokat
‘Berta and Rudi brought the suitcases two at a time’3 would indicate that each iteration of the predication
involves two suitcases, but there is no indication regarding the number of iterations – it could be any
number of times. In this context, definiteness is lent by the object, i.e. ‘the suitcases’.

Approximative numerals are numerals with values slightly less or more than the number given.
Finnish, for example, attests parikymmentä ‘about twenty’ from the words pari ‘couple’ and kymmentä
‘ten (partitive)’. In addition to constructions with the element pari, there are fairly regular derivations
formed from other basic numerals as well: kolmisen + kymmentä ‘approximately thirty’.

In Erzya, as in Moksha, approximative forms in -ška are found for counting entities vet’eška lomań
‘about five people’ and iterations kolmoškakst’ ‘about three times’. With the use of an approximative
numeral, the likelihood rises that no plural marking is indicated on the counted noun. The predominance
of nominative singular marking of the NP head also holds when the approximative is marked with an
N–(N + 1) strategy, i.e. vet’e-koto lomań ‘five-or-six people’. The use of adjacent numerals to indicate
approximate values is also found in Komi-Zyrian, i.e. vit-kvajt and vit-ö-kvajt both translate to five or
six.

In Finnish, the expression of range with numerals follows the same pattern as is observed in point
of departure to end destination, i.e. the elative case marks the starting point, and the illative marks the
end point. In the range 5–7 kilometers, the Finnish involves viidestä seitsemään kilometriä five+elative,
seven+illative and kilometer+partitive, which is the same counted noun strategy observed in basic nu-
merals.

Fractions in Finnish can be expressed in at least two different ways. One way is to join the ordinal
nominative singular with the noun osa ‘part’, hence viides + osa = viidesosa, where only the end is
declined and as such is distinguished from ‘the fifth part’ of something, where we would actually be
talking of sequences. Syntactically, neljä viidesosaa ‘four fifths’ functions in the same manner as any
noun with a cardinal qualifier, i.e. the NP head is marked with the partitive singular when in an otherwise
nominative-singular position nummod(viidesosaa, neljä). The second derivational expression for ‘fifth’
is viidennes, it too is treated syntactically as a counted noun, as appears to be the case in other Uralic
languages.

Universal quantifiers, such as the Finnish molemmat ‘both’, have more complex counterparts in Hun-
garian mindkettő (literally ‘all’ + ‘two’), which may also take associative marking for first, second and
third persons plural in mindkettünk, mindkettetek, mindkettük, respectively. The Hungarian mindhárom
‘all three’, ‘tous les trois’ then comes as no surprise, and one begins to expect subsequent mindnégy ‘all
four’. Komi-Zyrian and Erzya attest to yet another aspect: the associative personal reference can also be
in the singular, allowing for access. If we are speaking of a singular ‘person’ and mention that ‘the (lit.)
three of him/her are moving to town’ (Rueter, 2013), we access a definite universal quantifier pronoun
with reference to this single person. This feature is not observed in Hill Mari or Udmurt (Kel’makov and
Hännikäinen, 2008, 111–112). Ordinal numerals can be associated with multiplicative, iterative and sets
features. This has been observed in the presentation of some morphology for Erzya, above.

Numerals appear in entity naming, for example the Finnish viitonen ∼ vitonen ‘fiver’ may be used
when making reference to money, on the one hand, but it could also be used in reference to a street car,
where we would be more likely to translate it as ‘street car five’ or ‘street car number five’. Thus is fits

3cf. http://en.utdb.nullpoint.info/type/hungarian/distributive-numerals/dupldnn-sufdnv
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directly into a list of problems in apposition, such as ‘the color purple’, ‘the word terrorist’ and many
others including numerals discussed by Schneider and Zeldes (2021). An extension to this numeral issue
is found in Finnish viitonen in reference to ‘house number five’, but the same 5 is transformed to the
cardinal-form viisi if the house is 5a or 5b – viisi a or viisi b, respectively (no partitive, of course, so
we are not counting letters). Here, the Erzya solution is to use the ordinal vet’eće ‘the fifth’ for 5 and
vet’eće a ‘fifth a’ for 5a, which results in ambiguous homonymy.

There are differences observed across languages, where synthetic versus analytic expressions of the
same numerical values might be dealt with differently. Thus, our first overview discusses the largest
spread of numeral types, forms across languages. Once the collection is complete, the numeral words
can be classified according to the dependencies and features. In Finnish, for example, we predict four
different and regular dependencies: nummod (for cardinals and plural cardinals with plurale tantum),
advmod (for counting iterations of a predication, e.g. once, twice, thrice), advcl (for distributive quan-
tification), amod (for ordinals). Other languages, it will be noted, may have extensive det (this is not
really productive in Finnish, but would be the equivalent for ‘both’ and its analogues with universal
quantification of numbers three and up, probably with person marking as well, e.g. ‘the two of us’).

2.1 Numeral type

According to the Universal Dependencies documentation, some numerals can be classified as adjectives
and some as adverbs.4 Thereby, in the UD guidelines both ADV and ADJ are often found as the part
of speech categories for numeral expressions. At the same time, there are also situations where the
NumType feature occurs with different parts of speech.

In several treebanks in the Romance languages, for example, there are pronouns such as Spanish
mucho and poco which have a feature value NumType=Card. Such marking on pronouns is not common
in the treebanks, although we do find English first, second, third and latter receiving POS tag PRON
and feature NumType=Ord. This is also the style in Finnish, with toinen ‘second; another’ being marked
similarly, and Erzya and Komi-Zyrian treebanks offer similar examples. As the combination PRON and
NumType can be found only in treebanks for 10 different languages, we believe it is highly likely that
similar annotations could be extended to many other languages within the project.

Nouns that are marked with NumType appear in a bit larger array of languages, all in all within 13
languages, among them, Uralic languages North Saami, Erzya and Estonian. In North Saami, these
instances are collective nouns with NumType=Coll. In Erzya word pel’ ‘half’ is marked with Num-
Type=Frac. In Estonian the only occurrences are with gene names containing numbers, such as IL-5,
where NumType=Card is attested. These are all reasonable uses of NumType, as these noun types do
have countable properties that are relatively well captured by the NumType feature. But again as the
solutions seem language specific the annotations could be somehow harmonized or extended to more
languages.

In Finnish, Icelandic and Korean treebanks we find examples of punctuation being marked with Num-
Type=Card. No matter how the annotation is motivated, being this rare and narrowly distributed is possi-
bly problematic for the comparability of the languages. The Estonian treebanks EDT and EWT only use
NumType with two values, Card and Ord. This does not appear to rule out fractions, but they are dealt
with differently, i.e. 3/4 is given the features NumForm=Digit and NumType=Card. Of course, here the
value Digit indicates not written as words. A second issue in EWT is that the feature NumType=Ord
is used with both UPOS NUM and ADJ. It seems that ordinal digital numerals consisting of an Arabic
numeral followed by a full stop are treated as ADJ, whereas automobiles from different years have an
abbreviated year digit pair followed by an apostrophe. This latter type has the UPOS value NUM, should
this be the case? We will not widely compare the differences between multiple treebanks on the same
language, although we do acknowledge this is an issue that needs further attention.

Having discussed the general use of NumType feature and some rarer patterns that can be found, we
will next describe more in detail different numeral types and their occurrences, with references both to
Uralic and other language families, as necessary.

4https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/NUM.html
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2.1.1 Cardinal numerals
The cardinal numeral type in UD is typified as an expression for counting singular items. Thus, this
feature might be associated with the UD part of speech NUM (as in one, two, three, etc.). This feature
value is also used with non-numerals (as in many, few, Czech kolik ’how many’, etc.). Here, however,
individual languages make a split between use of UPOS DET and NUM. The latter of which, apparently,
is defended in Czech by a strong grammatical tradition, might be used for the interrogative kolik ’how
many’, which evokes cardinal numerals. Czech includes yet a third type of words as cardinals which
seem to indicate the total number, e.g. čtvero (as in Čtvero ročnı́ch dob ‘The Four Season’, all four),
desatero (as in ‘the Ten Commandments’, all ten). This presumably explains the definition of oba ‘both’,
which in Czech is marked as UPOS NUM, whereas Talbanken deals with bägge ‘both’ as a DET. And
then there is the one instance of desatero in the treebank Desatero investora ‘Lit. The ten investors’,
where the word desatero has the UPOS NOUN.

This third group of cardinals, which is not observed in Swedish as a consistent counting system,
appears with a nummod dependency in Czech to match the UPOS NUM. In Swedish and other languages
without this counting system, words with the meaning ‘both’ are generally dealt with as DET, and they
have a feature PronType=Tot.

2.1.2 Ordinal numerals
Ordinals can be seen to represent subtypes of adjectives and adverbs. In addition to the amod dependency
associated with the words first, second, third, there are analogical interrogatives, etc.), there is also an
advmod dependency, associated with ordinal multiplicatives, such as the Czech poprvé ‘for the first
time’. By applying the feature value NumType=Ord to both UPOS ADJ and ADV, we could remove
the NumType=OrdMult feature value used in Komi-Zyrian ńol’öd ‘fourth’ UPOS ADJ and ńol’ödyś ‘for
the fourth time’ UPOS ADV and similarly in Erzya, Moksha and Komi-Permyak. The downside is that
the parallel between cardinal and ordinal multiplicatives becomes less obvious. If we were to do so, we
would be faced with the challenge of addressing numerals with three features: ordinal multiplicative and
distributive.

Numerals can be classified according to what they actually enumerate or do they at all. In Erzya,
the numeral type (a) vejke, kavto, kolmo, ńil’e is used for counting individual entities. The pertinent
dependency is nummod. (b) vejenst, kavonst, kolmonst, ńil’enst is used for counting set entities from
pairs of scissors to sets of cups. The pertinent dependency is nummod. NumType=Sets (c) vest’,
kavkst’, kolmokst’, ńil’ekst’ is used for counting iterations of a given predication. Thus this has a ad-
vmod dependency. NumType=Mult (d) Delimiting associative collectives śkamost, kavońest, kolmońest,
ńilenest provide universal quantification values found in the expressions ‘alone’, ‘both’, ‘all three’ with
the addition of associative reference to number and person. These numerals are used in secondary pred-
ication with reference to the subject or object. Features include PronType=Tot (e) Distributive, im-
perfect kavtoń-kavtoń, kolmoń-kolmoń, ńil’eń-ńil’eń NumType=Dist Aspect=Imp (f) Distributive, per-
fect kavtoń-kavto, kolmoń-kolmo, ńil’eń-ńil’e NumType=Dist Aspect=Perf (g) vejeńkirda, kavońkirda,
kolmońkirda, ńil’eńkirda has an advmod or amod dependency, and the feature value NumType=Mult.

2.2 Numeral dependencies
Among the dependency relations assigned to the numerals, the most common is nummod. In many Slavic
treebanks an additional relation of det is used, as in det:nummod. This is not used in other treebanks.
In Beja treebank there is an individual occurrence of nummod:det. Another subtype of nummod, num-
mod:entity, appears to be used only in the Russian treebanks, especially in relation to the symbol ‘№’.
Additionally nummod:flat appears only in one Polish treebank. Phenomena attested and seen necessary
to annotate in the Slavic languages could also be very relevant for work with the Uralic languages, many
of which have been in extensive contact with Russian.

Our analysis also indicates that the relation nummod in the Uralic languages virtually always connects
to part of speech NUM. With the other languages, there is extensive variation, even though this rela-
tion is always the most common. Whether this is simply a matter of annotation conventions, linguistic
description traditions or actual linguistically relevant differences, remains to be studied.
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3 Discussion

As we have shown, numerals and related expressions are an area for fruitful and needed further discussion
in the Universal Dependencies project. Which forms all get numeric features extends widely beyond just
numerals themselves, and many lexical items that have counting properties could be annotated with
NumType features, and already be annotated in different treebanks. Which of the individual solutions
in different treebanks should be described better in the documentation and adapted further, and which
should be harmonized in comparable uses of the treebanks, remains to be discussed, but we hope our
observations help at least a bit along this path. Of course, how work on various inconsistencies should
or could be coordinated across the hundreds of treebanks already in the Universal Dependencies project
is not entirely clear, and remains certainly a large challenge. At the same time, new treebanks are still
continuously emerging, and paying attention to various strategies used in existing treebanks should help
the maintainers of these new languages to adapt their conventions. When diverse language families are
included, new questions inevitably arise. For example, in Apurinã there are very few actual cardinal
numbers and quantification is expressed in verbal constructions (Facundes et al., 2021; Rueter et al.,
2021a).

The issue how to handle Komi-Zyrian numerals was also recently discussed in the relation to Komi
morphological analyser (Rueter et al., 2021b, 67), which points to the fact that the best possible annota-
tion scheme is often a very relevant question for uses beyond the Universal Dependencies project itself.
We also believe that the classification and annotation of numerals is important from the point of view of
basic linguistic research and language description. As the description of Erzya counting expressions in
this study showed, the system is already very complicated and nuanced in this one language, and is just
starting to be adequately described in the newest grammatical descriptions (Suihkonen and Solovyev,
2013). We presume the description of many smaller Uralic languages remains much less complete, not
to even mention less studied language families of the world, which also have started to have signifi-
cant presence in the Universal Dependencies project. This kind of easily accessible information about
counting expression at large could be immediately beneficial, for example, in typological research, and
systematic annotations and documentation in projects such as Universal Dependencies is one modern
way to distribute this description.
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Abstract

While the highly multilingual Universal Dependencies (UD) project provides extensive guidelines
for clausal structure as well as structure within canonical nominal phrases, a standard treatment is
lacking for many “mischievous” nominal phenomena that break the mold. As a result, numerous
inconsistencies within and across corpora can be found, even in languages with extensive UD tree-
banking work, such as English. This paper surveys the kinds of mischievous nominal expressions
attested in English UD corpora and proposes solutions primarily with English in mind, but which
may offer paths to solutions for a variety of UD languages.

1 Introduction

Universal Dependencies (UD; Nivre et al., 2016, 2020; de Marneffe et al., 2021) is a framework describing
morphology and dependency syntax cross-linguistically. It establishes common labels and structural
constraints for annotating data, comparing languages, and training and evaluating parsers.

This paper, intended for readers familiar with UD (specifically, Basic Dependencies in version 2),
addresses what we see as a significant shortcoming of the current guidelines: “mischievous” nominal
structure—roughly, constructions that form noun phrases beyond the canonical components of determiner
or possessive, adjective modifier, noun compound modifier, head noun or pronoun, modifier PP, and
modifier clause. Many of these are productive but narrow constructions forming multiword names, dates,
measurements, and compound-like structures.

Such expressions often buck ordinary restrictions on NP structure: Kahane et al. (2017), for instance,
note that “most languages have particular constructions for named entities such as dates or titles. . . .
These subsystems are in some sense ‘regular irregularities’, that is, productive unusual constructions.”
In other words, names and dates often do not fit the mold of other noun phrases, though as we will
show below, the issues they raise pop up in other environments too. For many of these mischievous
constructions, the existing UD syntactic relations are inadequate, or inadequately described, and corpora
are widely inconsistent as a result—in some cases within a single treebank or between treebanks in the
same language.

Many of the issues presented below have been discussed at length within the UD community but
without any definitive resolution. Our goal is to consolidate the discussion and argue for a coherent
approach (or set of alternatives) based on careful analyses of English constructions across a range of text
types.1 To minimize added complexity to the UD scheme, our proposals are conservative, focused on
clarifying boundaries between existing labels and in some cases proposing new subtypes (which, though
language-specific, may be adapted to other languages). While we refrain from proposing new universal
relations that would force extensive editing across languages to maintain validity, we welcome feedback
on related phenomena in other languages. Although our analysis is focused on English, we believe that
similar reasoning applies to a range of other languages which cannot be adequately examined here due

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1Some short examples in this paper come from introspection, while longer examples and statistics are taken from the English
Web Treebank (UD_English-EWT; Silveira et al., 2014), and UD_English-GUM (Zeldes, 2017) or UD_English-GUMReddit
(Behzad and Zeldes, 2020), which together cover a broad spectrum of spoken and written genres and writing styles.
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to space reasons; we hope that guideline discussions in those languages will benefit from the analyses
below.2

2 Name Descriptors

We turn first to proper names, especially names of persons, and the constructions by which a speaker can
elaborate on a nominal referring expression.

(1) a. I met Gaspard Ulliel.
b. I met Gaspard Ulliel, the French actor.
c. I met the French actor, Gaspard Ulliel.

(2) a. I met French actor Mr. Gaspard Ulliel.
b. *I met French actor.
c. *I met the Mr. Gaspard Ulliel.

How are these handled in UD? The flat relation comes into play for open-class expressions with
no clear syntactic head, canonically including personal names like Gaspard Ulliel. A flat structure, by
convention, is represented in UD by designating the first word as the head of each of the subsequent words,
which attach to it as flat (a “bouquet” or “fountain” analysis).

The trouble is that referring expressions may contain descriptors beyond personals. Following the
Cambridge Grammar of the English Language (CGEL; Huddleston and Pullum, 2002), we distinguish two
types of pre-name descriptors in English: An appellation is a title that would be used to formally address
somebody by social status (e.g. occupation or gender), such as Mr. Obama or President Obama. An
embellishment3 is a bare nominal phrase preceding the name (and appellation if there is one) describing
the referent with category information like actor, French actor, or surprise winner of the Kentucky Derby.4

The embellished name may have an inanimate referent, as in German car maker BMW.5 In English,
embellishments are characteristic of select genres such as news.6 (2a) contains an embellishment and an
appellation within the same referring expression. The current UD guidelines state:7

If the two nominals participate in denoting one entity, the default relation to connect them is
flat (which may also be used to connect other nodes that are not nominals). Typical examples
are personal names: we can say that John Smith is a special type of John as well as a special
type of Smith, but none of the names governs the other and either of them can be omitted. In
many languages this analysis extends to titles and occupations, as in English president Barack
Obama.

Yet the flat analysis for embellishments and appellations yields counterintuitive results. That they are
bare NPs and are omissible—whereas the personal name is not, as shown by (2b)—is strong syntactic
evidence that they are modifiers. Moreover, it should be intuitively obvious that Gaspard and Ulliel form
a coherent unit of structure—yet under the bouquet analysis for flat structures (i.e. attaching all children
to the first token), Ulliel would have distinct heads for Gaspard Ulliel, French actor Gaspard Ulliel, and
Mr. Gaspard Ulliel.8

Further discussion in the guidelines acknowledges treating titles as flat is controversial, but explains
that titles do not meet typical criteria for nmod, compound, or appos. An nmod typically receives its own
independent case marking (possessive or prepositional in English). appos is limited in UD to relations

2An extended version of this paper (Schneider and Zeldes, 2021) contains additional recommendations regarding numbers
and adverbial NPs, omitted here due to space limitations.

3Also called “false title”, described here as a kind of apposition: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_title
4An anonymous reviewer has commented on the difficulty of applying the bare nominal diagnostic in languages with different

determiner systems, such as Slavic languages, Chinese, or Japanese. We fully acknowledge that equivalent constructions may
look quite different in those languages, but also believe that the problems analyzed here are both substantial enough in English to
merit a more detailed treatment, and common enough in other languages that the discussion is likely relevant beyond English.

5Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this example.
6A newscaster might say, Surprise winner of the Kentucky Derby American Pharaoh received a hero’s welcome upon

returning home today. . . . Note the lack of an article at the beginning of the sentence.
7https://universaldependencies.org/workgroups/newdoc/two_nominals.html
8Note that some embellishments and appellations contain clear internal structure (e.g., French actor Ulliel—amod; Secretary

of State Clinton—nmod, case). This does not pose an additional problem for the flat analysis, however: even dependents within
a flat structure may host internal modifiers, as was recently clarified in the guidelines.
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Secretary of State Clinton

flat

flat

flat

(a) Current flat analysis

Secretary of State Clinton

nmod

case

appellation

(b) Proposed modifier structure for appellation

Figure 1: An appellation with current vs. proposed structures (several options for the relation label of the “appellation”
dependency discussed below).

between two full NPs (or DPs, i.e. NPs including a determiner), as in (1b, 1c). And crosslinguistically,
“titles do not usually behave like compounds: in German, they are not joined to the following words, as
compounds are normally joined in German, and they appear at the beginning of names in both German
and Hebrew, even though German compounds are head last and Hebrew compounds are head first.”9

Nevertheless, we suggest that appellations and embellishments be removed from the flat analysis.
Exactly how this could be achieved is considered below.

2.1 A Relation for Titles?
A narrow solution would be to group appellations and embellishments under the category of titles. As these
constructions are frequent and distinctive, a subtype called :title might be appropriate, and subtyping
could alleviate the concern that none of the existing top-level deprels is a perfect fit. Alternatively, a new
top-level relation could be introduced. We thus begin by considering the following options:

• title, a new top-level relation
• compound:title

• appos:title

• nmod:title

• nmod:desc, a broader subtype, meant to cover additional mischievous nominals
A new top-level relation? A new top-level (universal) relation, title, presupposes that honorific titles,
at least, occur widely across languages and may have idiosyncratic syntax. However, it seems possible
that in some languages titles might have ‘normal’ syntax, and would not need such a top-level relation
at all. Even for languages with conspicuous title syntax, UD relations aim to be as compact as possible;
adding major labels is not done lightly, and would require waiting for UDv3, not to mention imposing
costs on many treebank maintainers and requiring updates to existing tools. We therefore prefer subtyping
an existing relation.
Problems with compound:title. In English, compound dependent nouns too are bare (lack a determiner
of their own), similar to appellations and embellishments, suggesting a subtype compound:title. In fact,
there is prior art in UD: Finnish UD documents the label compound:nn for appellations.10

However, there are important differences that suggest compound nominals (at least in English) and titles
are two different beasts. While the definition of compound is quite vague, its applicability to modifiers
of nouns is clearest in determinative compounds, either where both the head and modifier are part of a
multiword proper name like Washington Post; or where the head denotes a kind (usually, a noun that
could be made either definite or indefinite) which is restricted by the modifier, e.g. cake flavors. Often
such non-name combinations could be paraphrased with a possessive or prepositional construction if used
literally (flavors of cake); and often compounds behave like complex words and may become lexicalized
as idiomatic multiword expressions. By contrast, appellations and embellishments of proper name heads
nonrestrictively add information about an entity and might be paraphrased with “who is” or an appositive
(French actor Gaspard Ulliel→ Gaspard Ulliel, the French actor / Gaspard Ulliel, who is a French actor).

Morphosyntactic evidence also weighs against the compound analysis: English compound modifiers
are very rarely plural, even when denoting multiple items—whereas appellations, embellishments, and
appositives agree in number with their referent:

(3) a. Presidents Obama and Biden [appellation]
9https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/flat.html#some-further-notes-on-relations-for-names

10https://universaldependencies.org/docs/fi/overview/specific-syntax.html#appositions-and-appellation-modifiers
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b. French actors Ulliel and Marceau11 [embellishment]
c. Sam and Isaac, my brothers [appos]
d. *eggs carton(s)

Cartons of/for multiple eggs are egg cartons, stripping the plural ending from the compound modifier.12

If appellations and embellishments were special cases of the English compound construction we would
expect them to resist pluralization as well, but this is not the case (3a, 3b).

Problems with appos:title. Part of the practical motivation for the appos relation is to express a
semantic notion of equivalence between referring expressions, such that an information extraction system
could strip out supplementary information when matching names against entities in a knowledge base.
Thus French actor Gaspard Ulliel, my hero since childhood, won an Oscar could be simplified to Gaspard
Ulliel won an Oscar by removing appos and appos:title dependents. From an argument structure
perspective, appos is characterized by not adding participants to valency frames, i.e. Gaspard Ulliel and
my hero since childhood both instantiate the subject of won.

On the other hand, appos is already rather complicated (spelled out in detail below, §2.3). While
embellishments are sometimes categorized as appositions, there is a lack of universal agreement that
appellations and embellishments qualify as appositive modifiers; other sources (e.g., Ruppenhofer et al.,
2016, p. 77) view the name rather than the embellishment as the appositive phrase.

Intermediate Proposal: a subtype of nmod. The rationale here is that nmod is the most general relation
for nominals modifying other nominals. (It already has subtypes, including nmod:poss for possessive
modifiers and nmod:tmod for temporal modifiers.) In English, plain nmod dependents have case marking
or prepositions, but the subtyping can signal a morphosyntactically exceptional construction, as is already
the case with prepositionless nmod:tmod.

If we target only titles, then nmod:title is the least objectionable solution narrowly tailored for
embellishments and appellations, given that (a) nmod already has other subtypes, (b) this would avoid
confusion with dominant uses of compound and appos, and (c) implementing a new universal relation
across treebanks would be onerous, but treebanks are allowed flexibility to diverge and innovate with
subtypes. On the other hand, there are a number of other ‘mischievous’ adnominal constructions requiring
a solution, which suggests that a subtype focusing only on titles may be too narrow, motivating a more
general name fitting other types of descriptive modifiers, for which we will propose a new relation (called
nmod:desc).

2.2 Other Special Types of Nominal Modification

The above discussion is limited to appellations and embellishments that precede a name. But other, less
frequent constructions bear some resemblance to these:

(4) Post-name bare nominal modifiers:
a. 11-year-old Draco, scion of the Malfoy family, was sorted into Slytherin.
b. Oedipus, King of Thebes

(5) First or second person pronoun plus noun:13

a. We pilots deserve a pay raise.
b. You guys deserve a pay raise.14

In (4, 5), the bolded nominal phrase can be omitted while its head (underlined) cannot. (4a) can be
considered a post-head embellishment, and (4b) a post-head appellation. The construction seen in (5),

11It is unclear whether non-coordinated names referring to multiple individuals could license plural embellishments via
semantic number agreement: An argument broke out between married actors Brad and Angelina / ?married actors Brangelina /
?British comedians Monty Python.

12For exceptional pluralized modifiers in Germanic compounds see also Fuhrhop (1996).
13Elsewhere the pronouns are analyzed as determinatives (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002, p. 374), but we deem it impractical

to extend det to include such specialized uses of personal pronouns.
14The expression you guys has been conventionalized in some dialects as a gender-neutral second person plural.
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headed by a pronoun, is a cousin of the pre-head embellishment, as shown by the third person paraphrase
of (5a): pilots Earhart and Lindbergh. A broad relation nmod:desc for the special cases seen above as
well as appellations and embellishments would separate them from the appos, compound, and flat cases
while covering sufficient ground to merit its inclusion.

2.3 More on Appositives

A classic example of an appositive appears in (6). The appositive phrase, my brother, is a nonrestrictive
full NP descriptor of Sam. It is syntactically omissible, and could in fact replace its head as they share the
same referent. A similar phenomenon appears in (7), where an indefinite NP ascribes a property to Sam:

(6) Sam, my brother, is very tall.

(7) Sam, a musician, is very tall.

The current definition of the appos relation establishes the following criteria:

(8) An appositive (appos) must be
a. a full NP
b. modifying an NP in a reversible fashion (modulo punctuation)
c. to the right
d. with no intervening words.15

While appositive phrases are often separated by commas or parentheses, this is not a strict requirement,
and of course spoken language has no commas. We understand the definition to also include:

(9) a. my brother Sam
b. the color purple
c. the word “terrorist”
d. the play Much Ado About Nothing

Cases resembling appositives in some but not all of the above respects require clarification. The bare
modifiers discussed above are sometimes considered appositives, but UD excludes them with criterion
(8a). (10) satisfies criteria (8a, 8c) but not (8b, 8d), whereas (11) satisfies (8a, 8b, 8d) but fails (8c):

(10) “Maybe she really does just need a little space. . . ,” Amy said, ever the optimist.16

(11) A new Pakistani leader, he is intent on instituting reforms.

There seem to be two ways forward:

• Relax appos criteria either in general or in a subtype. In particular, relaxing (8b–8d) would allow
appos to cover (10, 11). This would contrast with nmod:desc suggested above, which covers bare
nominal modifiers.

• Maintain the appos criteria in (8), and classify examples such as (10, 11) as dislocated. These
constructions are not quite classic dislocation constructions,17 but they could be treated as if removed
from their normal apposition location.

In the interest of maintaining the status quo for appositions, we favor the latter solution and recommend
using dislocated.
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head modifier optional? invertible? agreement? type relation

(2a) actor Ulliel R Ulliel *Ulliel, actor actors Ulliel and Marceau name (head) ←nmod:desc
§2 President Obama R Obama *Obama, President Presidents Obama and Biden name ←nmod:desc
§3.1 Church Street R *Street / the street *Street, Church Church and River Streets name ←compound

(12) Lake Michigan L *Lake / the lake *Michigan, Lake Lakes Michigan and Ontario name compound→
(14) Figure 4 L *Figure / the figure *4, Figure Figures 4 and 5 name w/ num nummod:name→?

compound→?
nmod:desc→?

(13) Firefox 58.0 L Firefox *58.0, Firefox *Firefoxes 58.0 and 59.0 name w/ num nummod:name→?
flat?
nmod:desc→?

§3.7 London, UK L London *UK, London *Londons, UK and Ontario name nmod:npmod→
Joe Biden – (flat) (flat) *Joe and Jill Bidens name flat

(6) my brother Sam L my brother Sam, my brother my brothers Sam and John name (mod) appos→
Table 1: Constructions involving names and their syntactic properties.

3 Further Issues with Names

3.1 Syntactically analyzable proper names
Several other aspects of the syntax of names need to be addressed. The syntactic properties of many of the
constructions at issue are summarized in table 1. We begin by underscoring UD’s policy of analyzing the
internal structure of names with ordinary syntax where possible, regardless of the semantic status of the
name. For example, Church Street is analyzed with compound; and New York City consists of an adjective
which modifies a noun (amod), which in turn modifies another noun (compound).18

3.2 Cardinal directions
Cardinal direction modifiers of nouns (north, northeast, etc.) are annotated inconsistently in English UD
corpora. Based on the tagging tradition of LDC corpora, these should be treated as nouns unless they
bear overt adjectival morphology (northern, etc.). Cardinal direction nouns premodifying nouns should
therefore attach as compound, whether the expression is a proper name (North Carolina) or not (north
coast). When multiple parts of a cardinal direction term are separated by a space or hyphen, they are
joined with compound: e.g. north east ‘northeast’.

3.3 Names beginning with an entity type
Many proper names incorporate a transparent entity type. In the Thames River, the name is constructed as
an ordinary endocentric compound, with the entity type last and serving as the head and an identifier as
the modifier.19 But the River Thames (along with the other examples in (12)) poses a problem as the order
is reversed:

(12) a. Mount Fuji
b. Fort Knox
c. Lake Michigan
d. the River Thames

It can be argued that the head in (12d) is then Thames, as River can be omitted: the Thames (Huddleston
and Pullum, 2002, pp. 519–20). However, this omission of the entity type could be viewed as a shortening

15An exception to this constraint is already found in languages with so-called Wackernagel particles, such as Classical Greek
or Coptic, which appear in the second position in the sentence and can interrupt any phrase or dependency; see Zeldes and
Abrams (2018).

16The Body in the Casket: A Faith Fairchild Mystery, Katherine Hall Page, 2017
17The preferatory appositive in (11)—which features a description followed by a definite NP, and would be perfectly at home

in a newspaper—is not to be confused with hanging topic left-dislocation with a pronoun referring back to the dislocated element,
as might be uttered in conversation: My dad, he is always running late.

18Previously, POS tags in the English treebanks followed Penn Treebank tags and treated all content words within a proper
name as PROPN, but this was changed in v2.8; PROPN is now limited to nouns.

19Other place names headed by an entity type and exhibiting ordinary syntax include Mirror Lake, Ford’s Theatre, and the
Dome of the Rock.
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not unlike reducing Fenway Park to Fenway on the assumption that the speaker is able to identify the
referent based on the more specific part of the name. Such shortenings will vary in felicitousness depending
on the particular name and context. (Plain Michigan does not refer to the same thing as Lake Michigan.)

Note also that the name-initial entity types may be pluralized when grouping together multiple entities
of the same type, which distinguishes them from flat structures or typical compound modifiers and suggests
they may be heads: Lakes Michigan and Ontario (cf. Mirror and Swan Lakes). This fits with the expected
semantics, as noun-noun compounds tend to be headed by the superordinate category, and historically it is
possible that the construction is in fact a remnant of left-headed compounding from Romance place names,
possibly from Norman toponym patterns (English Mount X, French Mont-X, e.g. Mont-Saint-Michel).

We therefore consider the examples in (12) as inverted (left-headed) compounds.20 The identifier can
attach to the entity type as compound to reflect the inverted word order in these kinds of names.

3.4 Numbered entities
Numbers can also figure into names. They can disambiguate multiple of a series of related entities named
by a proper noun, as in (13). These are appendages to a proper name, syntactically omissible (with a
resulting broadening of meaning), and could be treated as modifiers. Numbers can also follow an entity
type, as in (14).

(13) a. Firefox (version) 58.0
b. Richard III
c. Toy Story 3
d. 1 Corinthians
e. World War II

(14) a. Figure 4
b. room 11b
c. pp. 5–10
d. subpart (e)
e. item (number) 3
f. Symphony No. 5

The cases in (14) use the number to identify a specific instance of the type. The entity type appears first,
similar to the inverted compound examples in §3.3. It is a completely different construction from quantity
modification, the predominant application of nummod, as in 3 items (plural!) or 3%. A morphosyntactic
difference between the numeric modifier constructions in (13) and (14) is that only the latter exhibit
agreement: page 5 (one page), pages 5–10 (multiple pages), but *Firefoxes 58.0 and 59.0.

We see three options, each with pros and cons:
• The morphosyntactic difference notwithstanding, treat (13) and (14) as essentially the same con-

struction, with a new relation such as nummod:name (consistent with the fact that the superordinate
category nummod is currently applied to numeric modifiers generally).21 Advantages are that (13)
and (14) look very similar, and numbers are a salient property for annotators or corpus users to
notice when selecting the appropriate relation. However, adding a subtype for a relatively narrow
and infrequent phenomenon is questionable, and some cases are not numeric (Level B).

• Treat (13) and (14) as instances of more general constructions. The construction in (14) can be
considered an inverted compound like Lake Michigan (§3.3). Flat structures could apply to the names
in (13) as this construction is less morphologically transparent. This would avoid a new subtype but
also may be seen as splitting hairs based on a subtle morphosyntactic criterion.

• A third option is to adopt nmod:desc for the constructions in (13) and (14). This would essentially
restrict the definition of compound to substantive lexical material excluding numbering designators;
nmod:desc would broadly cover miscellaneous modifiers associated with names that do not fit the
more conventional constructions. This solution eclipses the similarity between Lake Michigan (which
would remain compound) and Figure 4, but it perhaps avoids a counterintuitively broad application of
compound. It also means that the scope of nmod:desc is a bit broader, including not just modifiers

20Another analysis we considered was to treat the entity type as an nmod:desc modifier, giving Lake Michigan the same
structure as Dr. Livingstone or actor Ulliel. But the entity types in (12) seem more central to the name than titles, and are not as
freely omissible, so we are not persuaded that they are modifiers.

21The choice of subtype parallels flat:name—an optional subtype not currently implemented in English corpora, though it is
used for a number of corpora in other languages. The flat:name guidelines currently include Formula 1 as an example; this
would become nummod:name in this option.
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that are secondary to the main part of a name, but also modifiers that are essential to it (just Figure is
not a name, whereas Ulliel is).

(13a, 14e, 14f) illustrate a construction in which a word like number or version may precede a number
to clarify that it is an identifier rather than a quantity. In modern usage this would generally remain
singular even if referring to multiple items (items number 3 and 4), so we analyze number as a compound

modifier by default, and nmod:desc only if plural (items numbers 3 and 4). “?” is provided as a stand-in
for the relation between the entity type and the number given the above uncertainty:22

Symphony No. 5 in D

?

compound

nmod

case

For hyphenated numeric ranges (14c), the prevailing policy in UD corpora has been to analyze the
second part like a prepositional phrase to 10, thus an nmod of 5. One of the authors takes the view that a
coordination analysis would be more natural. In any event, 5 attaches to pp. as a modifier.

3.5 Business and personal name suffixes
Adjective-expanding suffixes like Inc. (“incorporated”) in Apple Inc. should attach as amod. Nominal
suffix designations that do not head the name, e.g. LLC (“limited liability corporation”), should attach
as nmod:desc. For personal names, the suffix type III in (13b) is addressed above. Generational name
suffixes that do not use numerals, like Richard Jr. and Richard the Third, are treated as postmodifying
amod. Other abbreviated name suffixes that would expand to nominal expressions, such as professional or
honorary designations (MD, O.B.E.), attach as nmod:desc.

3.6 Nicknames and parenthetical descriptors
A nickname that takes the form of a full NP appended to a name, e.g. Richard the Lionheart, can be
attached as appos. The same goes for works of art featuring a formulaic name followed by a nickname:
Symphony No. 5 “Fate”. Parenthetical descriptions following a name that are not alternate references
to the entity should be treated as parataxis: Pierre Vinken, 61, said. . . ; Vinken, 61 years old, said. . . ;
The Chicago Manual of Style, 17th edition; Biden (D) said. . . (but Biden, a Democrat, said. . . would be
appos).

3.7 Addresses
A street address like 221b Baker St. is headed by St., with Baker attaching as compound, and 221b per the
policy on numbered entities (§3.4). Frequently, place descriptions specify a locale-NP postmodifier without
a connective word besides punctuation. Examples: London, UK; University of Wisconsin–Madison; CSI:
Miami. These should be considered adverbial NPs, which arguably should fall under the nmod:npmod

relation.23

Multiple tokens of a single phone number should be joined with flat (this is the practice in the
GUM corpus; EWT currently favors nummod). Separate pieces of metadata that are juxtaposed in an
extralinguistic fashion (e.g., name, street address, city, postal code) should be treated as items of a
list—successive items should attach to the first as list.

4 Phrasal Attributive Modifiers

In English, the attributive modifier position before the noun head in a noun phrase is not limited to
adjectives/adjective phrases (very easy to use) and nominals. It also accommodates phrases like:

22Confirming native speaker intuitions, a search of COCA (Davies, 2010) reveals that the plural is much less frequent than
the singular in the pattern N.PL number(s) NUM and NUM, with the exception of the abbreviated spelling, where nos. is more
prevalent in this context than no. (the abbreviations seem to be especially conventional in proper names like Symphony No. 5).

23Currently, corpora sometimes use nmod:npmod and sometimes use appos, which is not appropriate as the two parts of the
location are not interchangeable. Space does not permit full discussion of nmod:npmod here (but see Schneider and Zeldes, 2021,
§6).
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a must see movie

det

aux compound

(a) Aux+V modifier

fire breathing dragons

obj amod

(b) ‘Deep structure’ N+V modifier analysis

fire breathing dragons

compound amod

(c) Proposed ‘surface structure’ analysis

Figure 2: Phrasal attributive modifiers (hyphen tokens omitted for brevity).

(15) a. a high-quality product
b. a by-the-book strategy
c. a fly-by-night operation
d. a have-your-cake-and-eat-it-too plan
e. a come-to-Jesus, do-or-die moment
f. a stern don’t-mess-with-me look

g. a must-see movie
h. fire-breathing dragons
i. the Bible-thumping, church-going faithful
j. many so-called libertarians
k. a cost-effective, nuclear-free future

Assuming that the hyphenated expressions are tokenized as separate words, UD annotators are con-
fronted with two issues: how to analyze these phrases internally, and which dependency relation to use for
the modification of the external noun.

Some of the hyphenated expressions in (15) are clearly lexicalized; others are productive combinations.
Expressions of this type might loosely be described as ‘compounds’, in the sense that the joining of
multiple content words into one lexical item is the morphological process of compounding. Should the
hyphenated parts thus be joined together with compound across the board? We are hesitant to establish
this policy because it would overload an already very broad relation label. Centrally, in noun phrases,
compound describes modification of a noun by another noun. If it applies to the examples in (15), it would
be for attachment to the underlined noun, not the internal structure of the hyphenated expression.

Another consideration is that the internal structure of the hyphenated phrases is largely regular: phrasal
modifiers of nouns can be structured as modified nouns (15a), PPs (15b), VPs (15c, 15d), imperative
sentences (15e, 15f), and verb clusters (15g). These structures are transparent, and just as UD policy
analyzes regular internal structures in proper names like University of Wisconsin, we advocate recognizing
internal structure here.

Yet synthetic or argument structure compounds such as fire-breathing, Bible-thumping, and church-
going (15h, 15i) invert the normal clausal order. Neither fire nor Bible nor church is the subject in the
clausal paraphrase: fire is the direct object in breathing fire; the paraphrase of Bible-thumping would
require reordering and adding a determiner or plural for the direct object; and the paraphrase of church-
going would require a preposition: going to church. Meanwhile, so-called (15j) lacks any obvious
paraphrase as a clause. We take these anomalies in word order and morphosyntax as clear evidence that
left-headed ‘deep structure’ VP material is being grafted onto a right-headed compound in the ‘surface
structure’. As Basic UD aims to represent surface syntax, we join these expressions as compound, as
shown for fire-breathing in figure 2c (vs. figure 2b). The adjective-headed combinations in (15k) should
also use internal compound, as should numeric modifier compounds like a 10-year plan.24

The next question is the external attachment, which is made difficult by UD’s lexicalist principle that the
part of speech of a word determines which relations it can participate in. Consider must-see (15g), which
is not a full VP, merely an auxiliary plus its head verb. Is this to be treated as a clausal dependent—acl,
or even acl:relcl (a relative clause)? This seems dubious; note that a relative clause paraphrase would
involve an embedded subject, e.g. a movie that one must see, or else a passive—a movie that must be
seen. It is also doubtful whether (15c–15f) should be treated as clausal modification, yielding several
different dependency labels for the attributive relationship. A simpler solution, it seems to us, is to treat
attributive phrasal expressions internally headed by verbs like coerced noun phrases,25 with compound for
the external attachment, as shown in figure 2a. As for PP modifiers like in (15b), it seems simplest to attach

24Contrast 10-year (compound) with 10 years (nummod), where the number modifier controls agreement.
25Kahane et al. (2017) suggest expanding the UD notion of multiword token to include idiomatic phrasal expressions, separating

their external syntactic behavior from their internal structure. This would make it convenient to represent the expression must-see
as a multiword NOUN comprised internally of an AUX and a VERB. This could be indicated via a morphological feature
ExtPos=NOUN on the internal head, see.
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them as compound rather than nmod; on this view, English nominal compound is equivalent to attributive
modification by a non-possessive nominal phrase (a hypothetical alternate name being nmod:attr).

To summarize, our proposed policy for phrasal attributive modifiers of nouns is:
• The attributive expression is internally analyzed with regular relations to the extent possible, except

where those relations defy ordinary word order or morphosyntax. compound is used internally for
anomalous relations.

• In the interest of simplicity, all non-possessive attributive modifiers attach as either compound if
internally headed by a nominal or nominalized phrase (including PPs), and amod etc. for adjectival
heads, as appropriate.

5 Dates

While analytically expressed dates like the thirty-first of July follow normal syntax (with thirty-first
elliptical for thirty-first day), there are special written formats for dates and times. Instead of a flat
structure, which would obscure the compositionality of dates, we propose the simple principles of
(a) treating the most precise part of the expression as its head, and (b) connecting the parts of the
expression together with nmod:tmod.26

For example, July 31, 1980 AD consists of a year expression (1980 AD) and a month both modifying a
date:

July 31 , 1980 AD

nmod:tmod punct

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

Another convention puts the date before the month (31 July). There, too, the date would be the head.
Even when the date is written as an ordinal—July the fourth—the month should be considered a temporal
modifier because it can be omitted with sufficient context (I’ll see you on the fourth; *I’ll see you on July).
This is in contrast to Richard the Third (§3.5), where Richard is the head.

A further practical consideration is that UD tree heads are often used to determine minimal token spans
for annotations such as entity recognition, mentions in coreference resolution, and entity linking spans
for Wikification (associating mentioned entities with their Wikipedia entries; Ratinov et al., 2011). Such
minimal or ‘MIN’ spans (Poesio et al., 2018, p. 12) are then used for training and scoring systems in
‘fuzzy’ match scenarios. It makes intuitive sense for the day in date expressions to form the minimal span
which needs to be identified, since the other tokens, i.e. years and months, already form the minimal
spans for the nested mentions of those years and months as separate entities. This use of UD-tree heads is
already in place for non-UD corpora using UD parses, such as ARRAU (Uryupina et al., 2020), and in the
gold standard UD English GUM for NER, coreference and Wikification (Lin and Zeldes, 2021).

For time expressions we follow similar reasoning, with an example as follows:

10:00 pm UTC

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

The time zone could alternately be expressed as a phrase like London time, which we would also view as
nmod:tmod. If written as ten o’clock, the token o’clock is considered an adverb and advmod of ten. This
also corresponds to an etymological reading of o’clock (< of clock), since a univerbized prepositional
phrase is equivalent to an adverb (cf. adverbs like ashore, formed with the Old English preposition an, the
stressed equivalent of on).

Zeman (2021) likewise proposes a standard for dates and times (considering English as well as Czech,
Indonesian, and Chinese). That approach is similar, differing mainly in treating the year in a date
expression as headed by the month rather than the date—1980 would be a dependent of July, which
would be a dependent of 31, in July 31, 1980. While semantically intuitive (smaller units of time head the
next larger containing unit), it is not clear that there is any syntactic motivation to group the month and

26We considered finer-grained relations like nmod:month, nmod:year, nmod:era, nmod:ampm, and nmod:tz but concluded these
were too detailed for UD and should fall under the purview of information extraction.
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year together. Although the month cannot normally be omitted while retaining the year, an expression
like the 31st, 1980 is only semantically nonsensical, or at best pragmatically anomalous, but not truly
ungrammatical. As evidence for this we consider the possibility of felicitous day+year expressions, such as
New Year’s Day 2000 (the same as 2000-01-01) or Pentecost 2022 (2022-06-05). The year-modifies-month
approach also has the disadvantage of creating nonprojectivity if the date is written between the month
and the year.

Zeman (§5) suggests appos to link a date with a day of the week, as in Wednesday, July 31. We agree
with this policy. Though the day of the week conventionally comes first in English, we recognize that
the order may be reversed on occasion (reversibility is a definitional criterion for appos, which is always
left-headed). Moreover, this does not affect preposition choice, as on marks days of the week as well as
dates, supporting the appos analysis in which they are essentially interchangeable full NPs.

6 How prevalent are these issues?

Some readers may wonder how common the issues raised in this paper actually are, and in particular
whether their frequency merits adding relation subtypes such as nmod:desc. Table 2 gives statistics for
some types of constructions that would be covered under the umbrella of such a relation. Although the
phenomena are not extremely frequent, the total token count of 373 out of 152K tokens in the UD v2.9
edition of GUM puts a putative relation covering these at rank 35 of 49 relation labels (including subtypes),
between obl:tmod (362 tokens) and nmod:tmod (399), suggesting that these are not particularly rare
occurrences. We also presume that depending on genre, some subtypes may become much more frequent,
such as company suffixes or even personal titles—for example, the frequency of just company suffixes in
EWT seems is about 2.5 per 10K tokens, compared to 0.3 per 10K tokens in GUM (other categories are
harder to identify, since their annotation in EWT currently varies or is not easily distinguishable, as in the
case of numbering modifiers).

construction most frequent types tokens (GUM) types (GUM)

title/profession General (15), Mr. (10), St. (8) 202 78
numbering Figure (31), Method (20), Wave (10) 162 63
company Inc (4) 4 1
entity type Mount (1), Camp (1), Team (1) 5 5

total 373 147

Table 2: Frequencies of some mischievous nominal constructions in GUM.

Although adding a new labeling distinction in the form of nmod:desc would doubtless require some
manual disambiguation effort, we feel that by surveying the constructions in this paper in detail, it becomes
more feasible to design high recall, automatic approaches to creating an initial updated version of UD
English with a more nuanced treatment of these mischievous constructions, using UD editing libraries
such as DepEdit (Peng and Zeldes, 2018) or Udapi (Popel et al., 2017), which can then be subjected to a
manual filtering pass.

7 Conclusion

Above we have reviewed many constructions involving names, values, and compounds that have pointed
to blind spots in the current guidelines for the nmod:*, compound, flat, appos, and nummod relations. We
have laid out several options for improving the treatment of these constructions via clearer and more
principled guidelines. The proposed improvements are of a surgical nature, minimizing disruption to
other UD conventions (no new universal relations are proposed, for instance). We are cognizant that
considerable effort may be required to fully revise existing UD treebanks, but note that treebanks are
already inconsistent; clearer guidance can only help. Subtypes remain officially optional—it is not
necessary for a treebank to distinguish subtypes of nmod to be compliant with the UD standard.

We invite feedback on these proposals from the UD community, particularly with regard to other
languages. We are aware that treebanking efforts in other languages have encountered some of the same
issues, but we have not systematically investigated our proposed solutions beyond English.
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Abstract

We attempt to shed some light on the various ways how languages specify date and time, and on
the options we have when trying to annotate them uniformly across Universal Dependencies. Ex-
amples from several language families are discussed, and their annotation is proposed. Our hope
is to eventually make this (or similar) proposal an integral part of the UD annotation guidelines,
which would help improve consistency of the UD treebanks. The current annotations are far from
consistent, as can be seen from the survey we provide in appendices to this paper.

1 Introduction

The label of the UTC time zone1 suggests that time can be coordinated and universal. Unfortunately, date
and time expressions in the world’s languages are not universal, and their current annotation in the various
corpora in Universal Dependencies (UD) (de Marneffe et al., 2021)2 is far from coordinated. One likely
reason is that from the point of view of a grammarian, date and time expressions are a rather marginal
phenomenon. Similarly, they are not the first thing to be covered by corpus annotation guidelines; and
sometimes there are no guidelines for them at all. To the best of our knowledge, this is the case of
Universal Dependencies, at least of the universal part of the UD guidelines3 (we cannot exclude that one
of the language-specific sections discusses these expressions). The issue has been discussed in the UD
Github issue tracker4,5 but the discussion did not result in a concrete specification in the guidelines. No
coherent proposal seems to have emerged, neither on the website nor in UD-related papers (de Marneffe
et al., 2021; Nivre et al., 2016; Nivre et al., 2020). A noteworthy exception is the recent proposal by
Schneider and Zeldes (2021, Section 5), who try to solve dates in English.
The main research question is whether (or to what extent) date and time expressions have internal syn-

tactic structure. UD is a syntactic framework, so in clear cases of syntactic structure we should annotate
it analogously to similar constructions elsewhere in the language. On the other hand, date and time ex-
pressions are frequent in certain genres across the world’s languages, with globally understood semantics,
so it would be beneficial for language-understanding applications to always organize the corresponding
items (year, month, day, hour, minute…) the same way. Ideally, we would like to find a rule that is
language-independent, yet it does not clash with morphosyntax when applied to concrete languages.
Date and time expressions are difficult not only because of their (understudied) grammatical peculiarity,

but also because of the way they are encoded in written language. If the expression involves digits and
symbols, the general guiding principle in UD is that the analysis should be parallel to how the expression
is pronounced and how it would appear in a treebank of spoken language (de Marneffe et al., 2021,
p. 285). Therefore, another research question of this paper is to what extent this principle can actually be
followed, as in some cases there are multiple possible readings.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. License details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.

1UTC = Coordinated Universal Time
2We work with UD 2.8, http://hdl.handle.net/11234/1-3687.
3https://universaldependencies.org/guidelines.html (all webs retrieved on October 4, 2021)
4https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/113
5https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/210
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In the present study, we survey various time-related expressions in a selection of the UD languages
and their internal syntactic structure (if any). We then propose a solution: a set of guidelines that —
if added to the UD documentation — would make annotation of these expressions easier and hopefully
more consistent. The current annotation in UD treebanks is not discussed directly in the survey, but for
basic date expressions, an overview is provided in the appendices. With typological diversity in mind,
we conduct the research on 5 languages from 4 different families.

2 Tokenization

If a date refers to the month by its name, then the day and year numbers are separate tokens, too. However,
if the date consists entirely of numbers and punctuation, some UD treebanks prefer to treat the date as a
single token. This is not exactly wrong (and it helps avoid some of the issues we are going to discuss in
this paper), yet we would argue that splitting the date into multiple tokens can increase the parallelism
with dates where the month is named. Furthermore, the orthographic rules in some languages allow
writing numerical dates with or without spaces,6 which would lead to inconsistent annotation if the dates
without spaces are not split.
Punctuation separators such as slashes or hyphens should be independent tokens, too. However, if

there are periods that, according to the language-specific rules,7 mark the numbers as ordinal numerals,
we recommend to keep them in the same token as the number. The token will then be recognizable as an
ordinal numeral, and it will be parallel to English 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th…
It is less obvious whether a similar argument should be made for time expressions. The core part, hours

and minutes, are typically spelled as one string, looking like a decimal number (although they actually
use the sexagesimal system, and sometimes a different punctuation symbol). There are multiple options
how to pronounce it, but it is not uncommon that the hour and minute parts are simply read as a sequence
of two numbers. We suggest to keep such numbers as one token.8 However, if the string contains unit
names or abbreviations, it should be better split into multiple tokens: 19h15m would become 19 h 15 m.

3 Tags and Features

Names of months and days of week are considered proper names (PROPN) in some languages and com-
mon nouns (NOUN) in others. Sometimes the distinction is just in language-internal orthographical rules
(whether or not the word is written capitalized), sometimes there may be deeper consequences, e.g.,
whether the word is used with a definite article. The decision has to be made on a per-language basis; if
there are no reasons supporting PROPN, we suggest to use NOUN as the default.
Tokens consisting entirely of digits (i.e., years and sometimes days) should always be tagged as car-

dinal numerals (NUM). However, sometimes the form of the number clearly indicates that it should be
pronounced as an ordinal numeral (5th, 5.). Ordinals are a subclass of adjectives in UD, hence the ADJ
tag should be used. Note that the POS category is not changed to noun when the numeral heads a nominal.
According to the UD tagging principles, the nominal function is encoded in the incoming dependency
relation but the POS tag stays the same.

4 Dates

In the UD taxonomy of syntactic units, dates are nominals. Most often they function as temporal oblique
modifiers in clauses (obl:tmod), as in The data will be released on November 15, 2021, or even without a
preposition (It took place last April). However, dates can appear in all other constructions where nominals
can. They can be non-temporal modifiers (What did they say about June 30?), subjects (June 30 suits me
perfectly) etc.

6For instance, in Czech, the default is with spaces after periods but the standard admits an alterative format without spaces
in business and technical documents (https://prirucka.ujc.cas.cz/?ref=160&id=810).

7E.g. in Czech, German and Finnish.
8It could be argued that the read-out-loud rule leads to multiple tokens for 7:15 because seven fifteen is written as two tokens.

However, we do not think it would be useful to extend this rule to purely numerical strings because then we would have to split
also numbers that do not denote time.
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4.1 English
Two date patterns are common in English: May 15, 2015 (pronouncedMay (the) fifteenth, twenty fifteen
/ two thousand (and) fifteen) and 15 May 2015 (pronounced the fifteenth of May twenty fifteen / two thou-
sand (and) fifteen). In both cases, the day may be spelled so that the ordinal numeral is overtly marked:
May 15th, 2015. The pronunciation of the day-month-year pattern with the preposition of shows that
the month modifies the day and not vice versa; we should treat the written date as it is pronounced, even
though the preposition is not visible (cf. (deMarneffe et al., 2021, p. 285)). The month is a temporal nom-
inal modifier, nmod:tmod.9 Similar patterns occur in some other European languages, such as Spanish
(el quince de mayo, lit. the fifteen of May).
The situation is less clear with the month-day-year pattern. Schneider and Zeldes (2021) propose to

make the day the head here, too, since the month can be omitted with sufficient context (I’ll see you on
the fifteenth); if we wanted to omit the day instead, the case marker would have to change (I’ll see you
in June). While this argumentation probably makes sense in English (no surface signals that the day
modifies the month, parallel structure with the first pattern), note that the omission of the month could
also be explained as ellipsis, and then the standard UD solution would be to promote the day to the head
position (if the rule were that normally the month is the head).
An analogous argument can be made about the year. It can be omitted from the full date (on May 15(,

2015)) but it cannot occur with the day and without the month (*on the fifteenth, 2015). We take this as
evidence that the year modifies the month, rather than the day-month complex as a whole, and it should
be attached to the month. Here we disagree with Schneider and Zeldes (2021), who attach the year to the
day. In either case the relation is not nummod because the year is a label that does not express quantity
(cf. (de Marneffe et al., 2021, p. 285)). It is a temporal nominal modifier, nmod:tmod. An optional era
specifier (BC/AD) will be attached as nmod:tmod to the year.
Note that the year can appear with the month and without the day if the case marker is changed: in

May 2015. Both in May and in 2015 are grammatical; however, in the right context, in May has the same
meaning as in May 2015 while in 2015 refers to a longer period. Therefore we propose to attach the year
as a dependent of the month. Furthermore, it is also parallel to expressions where of is overtly used: in
October of 2002.

on 15th May 2015 AD
ADP ADJ PROPN NUM NOUN

NumType=Ord NumType=Card

case nmod:tmod nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

on 15 May 2015 AD
ADP NUM PROPN NUM NOUN

NumType=Card NumType=Card

case nmod:tmod nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

on May 15 , 2015
ADP PROPN NUM PUNCT NUM

NumType=Card NumType=Card

nmod:tmod

case

nmod:tmod punct

in May 2015
ADP PROPN NUM

NumType=Card

case nmod:tmod

4.2 Czech
In Czech, the standard word order is day-month-year: 15. května 2015 (pronounced patnáctého května
dva tisíce patnáct, lit. fifteenth.GenMay.Gen 2015.Nom). The day is an ordinal numeral (ADJ) but unlike in
English, it modifies the noun that denotes the month. This is semantically slightly odd (we are referring to
the fifteenth day of May, not to a fifteenth May in a sequence of Mays), and it likely stems from a longer
expression “the fifteenth day of May”, but the morphosyntactic behavior has developed to that of regular

9The current practice in English UD seems to be that the :tmod subtype is only used when there is no preposition, as a kind
of justification why there is nmodwithout case. We believe that it is equally useful to use it for prepositional temporal modifiers.
Similarly, advmod:tmod could be used instead of plain advmod for time-related adverbs, as it is currently used in some other
UD languages. However, regardless of how broadly they are applied, relation subtypes are always optional in UD.
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adjectival modifiers. The day adjective thus agrees with the month in gender, number, and case. In the
example above both of them have the genitive form, which is the default for temporal oblique modifiers,
but both of them will switch to the nominative if the date is used as a subject, accusative if used as an
object etc. Similar patterns occur in some other European languages, such as German (am fünfzehnten
Mai, lit. on-the.Dat fifteenth.DatMay.Dat).10

15. května 2015 n. l.
15th May 2015 our era
ADJ NOUN NUM DET NOUN

NumType=Ord Case=Gen NumType=Card Case=Gen Case=Gen

amod:tmod nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

det

v květnu 2015
in May 2015

ADP NOUN NUM
Case=Loc NumType=Card

case nmod:tmod

The above reasoning does not work so much when the month is encoded numerically: 15. 5. 2015.
It is conventionally pronounced patnáctého pátý dva tisíce patnáct, lit. fifteenth.Gen fifth.Nom 2015.Nom,
that is, there are two ordinals (plus the year cardinal) and they no longer agree in case. We do not have
an explanation for this reading; nevertheless, in the absence of morphosyntactic evidence for one of the
possible analyses, we propose to use a parallel structure to that of spelled-out month, i.e., the month is
the head. The only change is the label of the first dependency, nmod:tmod instead of amod:tmod, as the
relation does not behave like standard adjectival modification in Czech.

15. 5. 2015
15th 5th 2015
ADJ ADJ NUM

NumType=Ord NumType=Ord NumType=Card

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

4.3 Finnish

The most frequent date form in Finnish is 15. toukokuuta 2015, pronounced viidestoista toukokuuta
kaksituhattaviisitoista, lit. fifteenth.NomMay.Par 2015.Nom. The day number is ordinal (ADJ) and it does
not agree in case with the month name; instead, it forces the month name into the partitive form. We take
this as a sign that the month depends on the day, like in English and unlike in Czech. The partitive case
is used also when the month is spelled and pronounced as an ordinal number: 15.5.2015, pronounced
viidestoista viidettä kaksituhattaviisitoista. A month name with year (but without the day number) is
typically found in the inessive case (toukokuussa 2015 “in May 2015”) but can occur in other cases if
they are required by the surrounding syntactic context. Their relation should be nmod:tmod because the
number does not specify a quantity of months.
Finnish also has an alternative date pattern, common in informal and spoken situations, where the

month precedes the day. Here the month must be in the genitive case and the day takes the essive form.
The day ordinal is optionally followed by the word “day”, also in essive: toukokuun viidentenätoista
(päivänä). Another option is that the day ordinal and the word “day” are in nominative: toukokuun
viidestoista päivä. Here the day ordinal modifies päivä and agrees with it in case.

15. toukokuuta 2015 jKr.
15th of-May 2015 AD
ADJ NOUN NUM NOUN

NumType=Ord Case=Par NumType=Card

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

toukokuussa 2015
in-May 2015
NOUN NUM

Case=Ine NumType=Card

nmod:tmod

10There are also German examples where the month is in the genitive and modifies the dative day ordinal: am Fünfzehnten
des Monats “on the fifteenth of the month”.
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toukokuun 15. päivänä 2015
of-May 15th day 2015
NOUN ADJ NOUN NUM

Case=Gen NumType=Ord Case=Ess NumType=Card

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

amod:tmod

toukokuun 15. 2015
of-May 15th 2015
NOUN ADJ NUM

Case=Gen NumType=Ord NumType=Card

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

Finally, it is also possible to encounter date expressions that feature the word päivä “day” but the
preceding number is not properly marked as ordinal (the period is missing): 15 päivänä toukokuuta 2015.
We acknowledge that it may then be tagged as a cardinal, although it may be pronounced as an ordinal
(viidentenätoista “fifteenth.Ess” instead of viitenätoista “fifteen.Ess”). The relation from päivänä can be
nmod:tmod but not nummod.

15 päivänä toukokuuta 2015
15 day of-May 2015

NUM NOUN NOUN NUM
NumType=Card Case=Ess Case=Par NumType=Card

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

4.4 Indonesian

In Indonesian, dates are often introduced by the word tanggal “date”: pada tanggal 15 Mei 2015, pro-
nounced pada tanggal lima belas Mei dua ribu lima belas, lit. on date five -teen May two thousand five
-teen. The day and year numbers are cardinal (rather than ordinal) numerals. As always, they do not de-
note quantity of anything, so they should not be attached via nummod. There are no morphological clues
that would enlighten the relation between the day and the month, so a flat analysis seems appealing.
Nevertheless, we can at least repeat what Schneider and Zeldes (2021) said about English. The month
can be omitted and we can say pada tanggal lima belas “on the fifteenth”. If that leads to making the day
the head in English, we should make the Indonesian analysis parallel and attach the month to the day as
nmod:tmod. The year, if present, will be attached to the month, and the optional era specifier modifies
the year.

pada tanggal 15 Mei 2015 SM
on date 15 May 2015 BC

ADP NOUN NUM PROPN NUM NOUN

case nmod:tmod nmod:tmod nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

di bulan Mei 2015
in month May 2015

ADP NOUN PROPN NUM

case nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

Modifiers such as lalu “last” and mendatang “next” are tagged ADJ in some treebanks and VERB in
others (last = passed, next = coming). Of course, this should be harmonized, but the adjective-verb
distinction is beyond the scope of this paper. If the modifier is a verb, it is a relative adnominal clause
(“that has passed”) and should be attached as acl:relcl. Otherwise it is a simple adjectival modifier,
amod. In tahun lalu “last year”, lalumodifies tahun. We could also say 15 Mei lalu “last May 15”, which
may or may not be in the previous year, and it is typically both the fifteenth day of the last May, and
the last fifteenth of May. Hence both the day and the month could serve as the parent node, and in the
absence of other criteria, we propose to attach the modifier high:

15 Mei tahun lalu
15 May year passed

NUM PROPN NOUN VERB

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod acl:relcl

15 Mei lalu
15 May passed

NUM PROPN VERB

acl:relcl

nmod:tmod
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tanggal 15 Mei pada tahun itu
date 15 May in year this
NOUN NUM PROPN ADP NOUN DET

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

case det

4.5 Chinese

In Chinese, dates proceed from the least specific to the most specific item. Numbers are always accom-
panied by the nouns for “year”, “month” and “day”; there are no names for months, they are encoded
simply as a number + “month”. Years are normally written using Western Arabic digits. Months and
days either use Arabic digits, too, or they are written in Chinese characters. Examples: 2015年5月15日
(2015 nián 5 yuè 15 rì, pronounced èr líng yī wǔ nián wǔ yuè shíwǔ rì), lit. two zero one five year five
month fifteen day;五月十五日 (wǔ yuè shíwǔ rì) “May 15”.
The numerals are cardinal and modify the respective nouns, but their relation should be nmod:tmod

rather than nummod, as they do not denote quantity. Similarly to Indonesian, there are hardly any criteria
that would favor one of the three items as the head. We therefore propose an analysis that is parallel to
Indonesian and English, i.e., the less specific item depends on the more specific one. An era specifier, if
present, modifies the year expression and is attached to its head noun. The year numbermay be substituted
by an expression such as同年 (tóngnián) “same year”,次年 (cìnián) “following year” etc.

公元 前 2015 年 5 月 15 日
gōngyuán qián 2015 nián 5 yuè 15 rì
com.-era before 2015 year 5 month 15 day

NOUN ADP NUM NOUN NUM NOUN NUM NOUN

nmod:tmod

case

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

五 月 十五 日
wǔ yuè shíwǔ rì
five month fifteen day
NUM NOUN NUM NOUN

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

同年 5 月
tóngnián 5 yuè
same-year 5 month

NOUN NUM NOUN

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

5 Days of Week

When the name of the day of week occurs together with the date, it can be understood as an apposition.
Both expressions refer to the same day and they can be reordered. The first expression is treated as the
technical head.

Wednesday , May 15
PROPN PUNCT PROPN NUM

appos

punct

nmod:tmod

May 15 , Wednesday
PROPN NUM PUNCT PROPN

nmod:tmod

appos

punct

6 Time

Wepropose in Section 2 that time expressed using digits be one token, as in the following example (copied
from Schneider and Zeldes (2021)). Schneider and Zeldes also propose that if the time is written as ten
o’clock, the token o’clock should be considered an adverb and advmod of ten.
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10:00 pm UTC
NUM NOUN PROPN

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

ten o’clock London time
NUM ADV PROPN NOUN

nmod:tmod

advmod:tmod compound

In general, verbose time expressions (as opposed to numbers) can vary substantially across languages,
resulting in different analyses.

quarter to ten
NOUN ADP NUM

nmod:tmod

case
tři čtvrtě na deset
three quarters on ten
NUM NOUN ADP NUM

nummod

nmod:tmod

case

varttia vaille kymmenen
quarter without ten
NOUN ADP NUM

case

nmod:tmod

jam sepuluh kurang seperempat
hour ten without quarter
NOUN NUM ADP NOUN

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod case
九 點 四十五 分
jiǔ diǎn sìshíwǔ fēn
nine hour forty-five minute
NUM NOUN NUM NOUN

nummod

conj

nummod

Note that in English, Czech, Finnish and Indonesian, the prepositions indicate which part is the modi-
fier. In Chinese, we have two numbers with units. Unlike in dates, the nummod analysis is quite appropri-
ate here, as we are counting hours (and minutes). This is not the case in Indonesian, where sepuluh jam
“ten hours” is nummod (indicating duration) but jam sepuluh (lit. the hour ten) is nmod:tmod (labeling
the hour). The relation between the Chinese hours and minutes cannot be characterized as subordination,
hence we propose conj instead of nmod:tmod (nine hours [and] forty-five minutes; another possible
candidate would be flat).
If time occurs together with date (it happened on May 15 at 9:45), they are often two independent

modifiers — note that in the previous English example, each has its own preposition. However, there are
situations where date and time have to be considered as one unit, denoting a point in time, which has a
syntactic function in the sentence: What about July 12, between 1:30 and 4:00. It is not obvious whether
the date or the time should serve as the head in such cases. In this particular English example, we could
say that the preposition about belongs to the date, hence the following analysis:

What about July 12 , between 1:30 and 4:00 .
PRON ADP PROPN NUM PUNCT ADP NUM CCONJ NUM PUNCT

punct

obl

case

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

punct

case

conj

cc

7 Ranges

Dates and times often come in ranges, as in the sentence The festival takes place from May 15 to June 10.
In writing, the range can be signaled by a dash (It takes place May 15 – June 10.) The range can occur
at various levels of precision, e.g. It takes place May 15 – 16, or It takes place from May to November
2015.
There are several options how to analyze ranges. Two full date expressions with different prepositions

(from and to) could be quite naturally annotated as two sibling oblique modifiers of the same clause.
Cases where only a part of the date is ranged (e.g., the month in from May to November 2015) could
be handled as ellipsis (i.e., the first modifier would be from May and the second would be to November
2015). Analogously with a dash, the first expression would be May and the second – November 2015.
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This solution has the disadvantage that the partial first expression is detached from the shared part, so it
is more difficult to infer thatMay actually refers toMay 2015.

festival se koná od prvního do patnáctého května
festival takes.place from first to fifteenth May
NOUN PRON VERB ADP ADJ ADP ADJ NOUN

nsubj

expl:pv

obl:tmod

obl:tmod

case

case

amod:tmod

Another option is to attach the closing part of the range to the opening part; for partial ranges, only the
ranged parts can be connected, and the shared, less specific part is attached to the head. This approach is
currently taken in some UD treebanks;11 however, if the closing part has a preposition (either spelled out,
or assumed to be encoded by the dash), the annotators mechanically pick the nmod relation, which seems
wrong. The second date does not reallymodify the first date. Their relation ismuch closer to coordination:
the event occurs on both the dates (as well as on all dates in between). In fact, some languages use
conjunctions instead of (or in addition to) prepositions to express ranges: German Mai bis November,
Czech květen až listopad “May to November”. Treating the prepositional (from–to) cases as coordination
would have the advantage of better parallelism and it would solve the shared modifier problem (from
May to November 2015 would be analogous to either May or November 2015). Coordinating May with
November would allow 2015 to technically modify the first conjunct but be propagated in enhanced UD
to the second conjunct.12
We lean towards the coordination analysis as the most parallel and cross-linguistically applicable so-

lution. If that is not accepted by the UD community, then we think that attaching the two endpoints as
siblings is better than making one of them an nmod of the other.

festival se koná prvního až patnáctého května
festival takes.place first to fifteenth May
NOUN PRON VERB ADJ CCONJ ADJ NOUN

nsubj

expl:pv

obl:tmod

amod:tmod

conj

cc

festival se koná 1. – 15. 5.
festival takes.place 1st – 15th 5th
NOUN PRON VERB ADJ PUNCT ADJ ADJ

nsubj

expl:pv

obl:tmod

nmod:tmod

conj

punct

8 How to Fix the Treebanks

Weprovide a survey of annotation patterns in the UD 2.8 treebanks of English, Czech, Finnish, Indonesian
and Chinese in the appendices. Some treebanks are internally consistent, some less so, but there is very
little consensus across treebanks of the same language. It is thus obvious that any improvement would
be welcome, even if it cannot be done perfectly.

11In fact, this approach also matches example (49) of (de Marneffe et al., 2021).
12As one of the reviewers pointed out, the correlative expression from X to Y is certainly a grammaticalized construction (it

cannot be paraphrased as to November from May), and the constituents need not be nominals (Heights range from tall to short,
etc.), reminiscent of coordination. See (Reynolds and Pullum, 2013) for an argument that versus has grammaticalized from a
preposition to a coordinator.
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Fortunately, it is not necessary to re-annotate all UD treebanks manually. Language-specific patterns
can be designed that will find (almost) all occurrences of date and time expressions in a treebank,13 and
identify their parts. The annotation can then be harmonized using tree-rewriting systems such as Udapi
(Popel et al., 2017) or Grew (Guillaume, 2021).

9 Conclusion

We have surveyed various date/time-related expressions in five languages from four different language
families. We have shown that some of these expressions in some languages have internal morphosyntactic
structure, which should be observed when constructing their UD analysis. The syntactic structure of
semantically corresponding expressions is not always compatible across language boundaries, hence the
annotation rules cannot be language-independent. However, in cases where no underlying syntax can be
detected, we recommend one of the annotation options as the default solution.
We believe that it is necessary to add some guidelines for date and time expressions to the UD doc-

umentation, as it will greatly improve consistency of the UD data (these expressions are quite frequent
in some genres). We also believe that with language-specific heuristics, the data can be fixed relatively
easily, using existing tools for automatic modification of the dependency structures.
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A Survey of English Date Annotations in UD 2.8

We provide an overview of date annotations currently applied in the English UD treebanks. The survey
demonstrates the variability of dependency relations. There are further differences in POS tags and fea-
tures but they are not shown here. We only show dates, i.e., without days of week, without times, no
ranges etc. Sometimes the same pattern receives multiple annotations within the same treebank. Other
treebanks are more consistent internally, yet the approaches differ heavily across treebanks.
The total numbers of occurrences in the tables are approximate. Some marginal cases with extra de-

pendents are either clustered with more generic patterns or omitted from the table completely.

A.1 EWT

Pattern Proposal Total EWT Trees

5/15/2015
5 / 15 / 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

punct punct

183 5/15/2015 (one token)

15 May
15 May

nmod:tmod

11 15 May

nummod

15 May 2015
15 May 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

20 15 May 2015

nummod nummod

15 May 2015

nummod nmod:tmod

15th May
15th May

nmod:tmod

3 15th May

compound

15th May

nummod

15th of May
15th of May

nmod:tmod

case

2 15th of May

nmod

case

May 15
May 15

nmod:tmod

80 May 15

nummod

May 15

advmod

May 15, 2015
May 15 , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct

45 May 15 , 2015

nummod

punct

nummod

May 15, 2015 AD
May 15 , 2015 AD

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct nmod:tmod

2 May 15 , 2015 AD

nmod:tmod

punct

nummod nummod

May 15th
May 15th

nmod:tmod

23 May 15th

nummod

May 15th

compound

May 15th, 2015
May 15th , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct

5 May 15th , 2015

nummod

nummod

punct

May 15th , 2015

nummod

nummod punct
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May 15th , 2015

compound

nummod

punct

May 15th , 2015

compound

nmod:tmod

punct

the 15th of May
the 15th of May

det

nmod:tmod

case

3 the 15th of May

det

nmod

case

the 15th of May

det

compound

case

A.2 GUM

Pattern Proposal Total GUM Trees

15 May
15 May

nmod:tmod

4 15 May

nmod:tmod

15 May

compound

15 May 2015
15 May 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

16 15 May 2015

nmod:tmod

compound

15 May 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

15 May 2015

compoundnmod:tmod

15th of May
15th of May

nmod:tmod

case

1 15th of May

obl

case

May 15
May 15

nmod:tmod

21 May 15

compound

May 15

nmod:tmod

May 15

nummod

May 15, 2015
May 15 , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct

82 May 15 , 2015

compound

nmod:tmod

punct

May 15 , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

punct

the 15th of May
the 15th of May

det

nmod:tmod

case

1 the 15th of May

det

obl

case

A.3 LinES

Pattern Proposal Total LinES Trees

15 May
15 May

nmod:tmod

4 15 May

amod

15 May, 2015
15 May , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct

2 15 May , 2015

amod

nummod

punct
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May 15
May 15

nmod:tmod

1 May 15

amod

May 15, 2015
May 15 , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct

1 May 15 , 2015

nummod

amod punct

A.4 ParTUT

Pattern Proposal Total ParTUT Trees

15 May
15 May

nmod:tmod

5 15 May

flat

15 May 2015
15 May 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

50 15 May 2015

flat

flat

15 May of this year
15 May of this year

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

case

det

1 15 May of this year

nmod

flat

case

det

May 15
May 15

nmod:tmod

1 May 15

flat

May 15, 2015
May 15 , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct

5 May 15 , 2015

flat

punct

flat

A.5 PUD

Pattern Proposal Total PUD Trees

15 May
15 May

nmod:tmod

3 15 May

nummod

15 May

flat

15 May 2015
15 May 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

4 15 May 2015

nummod nummod

15th May 2015
15th May 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

1 15th May 2015

compound nmod:tmod

May 15
May 15

nmod:tmod

1 May 15

nummod
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May 15, 2015
May 15 , 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod punct

5 May 15 , 2015

nummod

punct

nummod

May 15 , 2015

nmod:tmod

punct

nummod

the 15th May 2015 AD
the 15th May 2015 AD

det nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod

1 the 15th May 2015 AD

det

amod

nmod:npmod

nummod

the 15th of May
the 15th of May

det

nmod:tmod

case

4 the 15th of May

det

nmod

case

the 15th of May, 2015
the 15th of May , 2015

det

nmod:tmod

case

nmod:tmod

punct

3 the 15th of May , 2015

det

nmod

case

nmod:tmod

punct

the 15th of May , 2015

det

nmod

case

nummod

punct

B Survey of Czech Date Annotations in UD 2.8

B.1 CLTT

Pattern Proposal Total CLTT Trees

15. května 2015
15. května 2015

amod:tmod nmod:tmod

12 15 . května 2015

nummod

punct nummod

k 15. květnu kalendářního roku
k 15. květnu kalendářního roku

case

amod:tmod

nmod:tmod

amod

1 k 15 . květnu kalendářního roku

case

nummod

punct

nmod

amod

B.2 FicTree

Pattern Proposal Total FicTree Trees

15. května 2015
15. května 2015

amod:tmod nmod:tmod

5 15 . května 2015

nummod

punct nummod
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15. května tohoto roku
15. května tohoto roku

amod:tmod

nmod:tmod

det

1 15 . května tohoto roku

amod

punct

nmod

det

B.3 PDT

Pattern Proposal Total PDT Trees

15. 5. 2015
15. 5. 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

126 15 . 5 . 2015

compound

punct

compound

punct

15. května
15. května

amod:tmod

782 15 . května

nummod

punct

15 . května

nummod:gov

punct

15 . května

obl

punct

15. května léta Páně 2015
15. května léta Páně 2015

amod:tmodnmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod

1 15 . května léta Páně 2015

nummod

punct nmod

nummod

nmod

15. května roku 2015
15. května roku 2015

amod:tmod nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

1 15 . května roku 2015

nummod

punct nmod nummod

15. května letošního roku
15. května letošního roku

amod:tmod

nmod:tmod

amod

42 15 . května letošního roku

nummod

punct

nmod

amod

15. května 2015
15. května 2015

amod:tmod nmod:tmod

240 15 . května 2015

nummod

punct nummod

B.4 PUD

Pattern Proposal Total PUD Trees

15. května
15. května

amod:tmod

8 15 . května

nummod

punct

15. května 2015
15. května 2015

amod:tmod nmod:tmod

10 15 . května 2015

nummod

punct nummod
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15. května 2015 př. n. l.
15. května 2015 př. n. l.

amod:tmodnmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

case

amod

1 15 . května 2015 př . n . l .

nummod

punct nummod

nmod

case

punct

det

punctpunct

k 15. květnu loňského roku
k 15. květnu loňského roku

case

amod:tmod

nmod:tmod

amod

1 k 15 . květnu loňského roku

case

nummod

punct

nmod

amod

C Survey of Finnish Date Annotations in UD 2.8

C.1 FTB

Pattern Proposal Total FTB Trees

15.5.2015
15. 5. 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

10 15.5.2015

15. toukokuuta
15. toukokuuta

nmod:tmod

12 15. toukokuuta

amod

15 toukokuuta
15 toukokuuta

nmod:tmod

1 15 toukokuuta

nummod

toukokuun 15.
toukokuun 15.

nmod:tmod

1 toukokuun 15.

nmod

toukokuussa 2015
toukokuussa 2015

nmod:tmod

4 toukokuussa 2015

nummod

C.2 OOD

Pattern Proposal Total OOD Trees

15.5.2015
15. 5. 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

18 15.5.2015

15. toukokuuta
15. toukokuuta

nmod:tmod

3 15. toukokuuta

flat

15. toukokuuta 2015
15. toukokuuta 2015

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

3 15. toukokuuta 2015

flat

flat

C.3 PUD
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Pattern Proposal Total PUD Trees

15. toukokuuta
15. toukokuuta

nmod:tmod

4 15. toukokuuta

flat

15. toukokuuta 2015
15. toukokuuta 2015

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

12 15. toukokuuta 2015

flat

flat

15. toukokuuta
15. toukokuuta vuonna 2015 ekr.

nmod:tmod nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod

1 15. toukokuuta vuonna 2015 ekr.

flat

flat

flat

flat

vuonna 2015 ekr.

toukokuun 15. päivä
toukokuun 15. päivä

nmod:tmod

amod:tmod

1 toukokuun 15. päivä

flat

flat

toukokuun 15. päivänä
toukokuun 15. päivänä vuonna 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

amod:tmod nmod:tmod

1 toukokuun 15. päivänä vuonna 2015

flat

flat

flat

flat

vuonna 2015

toukokuussa 2015
toukokuussa 2015

nmod:tmod

15 toukokuussa 2015

nummod

C.4 TDT

Pattern Proposal Total TDT Trees

15.5.2015
15. 5. 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

23 15.5.2015

15 päivänä toukokuuta 2015
15 päivänä toukokuuta 2015

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

120 15 päivänä toukokuuta 2015

flat

flat

flat

15. toukokuuta
15. toukokuuta

nmod:tmod

47 15. toukokuuta

flat

15. toukokuuta 2015
15. toukokuuta 2015

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

185 15. toukokuuta 2015

flat

flat
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toukokuun 15. päivänä
toukokuun 15. päivänä

nmod:tmod

amod:tmod

1 toukokuun 15. päivänä

flat

flat

toukokuun 15 päivänä 2015
toukokuun 15 päivänä 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

1 toukokuun 15 päivänä 2015

flat

flat

flat

toukokuun 15. päivä
toukokuun 15. päivä

nmod:tmod

amod:tmod

1 toukokuun 15. päivä

flat

flat

toukokuun 15. päivä 2015
toukokuun 15. päivä 2015

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

amod:tmod

2 toukokuun 15. päivä 2015

flat

flat

flat

toukokuussa 2015
toukokuussa 2015

nmod:tmod

50 toukokuussa 2015

nummod

D Survey of Indonesian Date Annotations in UD 2.8

D.1 CSUI

Pattern Proposal Total CSUI Trees

15 Mei
15 Mei

nmod:tmod

12 15 Mei

nummod

15 Mei 2015
15 Mei 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

32 15 Mei 2015

nummod nummod

15 Mei 2015

flat

flat

15 Mei lalu
15 Mei lalu

acl:relcl

nmod:tmod

5 15 Mei lalu

nummod acl:relcl

tanggal 15 Mei 2015
tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod

5 tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nummod

nmod:tmod

nummod

tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nmod:tmod

nummodnummod

D.2 GSD

Pattern Proposal Total GSD Trees

15 Mei
15 Mei

nmod:tmod

22 15 Mei

nummod
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15 Mei 2015
15 Mei 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

153 15 Mei 2015

nummod nummod

tanggal 15 Mei
tanggal 15 Mei

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

9 tanggal 15 Mei

nmod

nummod

tanggal 15 Mei

flat

nummod

tanggal 15 Mei

compound

nummod

tanggal 15 Mei 2015
tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod

100 tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nmod

nummod nummod

tanggal 15 Mei 2015

flat

nummod nummod

tanggal 15 Mei 2015

compound

nummod nummod

tanggal 15 Mei 2015

acl

nummod nummod

tanggal 15 Mei 2015

obl

nummod nummod

tanggal 15 Mei pada tahun itu
tanggal 15 Mei pada tahun itu

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod case det

1 tanggal 15 Mei pada tahun itu

nmod

nmod

nummod case det

tanggal 15 Mei 2015 lalu
tanggal 15 Mei 2015 lalu

acl:relcl

nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod

1 tanggal 15 Mei 2015 lalu

nmod

nummod

amod

nummod

tanggal 15 Mei 2015 yang lalu
tanggal 15 Mei 2015 yang lalu

acl:relcl

nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod nsubj

1 tanggal 15 Mei 2015 yang lalu

nmod

nummod

amod

nummod nsubj

D.3 PUD
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Pattern Proposal Total PUD Trees

15 Mei
15 Mei

nmod:tmod

4 15 Mei

flat

15 Mei 2015
15 Mei 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

6 15 Mei 2015

flat

flat

15 Mei tahun lalu
15 Mei tahun lalu

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod acl:relcl

1 15 Mei tahun lalu

nmod:tmod

flat acl

pada tanggal 15 Mei
pada tanggal 15 Mei

case nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

4 pada tanggal 15 Mei

case nummod flat

pada tanggal 15 Mei

case nmod:tmod flat

tanggal 15 Mei 2015
tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod

5 tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nummod

flat

flat

tanggal 15 Mei 2015

nmod

flat

flat

tanggal 15 Mei 2015 SM
tanggal 15 Mei 2015 SM

nmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmodnmod:tmod

1 tanggal 15 Mei 2015 SM

nummod

flat

flat nmod

E Survey of Chinese Date Annotations in UD 2.8

E.1 GSD

Pattern Proposal Total GSD Trees

2015年5月
2015 年 5 月

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

141 2015 年 5 月

nummod

clf

nummod

2015 年 5 月

nmod

nmod

nummod

2015年5月15日
2015 年 5 月 15 日

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

264 2015 年 5 月 15 日

clf

nummod

clf

nummod nummod

2015 年 5 月 15 日

nmod

nmod

nmod

nmod nmod:tmod
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2015 年 5 月 15 日

nmod

nmod

clf

nummod nummod

2015 年 5 月 15 日

clf

nummod

clf

nummod nmod

2015 年 5 月 15 日

clf

nummod

clf

nummod nmod:tmod

2015 年 5 月 15 日

nmod

nummod

nmod

nummod nummod

5月15日
5 月 15 日

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

67 5 月 15 日

clf

nummod nummod

五月十五日
五 月 十五 日

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

1 五 月 十五 日

clf

nummod nummod

同年5月
同年 5 月

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

21 同年 5 月

nmod

nummod

同年 5 月

det

nummod

同年 5 月

nmod:tmod

nummod

E.2 PUD

Pattern Proposal Total PUD Trees

2015年5月
2015 年 5 月

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

14 2015 年 5 月

nummod

compound

nummod

2015年5月15日
2015 年 5 月 15 日

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

12 2015 年 5 月 15 日

compound

nummod

compound

nummod nummod
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2015年五月
2015 年 五 月

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

1 2015 年 五 月

nummod

compound

nummod

5月15日
5 月 15 日

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

6 5 月 15 日

compound

nummod nummod

公元前2015年5月15日
公元 前 2015 年 5 月 15 日

nmod:tmod

case

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmod

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

1 公元 前 2015 年 5 月 15 日

compound

case:loc

compound

nummod

compound

nummod nummod

去年5月15日
去年 5 月 15 日

nmod:tmodnmod:tmod

nmod:tmod nmod:tmod

1 去年 5 月 15 日

compound

compound

nummod nummod
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